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In reaction to recent discussion
in Asiaweek about Asia’s position
in science and technology, Professor
W im Stokhof proposes that the
European Commission use the
ASEM process as an instrum ent to
co-operate w ith Asia in its pursuit o f
acquiring the necessary scientific
sophistication. - (p. 3)
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CENTRAL ASIA
Bon is one o f the pre-Buddhist
religions in Tibet, and it could well
be said that, in Bonpo culture,
we perceive something essential
or basic that has penetrated Tibetan
culture from ancient time to the
present day. It may generally be
admitted, that Bonpo Studies are far
behind those ofTibetan Buddhism,
which are now flourishing
worldwide, particularly in Japan.
Yasuhiko Nagano discusses the
origins o f the Bon Project. - (p.12)
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Unlike most other Creole-speaking
nations, the Seychelles have already
created a standard form o f their
language. In most instances o f
language-engineering the officially
recommended form may differ from
popular forms. The Seychelles are no
exception to this. Jean-Claude Pascal
Mahoune writes about the
development and evolution o f
Seychellois Creole. - (p.2ij

THEME
As this year marks four centuries o f
contact between the Netherlands
and Japan, for this Newsletter’s
special theme, Ivo Smits and
Margarita Winkel have gathered
together nine scholars who discuss
their various approaches and
perspectives on Dutch-Japanese
relations during the past 400 years.
It was neither a relationship
between colonizer and colonized,
nor was it contact w itho ut effect.
Sources that reveal the history o f
these old ties can help us gain
greater insights into the dealings
between foreign cultures. - (p. 6)
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Because o f the flu id ity and thus the
political potential o f ethnicity,
many states perceive ethnic groups
as a threat to national unity. But
what about the state’s perception o f
having exclusive or sovereign rig ht
to manipulate those ideologies and
to enforce its interpretation?
Michael Jacobsen opens a discussion
about ‘Indonesia on the Threshold’.
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Report on the recent 7th NordicEuropean Workshop in Advanced
Asian Studies (NEWAS) at Gilleleje,
Denmark.
General Western attitudes o f
reverence toward chanoyu, the socalled tea ceremony in Japan, can
make it d iffic u lt to imagine that it
has ever been criticized, let alone
that there may have been something
like a rival tea ceremony. A review o f
Patricia J. Graham’s book:
Tea o f the sages: The art o f sencha
by Anna Beerens. - (p.35)

The recent 75th anniversary
celebrations for the founding o f
the Kern Institute in Leiden inspired
this retrospective look at the
institute ’s founder himself,
‘a Dutchman who went Indian'.
Professor Jean Philippe Vogel,
Sanskritist and archaeologist,
travelled throughout India
between 185151 and 1914.
Gerda Theuns-de Boer is convinced
that his experiences lay at the root
o f the foundation o f the Kern
Institute, -(p. 16}
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In stitu tion al News from the HAS
and agenda.
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News from the research programme
Changing Labour Relations in Asia.
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News from the ESF Committee
and agenda.
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-(P-22)

On January 1st, 2000, Professor
Tilm ann Vetter retired as professor
o f Buddhology, Indian Philosophy,
and Tibetan at the department o f
Languages and Cultures o f South
and Central Asia o f Leiden
University. ‘A Token o f Esteem’
is w ritten by Peter Verhagen in
his h onour.-(p. 15)
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SEALG Report
51

The levels o f capital investment and
the potential financial returns
involved in m ining attract an
unusual degree o f political interest.
Positions are articulated, and
policies and relationships are
developed over tim e in ways that are
not commonly found in the other
resource sectors. Chris Ballard
reports on the Freeport Mine in
Irian Jaya. - (p.25}
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‘I’m interested in moments and
what is real - resistances, drives,
desires, urges, wishes, and so on.
W ithout those things you w ouldn’t
have some sort o f animation or
drama’, said the artist Ken Lum once
in an interview. At the Sao Paulo
Biennial in 1998, he presented
‘Photo-mirrors: Presenting new
reflections’. Saskia Monshouwer
talks about the artist and his work.

EU-China Academic Network
Celebrating 75 years o f the Kern
The Tri-Iingual Collection
o f the MCJP Library
51

INTERNATIONAL
CONFE RE NCE A G E N D A

' ~(p-3<5)
In Choson Korea, a land o f
‘philosophers’ (1392-15110), kings and
literati tried to steer the kingdom by
the principles o f Neo-Confucian
political philosophy. KarpChon Kim
discusses a ‘Tug-of-War’ that
emerged between the public and the
private in traditional Korea. - (p.31}
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The IIAS in Leiden is surrounded by symbols o f Japanese cul
ture. At the beginning o f the Nonnensteeg, where the insti
tute is located, a poem by Bashö is painted on the wall. Its first

line reads: ‘A furious sea!’ Now, exactly four hundred years have passed since the Dutch ship ‘De
* i t u t«

for

Liefde’ sailed the furious seas and landed at Deshima. To mark those four centuries o f DutchJapanese relations, Emperor Akihito recently paid a visit to the Japanese Garden in the Hortus
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Botanicus, situated at the other end o f the ILAS building. An international newsletter on Asian
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Studies cannot, o f course, remain oblivious to all these things. In this issue’s special theme,
a number o f young scholars present their research on Dutch-Japanese relations.

m E D I T O R I A L OF F I C E
Visiting address: N onnensteeg 1-3. Leiden
Mailing address: IIAS, P.0 . Box 9515,
2300 RA Leiden, The N etherlands
Telephone: +31-71-527 22 27
T elefax: +31-71-527 41 61
E-mail: iiasnew s@ rullet.leidenuniv.nl
http://w w w .iias.nl

As always, the reader will find features on current research, publications, conferences, and in
stitutes. All contributions to the IIAS Newsletter are highly appreciated. ■ T H E
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vo Smits originally set out to study literature and it
I was only accidentally that he ended up reading the
J. literature of Japan, a country he knew only from the
movies. He has now travelled extensively throughout the
country, but he still remembers the first time he set foot
in Japan. He just sat on the train and watched and
watched. The abstraction he had been studying suddenly
took shape before his eyes. Ivo Smits wrote a thesis on the
court poetry of the early Middle Ages: The Pursuit o f Loneli
ness: Chinese and Japanese nature poetry in medievaljapan, ca
1050-1150 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 15195] and has
since worked on medieval poetry from a socio-historical
perspective. Together with Leonard Blussé and Willem
Remmelink he spent the last two years co-editing the
book Bridging the Divide: Four hundredyears the NetherlandsJapan (Leiden: Hotei Publishing, 2000). That period has
been a crash course in the breadth of Dutch-Japanese rela
tions, he maintains.
Margarita Winkel started out in Cultural Anthropology
of the Caribbean, the region from where she originally

came. After her graduation in the 15180s it proved difficult
to find a job in Anthropology that she could combine with
bringing up her children. Because her husband is a dealer
in Japanese prints, she decided to go back to university to
study Japanese for a just a year. Soon she was spellbound
by the language and history of Japan and decided to com
plete her studies. In many ways, she sees Japan as the re
verse of the Caribbean: the former is a large but relatively
homogeneous society that has absorbed foreign influence,
but retained its identity, the latter is a small yet complex
multi-cultural community. Margarita Winkel is now
completing her thesis entitled Exploring Culture and Histoty: Japanese ethnographical studies around 1800. She aims to
obtain an understanding of early modem Japanese ethno
graphers and their interest in culture and history. These
scholars devoted their attention to the use and meaning of
rare (antique or foreign] objects, as well as to less tangible
subjects, such as life in the cities and the history and cus
toms of the remote areas of Japan, and even of other coun
tries. Winkel is the Japan editor for the IIAS Newsletter. ■
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Whatstrategy didyoufollow in
compiling this thematic issue?
Our first goal was to give young
researchers especially the chance to
present their work. Secondly, we
strove to include current research
only, and thirdly, we realized that
the Dutch-Japanese relations are, of
course, unique but cannot be viewed
independently from the internation
al context. The Chinese, the colonial
elite of Batavia, and other Europeans
also interacted with Japan. This
wider context of East-West relations
is touched upon in the articles by
Ishii, Viallé, Fujita, and Raben.
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Submission: September 10, 2000
See also page 56
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What doyou hope to achieve with this
issue?
Firstly, we would like to point out
that there is a wealth of historical
materials available on interactions
between East and West and on
Japanese international relations in
particular. More and more these
materials are being translated and
made accessible. For instance, the
existence of commercial sources,

such as reports of Japanese and Chi
nese trading posts and accounts of
trading espionage, was relatively
unknown and, until now, nothing
much was done with them.
Secondly, we hope to generate new
contacts with scholars that share
common ground, but also with an
audience that is involved in Asia in a
wider context.
What a rty our plans/or the nearfuture?
Ivo Smits: My first priority will
stay as it was for now, that is, I will
continue my work on medieval po
etry and continue to teach at Leiden
University. In addition, I plan to
delve deeper into emblems (or sym
bols, allegories), imported into
Japan through Dutch seventeenthand eighteenth-century books, and
study the extent to which the Japan
ese understood and copied them. I
developed this interest in the
process of co-editing the book Bridg
ing the Divide. Also new is that, in
the autumn of this year, I will teach
Classical Japanese Literature at Yale.

Margarita Winkel: I have been
working as a part-time teacher at
the Department of Japanese and
Korean Studies, and would like to
continue this, if the opportunity
arises. In the field of research, there
are several aspects of my current
study that I would like to pursue if
possible. One example would be the
ethnographies of Russia written up
by two Japanese scholars on the
basis of castaway reports in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. Another idea is to further
explore the exchange of informa
tion between Japan and the Nether
lands, particularly in the fields of
ethnography and geography. When
the children come of age I would
also like to focus on Modern An
thropology and conduct research
in Japan. ■

Ivo S m its and M a rg arita W inkel both
teach at Leiden University. They can be
reached a t i.b.smits@let.leidenuniv.nl and
m.winkel@let.leidenuniv.nl respectively

I IAS
The International Institute for Asian
Studies is a postdoctoral research centre
based in Leiden and Amsterdam.The main
objective of the IIAS is to encourage Asian
Studies in the Humanities and the Social
Sciences (the Social Sciences and
Humanities: ranging from Linguistics and
Anthropology to Political Science, Law,
Environmental and Developmental studies)
and to promote national and international
co-operation in these fields.The IIAS was
established in 1993 on the initiative of the
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and
Sciences, Leiden University, the
Universiteit van Amsterdam, and the Vrije
Universiteit van Amsterdam. It is financed
mainly by the Netherlands Ministry of
Education, Culture, and Sciences.
Based in the Netherlands, the Institute
acts as an (inter)national mediator,
bringing various parties together for the
enhancement of Asian Studies. In keeping
with the Netherlands’ tradition of
transferring goods and ideas, the IIAS
works as a clearing-house of knowledge
and information.This entails activities such
as providing information services,
constructing an international network, and
setting up international co-operative
projects and research programmes. In this
way the IIAS functions as a window on
Europe for non-Europeans and
contributes to the cultural rapprochement
between Asia and Europe.
Research fellows at a post-PhD level are
temporarily employed by or affiliated to
the Institute, either within the framework
of a collaborative research programme, or
on an individual basis.The IIAS organizes
seminars, workshops, and conferences,.
publishes a newsletter (circulation
approximately 22,000 copies) and has
established a database which contains
information about researchers and
current research in the field of Asian
Studies within Europe and worldwide.
A Guide to Asian Studies in Europe,
a printed version of parts of this database
was published in l998.The Institute also
has its own server and Internet site to
which a growing number of institutes
related to Asian Studies is linked.
Since 1994 the HAS has been appointed
to run the Secretariat of the European
Science Foundation Asia Committee
(Strasbourg).Together with this
Committee the IIAS shares the objective
of improving the international co
operation in the field of Asian Studies
(additional information
can be acquired at the IIAS),
In 1997 the Strategic Alliance was
established: an international co-operation
between the Nordic Institute of Asian
Studies (NIAS), Copenhagen, and the IIAS.
The Institute of Asian Affairs (IFA),
Hamburg, joined the Alliance in 1998.
The Strategic Alliance was set up to
enhance research on (contemporary) Asia
and to create networks in Asia and
Europe with academic and non-academic
institutions and actors.
Upon the initiative of the IIAS, and in close
co-operation with NIAS, the Programme
for Europe-Asia Research Linkages
(PEARL) was established in Seoul in
October 1998. It is a network of
researchers from Asia and Europe, i.e.
from the ASEM (Asia-Europe Meetings)
member countries, representing leading
Asian and European Studies institutes.
PEARL believes that promotion of AsiaEurope research co-operation ought
to be an integral part of the ASEM
dynamics.The IIAS provides the
Secretariat for PEARL.
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2. Adopt selected potentially higher
Academics in the area of social and
quality institutes in Asia for up
human sciences have much to con
grading
and long-term co-opera
tribute to this knowledge. The study
tion.
of Asian cultures, economics, and so
3. Set up a European Union Institute
cieties is a vast subject area to which
for the study of contemporary
European scholarship has made re
Asia.
■
markable contributions. Europe,
with its manifold traditional con
nections with Asia, must make an
extra effort to continue playing a
In ‘Asiaweek’ o f February 4, zooo, an article appeared in which gaged in these more long-term prominent role in the field of Asian
Asia’s position in science and technology was discussed. With structural undertakings.
The building and upgrading of Studies. To achieve this greater co
out putting too fine a point on it the editor quite bluntly stat
ordination of research, based on in
ed what is often whispered in the corridors o f power: that Asia scientific institutions in Asia itself ternational co-operation between
has to boost its scientific capabilities - or it will risk its future. could be done through the large- European and Asian researchers, is
As some o f you may remember, the principal tenet o f the arti scale, long-term adoption by Euro
necessary.
cle is that Asia lags too far behind the West in science and tech pean ASEM partners of selected
I propose here to bundle yet an
nology. Asians involved in new scientific developments, if at promising key institutions in Asia.
References
other
set of already existing Euro
all, are based in Western or American institutions. It is his Europe has several instruments to pean institutions that in fact func - Asia Committee,
contention - and it is difficult to deny this - that Western make a concerted effort possible in tion as Busquin’s ‘Research Infra
European Science Foundation
academia has long laid far greater stress on original research this respect. One of these is the Euro structures’ (in: Follow-up to the Com
Asian Studies: An ESF interdisciplinair
than have its Asian counterparts. Asia is often said to lack the pean Science Foundation in Stras munication on a European Research
programme in the Humanities and
research tradition and funding. Indeed we may be permitted bourg. A too often neglected, but Area) and which focus specifically on
the Social Sciences, 2000
to say that in certain cases Asia seems to lack the right ap potentially highly interesting re Asia and Asian Studies. An example - Asia-Europe Vision Group
search organization, the ESF embod
proach to research, and to education for that matter.
For a Better Tomorrow: Asia-Europe
is the International Institute for
ies a truly European bundling of sci
partnership in the 21st century,
Asian
Studies,
which
has
a
European
Although I believe that Asiaweek’s entific capacities. The ESF is actively
Report 1999
or
even
wider
scope
of
activities.
By WI M STOKHOF
involved in the setting of European
vision is somewhat too bleak, it can
Asiaweek
Then
we
have
the
European
Associa
research agendas and it stimulates
not be denied that the need for so
uriosity in new
No Laughing Matter, Asia must boost its
tions for Asian Studies, representing
research programmes that are
phistication in sciences is becoming
phenomena,
a
scientific capabilities - or risk itsfuture,
thousands
of
European
Asianists,
geared towards the enhancement of
more acute by the year in Asian
_mind open to unFebruary 2000
and
the
recently
established
‘Confer
European research co-operation.
countries, as ‘the opportunities and
I expected concepts are
- Busquin, P.
ence
of
the
Presidents
of
the
Euro
T i p j sometimes missing. This problems we face become more Although the ESF has only very lim pean Associations for Asian Studies’.
Towards a European Research Area:
ited funding available, in many re
grounded in research.’
has been acknowledged
Contributions to the debate and
The
Asia
Committee
of
the
European
spects I believe it to be more success
It is inconceivable that as an im
by a high civil servant in Singapore,
commentaryfrom the commission
Science
Foundation
with
its
mem
ful than many of the programmes
portant part of the world Asia should
who recently diagnosed the absence
organised according to the action lines
bers
from
all
over
Europe
does
not
implemented by the EU s Frame
develop very well in an economic re
of a creative attitude among the stu
indicated in the communication,
stint
in
its
endeavours
to
stimulate
work Programmes.
spect (and there is no doubt about
dents’ as an obstruction to his coun
January 18-February 25 2000,
research
on
Asia
at
a
European
level.
Another useful instrument, initi
try’s future. The general mistrust of that, I believe), but that it should fail
http://w w w .europa.eu.int/com m /
We
propose
that
these
research
in
ated by Asians and Europeans alike,
to reach the necessary level of sophis
the Social Sciences as demonstrated
research/area/com m ents.htm l, pp 1-8
frastructures should be combined
is the Programme for Europe-Asia
tication in scientific capabilities. I
in certain countries in Asia and their
Commission o f the European
and developed into a European
Research Linkages (PEARL). Jointly
agree with the editor of Asiaweek, that
uneasiness with respect to the digi
Comm unities
Union Institute for Asian Studies,
chaired by Denmark and Malaysia,
this would eventually endanger
tal revolution and its consequent de
Actionsfor ‘Centres o/Excellence with
based, let’s say, in Paris. Such a Cen
this network expects to benefit from
mocratization of all sorts of knowl Asia’s future and therefore the future
a European Dimension’,
tre of Excellence (a concept also pro
ASEM’s intellectual potential in the
of its global partners as well.
edge, shows quite significantly to
http://w w w .europa.eu.int/com m /
moted by Busquin) should have a
areas of the hard as well as the soft
my mind that some parts of Asia do
research/area/predocs_en.htm l,
multidisciplinary approach. Asia
sciences. The network’s proposal for
Trem endous task
not yet have the broadness of mind
pp 1-5
will be studied in a comprehensive
intellectual pooling concerns the es
My proposal to the European
necessary to produce and accommo
Commission
o f the European
way paying specific attention to
Commission is to use the ASEM tablishment of long-term joint Asiadate original and cutting-edge re
Comm
unities
both the fundamental and applied
Europe research projects, which are
process as an instrument, and an ex
search.
Communicationfrom the commission
sciences: not forgetting the humani
considered
a
most
effective
tool
for
tremely apt one at that, to co-operate
The results of Western research are
to the Council, the European Parliament,
ties and social sciences. At the same
tightening links between Asia and
with Asia in its pursuit of acquiring
easily available through interna
the Economic Social Committee and
time this institute could function as
Europe on a multilateral basis.
the necessary scientific sophistica
tional journals and the Internet,
the Committee of the Regions:
catalyst for the suggested ‘ASEM Re
Furthermore, the PEARL network
tion. Undeniably this is a tremen
aided and abetted by much academic
Towards
a European Research Area,
search Platform’ and its long-term
dous task, but a strategic input of proposes to set up an ‘ASEM Re
va-et-vient between Asia and Europe.
Com.
2000,
January 6-18 2000’,
search Platform’ to initiate, monitor, joint Asia-Europe research projects
limited resources could already yield
Many of the entrepreneurs and acad
http:
/
w
ww
.europa.eu.int/com m /
on topics of common interest, such
and implement co-operative activi
quite effective results, which will be
emics, who occupy an important po
research/area.htm
l, pp 1-21
as changing labour relations,
ties in research. In a short résumé,
beneficial to both regions: As the
sition in Asia, have been trained in
Commission
o
f
the
European
transnationalism, migration, envi
(called ‘Towards a European Research
past has shown in the Netherlands,
the West. Western science is accessi
Comm
unities
ronmental issues, welfare systems,
Area, Contributions to the debate and
long-term scientific co-operation
ble to Asia. Some argue that ‘the nat
Follow-up to the Communication on
poverty problems, distribution of
commentary
from
the
Commission
orga
often provides and guarantees sus
ural origins of knowledge are be
a European Research Area:
energy, religious transformations
nized according to the action lines indi
tainable access to all layers of society.
coming irrelevant’. So, they say,
What is a ‘Research Infrastructure’?,
and so on.
cated in the communication’, page 4),
It is well known that a large num
‘what does it matter if Asia lags be
http://w w w .europa.eu.int/com m /
Busquin’s rethinking of Europe’s
Busquin remarks that ‘it would be a
ber of Asians have graduated from
hind?’
research/area/predocs_en.htm l,
science and technology programme
very positive sign if the representa
American universities. In his recent
Asiaweek gives a convincing answer
pp i-8
could be a good opportunity to con
tive bodies of different scientific dis
communication entitled Toward a
to this: it does matter because the
- Programme for Europe-Asia Research
sider
a
less
Euro-centric
approach
ciplines should wish to establish
European Research Area Commissioner
global research agenda is set by the
Linkages (PEARL)
than the one demonstrated in the
pan-European representative orga
Busquin
complains
that
‘European
West. Priorities are determined by
The Need/or Research in ASEM:
framework
programmes
so
far.
In
his
nizations.’ Fortunately, as I indicat
research institutes do not have the
Western scholars, procedures and
A proposal presented by the Programme
concept of a European Research Area,
ed before, these pan-European and
same
magnetic
attraction
on
re
standards are set without contribu
of Europe-Asia Linkages,
there
is
an
understandable
emphasis
even pan-regional organizations al
searchers from all over the world as
tions or participation from scholars
in: HAS Newsletter 20
on
research
and
co-ordination
of
re
ready exist.
American laboratories, companies,
in Asia.
(November 1999), pp 41-45
search
in
a
European
context.
How
and universities have’. The ASEM Vi
To play a role in global scientific
- TongG ohC hok
ever,
research
is
per
definition
a
nonBundle institutions
sion Group has also pointed out the
strategy, the Asian countries have to
The Asia-Europe Dialogue:
regional activity. It prospers in an
Apart
from joint efforts to invest
fact
that
the
Europe-Asia
student
ex
develop their own sophisticated level
The road to greater understanding,
international
setting
with
participa
in Asian research, it is my opinion
changes schemes should be en
of research planning and implemen
in: Paul van de Velde (ed.), 1997, pp 15-22
tion
from
researchers
from
different
hanced. I completely agree, but I that Europe should forge ahead in
tation. To become more scientifically
Velde,
P van de
regions,
disciplines,
and
paradigms.
developing its knowledge about
wonder if these measures are suffi
competent, several things are neces
Cultural Rapprochement between Asia
cient to obtain the necessary scientif Asian societies and countries and
sary:
and Europe,
Resume
their interregional and internation
ic sophistication in Asia and to link
1. Funding,
IIAS Leiden, 1997
In
order
to
enhance
effective
co
al relationships. Asia and Europe are
Asian researchers and their govern
2. Training,
Stokhof, W.A.L.
operation
between
Asia
and
Europe
I
developing new partnerships in
ments more directly with Europe.
3. Institutional infrastructure and,
Editorial,
propose a set of essential actions to
many fields of society. In the 21st
What I see as the primary opportu
since most individual countries in
HAS Newsletter 20 (november 1999), p 2
be carried out within the ASEM
century the world will see a much
nity for Europe in ASEM, apart from
Asia are only in a very limited way
process:
more balanced relationship between
fellowship programmes, is systemat
equipped with the aforesaid neces
1. Establish an ASEM Research PlatAsia
and
Europe
than
in
the
preced
ic co-operation in the building and
sities, another element is extreme
Professor Wim Sto k h o f is the Director o f
form, where Asian and Europeans
ing
century.
To
build
up
fruitful
and
upgrading of scientific institutions
ly urgent,
the International Institute for Asian Studies.
set the agenda for shared research
peaceful relations between Asia and
in Asia itself. The US, as far as I know,
4. An effective national and regional
He can be reached at e-mail:
on topics of common interest to
Europe will require a thorough
is primarily involved in fellowship
co-ordination of resources (human
iias@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
gether.
knowledge of developments in Asia.
schemes for Asians, but it is not en
and otherwise).

Opportunities
for Europe in ASEM
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National Council on Orientalist
Library Resources

The 15199 Conference
The 1999 Conference o f the N ational Council on O rientalist Li
brary Resources was held at Rhodes H ouse, South Parks Road,
Oxford, on 7th December 1999. The title o f the Conference was
‘Old wine in new bottles; electronic access to Asian language
resources’ reflecting the major them e o f the Conference which
was a review o f on -lin e resources and an investigation o f soft
ware m anagem ent system s and their functionality in relation
to Oriental collections. The Conference was attended by 34
m em bers o f the NCOLR representing a wide range o f academ
ic and professional in stitu tion s throughout the UK.
By C.A. ANSORGE

I he first of the pre
sentations was given
by Eleanor Robson,
of the Oxford Oriental In
stitute, and described the
basic structure of Unicode
and its implications to cataloguers
and librarians working in the Orien
tal field. She outlined the difficulties
met with in attempts to display nonRoman script in a consistent way in
automated catalogues and databases
and the problems this had raised in
relation to searching and retrieval.
This has led to a need for a universal
standard coding to include all scripts
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which could then be used in all soft
ware systems. The Unicode system
was first developed in 1991 and is still
under development. It was originally
devised to look at scripts used in mod
ern languages using non-Roman
scripts, but has more recently devel
oped into processing historical scripts
used in classical languages. A Unicode
website with full details of the system
is available at www.unicode.org
which gives details of the set up for all
the character sets so far developed.
Font design companies do not usually
have off-the-shelf packages for nonRoman scripts or for any scripts
which are of interest only to a very
small group of specialists. Unicode

has been accepted, in principle, by Mi
crosoft for inclusion in further devel
opments and programmes. The com
plexities posed by sorting in nonRoman character sets are still to be in
vestigated.
The second presentation was given
by Michael Popham who is Head of
the Oxford Text Archive in Oxford.
He first described the establishment
of the OTA within the Oxford Uni
versity Computing Service under the
auspices of the National Arts and
Humanities Data Service in 1976.
This was designed as a repository for
electronic texts and to provide a free
distribution to the scholarly com
munity. This was a JlSC-funded es
tablishment of NAHDS which in
January 1997 launched the web-site
http://ahds:ac.uk with a web-site for
the OTA at http://ota.ahds.ac.uk The
OTA contains more than two and a
half thousand texts in around twen
ty-six languages and includes elec
tronic editions of individual au
thors, a variety of language corpora,
and standard reference works such
as the Bible. It also contains single
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Language Endangerm ent
& Language M aintenance
This conference was held w ithin the framework o f an interna
tional three- year research program m e, en titled Language En
dangerm ent & Language M aintenance: an active approach
that is funded both by the Australian Research C ouncil and
UNESCO. The goal o f the programm e was to study language
endangerm ent am ong m inority groups in indigenous and m i
grant settings in order to provide tools to assist in the survival
o f such languages.
By AONE VAN ENGELENHOVEN

esearch by Barry
Blake and Maya and
►David Bradley, all
three at LaTrobe Universi
ty, focused on the indige
nous setting and studied
Aboriginal languages in Victoria, Aus
tralia, and minority languages in
Mainland Southeast Asia, respective
ly. Blake’s contribution to the confer
ence discussed the interpretation of
older sources in order to meet the
need among Aboriginal communities
in Victoria to revive the indigenous
languages that they had lost. Jane
Simpson and others (Sydney Universi
ty] discussed the role of dictionaries in
language maintenance and revival,
which was exemplified in Tonya Stebbins’ (Melbourne University] report
on the Sm’algyax in Canada. Stephen
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Morey’s (Monash University, Mel
bourne] talk on Tai languages in
Assam (India] had clear links to the
contribution of the Bradleys on the
language policy of the Yi in China.
Peter Myhlhsusler’s (Adelaide Uni
versity] report on the ecology of the
pidgin spoken on Norfolk Island pro
vided a case study from Oceania.
The paper by Christina Eira (Mel
bourne University] on Hmong speak
ers in Melbourne related to research
by Kate Burridge (LaTrobe Universi
ty], Margaret Florey (University of
Newcastle, NSW] and myself Our re
search focuses on languages in the
migrant setting, respectively German
as spoken in Mennonite communi
ties in Pennsylvania, USA, and indige
nous languages (‘bahasa tanah’]
among Moluccan migrants in the
Netherlands. Burridge’s own paper
on Pennsylvanian German and An

ders Ahlquist’s (National University
of Ireland, Galway] comparison be
tween Irish and Swedish in Finland
elaborated on the language attitudes
of minorities. In our paper, Margaret
Florey and I elaborated how ethnolinguistic complexity has created
four different types of language atti
tude and usage in the Moluccan com
munity in the Netherlands. John
Hajek’s (Melbourne University) re
port on languages in East Timor dis
tressingly exemplified language en
dangerment in the aftermath of war.
John Bowden (ANU, Canberra] and
Alexandra Aikhenvald (LaTrobe Uni
versity) discussed the impact of lan
guage contact on language obsoles
cence (respectively Malay on Taba in
Maluku, Indonesia, and Tucano on
Tariana in Amazonia, Brazil).
The conference was a nicely judged
blend of description, application, and
theory. The plenary session at the be
ginning of the conference featured
talks on theoretical issues of language
maintenance (David Bradley), lan
guage shift from the perspective of
immigrants (Michael Clyne (Monash
University) and multilingualism
(Alexandra Aikhenvald, Stephen
Wurm (ANU). Sometimes a contribu-

language dictionaries, bilingual dic
tionaries, and newspapers.
Also outlined in some detail were
the problems posed by issues of
preservation of electronic resources
and the problems of the migration of
data to updated technology. Meth
ods of preserving the readability of
texts in an ever-changing world of
new electronic equipment poses
many problems yet to be solved.
Some of these issues are addressed at
www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/scoping/report.html. So far there are rather few
examples of databases in Asian lan
guages and the ones present at the
moment are mainly in translitera
tion. The number of texts are grow
ing and there is a Japanese and Chi
nese text initiative specifically to
deal with texts in these areas.

Diacritics
Following the break for lunch there
was a panel discussion focusing on
three commercial library manage
ment systems and their capabilities in
relation to Oriental language materi
al. The complexity of the problems
facing Oriental language cataloguers
concerning the display of diacritics in
transliterated records, and problems
to do with the display of non-Roman
scripts, were to be described by people
with expertise in various commercial
software packages. The first presenta
tion given by Margaret Savage-Jones
from the Wellcome Institute was of
the Innopac system. This system has
been chosen by the Wellcome for its
multilingual support capability and
additional customization had also
been carried out since its installation.

tion would seem to have been better
scheduled in another session, as for
example David Nash’ (ANU) contri
bution. His survey of the technical
tools for the documentation of lan
guages would have perfectly fitted
into the plenary session. Sometimes a
contribution discomforted the audi
ence, as in the case John Hajek’s paper.
All papers were highly appropriate
and exemplified phenomena of lan
guage endangerment and mainte
nance in different places.
Besides hearing interesting talks,
conferences are excellent opportuni
ties to meet colleagues and discuss
each other’s research results. This
was in full flow during the coffee
breaks in between and the dinner
meetings after the sessions. During
these informal gatherings John Bow
den (ANU), Margaret Florey (Univer
sity of Newcastle), and Aone van En
gelenhoven (Leiden University) set
up the outlines of an ‘East Nusantara Workshop’ at which linguists
working in East-Indonesia and East
Timor can meet. This workshop is
planned in July 21-23, 2000, and will
be hosted by the Australian National
University in Canberra.
All in all, this conference has been
very fruitful and provided clues to
future research on language endan
germent and maintenance. There are
plans to publish the conference pa
pers in a special volume. ■

To assist the cataloguing process key
boards had been customized to input
special characters. Catalogue records
in transliterated form were displayed
but the display of Oriental scripts was
not yet possible.
Shirley Perry from Manchester
University then described the Tabs
system which is in use in their li
brary OPAC system. The Tabs system
can produce catalogue records for
Oriental material in transliteration
only, and has, at present, no plans to
develop original script cataloguing.
Special script facilities existed only
as add-ons from the Web. Diacritics
could occur only in ASCII character
sets where the special characters can
be combined with the letters. Dia
critics displayed in catalogue records
appeared as splodges which were of a
very unsatisfactory for the cata
logue-user.
The third system to be considered
was GEAC, described by Peter Bur
nett of the Bodlean Library, Oxford.
He outlined the history of the Oxford
on-line catalogue including the mi
gration of the catalogue data from a
previous system to GEAC in 1997.
Cataloguers in Oriental language are
able to use the cataloguing module,
Geocat, which includes input and
display facilities for diacritics. This
facility was a later development and
the inputting of diacritics is by
keymap, which is composed on the
screen. The character string for each
diacritic can be stored and used when
needed. Catalogue display of records
with diacritics was much more suc
cessful than in the other two sys
tems. At the moment the system
stores but does not display the 880
fields in RLIN records. GEAC cannot,
at the moment handle CJK script.
The system demonstrations were
followed by a general discussion
among Conference participants. The
Aleph system, not demonstrated, was
also mentioned as a system for possi
ble consideration. This system, devel
oped in Israel, has a UK version, but
the British examples of Aleph are un
able to display non-Roman scripts.
The Hebrew Aleph system with He
brew script display could not be inte
grated with the Roman script ver
sion. All panel members emphasized
the need to be very clear about the
precise specification needed when
purchasing a system and also to be
clear exactly what was on offer from a
supplier. It was also very important
to have technical assistance from the
supplier until all requirements have
been met and are successfully work
ing. It was important to know if spe
cial fonts came as add-ons or came
automatically as part of the overall
package. The need for searching and
display in original script was consid
ered an important feature for future
development but also the need for
transliterated records would be likely
to continue. The incorporation of
Cyrillic or Oriental scripts into the
same databases as Roman scripts
raised problems of indexing which
had not yet been addressed. ■

Aone van Engelenhoven,

C.A. Ansorge, National Council

Leiden University.

on Orientalist Library Resources.

E-mail: engelenhoven@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

E-mail: caa i@ cus.cam .ac.uk
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mulation and closing of the capital
intensity gap whereafter the produc
tivity gap could be addressed.
R. Whitley (Manchester Business
School), in talking about the
changes, if any, in the so-called ‘EastAsian Business Systems’, expressed
his feeling that internationalization
and changing institutional struc
tures till now were not sufficient to
warrant any substantial changes in
organizational patterns in the East
Asian countries. In a discussion of
‘structural bias’ against labour in the
process of Korean economic growth,
Hagen Koo (University of Hawaii) ex
plained how the working class was
politically, though not economically,
excluded and how the authority of
the state and culture were utilized to
mobilize labour for development.
T.K. Wie (Academy of Sciences, In
donesia), for his part, dealt with the
political changes and economic chal
lenges facing Indonesia after the fall
ofSoeharto.
By looking into the patterns of mi
gration of South Indian workers to
Southeast Asia (Malaysia and Burma)
from late nineteenth century on
wards, A. Satyanarayan (Osmania
University, India) gave useful in
sights into the impact of migration
on both the host and home commu
nities. T. Yanagihara (Asian Develop
ment Bank Institute and Takushoku
University, Japan) looked at the
rights and wrongs of East Asian Mir
acle and concluded that, while restructuring had been the major
focus, legal and administrative struc
tural reform and adaptation needed
to be implemented in conjunction
with each other so as to effectively
meet the challenges for the future.
Y. Hayami (Graduate Institute for
Policy Studies, Japan) was the latest

Asian Development
Seminar Comes of Age

U n iq u e in its effort to b rin g to g e th er th e exp ertise on Asia in I ic imperatives of the Chinese system
th
e ixcuiciuuiu,
N eth erla n d s, th e Asian D ev elo p--m
Sem inar
Series
providing some managerial flexibili
me
----en
----t ------------ty. Ya Xu (EUR) introduced the re
(ADSS) was set up at th e en d o f 1997 w ith th e h elp o f th e Re
sults of her survey into the ‘family
search Sch ool for Asian, African and A m erin dian Studies
work.......
strategy’
in the Chinese econo
(CNWS) o f Leiden U n iversity and th e In tern ation al In stitu te
—
b J
--------for A sian S tu d ies (HAS). In terdiscip lin ary in scope, th is sem imy. She argued that liberalizing the
nar series seeks to p rovide researchers o n m od ern Asia w ith an
labour market did not serve the pur
pose of reducing the oversupply of
academ ic d isc u ssio n foru m o n research in progress. In an ef
labour in the state sector due to ‘ra
fort to stim u la te th e d iscu ssio n , fu ll papers, or at least a d e
tional’ income/security strategies
tailed h a n d o u t, are d istrib u te d prior to th e sem inar. T his has
adopted by families and, in particu
paid o f f in term s o f active, and so m e tim es h eated, d iscu ssio n s
lar, the female work force.
d u rin g th e sessio n s.
In March, 1999, in conjunction
with
B. van Ark (Groningen), we or
ization process.’ He held that the cri
By ANI L KHOSLA
ganized
a session on the debate over
sis had been further exacerbated by
accumulation
versus assimilation in
the ‘inappropriate’ policy response
n its almost two-andAsia,
started
by
Paul Krugman of
by the IMF. In contrast, discussing
a-half years of exis
MIT
in
1994.
R.
Nahuis
(Tilburg and
Japan’s response to the challenges
tence, both junior
CPB)
set
the
tone
for
the
debate by
posed by the bursting of the bubble,
and senior researchers
providing
a
succinct
presentation
of
Ippei Yamazawa (Institute of Devel
have presented, in 14 dif
the
main
arguments.
N.
Crafts
(Lon
ferent sessions, a total of oping Economies, Japan) stressed the
don School of Economics) then dis
need for further deregulation of the
23 papers on a wide range of issues
cussed the implications of the finan
Japanese financial sector and the
pertaining to Asia. Although essen
cial crisis for East Asian growth.
greater role that inward Foreign Di
tially covering East, Southeast and
While pointing out the ‘downside’ of
rect Investment could play in Japan.
South Asia, the ADSS has not
the ‘developmental state’ model and
Having dispensed with the gener
shunned wider comparisons. In this
the resulting wasteful investment,
alities of the development experi
short article, I would like to famil
he expressed his hope that problems
ence, the discussions moved on to
iarize - in an admittedly cursory
of coordination might become less
more
concrete
issues.
Comparing
the
manner - readers with the issues
important, and that diminishing re
working
of
European
with
Japanese
raised during these sessions. The
turns might force countries to use
multinationals
in
India,
N.S.
Sidbrief account of the activities below
capital stock more efficiently. Com
dharathan
(Institute
of
Economic
is my own understanding of the pre
paring productivity growth between
Growth,
India)
concluded
that
sentations as a convener and may
China, India, Indonesia, South Korea
Japanese
multinationals
tended
to
differ from the intentions of the pre
and Taiwan, M. Timmer (Eind
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senters. No attempt has been made
hoven) concluded, along similar
chinery and materials as a conse
to integrate or comment on the top
lines, that the initial catch-up phase
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of
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practice
of
vendor
de
ics covered.
was normally characterized by accu
velopment. European multination
At the start of the Seminar Series,
als, on the other hand, imported
East and Southeast Asia were in the
more components. An implication of
throes of financial turmoil, raising
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the Japanese strategy was a quicker
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technology.
Looking
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into
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local
procurement
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the ‘Asian Development Model’. It
of Japanese electronic firms in Asia,
seemed only obvious for us to start
R. Belderbos (Maastricht) found that
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industry characteristics and ‘local’
in the region which might consti
operating experiences were impor
tute a ‘development model’. Hence,
tant in determining the extent of
during the first two sessions, a total
local procurement. Standardized and
of six papers were presented in an at
‘mature’ components were more
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there an Asian Development Model?’ likely to be locally procured, while
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Small and Medium Enterprises
various countries in the region hid
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he
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specific government efforts to cor
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and
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scheduled
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Europe Summit Meeting (ASEM)
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Singh addressed ‘Asian Capitalism
thrust
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seminar
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possible
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and
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for
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ses
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It
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also
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that,
tent demands from civil society to
concluded that it was a positive
the Asian countries, but in the errors
although the Summit itself ob
address problems of the ordinary
change
within
the
politico-economin ‘controlling the financial liberal

presenter in the series. Based on his
three decades of field work in the
Philippines, he provided us with an
in depth analysis of the changing
structure of a village economy in the
Philippines. He amply stressed the
need to look at the mechanisms im
pinging on a society in a holistic way
and the complementary nature of
various factors in bringing about
fundamental changes in a society.
His ideas rang a bell in terms of the
interpretation of the Asian Develop
ment Experience where people have
tended to focus, more often than
not, on individual factors.
Hayami’s cautionary note suc
cinctly sums up the purpose of ADSS
by clearly showing that while work
ing on our individual niches, it is im
perative for us to venture out of our
well defined compartments of disci
plines and regional specialties. Rec
ognizing that we have a lot to learn
from what other disciplines and re
gions have to offer, ADSS strongly
supports an interdisciplinary and
inter-regional approach. We solemn
ly call on researchers engaged in re
search on Asia or comparative studies
to join us as participants and presen
ters in an attempt to further enrich
the series and our understanding of
the processes at work. ■

Anil Khosla, Convener, Centre for Japanese
Studies, Leiden University, The Netherlands
Some o f the papers presented are available
on the website o f the seminar:
(http://tcjk03.leidenuniv.nl/users/ADS) that I
have set up to disseminate information about
the series. Shortly, we are also going to start
a working paper series (Asian Development
Seminar Working Papers). We always
welcome new ideas and please feel free to
contact me at khosla@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

The Future of ASEM
Widening, deepening,

tained the highest visibility, consid
erable progress was also registered
during follow-up working meetings
of Foreign and Finance Ministers
and senior officials on specific sub
jects. Nevertheless, considerable dis
appointment was expressed that op
portunities had been lost for solid
European involvement in the Asian
economic crisis. One speaker re
marked that Europe was, to some
degree, distracted by its own preoc
cupations with the Balkans, and
Asia was likewise focused on China.
One participant commented that
‘the arcane process of officials and
bureaucrats must be overcome.’ An
other possible problem cited was the
suggestion that Asians were inter
ested in the ASEM process because it
played a role in defining the East
Asia regional identity and Asians
were anxious to learn from the Eu
ropean experience, whereas Europe
felt it had few lessons to learn from
Asia. ■
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400 Years o f Dutch - Japanese Relations

Introduction
This year marks 400 years o f Dutch-Japanese relations, an an
niversary that is being celebrated in both countries with many
special exhibitions and events. While such celebrations may
seem to gratify national pride, it is also an undeniable fact that
these relations constitute a unique and long-lasting contact be
tween East and West. This was neither a relationship between
colonizer and colonized, nor was this contact without effect. The
sources marking the history o f these old ties can help us gain
greater insights into the dealings between foreign cultures.
■ By IVO SMI TS
& MARGARI TA WI NKEL

uring the first
centuries,
the
main stage for
Dutch-Japanese interac
tion was Japan. The peri
od between 1600-1868 is
known as the Tokugawa, or Edo, peri
od as the Tokugawa shogunate then
established its political centre in the
city of Edo (present-day Tokyo). The
government measures regarding for
eign policy included regulations on
foreign access to Japan and a prohibi
tion on Japanese going abroad. The
last of such measures were taken in
1639. Between the middle of the sev
enteenth to the early nineteenth cen
tury, Japan was characterized by a
stable political pattern in which rep
resentatives of the Dutch East India

Company, or VOC, were the only Eu
ropeans with a right to trade in Japan.
The VOC jealously guarded this ex
clusive position.
In the course of this period, the
Japanese evaluation of the Dutch
changed from regarding them as
commercial agents to seeing them as
importers of European knowledge.
Modern academic research has fo
cused on the latter half of the eigh
teenth and first half of the nine
teenth century and is especially con
cerned with the influence of the socalled ‘Dutch Studies’ [rangaku) on
the early modernization of Japan, es
pecially with regard to medicine, the
natural sciences, and art. Much of
this research is based on Japanese
sources, such as the Japanese transla
tions of European books. In his essay,
Henk de Groot follows the method
and implications of the study of the

R O Y A L C A B I N E T OF R A R I T I E S
A N D THE N A T I O N A L M U S E U M

Dutch language in Japan in the early
modern period.
Recently, other types of sources are
being explored. Very important, in
this respect, are the trade reports of
the VOC. Three contributors make
ample use of these sources. Kayoko
Fujita considers two types of Dutch
VOC sources evaluating the informa
tion they gave on Dutch understand
ing of the shogunal foreign policy,
the information flow within the
VOC, and the role of the colonial ehte
in Batavia in this process. Martha
Chaiklin and Cynthia Viallé make use
of similar records to trace the flow of
objects to and from Japan. Chaiklin
looks at the import of European
items to Japan, using tobacco utensils
as an example. Viallé focuses on the
export of Japanese products, specifi
cally considering the role of Japanese
lacquerware. Her interest lies not so
much in the export activities to Eu
rope, about which relatively much is
already known, but in the Asian mar
kets to which the VOC catered as well.
The VOC may have had exclusive
European trading rights in Japan, but
the Chinese were much more impor
tant trading partners to the Japanese.
The Chinese traders in Nagasaki were
not official representatives of their
country but, like the Dutch, they
were members of private companies.
The Chinese also keenly observed the
movements and imports of their
competitors and, in his paper, Yoneo

Ishii points out the relevance of the
Chinese trade reports for an under
standing of VOC activities in Japan.
Although this interaction is usually
described as an exclusively DutchJapanese affair, many of the VOC em
ployees in fact came from other Euro
pean countries. Beatrice M. BodartBailey describes the legacy of the sev
enteenth-century VOC physician En
gelbert Kaempfer, who first took in
terest in Japan while in Java and
whose descriptions, originally writ
ten in German, have (until recently)
long been misrepresented by bad
translations and distorted modifica
tions. Kaempfer can be considered a
pioneer in his attempts at catalyzing
change in European attitude towards
other areas. Following the period of
commercial expansion, an academic
interest in the natural and cultural
characteristics of these areas increased
and private travel accounts, like the
one by Kaempfer, as well as the collec
tion of objects became an important
goal in itself for travelers. In his re
search on the origin of ethnographic
collections and museums in The
Netherlands, Fifi EfFert focuses on the
collections of three early nineteenthcentury employees of the Dutch facto
ry in Japan. The first King of the
Netherlands, William I, played a sig
nificant role in this process. Follow
ing the period of French occupation,
the Netherlands was tranformed
from a republic into a kingdom.

Japan’s rapid period of opening up,
which started in the 1850s, became a
process in which the position and im
portance of the Dutch in Japan de
clined, while the Japanese became
very important players in the inter
national arena. Herman J. Moeshart’s
case-study of a Dutch diplomat’s
misbehaviour in the Meiji period
(1868-1912) shows the later arrogance
of the West towards Asian countries
and also reveals the essentially minor
role played by the Dutch after the
opening up of Japan.
At the turn of the nineteenth cen
tury, the central stage for DutchJapanese relations moved from Japan
to the Dutch East Indies (roughly
equivalent to present-day Indonesia).
The growing numbers of Japanese
immigrants to the Indonesian archi
pelago and the increased economic
interests of Japan in Southeast Asia
culminated in the occupation of the
former Dutch colony during the Pa
cific War. In his contribution, Remco
Raben tackles the complex issue of the
effects and especially after-effects of
the war, and shows how the Indone
sians, the Japanese and the Dutch still
construct their separate individual
and collective memories. ■

Ivo Smits and Margarita Winkel both
teach at Leiden University. They can be
reached at: i.b.smits@let.leidenuniv.nl and
m.winkel@let.leidenuniv.nl respectively.

Japanese religious objects, drawn by W. Hekkipgjr
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Japanese collections, 1816-1883
Only in the past decade has interest been growing in the
Netherlands in museum-histories and in the history o f
ethnography - ethnology - anthropology. Three collectors
who stayed in Japan in the early decades o f the nineteenth cen
tury played an important role in the creation o f the first Dutch
ethnographic museum.
By FIFI EFFERT

thnology as a sci
ence and the ethno
graphic museum
both developed without
influencing each other
very much during the
greater part of the nineteenth centu
ry. Courses were given for colonial
civil servants as early as 1835, al
though it appears that the uses of
ethnographic collections for teaching
purposes were marginal. The interest
in collecting ethnographic objects
from the former Dutch colonies in
Indonesia started only after i860. The
first chair in Volkenkunde was estab
lished at Leiden University in 1877.
The first part of this study is con
cerned with the history of the Royal
Cabinet of Rarities in The Hague and
the National Museum of Ethnogra
phy in Leiden. The second part analy-
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ses the roles played by three private
collectors of Japanese objects, whose
collections and notes were acquired
by the Royal Cabinet and later be
came part of the Ethnographic Muse
um. The third part of the thesis con
siders these developments in light of
different methods of classifying ob
jects, ethnographic discourse, and
government policy with regard to
museums in the nineteenth century.
The Dutch case seems to have many
parallels with the history of other
ethnographic collections in different
parts of Europe.
The foundation of the Royal Cabi
net of Rarities in 1816 marked a trans
formation from royal and/or private
collections to national state-owned
collections. It was the first attempt to
create something like a National Mu
seum, and it consisted mainly of a be
quest of objects from China, the
Royal House, and items concerning

the national history of the Nether
lands. King William I enriched the
Cabinet within i6years of its creation
with three large collections of Japan
ese artifacts. From that moment for
ward, the nature of the Cabinet was
predominantly ethnographic.
The three collectors were Jan Cock
Blomhoff (1779-1853), Johannes van
Overmeer Fisscher (1800-1848), and
Philipp Franz von Siebold (1796-1866),
who worked at the Dutch factory at
Deshima (Nagasaki) between 18171830. Von Siebold’s collection re
mained in Leiden, and he managed it
himself until his second voyage to
Japan in 1859. Under the directorship
of his successor, Conrad Leemans, the
nature of the collection had become a
general ethnographic one and, subse
quently, the name was changed to the
National Museum of Ethnography in
1864. In 1880, Lindor Serrurier took
over and became the first director
with an ethnological background. In
the meantime, the Royal Cabinet in
The Hague was as popular as ever
until its closure in 1883, at which time
the ethnographic collections were fi
nally united in Leiden, where they
still constitute the basic core for the

National Museum of Eth
nology.
In the series of activities
involving exhibitions, lec
tures, publications, and so
forth organised to cele
brate the 400 years of
Dutch-Japanese relations,
the subject of von Siebold
DE H O O F D G R O E P D E R .V F D E E L IX G : JA l'.V X 'SC H E G O D S D IE N S T .
always attracts a lot of at
tention. He has even be
come a sort of cult-figure. There is no
merely left us with a plain inventory
of his collection, while Cock Blomhoff
doubt that he was a colourful person,
and during his lifetime he took cate to
and, especially, Overmeer Fisscher
leave a huge archival collection of carried their ethnographic endeavors
further by organising their materials
notes and letters.
However, the fact that history has
into annotated catalogues, thus creat
ing an invaluable source of back
almost totally neglected the excellent
collections and annotated catalogues
ground information on these objects.
They presented the world with the
of Cock Blomhoff and Overmeer Fiss
first ethnographic exhibitions that
cher is undeserved. In their efforts to
represent the material culture of tried to covet the complete culture of
Japan in the form of objects, illustra
Japan, they collected daily utensils,
tools, models of immovable or other
tions, models, and written sources. ■
wise unobtainable goods like houses,
as well as maps, prints, and paintings
to illustrate the use and setting of the
collected items. Although each of Fifi Effert is a PhD candidate at the
them was motivated by a strong
Research School CNWS, the School o f Asian,
African, and Amerindian Studies, Leiden.
ethnographic interest, their respec
tive legacies differed. Von Siebold
E-mail: freffert@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
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A Song for the Shogun
x rs-i

Enuelbert Kaemp/er and i / ' h-c.Japan
Searching for Kaempfer’s daibutsu the enormous bronze Buddha statue
which once rivalled that still at Nara on a map of Kyoto today, one finds no
more than a police box of that name
(daibutsu koban) in the vicinity of the
National Museum. Yet, in Kaempfer’s
time the statue was so famous that a
and he was convinced that crossing
By BEATRICE M. BODART-BAILEY
visit was made compulsory for the
the damp and cold Hakone Moun
Dutch delegation on their return
tains on the annual trip to the
s a poet, he could
Research
journey
from Edo, to show off Japan s
shogun at Edo (Tokyo) had severely
hardly be called giftProject
riches.
Made
by Toyotomi Hideyoshi
impaired his health. Yet he never
. ed, judging from the
(1536-1598)
and
restored by his son
theless cherished everything Japan
one love song he left us.
Hideyori
(1593-1615),
it was, however,
ese; he had himself a Japanese house
But as a scholar observing
left
in
disrepair
by
the
Tokugawa after
built on an island off Batavia and, to
foreign cultures his talent
it
was
struck
by
lightning.
Except for
the great dismay of his guests, had
was considered to be quite outstand
some
of
the
huge
boulders
that sup
them manoeuvre Japanese food into
ing. In spite of the fact that on his ar
ported
the
surrounding
walls
and the
their mouths with ‘little branches of
rival in Batavia in 1689 Engelbert
famous
temple
bell
that
featured
in
wood’. Camphuis had collected a
Kaempfer had been assigned the rela
Tokugawa
Ieyasu’s
quarrel
with
considerable amount of literature on
tively menial post of medical officer
Hideyori, the once spectacular land
Japan, and when he sent Kaempfer to
on noisy ‘Onrust’, the wharf in the
mark has disappeared. Screens of
harbour, he caught the attention of Nagasaki with the mission to pro
Kyoto portray the enormous building
duce a scholarly description of the
Johannes Camphuis, who recognized
and compound of the daibutsu, but
country, he made this available to
in him ‘a man combining extraordi
Kaempfer’s drawing remains the only
him, supplemented by records of the
nary learning with superior powers
detailed pictorial record of the statue
Company and diaries written by its
of observation’.
located inside. In his writings, he
employees. Thus, Kaempfer was well
Camphuis (1635-1695). the Director
noted the particulars, from the ‘long
informed about Japan even before he
General of the Dutch East India
bovine ears’ and the ‘frizzy hair’ to the
set foot on Japanese soil. He knew,
Company in Batavia, was a dedicated
fact that there would be space enough
for instance, not only that there was
Japanophile. During several postings
for three Japanese mats on its out
an enormous Buddha statue (daibutto Japan, Camphuis had endured the
stretched palm. He measured out the
su) at Kyoto, but also that the figure
prison-like conditions imposed upon
distances for a more detailed record,
was sixty feet high and sat crossthe Dutch traders on the small man
and noted that the width between the
legged.
made island in the Bay of Nagasaki,
shoulders was equivalent to fifteen
paces. In the corner of his sketch he
(Advertisement)
added a human figure to convey the
enormous size of the statue.
Kaempfer left us a equally detailed
and valuable record of Edo castle,
which is usually indicated by a blank
on Japanese maps of the period be
cause of the castle’s strategic impor
tance and the laws forbidding the
recording and dissemination of infor
mation about it. Kaempfer carefully
Publishers of books
described the complex and highly
on Japanese art & culture
guarded approach to the main build
ing (bon maru) and the delegation’s
progress within it. He also gave de
tails of his two audiences with the
In celeb ration of 400 years of
shogun. The first, the presentation of
D u tch -Jap an ese relation s in the year 2000
gifts and greetings, was formal and
very brief But not long after his acces
sion, the fifth shogun, Tsunayoshi,
N ow available
in E nglish, Japanese and D u tc h
requested a second, informal audi
ence, in which he would question the
Siebold and Japan.
Dutch at random and ask them to
The court journey
His life and work
perform
innumerable
‘monkey
by A. Kouwenhoven / M. Forrer
to the shogun o f Japan
tricks’. Seated with his women, clerics
paper, N L G 39.90
From1 prime «count by J»nCock Nomheff
and close servants behind a bamboo
The court journey to the shogun
I blind, the shogun would ask the
of Japan. From a private
Dutch to sing and dance, to enact how
account by Jan Cock Blomhoff
I
couples greeted, quarrelled and even
by M. Forrer, cloth, N L G 49.50
! kissed each other, he would request to
In English only:
see their belongings, and at times
Bridging the divide.
! even to take off their wigs and draw
400 years The Netherlands-Japan
close to the blind for inspection.
by L. Blussé, 1. Smits and
Some European writers, like Oliver
W. Remmelink (eds.)
Goldsmith, criticized the Dutch for
cloth, N L G 125.00
I submitting to the humiliating rej quests of a heathen potentate all for
Zoeterwoudsesingel 56
For further information
the love of trade and profit. But for
see our catalogue
2313 EK Leiden, The Netherlands
Kaempfer, the audience with the
April-June 2000
Tel. 31 (0)71-5663190
j shogun was the highlight of his trip
or visit our website
Fax 31 (0)71-5663191
to Japan. He described his surround
E-mail info@hotei-publishing.com
ings with great care, including the
glimpses he caught of the shogun
Website www.hotei-publishing.com
( and his women through the cracks
of the blind, noted his conversation
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The German physician Engelbert Kaempfer (1651-1712) stayed
in Japan from 1690 to 1692. He was the first m em ber o f the
VOC factory at Deshim a to study Japan and to write an exten
sive report on his findings, which was first published in i 727A recent study o f his original texts and illustrations reveals the
distortions inflicted on the original material.
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Kaemp/er dancing and si1131113 infront of the shogun
with the shogun verbatim, and dedi
cated his most detailed and accom
plished drawing to the event. In the
centre of this drawing, a man stands
upright with wig and hat in front of
the shogun’s court, presenting a
self-composed love-song with grand
gestures and showing no sign of em
barrassment or humiliation.
But it was not only the highbrow
and spectacular that caught Kaemp
fer’s eye. On the contrary, matters
that drew his attention were ones
that no Japanese contemporary would
have considered worth the brush and
ink. The sanitized toilets of the rich
and the huts of the paupers were all
described with equal attention to de
tail. As a botanist, he examined the
environment with expertise, leaving
us not only with a record of the plants
he saw, but also of the nature and the
type of soil, as well as of what condi
tions had been before industrializa
tion changed the face of the earth.
Thus, Kaempfer’s descriptions pro
vide us with a time capsule oflate sev
enteenth-century Japan, making it a
favourite reference source for scholars
writing on the period, both Japanese
and Western alike. However, though
Kaempfer’s record has been cited
many times, it has rarely been cited
correctly. His manuscript was pub
lished in 1727 after his death, and first
only in an English translation. It went
to press with many errors and, once
out, it also became a victim of the con
temporary prejudices and lack of
knowledge about Japan. Kaempfer’s
drawings were either ‘improved
upon’ or ignored, such as in the case
of his important sketch of the Kyoto
daibutsu. The French and Dutch

translations were based on the Eng
lish one, thus perpetuating the mis
takes of the latter. When a German
edition finally appeared some fifty
years after Kaempfer’s death, his lan
guage was ‘modernized,’ and mis
takes and changes were incorporated
in the process. As for the copper plate
prints made originally for the Eng
lish edition, they were re-used in all
publications.
In 1990, on the 300th anniversary of
Kaempfer’s visit to Japan, an exhibi
tion was opened in Tokyo which
made his unknown drawings, nor
mally kept at the British Library in
London, available to the public for the
first time. Last year, a new English,
annotated translation of Kaempfer’s
work was published. A transcription
of Kaempfer’s German manuscript is
scheduled to go to press in 2001. ■

s
Beatrice M. Bodart-Bailey is a professor
o f Japanese history at Otsuma Women’s
University, Tokyo, and has published widely
on Kaempfer and seventeenth-century Japan, oj
Recently she published an annotated
translation o f Kaempfer’s work, Kaempfer’s
Japan.Tokugawa culture observed,
Hawaii University Press, 1999.
E-mail: Bodart@Otsuma.ac.jp

Kaemp/er's
drawing o f
the lar^e
Buddha.
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Dutch influence injapan

Nothing to Sneeze at
From 1639 until 1858, the Netherlands was the only European
nation trading directly with Japan. Confined to a tiny island in
the Bay o f Nagasaki, Europeans had limited contact with the
general population and only a handful o f Japanese could read
any western languages. My research examines a different kind
o f influence - uniquely western objects imported by the Dutch
such as clocks, glass and armaments. Through their very pres
ence they taught Japan about the West.
By M A R T H A C H A I K L I N

or centuries one of
the most stereotypi| J _ cal images of the
f f ) I Dutch was a man with a
long white clay pipe. Like
any stereotype, this one
was based on fact. Amsterdam was the
center of the tobacco trade in Europe
for two centuries and the Dutch were
active in both the cultivation and the
processing of the plant. And although
the technology for making clay pipes
was not originally Dutch, it had been
brought from England in the early
part of the seventeenth century, they
soon became ubiquitous. An account
book from a student at Leiden Univer
sity written in the mid-nineteenth
century shows frequent purchases of
clay pipes in lots of ninety. Therefore,
it must have been through observa
tion that the Japanese formed the
same image as the stereotype. Not
only did the Dutch bring clay pipes
for their own use, but the pipes were
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frequently requested and given as
gifts to the Japanese. So almost all
early modern Japanese pictures of
Dutchmen portrayed them with a
pipe. When a peasant, Murai Kiuemon, helped raise a sunken Dutch
ship in 1799, the shogun rewarded
him with a crest that contained a
Dutch hat and two pipes.

The Japanese favoured a long thin
pipe known as a kiseru, which resem
bled the Dutch pipes more than the
kinds of pipes found in other Asian
states. The early ones were made com
pletely of metal and were sometimes
used by ruffians as weapons in street
brawls. Kiseru later shortened in
length and came to be made out of all
kinds of materials, including ceramic
and glass, but the most common de
sign had a metal mouthpiece and
bowl on a wooden stem. This last sort
was sometimes used as a handy tool to
rap unruly children.
For all their association with the
pipe, the Dutch were responsible for
bringing another form of tobacco to
Japan - snuff Tobacco has been in
haled for as long as it has been
smoked, but non-medicinal con-

The Japanese were as addicted to to
bacco as the Dutch were. Sailors must
have brought the first samples in the
sixteenth century and cultivation
began in Nagasaki in 1605. It became a
common courtesy to offer a tobacco
tray (tobacco, burning coal and an
ashtray) to a visitor together with tea.

Like the Dutch, the Chinese merchants visiting Japan during
the Edo period were debriefed by the Japanese government.
The resulting 'news reports’ (‘füsetsugaki’), in which the Chi
nese described the situation in the world, provide new in
sights into East-West relations in early modem Japan.
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cally. Snuff requires an airtight con
tainer to retain its moisture and fra
grance, which would have been diffi
cult to maintain on a long sea voyage.
One factory head in the 1780’s even
had to throw away the snuff his father
had sent because it had become urinesoaked in transit. The earlier Japanese
solution was to use glass bottles like
the Chinese did but, by the nine
teenth century, snuffboxes were spe
cially ordered from the Dutch. Given
its great appeal with the making of
combs and other ornaments, tortoise
shell was, not surprisingly, a popular
material of choice. Other orders re
quested painted and japanned boxes,
but most popular of all were those
with musical movements.
Separated by a continent and two
oceans, Japan and the Netherlands
were still joined at the nose. ■

M a rth a Chaiklin is a PhD candidate at

the Institute for the History o f the European
Expansion (IGEER), in association with the

illustrations fro m the book Enroku (‘A record on Tobacco’, 1797).
The book contains several illustrations o f Dutch smoking utensils.

Chinese Perspectives

■ 1 or those who wish to
1“^ find out more about
the Chinese perspec
tive on maritime trade be
tween Japan and the West,
particularly the Dutch, Da
Ching Shi-lu (Veritable Records of the
Great Ching), a source often consulted
by historians of late seventeenth- and
early eighteenth-century Southeast
Asia, is of little use. The compiler’s
concern was limited to the reception
of tributary missions dispatched by
the kings of the ‘Southern Barbarians’
to the court of the ‘Celestial Empire.’
Better and more relevant information
on the subject is available in the Tosen
füsetsu-gaki. This is a collection of ver
bal reports made to the governor of
Nagasaki by the crews of all incoming
junks not only out of Chinese ports
but also from Southeast Asia, where
the Dutch had settled by that time
and were promoting trade in Asia by
bringing tropical products to Japan
ese markets.

sumption of snuff did not become
popular in Europe until the end of the
seventeenth century. Although the
eighteenth century saw the peak of
snuff s popularity, it remained in use
well into the twentieth century, par
ticularly by miners and others who
could not smoke on the job. Tobacco
would be combined with a number of
other additives for color, flavour and
fragrance and be reduced to a powder.
Recipes were innumerable and might
contain orange flowers, jasmine,
mint, cinnamon cloves, musk, mus
tard or any number of other sub
stances. Dutch merchants brought
the substance to Japan for their own
use and the practice must have spread
sometime within the second half of
the eighteenth century. Only small
quantities were imported, but it is
possible that some was produced lo

É

Trade betweenjapan and the West

■ By Y O N E O I SHI I

RELATIONS

For Chinese merchants at the time,
the Dutch East India Company
(VOC), with its factories in various
ports throughout Southeast Asia, ap
peared to be a formidable business
rival. The Dutch were selling the
same commodities, such as deer
skins, were operating in the same
area, such as Siam, and were supply
ing the same market, namely Japan.
In fact, the Dutch in Ayutthaya at
tempted to exclude the Chinese from
this lucrative business, albeit inef
fectively, by forcing Siamese kings to
sign special treaties to that effect.
Therefore, it is understandable that
the Dutch would have tried to keep
their business secrets from the Chi
nese. A report from Batavia dated
August 29,1684 makes that clear. Al
though the shrewd Chinese mer
chants often complained that the
Dutch ‘tend to keep everything se
cret and seldom give information to
the Chinese’ and ‘do not even dis
close the number or date of depar
ture of their ships bound for Nagasa
ki,’ they, in fact, turned out to be

quite well informed about the be
haviour of their rivals. The Tosen
füsetsu-gaki provides excellent evi
dence as to just how well-informed
the Chinese junk traders were about
the movements of competing Dutch
ships. The following caption shows
the highly effective nature of junk
traders’ intelligence activities:
‘We have been told that four
Dutch vessels will be coming to Na
gasaki (this year). Every year the
Dutch ship is sent to call at Ayut

Research School CNWS, Leiden.
E-mail: chaiklin@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

thaya to load cargo from Siam before
subsequently visiting Nagasaki. The
same practice will be followed this
year. On the nineteenth day of the
fourth month, one Dutch ship left
for Siam and will eventually come
here (to Nagasaki). Three other
Dutch ships are ready to depart from
Kelapa. According to the informa
tion we gathered about their desti
nations, these vessels are bound for
Putuoshan where, we assume, they
will attempt to purchase clandes
tinely raw silk, silken textiles, and
some natural medicines. If their
plans prove unsuccessful, they will
go to Guangtong, where they will try
to procure the same raw silk, silken
textiles and natural medicines, and
then return to Kelapa. They usually
follow this practice every year, name

.
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The Chinese settlem ent in Nagasaki, circa 1/80
COURTESY GENERAL STATE ARCHIVES, THE HAGUE. THE ARCHIVE OF THE DUTCH FACTORY IN JAPAN,
1609-1860, INVENTORY 1.04.2 I, INVENTORY NO. 1605

ly procuring cargoes in Guangdong
to bring to Nagasaki’ (Report of the
junk from Kelapa dated 14 July 1682).
Although the Chinese humbly re
ported to the Governor of Nagasaki,
saying ‘we only have a general idea
about their activities but no particu
lars’, presumably because of the in
accessibility of information, their
knowledge of the behaviour of their
rivals in Batavia seems to have been
more than sufficient. Their reports
refer not only to the detailed itiner
ary of Dutch ships bound for Japan,
but also touch upon the personal af
fairs of the Dutch factory. For exam
ple, in one report to the Nagasaki
Governor, we find the exact date of
the death of Cornelis Speelman,
quoted as ‘the Great King,’ as well as
some mention about the subsequent
situation concerning his succession.
‘Because we went there solely for
business reasons, we did not survey
their (Dutch) customs in detail,’ was
an obvious understatement. A read
ing of the reports given in the Tösen
jusetsu-gaki clearly indicates that the
Chinese regarded the VOC, in fact, as
their arch-rival in the export and
import business on the Asian seas.
They naturally devoted themselves
to obtaining intelligence about
Dutch commercial activities in the
greatest possible detail in order to
win the commercial war over their
competitors. ■

Yoneo Ishii is President o f the Kanda

University o f International Studies, Japan.
E-mail: y-ishii@kanda.kuis.ac.jp
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In Search of
Japanese Lacquer
Japanese lacquer was internationally known and cherished. The
Dutch traders capitalized on this popularity by exporting lac
querware, not only to Europe, but also to other Asian countries.
Dutch trade records reveal how export lacquer was made accord
ing to various specifications. Cynthia Vialle s research goes a
long way in showing that seemingly boring VOC archives pro
vide valuable data for the study o f East Asian material culture.
■ By C Y N T H I A VI ALLÉ

ackwerck, lackwerckers, coffers, cantooren, comptoiren,
cabinetten, kisten, tachterowans, beteldoosen, schrijffa d e n , schilden, katels, bandesen’. Searching through the records
of the Dutch East India Company
(VOC) my eyes zoom in on these
words in all their different spellings
and on any other word referring to
Japanese lacquer and related topics.
The search is fascinating. It takes me
from Holland to Japan and all over
Asia. The records cover a period of
two-and-a-half centuries, from the
beginning of the seventeenth to the
mid-nineteenth century. Along the
way, patterns of trade in this luxury
article are unfolding, revealing them
selves to be influenced not only by
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economic factors and political events,
but also by changes in diplomatic re
lations and fashions. Differences and
similarities between cultures and the
struggle for power and influence be
come apparent.
Within the VOC’s trade with Japan,
lacquerware was only a minor com
modity. The Company’s export trade
with Japan revolved around silver,
gold, copper and camphor. The spread
of these commodities was limited to
specific markets and even if around
today Japan can no longer be pin
pointed as the origin of these prod
ucts, Japanese lacquerware, converse
ly, is easily identifiable and its distrib
ution was world wide. Moreover,
many pieces have survived the wear
and tear and the passage of time.

The merits of Japanese lacquerware
were widely acknowledged. A wellmade object was beautiful. It was also
relatively expensive. This was due to
several factors: it was not a mass-pro
duced article; it was made to order;
specialized craftsmen (lakwerkers in
Dutch) were employed; the process of
manufacture was time consuming;
the raw lacquer sap which was ap
plied in layers was not cheap; and
costly materials such as gold and sil
ver were used to decorate it. These fac
tors had their bearing on the order
ing, manufacturing and distributing
of pieces for the foreign markets.
Moreover, because of the Japanese
government’s policy of exclusion, it
was impossible for interested parties,
whether in Europe or in Asia, to ac
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Institute for the History o f European
Expansion, Leiden University, and the editor
o f the English edition o f the Deshima
J>o

Record in the archives o f
the Dutch Factoij in Jap an

the Dutch to observe the entire
process through which Japan gradu
ally tightened its foreign trade policy
in order to secure itself against the
outflow of currencies, and how the
economy of Japan assumed a semiautarkic posture in the early nine
teenth century, a view called ‘sakoku
(literally: a 'closed country’) by con
temporary Japanese. Furthermore,
owing to the rich silver supply from
Japan, the Dutch gained an advan
tage over other Europeans in the
intra-Asian trade during the forma
tive period of the modern world-sys
tem. A comparison of sources reveals
three new insights.
Firstly, the findings refute the as
sumption of previous studies that,
until the loss of Taiwan in 1662, the
VOC in Japan engaged in the tradi
tional medieval East Asian pattern of
trading mainly Chinese silk for Japan
ese silver. In truth, the Dutch mer
chants altered the established trade
customs in order to cope with the
changing political and economic situ

Mughal Courts, carrying tachterowans
(takht-(i)-rawan, palanquins), katels
(bedsteads), betelboxes, schrijgladen
(writingboxes), and other objects
made to order in Japanese lacquer. We
learn about the special demands of
the Siamese kings and of government
officials along the Coromandel Coast
and in Bengal, whose favours had to
be retained in the interests of the
Company’s trade. We also learn about
the uses of specific objects within a
culture and about changes in fashion
that affected form and embellish
ment. We see that consideration was
given to religious concerns: objects
made for the Muslim regions of India
were not to be decorated with human
figures or pigs, for these were unac
ceptable in those places.
The results of my search will be pre
sented in my doctoral thesis which
should be finished by the end of this
year. All the documentary evidence
will be provided. I hope it will stimu
late others, especially in Asia where
the major part of the trade in Japanese
lacquerware took place and where
many pieces must still be around
somewhere, to engage in still other
exciting searches for objects! ■
Cynthia Viallé is Researcher at the
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Although much research in this field since the 1670s has been
based on Japanese documents, foreign relations o f Tokugawa
Japan (1603-1867) have never been thoroughly examined from
the perspective o f Dutch trade reports. The purpose o f the dis
sertation by Kayoko Fujita is to investigate the foreign and
economic policies o f Japan between 1640 and 1 7 1 5 ? as observed
by the Dutch East India Company (VOC).
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1640-1715

y study is based
on the entries
concerning the
Dutch factory in Nagasaki
found both in the Generale
Missiven, namely, the se
ries of official reports from the VOC in
Batavia to its headquarters in the
Dutch Republic, and in the response
information flow known as the Patriasche Missiven. A comparison of these
two types of documents reveal how
Dutch authorities in the East Indies
and in Europe thought of the trans
formation of Japan, and how they
tried to deal with it. Presently, I am
preparing the Dutch transcription as
well as a Japanese translation of these
archive documents for publication.
In addition to the commercial pres
ence of the Chinese, the expulsion of
the Roman Catholic Portuguese in
1639 left the Protestant Dutch as the
only Europeans permitted to trade in
Japan. This unique position allowed
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The VOC a n d ja p a n s economic policy,
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quire these items directly from the
producers. They had to be ordered ei
ther through the Dutch merchants of
the VOC or through the Chinese mer
chants who also had access to Japan.
For these reasons, Japanese lacquer
ware was considered eminently suit
able for diplomatic gifts. It was often
used as such by the directors of the
VOC in the Netherlands, the Gover
nor-General and the Councillors of
the Indies in Batavia when friendly
relations with foreign rulers had to be
established or maintained, or
favourable trading conditions had to
be secured. Thus, we read about royal
visits to the Netherlands, on which
occasions coffers or cabinets were pre
sented to the royal guests. We travel
along on diplomatic visits to the
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A World of Difference

By K A Y O K O F UJ I TA

R E L AT I O N S

ations in Asia and to maximize their
profits. By the late 1630s they had al
ready succeeded in connecting the
two separated maritime zones, name
ly the East China Sea and the Indian
Ocean, through the shipment of
Japanese and Chinese precious metals
and Bengali silk. This insight sug
gests the importance of making a
strict distinction between trade pat
terns of local traders and Dutch mer
chants.
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— ’S r — •Secondly, in pursuing maximum
individual profit, company servants
also engaged in various supplemen
tary commercial transactions such as
private trade or smuggling. Being of
central importance where the East In
dies was concerned, Dutch colonial
society in Batavia was founded upon a
tight web of human relations formed
through marriage, social intercourse,
and business. In fact, Dutch sources
reveal that the High Government in
Batavia began to flaunt its relative in
dependence from the Dutch Republic
in the second half of the century.
Therefore, the information on such
private commercial activities was
often hidden from the company di
rectors back in the Republic. As
Michel Foucault suggests, we should
regard the margin of tolerated illegal
ity of each social stratum under the
ancien régime as a background circum
stance of this ‘corruption.’

diaries of the Dutch chief factors in Japan)
published by this institute.
E-mail: c.r.m.k.l.vialle@let.leidenuniv.nl

The third insight emerges out of a
comparison between Dutch and
Japanese sources. Dutch sources re
veal that the VOC regarded either the
fear for the spread of the Christian
faith (Roman Catholicism) or the pro
tection of the profits gained by the
central government authorities as
the prime motive of the Tokugawa
government for imposing restric
tions on foreign trade in the seven
teenth century. However, Japanese
sources show that the Tokugawa gov
ernment actually imposed the trade
restrictions in order to protect do
mestic commercial activities. Gener
ally speaking, the Dutch tended to
focus on the Christian ‘threat’ as an
explanation for what seemed to be in
comprehensible measures taken by
the Japanese government. This can be
regarded as an example of how West
erners applied their own familiar
cognitive models, such as the exclu
siveness of religion, for new, unusual,
or incomprehensible encounters dur
ing their expansion to Asia and the
New Continent. ■

Fujita Kayoko is a PhD candidate at the
Institute for the History o f European
Expansion (ICEER), in association with the

A Japanese^olden coin or koban, circa 1700,
photo fro m the book Bridging the Divide

Research School CNWS, Leiden.
E-mail: k.fujita@let.leidenuniv.nl
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A Tactless Diplomat in
In 1880, a Dutch diplomat suffered the dishonour o f being the
first Westerner to be declared ‘persona non grata’ by Japan.
This incident reveals much about the problematic negotia
tions between Japan and Western nations about the so-called
‘unequal treaties’ and Japan’s attempts to be taken seriously in
the Great Game o f the late nineteenth century.
By HERMAN J. MOESHART

oon after the Meiji
Restoration of 1868,
in which a new gov
ernment had been formed
with the emperor as its
nominal Head of State,
the Japanese government announced
its desire to revise the ‘unequal
treaties' of 1858, a move for which
there was very little enthusiasm in
the West. To the disadvantage of the
Japanese, the treaties denied them ju 
risdiction over foreigners on Japanese
soil, and the imposition of tariffs for
imported and exported goods. Al
though the Dutch Minister for For
eign Affairs stressed the friendly rela
tionship with Japan, the Dutch atti
tude was not different from that of
other Western nations. The Nether
lands found it difficult to accept that
an Asian, non-Christian country,
should be treated like an equal. For
Japan, this equality was of the great
est importance.
Because of internal difficulties, the
Japanese government was not ready
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to start negotiations for new treaties
until 1878. It had to maintain a bal
ance between domestic criticism if it
granted too much to the foreigners
and failure of the negotiations if they
did not grant enough. In the spring of
1879 the negotiations were at a dead
lock.
At that time, a new Dutch resident
minister, Edmond Willem Wttewaell
van Stoetwegen (1840-1908), was ap
pointed to Tokyo. He had no experi
ence in the Far East and, from the
time of his arrival in Japan onwards,
he irritated the Japanese authorities
with his unfriendliness and arrogance.
In June of 1880, the Japanese gov
ernment asked the foreign represen
tatives to collect their copies of the
new proposals for the revision of the
treaties. In this way the government
wanted to prevent leaking of the pro
posals to the press. After wild specula
tions in the local press, thejapan Daily
Herald published the text of the pro
posals on 16th and 17th of July. A fran
tic search was organized to find the
person responsible but, as the pub

War M em ories
Battles in perspectives
During the months running up to the visit o f the Japanese
emperor and empress to the Netherlands, the Pacific War had
been a prominent issue in the Dutch newspapers and, to a less
er extent, in the Japanese media. The commemoration o f 400
years o f relations between the two countries could not pass
over this dismal episode in silence and, as usual, bringing up
the war issue has stirred up public emotions.
By REMCO RABEN

he mam event
Research
concerning
the
Project
wartime past took
place last year when, on
the 7th of August, an ex
hibition opened at the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam enti
tled ‘Dutch-Japanese - Indonesians:
The Japanese occupation of the
Netherlands Indies remembered’.
Jointly organized by the Nether
lands Institute for War Documenta
tion (NIOD) and the Rijksmuseum,
and adopted by the Organization for
the Commemoration of 400 Years of
Dutch-Japanese Relations, the prin
ciple aim of the exhibition was to
present testimonies of personal ex
periences and memories of men,
women and children from the three
countries alongside each other pro
viding as an addendum to the per
sonal recollections a survey of post
war collective images from the three
countries in films, comic books, as
well as on book jackets and monu
ments.
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The official opening of the exhibi
tion on the 6th and 7th of August,
1999, gathered together an interna
tional party of scholars at the NIOD
and the Rijksmuseum to discuss the
processes of crystallization and col
lectivization of memories and im
ages. The aim of the exhibition was
to connect different levels of remem
bering and representing the history
of the Japanese occupation. Several
lectures, as well as additional articles,
were published in the book Represent
ing thejapanese Occupation of Indonesia
(Waanders Publishers, Zwolle).
Tensions between personal memo
ry and historical reconstruction were
illustrated by the reactions to the
project. Hardly anyone with personal
memories of the war was satisfied
with the presentations, and most
missed an accurate rendering of their
own specific experiences. For many
Dutch former camp inmates, the
horrors of internment were not dis
played strongly enough, while those
Dutch people who had not been in
terned - actually a majority of the
Dutch in the Netherlands Indies -
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lisher protected his sources, the
search was unsuccessful.
In reaction to a letter by the British
representative in Japan, J.G. Kennedy,
Stoetwegen boasted that he was the
one who had given the Japanese pro
posals to the press. Kennedy had
written that he could not imagine
that one of the representatives would
leak such information. Subsequently,
Kennedy informed the dean of
the diplomatic corps, who
informed the Japanese
minister of foreign af
fairs, Inoue Kaoru.
On the 18th of Au
gust, Stoetwegen
received a letter in
which Inoue in
formed him that
the Japanese gov
ernment would no
longer communicate
with the Dutch resi
dent minister. Stoetwe
gen had been declared per
sona non grata, which was a
unique first in Japanese diplomatic
relations. An exchange of telegrams
followed and Stoetwegen was re
ceived by the Japanese deputy minis
ter of foreign affairs. Stoetwegen gave
the Japanese government three days
to change its mind. However, the
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deputy minister did not change his
decision.
Earlier, Stoetwegen had forwarded
a copy of the Japanese proposals to
the Dutch Minister for Foreign Af
fairs. In a commentary he rejected
the Japanese proposals because he
thought the Japanese were unfit to
make laws which would apply to Eu
ropeans. Dismissing them as ‘halfcivilized heathens’, he sug
gested that the Japanese
government
should
‘come back after two
hundred years, then
we shall see what
we can do for you!’
In this, he was not
corrected by the
Dutch Minister,
which shows that
the attitude in The
Hague was not much
different from his.
During the August cri
sis, Stoetwegen seemed to
have lost his mind when he
wrote to The Hague that he had re
ceived ‘an insane, impertinent letter
of Mr Inoue’. He denied the Japanese
the right to stop communications
with him and was outraged that even
his endeavour to reconciliate by giv
ing the Japanese minister three days

to reconsider his decision had not led
to a change in the Japanese attitude.
Meanwhile, Inoue had sent the
Japanese representative in Berlin,
Mori Arinori, to The Hague to ask for
Stoetwegen’s recall. King Willem III
ordered Stoetwegen to leave Japan be
fore October, a ruling which effec
tively ended his career in Japan.
Feelings of superiority ruled the re
lationship of Western countries with
Japan. The attitude in the Nether
lands was no exception. As an inexpe
rienced Dutch diplomat, Stoetwegen
was influenced by other foreigners in
Japan who were unwilling to see the
treaties revised. However, if Stoetwe
gen had been a man with a more
pleasant character, the affair might
have been hushed up. But as matters
stood in 1880, Stoetwegen presented
the Japanese government with this
excellent first occasion to demon
strate its independence by declaring a
foreign diplomat persona nongrata. ■

I
Herman J. M oesh art is a historian,
currently working on Dutch-Japanese
relations in the nineteenth century.

Edmond Willem Ferdinand Wttewaall van Stoetwegen

E-mail: moeshart@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
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found themselves underrepresented.
There were few reactions from the
Japanese and even less from the In
donesians. Among the Japanese vet
erans who had inspected the exhibi
tion in Amsterdam, some concluded
that the exhibition was too one
sided, and had rendered a Dutch in
terpretation of history. They de
manded attention for their own fates
after the capitulation of August 1945,
having been interned and submitted,
in their view, to unjust tribunals,
heavy punishments and harsh
labour. Finally, the news that the ex
hibition will travel through Japan in
late 2000 triggered reactions from
somewhat politically influential and
predominantly right-wing veterans
groups who perceive any representa
tion of Japanese overseas war activi
ties as a threat.
Strangely enough, while various
communities in the Netherlands and
Japan are up in arms about the war
past, Indonesian voices remain re
markably muted. For Indonesia, the
case is a far more complicated one
than those of the two former coloniz
ing countries. On a national level,
memories of the Japanese period are
ambiguous and tend to be overshad
owed by the subsequent struggle for
independence and the horrors of civil
unrest during the 1950s and 1960s.
For Indonesians, the complicity of
many of their own intellectuals and
politicians during the Japanese peri
od makes a simple crystallization of
memory impossible. However, on a
personal level, memories of the war
are as much alive in Indonesia as they
are in the Netherlands and Japan,
only they are far less politicized. Vic
tims groups, such as those of forced

Mosryoungsters were taught the Great East Asian ideology
and received military training.
labourers, ex-soldiers and sex slaves,
have recently started to raise their
voices, but failed to get even the
slightest bit of recognition from ei
ther their own or the Japanese gov
ernments.
The submerged memories of the
war in Southeast Asian countries il
lustrate the fact that, in a sense, the
memory business deals in luxury
commodities and victimhood is the
brand most easily purchased. All
three nations have developed their
own particular varieties of it. For the
Dutch, it is one of being discriminat
ed against and interned; for the
Japanese, one of the A-bomb attacks
on their home and of harsh post-war
treatment by the Dutch abroad; and
for the Indonesians, one of being
starved, as well as of being forced to
labour and give sexual services to yet
another foreign ruler.
Whatever the legitimacy of such
comments, they make clear that the

memory of the war and occupation
in Indonesia is still a contested issue,
not only from the standpoint of a
comparison between national per
spectives, but also - perhaps more
strongly so - within the respective
communities themselves. Often
overlooked is the fact that nations
and individuals are perfectly capable
of commemorating and remember
ing on different levels and in differ
ent forms: in art, official memorial
ceremonies, monuments, or through
interest groups and reunion com
mittees. Each commemorative medi
um or art form creates its own id
ioms and cliches embedded in evolv
ing national cultures and political
circumstances. ■

Rem co Raben is Researcher at the
Netherlands Institute for War Documentation
(NIOD), Amsterdam.
E-mail: r.raben@oorlogsdoc.knaw.nl
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Bridging the Divide

m

4100years the N etherlands-J apan
The result o f a unique co-operation between Japanese and
Dutch scholars to commemorate four hundred years o f DutchJapanese relations, ‘Bridging the Divide’, appeared in a Dutch,
an English and a Japanese version. Sixty-seven authors have con
tributed to fifteen chapters. Each chapter centres on a mam
essay which discusses a specific period or topic and serves as an
historical backdrop to a number o f one-page columns. These
columns, in the words o f the editors, ‘throw light on salient de
tails in the common four hundred year history’.
By MA R G A R I T A WI NKE L

he main essays are
divided equally be
tween Japanese and
* J | I Dutch contributors. In
1 the short columns, Dutch
authors are in the majori
ty, presumably because many of these
focus on the activities of individual
Dutchmen in Japan. T he chapters are
arranged chronologically. The first
two chapters lead us from the begin
ning of the seventeenth century,
when Japanese, Dutch and East Asian
trade was in a state of turmoil and
strife, to the middle of that century,
when the political situations in both
countries, as well as in the DutchJapanese trade relations, came to be

stabilized. The governing Tokugawa
shogunate enforced strict rules re
garding foreign contact, and the
Dutch East India Company (VOC],
which then co-ordinated Dutch
trade, had to establish itself on Deshima, the man-made island in the Bay
of Nagasaki. Chapter Three reveals
how the VOCjealously and succesfully guarded its exclusive European
rights from other competitors during
the next two centuries. Chapters
Four, Five, Six and Seven discuss the
roles of imported Dutch books and
personal instruction from VOC em
ployees in transmitting new intellec
tual, scientific, medical, and linguis
tic insights from Europe in this rela
tively stable period. Chapter Eight rethe
eighteenth-century
counts

Japanese craze for exotic foreign ob
jects called ‘Dutch taste’ (oranda
shumi).
Chapter Nine focuses on important
Japanese objects and collections in
the Netherlands. Chapter Ten elabo
rates upon the final decades of exclu
sive Dutch presence in Japan in the
first half of the nineteenth century,
as well as the Dutch role in the trans
mission of new technology in these
early years of the industrial revolu
tion in Europe. After the opening up
of Japan, the centre of Dutch-Japanese interaction moved to the Dutch
East Indies. Chapter Eleven discusses
the lives and activities of Japanese
immigrants to the former Dutch
colony and the growing Japanese eco
nomic interests in this area, which
precipitated Japan’s increased in
volvement there during the Pacific
War. Chapter Twelve and Thirteen
cover the sensitive issues of the war,
as well as the Japanese occupation of
the Dutch East Indies and its after-ef
fects. Post-war diplomatic, cultural
and trade relations are the subject of
Chapter Fourteen, and the final chap
ter reviews recent and future trends

When Dutch was
All the Rage...
The study o f the Dutch language in Japan during the Edo peri
od (16001868) had a powerful and lasting influence on Japan
ese linguistic thinking. Interpretations o f Dutch grammars in
the early nineteenth century led to a wholesale adoption o f
Western grammatical concepts to analyse and explain the
Japanese language, many o f which are still used today.
By HE N K DE G R O O T

round the middle
of last year I wan
dered into a second
hand bookshop in Osaka
and asked the proprietor
if he had any old books on
Dutch Studies. No, he replied, he did
not think so. Since his collection of
string-bound books looked quite in
teresting, I decided to have a look
around anyway. Suddenly I found
myself holding a handwritten Japan
ese translation of Grammatica, a
school textbook on Dutch grammar
first published in Holland in 1814.
The manuscript was worn and fall of
holes, but still complete. Although it
was undated and anonymous, the
handwriting was beautiful and cor
rections had been added in vermilion
in the same hand - certainly not the
work of a beginning student. Most
likely it had been written in the 1840s
or 1850s. This find underlines once
more the great interest in Japan in
Dutch grammars during the nine
teenth century.
Although the Japanese had been
studying the Dutch language ever
since the Portuguese were banned
from the country in the middle of the
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seventeenth century, the popularity
of Dutch language studies did not
reach its peak until the end of the
first half of the nineteenth century.
Ironically, these were the final years
of national seclusion; the Japanese
were soon to drop Dutch eti masse in
favour of English and German lan
guage studies.
The first truly academic approach
to the Dutch language in Japan did
not begin until the end of the eigh
teenth century, and this was due to
the appearance of the works of the re
tired Nagasaki interpreter, Shizuki
Tadao. Two questions about Shizuki
and his work remain frequent points
of discussion, namely:
a) whether he obtained his under
standing of Dutch grammar by
himself and without any outside
help, and
bjwhat the whereabouts and con
tents are of Oranda shihink 5 (On
Four Elements o f the Dutch Language),
a ground-breaking work he was ru
moured to have written. I believe
that both these questions can be
answered with the following expla
nation.
There are two quite distinct peri
ods identifiable in Shizuki’s linguis
tic work. The earlier period includes

Chinese community celebrating J a p a n s capitulation, A m sterd a m ,
A u g u st, 1945. illu stra tio n fr o m the book reviewed

In the present, Japanese economic
in Dutch-Japanese relations in view
and, not to mention, cultural influ
of current economic and diplomatic
ences in the Netherlands far exceed
globalization.
Dutch influence on Japan. Sushi, judo,
Bridging the Divide is attractively
karaoke and ikebana, for example, have
produced, and the many beautiful
become household words for the
and intriguing illustrations greatly
Dutch. The one chapter, however,
enhance its value. Cartoons, draw
which focuses on recent years pays no
ings, paintings, objects and historical
attention to these more anthropolog
photographs serve to illustrate the
ical topics.
stories, raise new questions, and de
Although written primarily by aca
pict the global context of the Dutchdemic
historians, the texts are not an
Japanese relationships in a new light.
notated.
In this sense, Bridging the Di
For example, there is a photograph of
vide
is
not
a scholarly publication.
members of the Chinese community
The
(implicit)
aim of the book is to
in the Netherlands who survived of
enlighten
the
general
public on the
the war in Europe and can be seen cel
research
and
latest
insights
in the
ebrating Japan’s capitulation with a
the Ran^aku seizenfu (Dutch Studies,
field
of
the
history
of
Japanese-Dutch
parade in the streets of Amsterdam in
Dedicated to Ogyü Sorai) andjoshiko
relations, and it serves this purpose
August 1945.
(On Auxiliary Words), in which
well. The book provides accessible
The concept of a bridge and its cor
Shizuki attempts to bridge the dis
background information and inter
responding sides figures prominently
tance between the two languages in a
esting short stories written by
in the title and in the introduction,
systematic way, by means of univer
knowledgeable authors, and contains
where the editors quote from Bernard
sal principles. In Ran^aku seizenfu, he
a general list of 130 ‘suggestions for
Schlink’s The Reader: ‘To study history
mentions Dutch grammarians Pieter
further reading’ in English and in
means building bridges between past
Marin and Francois Halma, and most
Dutch.
Also, the editors’ statement in
and present, to study both sides and
of the example phrases injoshiko can
their
introduction
that ‘The essence
to be active on both sides’. Although
be traced back to Marin’s Dutchof
the
four
hundred
year relationship
absences are easy to bemoan in a col
French dictionary. Since both
between
Japan
and
the Netherlands
lection of this scope, I would like to
Halma’s and Marin's dictionaries
can
only
be
grasped
within
the wider
point out that the bridge in this book
contain basic explanations of Dutch
context
of
world
history’
is
duly re
primarily spans the gap between
and French grammar, the claim that
flected in the contents of the book,
Shizuki taught himself Dutch gram
and people with an interest in the
mar is something of an exaggeration.
history of international exchange and
The second period of Shizuki’s lin
interaction in East Asia will also find
guistic work is entirely based on Neda wealth of information here. ■
erduytsche Spraakkonst by the seven
teenth century linguist William
* described in M. Peeze,
Sewel. It appears that, once he real
Japanese gowns: The kimono in the
ized that the Dutch already possessed
Netherlands, in: In the wake o f the
a comprehensive system of linguis
Liefde, Amsterdam, 1986, pp 83-87.
tics, Shizuki decided to give up his
search for universal linguistic con
Reference
cepts. It has been suggested that a
Leonard Blussé, Ivo Smits,
work in the Kyoto University collec
and Willem Remmelink (eds)
tion is, in fact, Shizuki’s legendary
Bridging the Divide: 4oo_years
Oranda shilunko. However, the truth
the Netherlands-Japan,
of this claim is inconsequential, as all
Leiden: Hotei Publishing,
of Shizuki’s later linguistic works are
Teleac/Not, zooo, 288 pp,
no more than translated summaries
ISBN 90-74822- 24-x hb
of the grammatical principles and
models set out by Sewel.
As the anecdote in the beginning
illustrates, an ample supply of origi
Deshima and mainland Japan, and
nal material on the study of the
only occasionally extends as far as the
Dutch language in Japan during the
Netherlands. Even for the early mod
Edo period still survives. However,
ern period, when the effect of Japan
these resources have long been sadly
on the Netherlands was unmistak
neglected as a topic for linguistic re
ably much less than the other way
search and much still remains to be
around. The eighteenth-century craze
done in this area. ■
for Japanese kimono in the Nether
lands, for example, which astonished
Henk de Groot is a PhD candidate
visitors from other European coun
at the Department o f Asian Languages
tries, would have deserved at least a Margarita Winkel,
at the University o f Canterbury in
one-page column to balance the pic Japan editor for the HAS Newsletter
Christchurch, New Zealand.
E-mail: m.winkel@let.leidenuniv.nl
ture of historical cultural influences*.
E-mail: h.degroot@asia.canterbury.ac.nz
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Central

Asia

AFGHANISTAN
KYRGYZSTAN
TAJIKISTAN

• KAZAKHSTAN
• MONGOLIA

• TIBET

TURKMENISTAN

• UZBEKI STAN

XINJIANG-UYGUR

Institute for
Central Asia
Development
T h e I n s titu te fo r C e n tra l Asia D e v e lo p m e n t (ICAD) is a n o n 
g o v e rn m e n ta l o rg a n iz a tio n o f sc ie n tists, w h o sh a re a c o m m o n
in te re s t in s tu d y in g th e m u ltila te r a l p ro b le m s o f C e n tra l Asia,
firs t a n d fo re m o s t th e p ro b le m o f e n s u r in g th e sta b le d e v e lo p 
m e n t o f th e re g io n a n d th e fa c ilita tin g o f in te g r a tio n processes
w ith in th e CIS. I t was fo u n d e d o n S e p te m b e r 1999 in M oscow
by sp ec ia lists fro m d iffe re n t in s titu te s o f th e R u ssia n A cadem y
o f Sciences a n d C e n tra l A sian acad em ic o rg a n iz a tio n s .
■ By AZIZ NIYAZI

he main purpose of
ICAD is to unite in
tellectual forces to
m i l carry out theoretical and
HHHjl applied research into con
flicts caused by social and
ecological abuses and to encourage
their participation in working out
stable development models designed
to overcome existing and potential
conflict situations at the Muslim re
gions of the CIS. The major projects of
ICAD are:
- Central Asia and the Caucasus peace through stable development
- Environment, Society, and Tradi
tion in the Muslim World
- Russia and the Muslim World: to
gether towards stable development
- Russia and Central Asia: integra
tion and stable development
The Socio-ecological approach has
taken pride of place in the Theory of
Development during the last few
years. The World Scientific Commu
nity has reached a common conclu
sion that the environment has an
equal weight with social, economic,
I and political relations and plays a sys
tem-forming role in the life of society.
The World in this century will be de
fined by three global factors: the pop
ulation growth, the exhaustion of
non-renewable natural resources, and
the degradation of the environment.
The gloomy forecasts of the Club of
Rome about socio-ecological cata
strophes are now already becoming a
reality, but not in the post-industrial
West. They are becoming a reality
within the so called Third World, to
which most of the republics of the
former Soviet Union may be reck
oned. By ignoring environmental
and climatic conditions, demograph
ic process and traditional culture in
the southern regions of the Soviet'
Union, above all in Central Asia and
the Caucasus, the industrial develop
ment of the last few decades, has con
tributed to the growth of conflict po
tential. There are around too conflict
spots or which have potential unrest,
1 2
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a crisis in social life, in the environ
problems of demography, settlement
ment, economics, demography, spiri
policy, economics and state, harmo
tual and cultural life, a crisis of intel
nization of the business activities
lect, state, politics, in fact of the whole
with environment. Alongside it, the
system of human life. Such a deep cri
stabilizing cultural traditions of the
sis usually unfolds in semi-industrial
Muslim world, those traditions
/ semi-traditional countries, notwith- j which preserve spiritual and physical
standing the models of their political
health of a person and maintain care
statute. Different ‘isms’ are of no
ful attitude towards nature should be
great importance under these circum
taken into consideration.
stances.
‘A green alternative’ to the destruc
There is a great need for new deci
tive impact of consumption society is
sions about overcoming such a crisis.
gaining strength simultaneously in
The experience of many developing
the West and in the East, each choos
countries, especially in Muslim re
ing its own way. The East applies to a
gions, demonstrates that it is impos
cultural and civilizing foundation,
sible to overcome the crisis simply by
namely an ethical philosophy. In its
implementing liberal political insti
search of a way out in state and politi
tutes and imposing the economic val
cal models constituting ‘the third
ues of the developed post-industrial
way’. The West relies first of all upon
countries. Being laid over the matrix
modern science and technology. But
of well-established local social ties,
the leading ideas of both the East and
such ideologies do not bring the ex
the West are very similar despite the
pected result, and sometimes, which
barely fleeting acquaintance with
is even worse, slow down social devel each other’s theories of development
opment.
and experience. The materialistic in
The solution can be found in work
dustrial ideology of the subjugation
ing out general principles for a stable
of nature and unbridled consumption
development model, and adding
is now giving way to acquiring the
modifications for different countries
values of harmony with nature and
and regions. There is a need for inter
limited consumption.
subject investigations for working
The aim of ICAD is to support the
out long-term strategic programmes
green tendency and to contribute to
of simultaneous complex decisions of uniting the Eastern and Western ex

pinpointed by the experts in these re
gions. Societies, in which trespassing
technological risk leads to degrada
tion processes in biosphere and after
that to changes of social behaviour
leading to aggression, begin to erupt
from the inside.
Similar processes can be observed in
[ the rest of the Muslim East. As a rule,
the deep-seated reasons of social and
ecological disharmony, the outcome
of accelerated modernization, consti
tute the basis for conflicts both with
in the countries and between the
countries, which is what is happening
in the Muslim regions of the CIS. The
industrialization, often senseless, of |
mainly agricultural and traditional
societies is accompanied by irrational
and wasteful use of natural resources,
namely a violent attitude towards tra
ditional culture. The Muslim coun
tries of the CIS and outside it are facing the same problems: overpopula- | T h e n ew a n a ly tic a l jo u r n a l ‘C e n tra l Asia a n d th e C a u c a su s' (in
tion of towns, cities, and fertile val- [ E n g lish ) w ill b e p u b lis h e d six tim e s a y ear, a n d each issu e w ill
leys, poverty, forced or involuntary
b e 200-220 p ag e s lo n g . W e h av e o fficial re p re s e n ta tiv e s
migration, monocultural develop
t h r o u g h o u t C e n tra l A sia a n d th e S o u th e rn C au casu s, as w ell as
ment of agriculture, the development
in th e R u ssia n F e d e ra tio n , th e U.S.A., C an ad a , th e M id d le E ast,
of big metallurgical, chemical, ma
G e rm an y , a n d U k ra in e . T h is ex ten siv e n e tw o rk e n a b le s th e e d 
chine-building, and electric power
ito ria l b o a rd to p ro v id e th e p ag e s o f th e jo u r n a l w ith a u n iq u e
generating enterprises ignoring their
a re n a fo r d is c u s s in g th e m o s t u r g e n t p ro b le m s fa c in g C e n tra l
possible danger to environment, as Asia, a n d th e S o u th e rn a n d N o r th e r n C au casu s.
well as paying no heed to local natural
and climatic peculiarities. All this is
n particular, readers
accompanied by accelerated demo
can acquaint themgraphic growth, scarcity of water,
, selves with exclusive
land, energy, and food resources,
M I information provided by
which leads to a detrimental impact
I specialists from different
both on environment and society. The
countries of the world, as
industrial attack on traditional soci
well as with the results of debates on
eties eventually leads to degradation
such problems as:
of all spheres of life.
- ethnic conflicts in the Central
- religion in the socio-political life of
Tajikistan serves as a vivid example
Asian and Caucasian states, and
Central Asia and the Caucasus;
of this. The research carried out by us
ways to effect their early warning
- a project for restoring the Great
shows that the above-mentioned
Silk Road. The role and value of this
and settlement;
processes constitute the inner impe
- the problems involved in and
project in establishing state inde
tus of the conflict in this country. The
prospects for developing interrela
pendence for the Central Asian and
same observation was true of Iran
tions between the Central Asian
Caucasian republics;
during the reign of the Shah, Algeria,
and Caucasian states and western
- the special features of building
Egypt, Chechnya, Sudan and some
countries;
democracy and the institution of
other countries. A similar threat ex
- the problems involved in and
private ownership in Central Asia
ists in Kirgizia, Dagestan, some re
prospects for developing interrela
and the Caucasus;
gions of Uzbekistan. The threat is
tions between the Central Asian
- the problems of interstate integra
universal. It is characteristic of a sys
and Caucasian states and the Russ
tion in Central Asia and the Cauca
tem crisis of the «new generation» ian Federation;
sus;
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periences on the path of stable devel
opment. We would be glad to
strengthen contacts with foreign sci
entists and scientific centres which
are interested in this work.

Bulletin 'Russia and
the Muslim World’
In collaboration with the Institute
of Oriental Studies and the Institute
of Scientific Information on Social
Sciences of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, ICAD is taking part in pub
lishing a monthly bulletin of analyt
ical reviews and information ‘Russia
and the Muslim World’. The bulletin
covers spiritual, social, and econom
ic, as well as ecological and political
processes in the traditionally Mus
lim regions of Russia, Central Asia,
the Caucasus, and also in ‘distant
foreign countries’. The main topics
are Russia and Islam, and Russia and
the Muslim World. ■
Aziz Niyazi, Director ICAD, can be reached
at: D epartm ent o f Comparative Theoretical
Studies, Institute o f Oriental Studies o f the
Russian Academy o f Sciences,
12 Rozhdestvenka Street, Moscow 103031,
Russian Federation
Tel.: + 7 0-95-925 7384 or I 79 8808
Fax: + 70-95-975 2396
E-mail: nxrniya@cityline.ru

- the significance of raw material re
sources in establishing state inde
pendence in Central Asia and the
Caucasus;
- the problems of state and regional
security in Central Asia and the
Caucasus.
Structurally, the central place in the
journal will be occupied by the ‘Spe
cial Feature’ column. This will review
one of the most urgent problems
being faced at the time the issue
comes out, including interpretations
by specialists from the states of the re
gion and the West. In the other
columns, such as 'Events and Com
mentaries,’ ‘Politics and Economics,’
‘Religion and Society,’ ‘Journalism,’
and ‘Culture, Art and Literature,’ our
readers will find articles on the most
diverse aspects of social life in Central
Asia and the Caucasus. The first issue
appeared in late February. Its title
was: ■
CENTRAL ASIA AND
THE CAUCASUS
Journal o f Social and Political Studies
ISSN 1404-6091 (Sweden), N o. 1,2000

To inquire about more details,
as well as to subscribe, please, contact:

M urad Esenov, Editor-in-ChiefJournal
Central Asia & The Caucasus, Sweden
Tel.lfax:+46-920 620 16,
E-mail: murad@ communique.se
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Mongolians
from Country to City

stood in the context of the modern so
ciety. Laetitia Merli’s paper showed
how Shamanism had evolved and
adapted itself to contemporary Mon
golian society, arguing that without a
knowledge of Mongolian Shamanism,
it is impossible to have a full under
standing of Mongolian Buddhism.

C ultural reconstruction

Mongolian identity and Mongo
lia’s relations with its neighbours
On 28-30 October, 1999 , an international workshop with the vatization will obviously lead to new China, Russia, and other Central
above title was held at the Nordic Institute o f Asian Studies patterns of pastoralism, presumably Asian countries were debated as third
(NIAS), Copenhagen, Denmark. The workshop, which was spon with a lower level of mobility, which topic. Since 1990 democracy has been
sored by the European Science Foundation and the IIAS-NIAS may eventually cause severe environ introduced in Mongolia and the
Strategic Alliance, brought together 48 scholars and students mental problems, as David Sneath country has been able to try its wings
as a truly independent state, Mongols
from Australia, East and Central Asia, Europe, and the United suggested in his paper.
both inside and outside Mongolia
The second topic was Buddhism
States. A total o f nineteen papers was presented, including eight
papers by scholars from Asia and the rest by scholars from and Shamanism and their revival or have started to seek their national
America, Europe, and Canada. The majority o f the participants transformation in the context of a lib identity in their own history and cul
were anthropologists and historians, but scholars from various eralized society. This block of papers ture, as was mentioned in relation to
other disciplines such as sociology, philosophy, political sci demonstrated that religion occupies a the revival of Buddhism. It is ex
tremely important to examine the
much stronger position among mod
ence, and religious studies were also present at the workshop.
impact of deliberate cultural recon
em Mongolians than has hitherto
struction, both by internal and exter
been assumed. Beside the Chingis
modern Mongolian pastoralism,
By LI NARANGOA & OLE BRUUN
nal actors. In the Russian and Chi
Khan cult, Buddhism in particular is
while a mixture of papers by Mongo
nese regions, very substantial immi
considered to be one of the most im
lian and foreign researchers with re
discussion of some
gration of non-Mongol groups has
cent fieldwork experience gave a portant elements in the Mongolian
broad themes per
been accompanied by the manipula
identity today. In making assess
vivid account of contemporary Mon
taining to the potion of the educational system and by
ments it should not be overlooked
golian pastoralism, including insti
^ i sition of the Mongolians
purges and outright cultural destruc
that economic and social crises have
tutional frameworks, coping with
1 in the modern world and
tion. Several papers contributed ideas
driven people to seek new hope in re
crises, child health, pasture use,
international relations in
to these matters. For instance, Huhligion. Agata Bareja-Starzynska and
management styles, related ideolog
Central Asia opened the workshop.
baturs paper addressed one of the
Hanna Havnevik’s joint paper dealt
ical debates, and eco-tourism.
Within this broad context the work
most important elements in identity,
with the revival of Buddhism in the
For example, the papers by Ole
shop focused mainly on three issues.
namely language, showing how Chi
Republic of Mongolia and compared
Bruun and Morten Perdersen, both
The first topic the workshop ad
nese political and economic policies
Mongolian Buddhism to its source,
based on very recent fieldwork in
dressed was the pastoral nomadic
have affected the development of the
Tibetan Buddhism, in order to find
Mongolian rural areas, analysed the
heritage and modern forms of pasMongolian language in Inner Mon
out what is new in Mongolian Bud
social and economic problems caused
toralism as well as the Mongolian
golia. Vladimir Ganzhurov’s paper
dhism
today.
The
revival
of
Bud
by the market economy and the con
herders’ predicament after the col
discussed the identity of Buryatia and
dhism,
not
only
in
Mongolia,
but
also
comitant social and cultural changes
lapse of socialist institutions and the
its future development from a geopo
in
neighbouring
Buryatia
and
Inner
in rural Mongolia today. With the
privatization of livestock in the early
litical point of view. In the compass of
Mongolia
were
also
discussed.
Hureladvent of democratization and polit
1990s. The paper by Veronika Veit
the Mongol lands, under conditions
batur’s
paper
based
on
his
recent
ical decentralization, the collective
and that of Mary and Morris Rossabi
of
territorial partition, provincial or
fieldwork
in
Buryatia
showed
how
system collapsed and so had central
discussed the continued importance
minority
identities are as important
traditional
Buddhism
may
be
under
planning in the livestock sector. Priof traditional animal husbandry in

left unexplored, except for a limited
number of distinguished studies on
history and linguistics. In order to
promote the neglected parts of Ti
betan studies and to keep a sound
balance, the Ministry of Education,
Japan,
and the National Museum of
very distinct from those of Bud
By YASUHI KO N A G A N O
Ethnology
(Osaka) encouraged our
dhism. It has its own canons consist
attempt
and
supported an overseas
ing of hundreds of volumes. Al
on is one of the preResearch
field
research
as well as a joint-sur
though Bonpo were oppressed con
Buddhist religions
Project
vey
in
1996-9
fiscal
years.
stantly by the Buddhists before the
Tibet. By the
In
order
to
discuss
the results of
new China was founded, they were
term ‘pre-Buddhist’ here
the
survey
of
the
above-mentioned
able to keep their religious tradition
I mean that it existed in
survey and research, 24 project par
alive and popular among the people,
Tibet before Buddhism
ticipants gathered in Osaka in the
and had even political potentiality.
was imported into the area and that
fourth week of August, 1999. Ten
Whichever definition we may take,
it has survived until now. However,
scholars, who did not join the project
it could well be said that, in Bonpo
when one refers to Bon, various defi
but have been working on Bon, were
culture, we perceive something es
nitions of it have been proposed.
also invited there to read a paper.
sential
or
basic
that
has
penetrated
Some particularize Bon as a whole
We plan to publish the resulting
Tibetan
culture
from
ancient
time
to
body of folk beliefs, including div
volumes,
as the fruits of the project
the
present
day.
In
fact,
the
indige
ination, offerings, curse, beliefs in
and
the
symposium,
in the series,
nous
beliefs
held
by
Bonpo
are
even
local deities, shamanistic concepts of
Senri
Ethnological
Reports,
under the
universal
to
humanity.
In
order
to
souls and cosmos. Some refer to Bon
auspices
of
the
National
Museum
of
grasp
its
cultural
complex,
we
must
as a religious complex of ancient
Ethnology,
Japan,
by
the
end
of
2002.
first
have
a
good,
common
founda
Tibet led by its priests called Bonpo,
The Bon Studies Nos. 3 and 4 are the
tion in terms ofboth research mater
who were believed to have supernat
proceedings of the symposium. Read
ial
and
a
scholarly
network
together
ural power and conducted the royal
ers, interested in these publications,
with
an
interdisciplinary
survey
funeral rites. And yet some others say
are requested to contact me directly.
from
various
angles.
This
was
the
that Bon is the later non-Buddhist
■
original
idea
of
my
organizing
a
Bon
religion of Tibet embodying all kinds
- Bon Studies 1
project,
in
a
close
partnership
with
of beliefs and practices that began to
Bonpo Mandalas
Dr
Samten
Karmay
(CNRS
Paris).
appear in the eleventh century and
Editors: Tenzin Namdak,
Unfortunately,
it
may
generally
be
became well established by the fif
M. Tachikawa & Y. Nagano
admitted unfortunately that Bonpo
teenth century. This organized Bon
Studies are far behind those of Ti
has amazingly similar and some
- Bon Studies 2
betan Buddhism which are now
times identical features to Tibetan
A Catalogue of the Bonpo
flourishing worldwide, particularly
Buddhism. It has developed a sophis
Publications
in Japan. Despite Japan’s long acade
ticated system of metaphysics, phi
Editors: Samten Karmay, Tenzin
mic tradition of Tibetan Buddhism,
losophy, doctrines and cosmology,
Wangyal, D. Martin & Y. Nagano
other aspects of Tibet have long been
which the Bonpo people claim to be

NATIONAL
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features of Mongolian culture as are
the efforts to develop aspects of a
common national identity. Uradyn E.
Bulag’s paper discussed how the
Daur-Mongols in Inner Mongolia
have struggled to maintain their
identity under the constraints of the
political conditions prevailing in
Inner Mongolian.
The overall purpose of this confer
ence was to examine the impact of the
revolutionary changes and general
historical processes of the twentieth
century on a nomadic people. We
wished to consider the interaction of
the basic features of pastoral no
madism in Mongolia with the larger
modern economies, both communist
and capitalist. As a testimony to the
pertinence of the workshop, three
concentrated days were devoted to the
discussion of all sort of imaginable is
sues pertaining to transition, revival,
nationhood, cultural and social
changes in the Mongol lands, and
modern Mongolian identity. The
workshop was testimony to a rising
interest in Central Asia in general and
Mongolia in particular. We were also
impressed by the presence of a strong
contingent of PhD students studying
Mongolia and Mongolians from vari
ous angles, which is very promising
for the future state of the field.
The conference papers will be edit
ed as a book, which through new re
search is conceived of as a platform to
address contemporary forms of pas
toralism, migration, city life, religion,
and identity in Mongolian society. ■

O le Bruun and Li N arangoa
were the convenors of the conference.
The latter was also the contact person.
E-mail: nara@nias.ku.dk
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Bon Studies 3
New Horizons in Bon Studies
Editors: Samten Karmay &
Y. Nagano

TIBETOLOGICAL
COLLECTIONS &
ARCHIVES SERIES

Bon Studies 4
A Linguistic Approach to
the Zhangzhung Language
Editor: Y. Nagano
Bon Studies 5
A Zhangzhung Lexicon
Compiler: Namgyal Nyima
Editors: Samten Karmay &
Y. Nagano
Bon Studies 6 & 7
A General Survey of Bonpo
Monasteries and People
Compilers: Tsering Thar,
Phuntsog Tsering, Dondrup
Lhagyal & Ch. Ramble
Editors: Samten Karmay &
Y. Nagano
- Bon Studies 8
Notes to the Zhang-zhung
Language
Author: F.W. Thomas
Editors: G. Qessel, T. Takeuchi &
Y. Nagano

Dr Yasuhiko Nagano.
National Museum o f Ethnology, Japan

This article on the Bon Project at the National Museum of Ethnology in Osaka,
Japan, written by Yasuhiko Nagano, is the
second contribution to a series devoted to
important projects on cataloguing, ‘com
puterization’ (inputting and scanning), edit
ing, and translation of important Tibetan
language text-collections and archives. In
the following issues of the HAS Newsletter,
various colleagues will briefly present their
initiatives to a larger public, or, as the case
may be, update the scholarly world on the
progress of their already well-established j
projects. Some are high-profile projects, of
which at least Tibetologists will generally
be aware, yet some may also be less wellknown. Nevertheless, I trust that it will be
useful to be informed or updated on all
these initiatives and 1 also hope that the
projects presented will profit from the ex
posure and the response that this coverage
will engender. If you are interested in any of
the projects described, fee! free to contact
the author of the article. In case you would
like to introduce your own (planned) work
in the field, please contact the editor of the
HAS Newsletter or the author of this in
troduction. We should very much like to
encourage our contributors to keep us in
formed on the progress of their projects
by regular updates. The next contribution
in this series will be by Sam van Schaik on
the International Dunhuang Project. ■
HENK BLEZER

Fax:+81-6-6878-8270 or +81-6-6878-7503
E-mail: nagano@idc.minpaku.ac.jp or
bon@idc.minpaku.ac.jp

Research fellow HAS
E-mail: blezer@rulletleidenuniv.nl
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The International Association
for Tibetan Studies (IATS)
A preview o f the ninth seminar
Three hundred Tibet scholars, brimming with new ideas and
research insights, are at present putting the finishing touches
to their papers for the ninth seminar o f the International Asso
ciation for Tibetan Studies (announced earlier, HAS Newsletter
19 , P-i4)- For our part, we are finalizing organizational matters,
in preparation for welcoming our learned colleagues in June.
During the rare moments o f leisure that organizing such an
event allows, one may well wonder, sometimes, about the sub
stantial investment o f effort and expenses needed for just one
week o f academic exchange - not unlike seeing a full day’s work
in the kitchen disappear in five minutes o f palatal excitation at
the dining table. Musings such as the above notwithstanding,
one may also realise that a privileged way to learn to appreciate
an academic conference is to organize one.
By H E N K BLEZER

rganizational in
volvement clearly
reveals to what
extent such an academic
event helps focus re
search efforts. It really is a
unique opportunity for synchroniz
ing and fine-tuning the very latest
in academic work (which, at least for
larger gatherings, will most proba
bly not appear in print until years
later). I believe that the IATS meet
ings to date have been fine examples
of this function and I sincerely hope
that the seminar in June may also
serve this purpose.
When hearing about the ninth
IATS seminar and particularly when
learning of the number of partici
pants, European scholars often po
litely inquire: ‘Are you sure these are
all Tibet scholars?’ only to continue:
‘So, what is this seminar about, what
topic do you have?’ European Asianists - unlike our colleagues across
the Atlantic - seem to favour small
expert meetings and workshops
rather than large-scale academic
conventions. This is almost an un
written policy that becomes very
much apparent when trying to raise
funds for a large international con
vention of Asian scholars in Europe.
As a matter of fact, the most gener
ous support we have received for this
seminar to date has come either
from the Netherlands (HAS, Gonda
Fonds (at KNAW), Oost-Europa
Fonds (at Prins Bernhard Fonds), the
Prins Claus Fund, Stichting Eco-operation), or from outside Europe (US:
Trace Foundation, our main sponsor
of PRC Tibetan participants), occa
sionally also from private sponsors
(Ms van Gulik and Ms Barbara
Hines) and, last but not least, busi
ness partners (Curzon Press). No
table exceptions are special arrange
ments from Eco-Himal (Austria and
Italy) and the Institute for Compara
tive Research in Human Cultural
(Norway), arranged by sympathetic
colleagues. Apparently, fund-raising
for such sizeable academic events ba
sically needs to be done at the na
tional level(s), if you want to ‘go in
ternational’, more often than not

you end up going to the US. This
leaves me wondering about the rea
sons underlying the lack of facilities
for financing large international
academic conferences at a European
level. Is this merely because of the
borders of national politics and aca
demic culture that divide us, or is
this a matter of deliberate choice (for
the quality of expert meetings)? Or
does Europe, perhaps, not exist after
all...?

The sheer number and
large diversity of
scholars attending add
significantly to the
potential for discussion
and exchange

Being in a position where I had to re
flect on both the form and content of
our seminar and make decisions af
fecting those, I feel obliged to ques
tion at least the argumentation
based on quality. I emphatically do
believe that focused working groups
within the framework of a large in
ternational convention may well
combine the best of both worlds.
Given a careful selection of papers,
the sheer number and large diversity
of scholars attending do add signifi
cantly to the potential for discussion
and exchange, not least across bor
ders of disciplines (an important ob
jective of our seminars). At the same
time, opting for formats like focused
round-table discussions and tightly
knit panels within a large conven
tion will preserve the indisputable
asset of expert meetings. I should
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like to underline my point by re
viewing a small selection of the near
twenty panels and workshops that
have been proposed so far for the
ninth seminar of the IATS (th'ese
panels make up about one-third of
the total volume of presentations). I
wish to thank the panel organizers
for sharing the panel descriptions
below.

Grey-men-grey-texts
One of the first panels to be pro
posed came from a colleague of Vir
ginia University, David Germano:
‘Texts in Shades of Grey: Texts and
Transmissions on the Early Bound
aries of sNga ‘gyur and gSar ‘gyur
Tibet’, colloquially also dubbed the
grey-men-grey-texts panel. The
panel will explore texts and trans
missions in the post-dynastic period
(842 to early 12th century) that offer
grounds for blurring the retroactive
boundaries of sNga ‘gyur (early
translation) and gSar ‘gyur (new
translation), and illuminating a bit
of the darkness that supposedly lies
between them. In addition, they will
be concerned with issues of what an
authentic Buddhist text is consid
ered to be during this time period
when Indians create texts for Tibetan
consumption, Tibetans translate an
cient classic Indie texts into Tibetan
transplants, and Tibetans themselves
create entirely new texts in Tibet,
which may or may not be firmly
grounded in Indie paradigms. Dan
Martin will be looking at sNga ‘gyur
transmissions of the mNgon-pa
kun-btus that continue right into
the eleventh century; Ronald David
son will be looking at the Indie pro
duction of texts for Tibetans in Tibet;
and David Germano will be looking
at Tibetans producing sNga ‘gyur
‘Indie’ texts for Tibetans, as well as
signs of continuing sNga ‘gyur au
thorship and translation prior to
1000. Germano will also co-chair a
panel on The Nyingma Tantras Re
search Project Panel. The enlarged
project was introduced in the previ
ous IIAS Newsletter under The
Samantabhadra Archives: The Ny
ingma Tantras Research Project (HAS
Newsletter 21, p.14).
Contemporary issues are very
much in focus. Toni Huber from Vic
toria University, New Zealand, for
instance, is organizing a panel on ‘Ti
betan Social and Cultural Revival in
Amdo, Post-1980’. This panel will, as
the title already indicates, investi
gate aspects of the modern Tibetan
social and cultural revival in Amdo,
which began around 1980 following
local implementation of more liberal
policies by the PRC. The will to estab
lish Tibetan self-expression in this
new set of possibilities can be inves
tigated through diverse but often in
terrelated developments. The partici

pants in the panel will present re
search in a variety of areas, such as re
ligious revitalization, Tibetan lan
guage education, Tibetan literature
and publishing, music and drama,
tourism, social organization, and do
mestic practices, gender relations,
etc. In group discussion, they hope to
consider broader questions relating
to the content, process and experi
ence of post-1980 Tibetan social and
cultural revival.
In this context I should also like to
introduce, very briefly, an initiative
by Christaan Klieger from the Cali
fornia Academy of Sciences, which is
intended primarily to focus on the
Tibetan refugee community: ‘Presen
tation of Self in the Modern Tibetan
Diaspora or Presentations of Tibetan
Refugees to the Outside World’. The
panel has now been expanded, how
ever, to include modern Tibetans in
the homeland and is basically con
ceived as a continuing examination
of reflexivity between the Tibetan
and Western interface.

By now well-established at our semi
nars is the Franco-Austrian anthro
pological alliance, which, once more
(compare Graz, Austria), will fasci
nate and edify the IATS community
with a high-quality anthropological
forum on issues of: ‘Territory and
Identity in Tibet and the Himalaya’.
The panel will adopt a multidiscipli
nary perspective to explore the man
ner in which minorities construct
and reconstruct this identity on the
basis of factors such as local divini
ties, kinship, and economy.
Lastly, to complete the scope of the
disciplinary spectrum at the seminar
I should draw attention to Christo
pher Beckwith’s linguistic panel on:
‘Medieval Tibeto-Burman Languages
and Tibeto-Burman Reconstruction’.
The panel will involve several care
fully selected scholars who are all
specialists in a particular medieval
Tibeto-Burman language. The focus
will be on Tibeto-Burman linguistics
based on the earliest attested lan
guages: in other words, if this panel
is successful, Tibeto-Burman histori
cal linguistics will finally be on its
way to becoming a scientific field on
a par with the study of language
families such as Indo-European and
Uralic languages. So far, no one has
paid much attention to the attested
medieval literary languages, which
should be the basis for any historical
linguistic study of Tibeto-Burman.
I rest my case. ■

Dr H enk Blezer, research fellow IIAS
E-mail: blezer@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
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On the occasion o f the retirem ent
ofP rof.T .E .V etter

A Token of Esteem
This is a note o f appreciation written in honour o f Professor
Tilmann Vetter who has recently (January ist, 2000) retired as
the professor o f Buddhology, Indian Philosophy, and Tibetan
at the department o f Languages and Cultures o f South and
Central Asia o f Leiden University. One cannot hope to do a
scholar o f his stature justice in such a few brief words. I shall,
nonetheless, attempt to give an impression o f the extent and
calibre o f his expertise.
By P. C. V E R H A G E N

orn in Pforzheim,
Germany, on March
2 1937, Tilmann Vet
ter followed his academic
training in Tübingen,
Hamburg, and finally in
Vienna under the tutelage of Erich
Frauwallner, one of the leading expo
nents of the German-Austrian school
of Indology and Buddhist Studies.
During these years, a friendship grew
with Lambert Schmithausen and
Ernst Steinkellner, all three later to
become leading scholars in Buddhol
ogyFollowing his appointment as a lec
turer at the Indology department of
the State University of Utrecht from
1964 to 1974, since 1975, Vetter had
been holder of the Chair for Buddhol
ogy, Indian Philosophy, and Tibetan,
which had previously been occupied
by the late Jan Willem De Jong (19561965) and by David Seyfort Ruegg
(19(36-1970). Below I will give a more or
less chronological presentation of the
main points in his academic oeuvre.
In the first period, in the 1960s,
most of his work was on Buddhist
epistemology and logic, in particular
on the seventh-century thinker Dharmakirti, primarily recorded in two
monographs, Erkenntnisprobleme bei
Dharmakirti (Vienna, 1964) and Dharmakirti’s Framanavinucavah, 1. Kapitel:
Pratyaksam (Vienna, 1966). The topic
was later taken up again in a third
monograph, Der Buddha und seine Lehre
in Dharmakirti's Pramanavarttika - Der
Abschnitt uber den Buddha und die vier
edlen Wahrheiten im Framanasiddhi
Kapitel (Vienna, 1984; revised 1990).
Note in this connection the PhD re
search by Victor van Bijlert under the
supervision of Vetter in the mid
eighties, which resulted in the mono
graph Epistemology and Spmtual Authority (Vienna, 1989), dealing with the
development of epistemology in the
Nyaya and Buddhist traditions.
Although generally speaking Vet
ter’s main interest lies in Buddhism,
in the seventies he produced impor
tant work on non-Buddhist Indian

Pro/essor Vetter
philosophy as well, in particular the
Veddnta school of Sankara and, most
notably, the annotated translations of
the Brahmakanda chapter of Mandanamisra’s Brahmasiddhi (Vienna,
1969) and of the first chapter ofSarvajnatman’s Samksepasanraka (Vienna,
1972), and the monograph Studiën zur
Lehre und Entwicklung Sankaras (Vien
na, 1979).
These two aspects came clearly to
the fore in the inaugural lecture de
livered by Prof Vetter in Leiden, on
November 7th, 1975, under the title
‘Methodische consequentie bij twee
Indische denkers: Dharmakirti en
Sankara' (‘Methodical consequence in
two Indian thinkers: Dharmakirti
and Sankaraj.
After that period, in the early eight
ies, Vetter returned to Buddhism, in
particular in the person ofNagarjuna,
the third century (?] founder of the
Madhyamaka school in Mahayana
Buddhism, devoting a number of arti
cles to his works (1982a, 1982b, 1984b,
and 1992a).

Earliest Buddhism
In the late eighties-early nineties,
Prof. Vetter developed a - more or less
parenthetical - interest in interreli
gious dialogue, and published four
articles in this field, in particular on
the encounter between Christianity
and (Japanese) Buddhism (1987a,
1987b, 1989, and 1992c).
We now come to the two areas
which seem to have engaged Prof
Vetter’s interest for the most part in
the last decade of his tenure, namely
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the early history of the Mahayana
and, even more emphatically, the ear
liest history of the Buddhist doctrine
in general.
On the former subject Vetter has
written, inter alia, an important arti
cle, entitled ‘On the Origin of Ma
hayana Buddhism and the Subse
quent Introduction of Prajnaparamita’ (1994b) in which he reacted to an
influential hypothesis on the first de
velopment of Mahayana Buddhism,
initially set forth by the Japanese
Buddhologist Hirakawa in 1963, dis
agreeing with parts of the original
theory, and adding a wealth of nuance
to its reformulation. The initial hy
pothesis placed the genesis of Ma
hayana strictly within a milieu of lay
men and centred on the worship of
the stupa arguably one of the most
important types of Buddhist cult
monuments. In the fme-tuning
which Vetter applied to Hirakawa’s
theory, in which he based himself also
on the responses to it by other Buddhologists, he introduced such topics
as a (greater) role for the community
of monks and a diachronic division
into phases in the earliest develop
ment of the Mahayana.
Despite such important work, in
this period Vetter devoted by far the
bulk of his attention to the explo
ration of the basic doctrinal notions
and religious practices central to the
earliest Buddhism, attempting to
come to the closest possible approxi
mation of this first stage in the long
history of Buddhist thought. In addi
tion to some eight articles (1985,1990,
1994a, 1995, 1996b, 1998a, 1998b,
1999b), he wrote two monographs on
this topic, The ideas and Meditative
Practices of Early Buddhism (Leiden,
1988) and a forthcoming monograph
entitled The Khandha Passages in the
Vinavapitaka and thefour main Nikayas
(to appear in Vienna).
Rigorous application of the philo
logical-historical method combined
with a sharp eye for minute detail is
typical of Vetter’s work. For example,
in his articles on the authenticity of
the Ramavali, traditionally ascribed to
Nagarjuna (1992), and on certain
groups of long compounds in the pro
logue of the Fancavimsad sahasrika
Prajnaparamita (1993), in addition to
criteria concerning contents, various
details involving stylistics, metrics,
and so forth were meticulously taken
into account in the argumentation. In
such studies he not only deals with
the formal characteristics of the texts,
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but also extrapolates the implications
they may contain for the history of
ideas and attitudes of Buddhism,
achieving both with admirable
methodological sophistication.

New interpretations
In his most recent work, on early
Buddhism, we find Vetter addressing
points of a fundamental nature, shed
ding new light on doctrinal matters
which form the very core of Buddhist
thought, taking nothing for granted,
critically reflecting on even the most
widely held of the traditional Bud
dhist or later Buddhological interpre
tations of these notions.
This has led, for instance, to pene
trating studies, involving important
new interpretations, of the arguably
two most central doctrinal topoi in
Buddhism, the so-called First and Sec
ond Sermons of Gautama Buddha. In
one article (1995) he proposed distin
guishing two levels of insight reflect
ed in the ‘First Sermon’, the first cen
tring on the concept of amata, inter
preted as the absence of fear of death’.
As regards the doctrinal contents of
the ‘Second Sermon’, one should men
tion first the 1998a article that recon
sidered some small yet significant interpretational details in the phrasing
of this sermon which have remained
quite unjustifiably neglected before
this and, secondly, the major mono
graph on the set of five skandhas, the
constituents of the individual, intro
duced in this ‘Second Sermon’. This
monograph, which is in press at the
moment, constitutes the main result
of Vetter’s comprehensive exploration
of the use of these concepts in the Pali
canon, the main focus of his research
in the latter half of the nineties.
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Vetter has also made his thinking
on these matters accessible to a wider
audience in his chapter on the Bud
dha in Grondleggers van het Geloo/(Amsterdam, 1997), while he has shared
some of his most recent insights in
what he prefers to call the skandha
analysis with his colleagues and stu
dents in an (informal) valedictory lec
ture on November 26 1999, entitled
‘The early Buddhist concept of man’.
The truly impressive number of
friends, students and colleagues pre
sent on that occasion is a clear proof of
the great appreciation of Prof Vetter
as a scholar and as a person.
We can say without exaggeration
that one of the leading scholars of In

do logy in the Netherlands retired on j
January 1st, 2000. In the supervision of
PhD researches, Prof. Vetter has been j
one of the most productive in the
non-Western disciplines in the Leiden
Faculty of Arts in the last few decades.
A decisive factor in this effectiveness is j
his meticulous approach to these
matters, as I myself have been privi
leged to experience thoughout his su- j
pervision of my PhD research. It is,
therefore, most fortunate that he has
agreed to continue the supervision of
the ongoing PhD projects in progress j
to which he has committed himself
The strength of Buddhology as
practised at the Leiden Indological de
partment has always been the strong
emphasis on the textual sources and
their exploration, based on the con- j
sideration that the historico-philological method lays a solid foundation j
for any serious investigation of the re- j
ligious or literary history.
The superb levels of expertise in
this area which the more illustrious
of the Kern Institute scholars have at
tained - in this connection one should
mention at the professorial level: Jan
Willem de Jong, David Seyfort Ruegg,
and Tilmann Vetter- have led to the
establishment of the excellent inter
national reputation of Buddhology in |
Leiden.
For the last twenty-five years, until
his recent retirement, Prof Vetter has
extended this tradition of excellence
with impeccable integrity, contribut
ing significantly to new develop
ments in Buddhology, but at the same
time maintaining the highest stan
dards of philological acumen, thus al
lowing him to produce work of time
less value, and thereby personally
adding considerably to the interna
tional prestige of the Leiden Indology
department.
The news that the initial impasse
regarding the continuation of the
Buddhology Chair seems to have
been resolved, is a matter of great joy
to all those who hold Indology dear. I
shall therefore end by expressing the
sincere hope that, now that the powers-that-be have decided favourably
on the continuation of the Chair of
Buddhology, Indian Philosophy, and
Tibetan in our department. This will
hopefully allow for an unfaltering
flourishing of the Leiden contribu
tion to these fields, carrying on its
rich tradition with the same com
mitment to excellence as Prof. Vetter
has done in the last quarter of a cen
tury. ■

Dr P.C. Verhagen is University Lecturer for
Indie religious history, in particular later
Buddhism and Tibetan language and literature,
at the Department o f Languages and Cultures
o f South and Central Asia, Leiden University.
He is also working on an NWO-subsidized
research project under the title ‘Conceptions
o f Language, Speech and Sound in IndoTibetan Buddhist Hermeneutics’.
E-mail: pverhagen@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
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Jean Philippe Vogel
A Dutchman who

Indian

On April 14th the Kern Institute celebrated its 75th anniversary.
This festive occasion inspired the author to reflect on the
founder o f the Institute: Prof. Jean Philippe Vogel (1872-1958),
Sanskritist and archaeologist. Between 1899 and 1914 Vogel
travelled throughout India, where he held an appointm ent as
the superintendent o f the so-called Northern Circle o f the Ar
chaeological Survey o f India. To read his 156 personal letters
covering this period was an enthralling experience. They reflect
the travel and work experiences o f a Dutchm an in India, alm ost
a century ago. There can be no shadow o f doubt that this peri
od lay at the root o f the foundation o f the Kern Institute.
■ By GERDA T H E U N S - D E BOER
n October 8th 1899

1

1 Vogel took a pas-

sage on a cargoboat
leaving
from Brin
.
disi, Italy. He was disap
pointed in the Dutch government who praised him for his
Dutch translation of Sudraka’s San
skrit play Mrcchakadka, but was unwilling to invest in a study-tour to
India. He was also dissatisfied be
cause his appointment to the Uni
versity of Amsterdam as a private
lecturer of Sanskrit could hardly be
felt to be a challenge. Vogel arrived
at Bombay on October 20. In that
time it was still possible to count on
the help of your own government at
the moment of your arrival and
Vogel availed himself of this service:
the Dutch consul helped him out
with practical matters and arranged
a good servant, named Govind
Ragoe, for him. Master and man got
along very well and communicated
in Hindi. Vogel even recorded all
‘wise Govind Ragoe Hindi sayings’.
Why did Vogel go to India? There
are three reasons: Vogel wanted to
experience India; to practise his San
skrit, especially the spoken Sanskrit;
and he was desperately looking for a
job, for which he saw several possi
bilities. Archiving the material of
the East India Company, whether in
Bombay or Colombo, was most likely
to be his best chance. Teaching San
skrit at an establishment such as the
Tata College in Bombay was certain
ly worth considering. But, in the
course of the year, Vogel feared that
there would be little chance of an ap
pointment as the British govern
ment was anti-Dutch because the
Second Boer War had just broken out
in South Africa.
Undeterred Vogel equipped him
self with mattress, pillow, and bed
ding - all nicely packed up so that
they were waterproof, left Bombay
and took to the road with Govind.
The route for his one-year studytour was - excluding side trips - :
Broach, Surat, Baroda, Ahmedabad,
Alwar, Mount Abu, Ajmer, Udaipur,
Jaipur, Delhi, Varanasi, Lahore, Sri
nagar, Calcutta, and, his final desti
nation, Colombo. Vogel travelled
mostly by train, lodging at railway'
stations. He must have travelled
around with a very open mind as in
none of the 156 letters addressed to
his father is there ever any indica
tion of physical or mental tiredness
or of an inability to adjust to his new
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life. Indeed the reverse was true.
Vogel loved India, its culture, its
monuments, its bright skies, and
sympathetic people. He spent threeand-a-half months in Varanasi set
tling down in the Clark Hotel. His
daily Pandit meetings were very
fruitful: Vogel’s spoken Sanskrit im
proved by leaps and bounds.
Varanasi at that time was as wellliked as it is now. Hundreds of daily
sightseers devoured the scenery
along the banks of the River Ganges
with their eyes. Vogel felt fortunate
that he was able to observe all the
ritual behaviour without being
pressed for time. On his way to La
hore, actually at Amballa station, he
met Aurel Stein with whom he had
already corresponded while still in
Holland. Stein’s name was rising in
the archaeological world of that time
as he had led some very ‘daring expe
ditions’ into Central Asia. At Lahore
and later in Srinagar, Vogel chose for
a more primitive way of living: he
camped! He was running out of
money and for 50 rupees he bought a
second-hand army tent from a Sikh
colonel from Multan. A cook was
hired as well. Vogel was not very ex
plicit about Lahore. He spent the
summer in Kashmir, but felt disap
pointed. The weather was fairly

Vogel must have
travelled around
with a very
open m ind

rainy, especially at the time he went
trekking, and Pandit Sahajabhatta
was not as good as his Varanasi col
league. Besides he had run out of
dry-plate glass negatives so the
beauty of the Himalayas could not
be captured in photographic prints.
But good fortune had not deserted
him! On August 4th, because of a re
organization of the Survey, Vogel
was invited to become the Archaeo
logical Surveyor for the Punjab,
Baluchistan, and Ajmer Circle, post
ed at Lahore. Vogel suspected Stein’s
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Trof. Jean Philippe Vo^el, Deputy Director General o f the Archaeological Survey o f India,
Benmore, Simla, 1910-1911, reprint o f an old dty plate negative
influence! He was expected to start
immediately but asked for a post
ponement. On September 13th Vogel
left Colombo and returned to Hol
land on November 1st. Precisely 6
weeks were left to organize his mi
gration to India, for Christmas 1900
was spent with the Dutch consul at
Bombay and celebrated with a trip to
the Karli caves.

‘G raeco-B uddhist A rt’
At Lahore Vogel, again accompa
nied by his servant Govind Ragoe,
resided at the Charing Cross Hotel,
as the Survey office would only be
available at the end of the year. He
began to make an inventory of all
that needed doing in his Circle. Al
though his Circle was constantly ‘on
the move’ both geographically and
in content, Vogel felt extremely
happy. The wages were low - 240 ru
pees a month - and certainly not
enough for a married man, but who
cared? Vogel was left fairly free in the
planning of his activities and was
pleased with the excellent possibili
ties to publish the Survey offered.
These were very good in comparison
with these available in the Nether
lands East Indies. In 1902 John Mar
shall was appointed the new direc
tor-general of Archaeology. He
would retain this function up to
1928. A surprising choice but cer
tainly not one which was regretted!
Marshall was a young, energetic
man, and a good planner. Changes
were implemented at full speed.
Vogel and Marshall made a good
couple, and developed a deep friend
ship. Excavations should be carried
out with great care -mess was hence
forth taboo- and all archaeological
investigations should be published.
This resulted in the series Annual
Reports which have been printed

ever since the year 1902. Vogel was to
publish 27 articles in this series.
Meanwhile Marshall relieved
Vogel of his responsibility for the Is
lamic buildings and asked him to
focus on the Hindu antiquities. Later
he was asked to look after the ‘Grae
co-Buddhist’ art along the Afghan
border. In 1903 Vogel led the
Charsadda excavation. By the end of
1903 Vogel was in the Netherlands
on a few weeks’ leave. On his way
back to Brindisi he visited Alfred
Foucher, specialist on the ‘GraecoBuddhist Art’ of Gandhara. He fore
saw great interest in the art of Gand
hara. Thus the’announcement that
Aurel Stein was to be the new Sur
veyor of the North-West Frontier
Province and should proceed in
Charsadda, came as a hard blow.
Stein had no time to undertake the
task and the government of the Panjab and was unwilling to Tend’
Vogel. Instead Kasia, - the old Kusinagara, the place of Buddha’s death was to be excavated by Vogel over the
next few cold seasons (1904-1906).
The Saheth-Maheth site (Jetavana
Park nearby the city of Sravasti) was
the last site explored by Vogel (1908).
From April 1910 to December 1911,
Vogel temporarily replaced directorgeneral Marshall.
What else did Vogel do? Vogel de
veloped a sort of annual cycle: he
wrote his reports, continued his su
pervision, visited the headquarters
of the Survey in Simla, catalogued
museum collections (Mathura, Luc
know, Calcutta, Chamba), and
fought for museum extensions or
new museums. Besides Vogel was a
mountaineer! Every summer, when
the heat of the plains around Lahore
became unbearable, Vogel was to be
found somewhere in the Himalayas
exploring the more isolated areas:

Mandi, Kulu, Kangra, and above all
Chamba State. There he studied ma
terial in situ and collected pieces of
art and inscriptions. And when the
Antiquities of Chamba State, Parts I and
II, was published in 1911, Vogel had
reason to feel proud. Finally he could
demonstrate his knowledge of both
the epigraphical Sanskrit and the In
dian iconography. The Chamba ap
proach came close to Vogel’s ideal:
involve the local people (villagers
and raja) in the excavation. It is their
history and cultural heritage! The
response was overwhelming. Every
summer when Vogel arrived the lo
cals had spotted new treasures for
him and Raja Bhuri Singh sponta
neously decided to build a museum
in order to safeguard the heritage
(1908). Vogel’s name is still alive in
Chamba! Just recently, almost a
hundred years later, I was asked to
send a photo of Prof Vogel to the
Bhuri Singh Museum. They had re
served a place of honour for him in
the hall, just opposite the portrait of
Raja Bhuri Singh...
And what about Vogel? At the end
of 1912 he arrived back in the
Netherlands for his so-called long
furlough. He was too much in love
to return to India. Besides, Leiden of
fered him the chair of Sanskrit. ■

Drs Gerda Theuns-de Boer is an art
historian and Project Manager, Photographic
Database on Asian Art and Archaeology,
Kern Institute, Leiden University,
E-mail: theuns@Rullet.Leidenuniv.nl
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N inth International
Colloquium of the IALS
When military clashes in Ladakh subsided towards the end o f
July, the local International Association for Ladakh Studies
committee offered to go ahead with the Ninth Colloquium, the
second IALS meeting to be held in Ladakh (the first was in 1993)Most foreign scholars who had indicated their interest in par
ticipating had not yet cancelled their travel plans, so a consider
able number o f local and international participants filed into
the Moravian Mission School assembly hall for registration.
By M A R T I J N V A N BEEK

nfortunately but
u n d erstan d ab ly
there were no
participants from Kargil
and few from other
parts of India, and a cou
ple of papers had to be cancelled as the
presenters did not make it to Leh after
all. Despite the brief time allowed for
preparation, local organizers, in par
ticular Abdul Ghani Sheikh, David
Sonam Dawa, the Revd Elijah Gergan,
Dr Nawang Tsering, and Nawang
Tsering ShakspoChad, managed to
make excellent arrangements for the
meeting. In all, some seventy-five par
ticipants from nine countries, includ
ing Canada, Denmark, France, Ger
many, Poland, Switzerland, the US,

and UK took part in the meeting. As
usual, a wide range of topics was ad
dressed in the presentations.
The inaugural ceremony, chaired
by Spalzes Angmo, was graced by the
presence of Diskit Angmo, Queen of
Ladakh. After a word of welcome by
Dr Nawang Tsering, the Hon. Sec.
John Bray formally presented the vol
ume of proceedings of the Eighth Col
loquium held at Aarhus in 1997.
Thanks to the efforts of the publisher
and the carrying capacity of John
Bray, a few pre-publication copies of
the book had reached Leh in time for
the colloquium. The volume, entitled
Ladakh: Culture, History and Devel
opment between Himalaya and
Karakoram (edited by Martij n van
Beek, Kristoffer Brix Bertelsen, and
Poul Pedersen, Aarhus University

Press 1999), is dedicated to the founder
and current president of the IALS, Dr
Henry Osmaston. The first copies of
the book were presented to HM the
Queen and Henry Osmaston. After a
vote of thanks by the Revd Gergan,
artists of All-India Radio Leh, present
ed a colourful cultural show, while
Doordarshan Kashmir broadcast a
brief report on the conference and
opening ceremony the next day.
After lunch, the academic pro
gramme began with a session on Rep
resenting Ladakh in Local and Global
Contexts. John Bray presented a paper
on the visit of an eighteenth-century
Bhutanese lama to Ladakh. Martij n
van Beek discussed the political, eco
nomic, and rhetorical marginaliza
tion of Ladakh and local efforts to
counter these processes, while Helena
Norberg-Hodge shed light on the
dangers the global economy posed to
for Ladakh. The session concluded
with a lively discussion. The final ses
sion of the day dealt with Historical
places including a paper by Tashi
lDawa Tshangspa on rock carvings. In
the evening, Janet Rizvi o f the Insti
tute of Ladakh Studies presented a
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Hong Kong as a Global
Metropolis

Intelligence and the War
against Japan

SunYat-sen

Britain, America and the Politics o f Secret

Translated by Janet Lloyd

David R. Meyer

Service
Richard J. Aldrich

A fresh overall evaluation
of the life and work of
Sun Yat-sen.

Food, Children, and Social

David Meyer traces Hong Kong’s
history from its foundations to its
handover to China in 1997.
Throughout this period, Hong Kong
has been pivotal as a meeting place of
Chinese and foreign social networks.
The author is optimistic for its future,
challenging those who predict its
decline under Chinese rule.

Change

£40.00

Marie-Claire Bergère

The British secret service and its
controversial relations with its
American allies are the focus of this
ground-breaking study. Richard J.
Aldrich uses recently declassified files
to produce the first thorough and
penetrating account.
£ 22.95
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0 521 64186 1

524pp

Labour Market Reform in
China
Xin Meng

Comprehensive analysis of urban and
rural labour market reform in China.
Documents and analyses institutional
changes over the last twenty years and
offers evidence that further labour
market reform is necessary if China is
to sustain its high growth rates.
£40.00
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0 521 77126 9

240pp

Han Unbound
The Political Economy o f

Stanfor

Reveals how South Korea
was transformed from one
of the poorest and most agrarian
countries in the world in the 1950s to
one of the richest and most
industrialized states by the late 1980s.
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494pp
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Feeding China's
Little Emperors
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276pp
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288pp

Jun Jing

How Chinas transition to a market
economy and integration into the
global economic arena has transformed
Chinese children’s food habits, and
changed the intimate relationship of
childhood, parenthood, and family life.
£30.00
£ 10.95

HB
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0804731330
0 8047 3134 9

The Cambridge
History of
Southeast Asia

296pp

New in
Paperback

In these four volumes, now published
in paperback as a set, twenty-two
scholars of international reputation
consider the whole of mainland and
island Southeast Asia from Burma to
Indonesia. Each volume has a new
preface which points to the
relationships with the other volumes.
£ 37.50

PB

0521 778646

Volumes also available separately
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Talons and Teeth

1456pp
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County Clerks and Runners
in the Qing Dynasty
BradlyW. Reed

Challenges caricatured portrayals of
corruption in county yamen (local
administration) in Qing dynasty
China, forcing us to rethink how we
conceptualize the boundaries between
state and society in late imperial
China.
£35.00

Nicholas Tarling

Paperback

South Korea
John Lie

£ 10.95

£ 14.95

Paperback

08047 37584

346pp

Stanford University Press books are
distributed by Cambridge University Press
Cambridge books are available from
good bookshops. Alternatively you may
order direct using your credit card.
Phone UK +44 (0)1223 326050,
fax UK +44 (0)1223 326111, or e-mail
directcustsenre@cup.cam.ac.uk

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge, cb2 2RU, UK
www.cup.cam.ac.uk

Participants of the N inth
Colloquium o f the IALS

Diskit Anqmo, the Queen of Ladakh
addressing the Colloquium
slide show of images of old Ladakh,
mostly reproductions of photographs
from rare travel books. The pictures of
the old bazaar, the city gates, and
other landmarks elicited much inter
est and excitement among the audi
ence.
The second day began with a ses
sion on Education in Ladakh. After
Prem Singh Jina’s discussion of the
history of education in Ladakh, Chris
tian Heyde discussed the work of the
early Moravians in this field, includ
ing that o f his own great-grandfather,
the Revd A.W. Heyde. Drawing on
archival sources, Gabriele Reifenberg
also discussed the Moravian contribu
tion to education, in particular A.H.
Francke’s views on schools in Ladakh.
A session on Ritual and Performance in
cluded interesting contributions by
Spalzes Angmo on Losar Baks in Tanqtse, by Sonam Phuntsog on Dard cul
ture, and by Mipham Otsal on the
state of contemporary theatre in
Ladakh.
The first afternoon panel dealt with
gender issues in Ladakh. Tashi Cho
discussed the problems of women in
Ladakh, Dolma Tsering talked about
the
Women’s Alliance
(ama’i
tshogspa), and Sonam Dolma looked
specifically at the central role of
women in agriculture and its relation
to sustainable development. Ravina
Aggarwal offered a rich paper on the
recovery of women’s voices in Ladakh,
showing how these can be heard for
example in songs, and Kim Gutschow
discussed the education of nuns in
Zangskar.
For the final afternoon session, the
entire colloquium was shifted to
Ladakh Serai in Ayu, where we had
been invited for tea by a descendant of
Zorawar Singh, the Dogra general
who conquered Ladakh in 1834-42.
The session took place in a willow
grove to the accompanent of steadily
rising winds and rapidly falling tem
peratures. Nevertheless, the audience
was treated to a discourse on philoso
phy by Lobzang Tsewang, who com
pared the theories of streams o f con
sciousness in Vasubandhu and Freud,
and Tashi Stobdan who discussed the
Gyajung Nagpo in Stok. In the
evening there was another slide show,
this time by Ajit Chaudhuri on the
Changpa nomads.
On Friday, the day began with a se
ries of papers on Modes of Livelihood.
Ajit Chaudhuri presented results of
surveys conducted among the Chang
pa, focusing on survival strategies,
and Toshihiro Tsukihara offered a
paper on livestock and farming sys
tems. The session then broadened the
geographical scope of the seminar
with two papers on Kinnaur: Przemyslaw Hinca spoke on pastoralism
in Kinnaur, and Rafal Beszterda on
bee-keeping in the same region. Karin

Helbig discussed the need for and po
tential contributions of a building
centre to Ladakh. The next session fo
cused on health. Dr Tsering Norboo
(physician) discussed a series of cases
of high altitude cerebral oedema, and
Cynthia H unt delivered an impas
sioned plea for greater attention to be
paid to health education in Ladakh.
During the conference a poster pre
pared by Dr Niels Krag provided infor
mation on portable solar refrigeration
systems and other solar-powered
medical technologies for remote areas.
The afternoon continued this focus
on contemporary issues with a session
on the Impact of Modernization and De
velopment. Seb Mankelow reported on
his research into the effects of modern
chemical fertilizers in Zangskar, and
Vibha Krishen Sood presented her
work on the impacts of tourism in
Ladakh. After this, the formal mem
bership meeting of the IALS was held.
Henry Osmaston and John Bray gave
short speeches and the meeting con
cluded with a vote of thanks. A final
paper session included a presentation
by Peter Marczell on the pseudonyms
of Csoma de KaSrös and a speed-read
ing by Clare Harris ofParvez Diwan’s
paper on the history of Kargil. HansJürgen Trebst reviewed the controver
sies surrounding a gospel allegedly
kept at the Hemis monastery, and
Thierry Dodin addressed the prob
lems o f Ladakhi language standard
ization. In the evening the partici
pants gathered for a special screening
arranged by Phuntsok Ladakhi of his
film Sonam Dolma. A delicious dinner
at the Monalisa Restaurant served as a
joyous end to the conference pro
gramme.
On Saturday, the organizers
arranged a guided tour of the Shanti
Stupa, the Mahabodhi Society’s com
pound in Choglamsar, and the royal
palace at Stok. In the afternoon, final
ly, the Institute of Ladakh Studies (a
separate initiative without formal
links to the IALS) had arranged a polo
match in honour of the IALS. Henry
Osmaston was guest of honour, a sta
tus marked by his casting of the ball
to begin play and a chat with the play
ers during the intermission, from
which he was returned to his seat of
honour on horseback.
As is customary, efforts are under
way to publish most of the papers as a
volume in the Recent Research on
Ladakh series. John Bray and Dr
Nawang Tsering will edit the pro
ceedings and a publisher is being
sought. ■
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Two Early Saiva
Siddhanta Texts
Within the Indian religious tradition, the early medieval peri
od is characterized by the emergence o f the Tantric forms o f
Hinduism. During the subsequent centuries, Tantric Hin
duism became widespread throughout India and nowadays, by
and large, all Hindu beliefs and practices are permeated by
Tantric elements. The Somasambhupaddhati and the
Kiranavrtti belong to the ancient Tantric Hindu tradition.
By DORY HEILIJGERS-SEELEN

uring the forma
tive period of the
Tantric currents
within circles of Siva
worshippers, a corpus^ of
religious texts was pro
duced in Sanskrit verse which was
called Agamas, or Tantras. The doc
trine they proclaimed was believed
to be of divine origin, that is, to be
revealed by Siva himself. These texts
are a source of information on ritual
practice of both the domestic and
temple cults, yogic practices, rules of
conduct, the construction of temples
and other sanctuaries, as well as on
the iconographic details of the im
ages to be worshipped. To a some
what lesser extent, they also deal
with philosophical and metaphysi
cal issues.
These Agamas and Tantras form
the textual basis of the religious tra
ditions which eventually crystal
lized into the (later Tamil) Saiva Sid
dhanta in the South, and the Kash
mir Saivism in the North. In their
formation period, these traditions
stood in close contact with one an
other. Their subsequent develop
ment is reflected in the commen
taries written on the Agamas and
Tantras, in the ritual handbooks
based on them and in philosophical
works, as well.
The Somasambhupaddhati be
longs to the category of ritual hand
books (paddhatis) and is one of the
oldest of such manuals. It was writ
ten by Somasambhu, a native of
South India, in the second half of the
eleventh century AD and numbers
about 1,850 verses. It was meant as a
guide to be used by the initiated
teacher who was acquainted with
the meaning and progress of the pre
scribed rites. Therefore, its material
is presented in a rather concise way,
which makes the text rather difficult
to understand for the uninitiated
person.
Dr H. Brunner, who is an eminent
authority in the field of Agamic
Studies, edited and translated this
Somasambhupaddhati in four vol
umes. The first three volumes ap
peared in 1963, 1968 and 1977, and
dealt with the daily, obligatory ritu
als and the ceremonies to be per
formed on special occasions. The
fourth, and final, volume has been
published recently (1998).
This fourth volume deals with one
subject only, which is the pratistlia
ritual. The pratisthd is a consecration
rite through which a material cult
object is invested with divine pow
ers. Depending on the divine power
to be installed, different pratisthds
are distinguished. The most impor
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manuscript of which is dated AD
924. This first chapter contains the
theoretical section of the work and
deals with the nature and condi
tions of the souls, the nature of
bondage, illumination ot grace, and
the nature of liberation, which is
the state of being Siva, etc.
The author of the commentary,
Bhatta Ramakantha II, hails from
Kashmir, where the tradition*of
writing commentaries was trans
mitted from father to son. Goodall
points out that Ramakantha lived
between ca. AD 950 and AD 1000,
which means that he predates So
masambhu by about one century
and that he is an ‘older contempo
rary’ of the Kashmirian philosopher
Abhinavagupta. Having been, him
self, a representative of the Saiva Sid
dhanta in its formative period, Ra
makantha has influenced thinkers
of the later Saiva Siddhanta tradi
tion that has survived in the South
of India (e.g. Aghorasiva, who also
wrote a commentary on the Kirana
tantra). He also affected the ideas of
philosophers of the northern Kash
mir Saiva tradition, such as Abhi
navagupta and Ksemaraja.

Fitting into the northern tradi
tion of philosophical speculation
rather than ritualism, Ramakantha’s comments on the doctrinal
section of the Kiranatantra. The first
six chapters of his commentary are
now edited and translated by Do
minic Goodall. His critical edition is
based on the surviving manuscripts
which are only four in number. He
furthermore improved the Deva
kottai edition (1932) and the Italian
edition (1975) of the commented
lines of the Kiranatantra itself on
the basis of a great number of man
uscripts.
In his introduction, Goodall ex
amines the facts known about the
author, the false distinction which
is generally made between the terms
Agama and Tantra, the sources he
uses and the chronology of the early
Saiva Siddhanta literature. He clari
fies the main reason why Ramakan
tha wrote his commentary, namely
his dissenting view on the nature of
the divine grace, especially on the
question of the prerequisites for re
ceiving this grace.
The Saiva Siddhanta of the early
period, as represented by texts such
as the Somasambhupaddhati and
the Kiranatantra and its commen
tary, is hardly known nowadays by
the followers of the present Tamil
Saiva Siddhanta. The latter tradition
is strongly influenced by the con
cept of devotion (bhakti) and the phi
losophy of the Advaita Vedanta, yet
much of its practice is still based on

tant of these is the lihgapratisthd, the
installation of Siva in a linga, his
phallic symbol (made of stone, mar
ble, etc.). It is thus made into the
representation of Siva. The text de
scribes the ritual actions to be car
ried out, such as the searching for a
suitable place and time, the posing
of the material object, the invitating
of the god(s), and the performing of
the actual ritual that transforms (by
means of mantras) the material ob
ject into an image of the divine
power. The different parts of the rit
ual are carried out by different per
formers under the guidance of the
dcdiya. The pratisthd belongs to the
optional rites which are performed
in order to obtain special results,
such as all kinds of enjoyment and,
eventually, liberation.
Because Brunner’s first intention
is to give the reader a better under
standing of these Saiva rituals, she
does not opt for a critical edition of
9 > 1 1 MA R C H
the Sanskrit text. Instead, her text
follows the Devakottai edition of I L E I D E N , THE N E T H E R L A N D S
1931 and she gives a reasoned selec- j
tion of variant readings taken from j
other sources (additional manu
scripts of the text and a commentary
by Trilocana, ca. the beginning of
the twelfth century). Another im
The seminar ‘The Indian Character o f Indian Literature’ set out
portant source in this connection
to investigate modern fiction in various Indian languages and
appears to be the Agnipurana be
to try to determine if elements could be found that character
cause recent research shows that this
ize these works as definitely ‘Indian’. The aim was to go beyond
Purana contains almost the com
the surface o f the narrative, the locale, and the Indian national
plete text ofSomasmabhu’s paddhati.
ity o f the characters and discover subtexts or structural ele
For her interpretation Brunner also
ments that constitute the Indian character. Dr Th. Damsteegt
uses a closely related, but younger,
handbook of Aghorasiva (middle of (Leiden University) and the present author invited a number o f
Indian writers, critics, and scholars o f literature to discuss the
the twelfth century). She intention
issue with European scholars o f modem Indian literature.
ally refrains from using material
borrowed from adjacent traditions
also an argument that is put forward
or the present Tamil Saiva Siddhanta |
■ By THOMAS DE BRUIJN
by supporters of politics of cultural
in order to avoid some unwarrented
nationalism in India. By imposing a
f I 1 he theme of the
mix-up of ideas.
monolithic ‘Hindu’ version of Indi
I seminar was partly
Brunner points out on which is
JL inspired by a re anness, they deny the validity and
sues Somasambhu clearly expounds
intervening in the presentation of
cent debate in Indian lit
his own vision, deviating from either
ambivalent, hybrid, or negative no
erary criticism. In the
the opinion expressed in the Agamas
tions of Indianness and thus ostra
book The Culture of Pas
or in the later Saiva Siddhanta tradi
cize a significant part of modern fic
tiche, Jaidev heavily criticizes au
tion. For instance, according to So
tion in Indian languages.
thors of modern Hindi fiction for
masambhu the pratisthd is a private
Although its convenors never in
flirting
with
Western
existentialist
ritual carried out by the commis
tended
to impose any predefined no
and
high
modernist
ideas.
By
build
sioner for his own benefit and not
tion
of
‘Indianness’ to be demon
ing
their
characters
around
these
at
for the benefit of a whole communi
strated
in
Indian fiction, the discus
titudes,
they
have
created
pastiches
ty. The actual performers of the ritu
sion
in
the
seminar kept coming
which
in
Jaidev’s
eyes
lack
any
in
al receive their benefit not from the
back
to
the
question
of wether it is
volvement
in
Indian
culture
and
so
ritual itself, but from the later wor
possible
to
query
the
Indian
element
cial reality. Jaidev states that Indian
shipping of the cult object already
in
Indian
literature
without
- unin
literature can only serve the progress
invested with divine power and
tentionally
affirming
constructed
of the nation by staying rooted in In
placed in a temple or other sanctu
identities or flattening out ambiva
dian traditions and moral values.
ary.
lence
and hybridity. What are the
One of the authors on the receiv
sources
of the richness of modern In
ing end of this critique was Krishna
Philosophical speculation
dian literature? The issue also in
Baldev Vaid, who was also present at
The second work, the Kiranavrtti
spired the bulk of the papers which
the seminar. Unfortunately a serious
by Bhatta Ramakantha II, is of quite
set out to demonstrate that the very
illness prevented Jaidev from com
a different character. It is a com
search for and definition o f ‘Indian’
ing to Leiden. The insistence on root
mentary on the first chapter of the
elements compromises the inherent
edness in Indian ‘samskatas’ as a re
Kiranatantra, one of the earliest
hybridity of Indian writing.
quirement for Indian literature is
Saiva Siddhanta texts, the oldest
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the older tradition. In order to un- I
derstand the early phase, the study
(editing and interpretation) of the
oldest texts available is a first requi
site. In this respect, the Indological
department of the French Institute
of Pondicherry where both books
discussed above have been pub
lished, has proven to play an impor
tant role. In its collection it houses a
lot of material on the early Saiva Sid
dhanta tradition valuable publica
tion in the future. ■
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Querying Indianness
The seminar was opened with a
key-note speech by H. Trivedi, who
presented an extensive array of dif
ferent ‘degrees' of Indianness in both
Hindi and Anglo-Indian writing,
which tend to complicate the search
for a particular, singular Indian ele
ment ever more. Based on analyses of
texts from a range of regions and so
cial positions, a number of speakers
pleaded for extending the concept of
Indianness to include as many cul
tural identities, nationhoods, and
subaltern voices as can be found in
Indian culture (K. Satchitananda, K.
Satyanarayana, N.S. Jagannathan,
A.B. Patil). In the same vein, K.B. Vaid
answered Jaidev’s criticism by out
lining that many of the notions of
alienation and existentialist individ
ualism, which are dismissed by
Jaidev as Westernized pastiches, are
also present in Indian tradition in
the form of the vairagya and viraha
of Bhakti and the mysticism of Indi
an Sufism.

Shift
Specific explorations of Indian ele
ments in fictional Hindi writing of
contemporary authors were present
ed by M.K. Gautam, Th. Damsteegt,
M. Offredi, G. Strelkova, and M.
Christof-Füchsle. A.G. Menon dis
cussed the representation of Indian
characters in two modern Tamil nov
els. Taslima Nasrin’s controversial
representation of Bengali identities
was analysed jointly by Bh. Bhat-
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M asculinity, Sexuality,
and C u ltu re in India
The project ‘Masculinity, Sexuality and Culture in India: Sys
tems o f knowledge, sites o f practice’ seeks to address the al
most total lack o f ‘ethnographic’ scholarly research on issues
o f masculinity and sexuality in India in order to position these
in the context o f the AIDS pandemic in the Subcontinent. Re
search on masculinity and sexuality in the Indian context must
assume a new urgency in view o f the reported trends in the
pandemic in the Subcontinent.
By SANJ AY SRIVASTAVA

ryan Turner (1995)
notes that a ‘dis
ease is... a system of
signs which can be read
and translated in a vari
ety of ways’ (p. 200), and
that the medicalization of aetiological knowledge may obscure the com
plex nature of the human situation
and the possibility of a more effec
tive aetiology which might result
from a taking account of the non
medical context of diseases. A com
mitment towards a socio-cultural
(ie. specific) analysis of sexual con
texts - within which the spread of
AIDS is embedded - should then lead
us towards the study of such cultur
al forms as masculinity and concep
tions of the body which underline

Research
Project

B

tacarya and V. van Bijlert. Th. de Bruijn and D. Dimitrova explored notions
of Indianness in literary criticism and
their influence on representations in
Hindi short stories and stage plays.
An analysis of the Indian element in
Marathi science-fiction novels led H.
Harder to argue that he could see no
valid definition of Indianness in liter
ary texts other than that they come
forth from the Indian Subcontinent.
D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke explored mixed
identities in the prose of Ruth Prawer
Jhabvala. As an extra, there was a
screening ofMani Kaul’s most recent
film: Naukar ki Kamiz, based on the
Hindi novel by Vinod Kumar Shukla.
The discussion in the seminar was
a rich experience as it confronted di
vergent attitudes in Western schol
arship on South Asian culture with
insights of contemporary Indian in
tellectuals. In the context of modern
Indian literature, all elements philosophical doctrines, religious
notions, cultural practices - which
have acquired a typically ‘Indian’
identity in the scholarly discourse
on South Asia, have undergone a def
inite shift in position and meaning.
In order to take this shift fully into
account and understand the subtle
play of power relations and social po
sitions that controls the definition
of ‘Indianness’ in certain contexts,
the study of modern Indian litera
ture cannot but considerably expand
its horizons. Simplifications in the
vein of political correctness or cul
tural relativism are not very helpful
in this respect.
Ideally, literature in the Indian
languages should be dealt with in
the same manner as other modern
literatures of this world. While
overemphasizing the ‘Indian’ ele
ment is not always productive, its

sexuality and its practice. This has
been recognized by medical special
ists in the field of AIDS research.
Apart from this, we need to aban
don conceptions of gender and the
body as ‘regulated’ topics, conceptu
alizing these ‘in a more fluid manner
to allow for... important social
changes in the wider social context’
(Turner 1995:21). Hence, this re
search will also analyse changes in
the ‘wider social context’ of Indian
society which influence contempo
rary Indian subjectivity. This social
context includes: the relationship
between ‘modernity’ and ‘tradition’,
attitudes towards an emerging com
modity culture, engagements with
the popular cultures of the mass
media, the role of certain contempo
rary sites of therapy (advice columns
in magazines, ‘sex-clinics’, coun-

opposite - foregoing all cultural
specifics - robs the reader and ana
lyst of important tools for pointing
out structures in the narrative or
idiosyncrasies in thematic and aes
thetic ideologies. In the case of Indi
an writing, only the contemporary
Anglo-Indian novels would fit such a
method - in these works Indian real
ity is reduced to a mere exotic back
drop for thoroughly cosmopolitan
narratives. It would not give us any
insight into what Hindi, Urdu,
Tamil, Telugu, or any other kind of
Indian writing is about.
An alternative would be to take
some distance from too close read
ings, chart the social structures and
cultural agendas behind certain es
thetic ideologies, and thus describe
the development of the role of cul
ture and literature in modern South
Asian societies. Whatever new ap
proaches may be put forward, they
cannot accomplish much without a
detailed and skilful reading and
analysis of literary texts in Indian
languages.
The seminar was a remarkable oc
casion as it combined the applica
tion of a high level of skilled scholar
ship with an informed and relevant
discussion on basic tenets in the
study of modern Indian writing.
Witnessing the lively exchange of
ideas that was fuelled by intense
dedication to India’s rich literatures
was a memorable and inspiring ex
perience, the fruits of which will cer
tainly will be culled in future re
search in this field. ■

Dr Thom as de Bruijn, HAS research fellow
E-mail thbruijn@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

tween exclusively historical and tex
tual analyses of the socio-cultural
context of Indian sexuality, and
ethnographic work that engages with
contemporary issues of modernity
and subjectivity.

There is quite clearly
work to

be done on

the geography o f
sexuality, in its literal
spatialized sense

selling services, etc.), the varied dis
courses of sexual health, and the
socio-cultural effects of globaliza
tion on issues of sexuality. An ethno
graphic focus on these issues in
order to generate a culturally sensi
tive and theoretically aware under
standing of South Asian sexualities
constitutes the specific objective of
this project.
The present project also seeks to
make a contribution in the area of
methodology through a proposed col
laboration with a Delhi-based Non
Government Organization working
in the area of sex education and sexu
ality issues in general. This aspect is
guided by the belief that academics
must find ways of engaging with de
bates in non-academic contexts in
order to generate a critical social sci
ence which both contributes to the
societies it works in, and which is un
afraid to allow itself to be problematized by the demands of politics on
the ground. In an important sense,
then, this project is an attempt to de
velop a framework of social science re
search that is simultaneously non-in
strumental and politically engaged.
The work of Michel Foucault has
been particularly influential in orien
tating recent research on the produc
tion of modern subjectivity through
medical, penal and other discourses,
and on sexuality research in general.
However, as I have recently argued
elsewhere (Srivastava 1998), it is not
clear that Foucault’s insights, linked
as they are exclusively to European
history and society, can be substan
tially applied to non-European, postcolonized contexts. Hence, the pre
sent project aims to develop anthro
pological models for understanding
non-European subjectivity (sexual
and otherwise) which, whilst not
making a fetish o f‘difference’, do not
also completely ignore the specifici
ties of local histories and cultural mi
lieux. This project will also situate no
tions of Indian masculinity/sexuality
within the contexts of uncertainty
and differentiation that writers such
as Bryan Turner and Ulrich Beck
^992) describe. In general, these too
have not been much analysed in the
anthropology of South Asia. Here, the
project attempts to bridge the gap be

'Sex clinics’
An important aspect of the present
research consists in the attempt to
utilize ‘sex clinics’ as sites of commu
nication, knowledge, and treatment
which belong to the non-formal sec
tor of the political and cultural econ
omy of the post-colonized state. The
clinics, in their presentform , are mainly
an urban phenomenon and offer a va
riety of services to their clients: ‘cures’
for sexually transmitted diseases, im
potence, and premature ejaculation,
ways of enhancing sexual ‘perfor
mance’, begetting male progeny etc.
Clinic operators deploy medical and
scientific terminology in conjunction
with ‘traditional’ notions of mas
culinity, sexuality, and sexual well
being to attract their clientele. The
clinics are one of the several sites of
the articulation of masculinity, gen
der relations, class, the national and
commodity cultures of modernity,
the tension of urban life for the poor,
and discourses on communicable dis
eases. They are also places for infor
mation on contemporary notion of
intimacy, domesticity, and conjugali
ty, and on the attempts to engage
with modernity through attempting
to become a part of the sexual econo
my of modernity. Finally, and not
least, they are an untapped source of
information for anyone who seeks to
understand the cultural context of
AIDS in the Subcontinent. Sex clinics
are usually located in or near three
kinds of places: near major transport
nodes such as railway stations and
inter-state bus depots; in newly es
tablished outlying ‘colonies’ of the
metropolis which may contain a mix
ture of slum dwellings, light indus
trial units (such as dyeing business-

The plan of research involves sus
tained periods of fieldwork across a
number of sites, with aspects of the
research work being shared between
Sanjay Srivastava and Patricia Uberoi
(Institute ofEconomic Growth, Delhi
University) plus a research associate,
S. Veenapani, from Mumbai. The
cities of Delhi and Mumbai are the
primary sites of fieldwork research in
the present phase of the project. In
sum, the project proposes a series of
ethnographic case studies of social
institutions, practitioners, and cul
tural contexts for sexual practices,
and the production and communica
tion of sexual knowledge, with par
ticular reference to male sexual be
haviour. Among the topics to be ad
dressed through these studies are the
following:

This present research
attem pts to utilize
sex clinics' as sites

a. modes of knowledge: case studies
in the context of the plurality of
medical systems and therapeutic
practices in India;
b. types of practitioners and special
ists: case studies of practitioners,
from qualified allopathic doctors,
to self-appointed ‘sexologists’, to
ritual practitioners of exorcism,
etc.;
c. sites of practice: case studies of gov
ernment and private fertility clin
ics, ‘sex and vitality’ clinics, coun
selling centres, etc.;
d. channels of communication: case
studies of multiple means of trans
mission of advice and knowledge,
from top-down, government-spon
sored information and policy state
ments in the electronic and print
media, genres of folk culture and
modern mass media, pornography,
self-instruction manuals, interac
tive media such as radio talk-back
programmes, counselling centres;
e. diversity of practices: case studies of
the range of actually existing prac
tices of sexuality, and models of
masculinity;
£ practices of the state: what are the
‘official’ versions of masculinity
supported by the contemporary
nation-state and what are avenues
through which these are propagat
ed? How does the state/legal sys
tem treat people with HIV/AIDS.
What are official attitudes towards
homosexuality? Case studies of
official AIDS-related programmes
and of the Family Planning Pro
gramme. What are the connections
between the latter and ideas on
masculinity and procreative behav
iour? ■

o f communication,
knowledge,

and

treatm ent

es), and new and old pucca housing;
and in older and established com
mercial localities, such as Chandini
Chowk in central Delhi, an area that
is also home to an industrial and
semi-industrial labour force from
provincial areas. There is quite clearly
work to be done on the geography of
sexuality, in its literal spatialized
sense.

Dr Sanjay Srivastava was a visiting
exchange fellow at the HAS (ANU),
IS November 1999 — 15 February 2000.
E-mail: sanjays@ deakin.edu.au
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Home, Family and
Kinship in Maharashtra
This volume is the second comprising the proceedings o f the
6t h International Conference ‘Maharashtra: Culture and Soci
ety’. The conference was held in Moscow in 1995 and hosted by
the Institute o f Orientology, the Russian Academy o f Sciences.
■

B y ELENA KARATCHKOVA

har, a term which
in many Indian
languages signi
fies the three interrelated
but not coincident no
tions of House, Home,
and Household, was chosen as the
main theme of the conference. It was
indeed a successful choice, as the
ghar in all its three implications of
fers a unique insight into a number
of values, historical processes, social
relationships, conflicts and compro
mises, cultural phenomena, and
even politics that form an insepara
ble part of human existence. To re
call the title of Tagore’s celebrated
novel, the field of contributors’ re
searches was ‘ghore bahore’ or the
house and the world outside it. The
first volume of the proceedings was
edited by Irina Glushkova and Anne
Feldhaus under the title ‘House and
Home in Maharashtra’ and was pub
lished by Oxford University Press
from Delhi in 1998.
The companion volume, which is
under review now, deals mainly
with the historical, social, and politi
cal aspects of the ,ghar. It is divided
into three sections. Section I, ‘De
marcating the Boundaries of Home’
contains three contributions. It
opens with the lively paper by Jim
I

Masselos who analyses a concrete
historical event, the plague epidemic
which ravaged Maharashtra in 18961897, on the basis of rich archival
material. This is in no way a ‘case
study’, as the evidence of anti-epi
demic measures taken by the colo
nial administration and public re
sponse to them have allowed the
scholar to discuss a number of topics
directly related to the main theme:
the traditional concepts of privacy,
distribution of ‘open’ and ‘closed’
space within the house and the puri
ty of the latter, the social and emo
tional implications of the home, and
the family s duties towards its mem
bers. None of these important fac
tors were taken into consideration
by the plague committees, so all the
measures they took were looked
upon by the Indian public as viola
tion of privacy, intrusion into the
boundaries of the ghar and a viola
tion of its purity, hence the over
whelming protest. In her paper,
Irina Efremova explores another im
plication of the home -a socio-cultural space which one defines as the
^har or, in that sense, homeland,
which eventually has an effect on job
mobility and matrimonial relation
ship patterns. This contribution is
based upon the author s field work
in which the respondents, drawn
from Maharashtra' s five sub-re-

gions, were asked to express their
feelings towards their place of birth
and other areas of the state, by plac
ing the sub-regions upon the scale
from ‘close to the heart’ to ‘alien’.
The paper by Hemalata C. Dandekar
analyses life histories of some village
women and throws light upon their
perceptions of home, their house
hold activities, and family roles. The
material is indisputably informative
but, unfortunately, the scholar has
somewhat failed to discover the lim
its of a case study, and to work out a
theoretical generalization of the data
collected. Therefore the paper looks
more like a piece of journalism than
a work of research.

Dowry
Section II, ‘Problematics of Family
in Historical Perspective’ consists of
five papers. The one by Eleanor Zelliot deals with the position of women
in the families of Namdev and
Cokhamela, the major poets and pre
ceptors of the Varkari panth, the Ma
harashtrian bhakti tradition. The fe
male members of these saints’ fami
lies were, like most Indian women,
fully preoccupied with their house
hold chores, nevertheless they distin
guished themselves as sharers of the
devotional practices of their menfolk
and expressed their spiritual pur
suits in poetry. Eugenia Vanina’s
paper has as its theme a well-known
story of the tragic love between the
Peshwa Bajirao and a Muslim beauty,
Mastani, in the eighteenth century.
This romantic episode is analysed as
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Gonda lecture by R.S. McGregor

The Formation of
Modern Hindi
n 23 Nov. 2000, at
J 16.00 h., R.S. McGregor, emeritus
Reader, in Hindi at the
University of Cambridge,
United Kingdom, will de
liver the eighth Gonda lecture at the
headquarters of the Royal Nether
lands Academy of Arts and Sciences,
under the title The Formation o f Mod
em H indi as Demonstrated in Early
‘H indi’Dictionaries.
The way in which modern Hindi
came to public notice in the nine
teenth-century (first through West
ern promotion and in the Western-'
controlled print culture, and later as
it began to be used in Indian public
life and in literature) led to miscon
ceptions about its roots in earlier
language usage and to an underrat
ing of its potential as a wide-ranging

Short News
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language in the manner of Hindus
tani. These misconceptions have per
sisted to some extent, centring
nowadays on difficulties that are
seen in the use of neologisms and of
Sanskritic style. In his lecture Mc
Gregor will pay attention to the for
mation of modern Hindi and will
stress the continuities of language
and of use of Devanagaff script and
Sanskritic style, which underpinned,
and indeed account for the nine
teenth-century development of the
language. He will be drawing chiefly
on a variety of evidence for language
usage that he encountered in littleknown early dictionaries while
working in early and modern Hindi
lexicography. McGregor is the au
thor of, among other things, Outline
o f H indi Gram mar (Oxford 1972, 3rd
revised and enlarged edition, Oxford
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t995), Hindi Literature o f the Nine
teenth and Early Twentieth Centuries
(Wiesbaden 1974; History o f Indian Lit
erature, ed. J. Gonda, V111, 2) and The
Oxford H indi-English Dictionary (ed.),
Oxford 1993; electronic version, 2000,
Committee on Institutional Co-op
eration, Champaign, Illinois). ■

Admission to the lecture is free.
Those who want to attend the lecture are
requested to give notice to the secretariat
o f the G onda Foundation,
Antwoordnummer 10785,
1000 RA Amsterdam
(tel.:+31-20-55 10 776 I 782).
Or via the Website o f the Royal Netherlands
Academy o f Arts and Sciences:
www.knaw.ni/06subsidl0601.htm

a conflict between the two homes,
the legal and the illegal, o f the same
man. It also offers an insight into the
traditional perception of home as a
social and ritual unit which was to
suffer punishment as a whole if de
filed by the improper action of one
member. The relationships and con
flicts within a landlord family and
the efforts of the women to find a
place for themselves within the nar
row space of a patriarchal house is
the theme ofVidyut Bhagwat’s study
based upon the ‘Wada Chirebandi’, a
famous play by Mahesh Elkunchwar;
this play with its deep psychological
insight and social generalizations,
deserves, it would seem, a less sim
plistic analysis.
Apart from the case studies of in
dividual families, there are two pa
pers in this section which discuss
broader themes. Veronique Benei’s
research into the history and the
present state of the dowry practice in
Maharashtra is based on her field
work. It discusses the economic and
social meanings of the institution of
dowry and explores the interesting
phenomenon of replacing the prac
tice of dyaj or bride-price paid by the
groom’s family to the bride’s, by the
practice of giving a dowry. The latter
is being ardently opposed and
fought against by women activists.
Georg Ashoff takes up the theme by
analysing the traditional songs sung
by women on various occasions as
these are successfully employed by
the activists who produce the new
versions of well-known songs and
use them for bringing their message
to the grassroots in their struggle for
the rights of women. The author’s
approach is promising, but the study
seems somewhat incomplete, like a
randomly selected abstract from a
book or a doctoral thesis.

Dominant lineages
Section III, ‘Kinship and Political
Representation in Maharashtra’
comprises four papers and opens
with A.R. Kulkarni’s essay on the
^harane, or prestigious and powerful
family, of the Jedhes and its history
from the seventeenth to the twenti
eth centuries. Political life in Maha
rashtra, especially in the rural areas,
has been and still is distinguished by
the dominant role played by the ex
tended families or clans; kinship
networks therefor emerge as one of
the major moving forces of Maha
rashtrian politics. This is especially
relevant to the Maratha caste. In her
article Marina Lomova-Oppokova
summarizes the kinship relations
among the Marathas and their ficti
tious kinship with other castes as
the main factors responsible for the
Maratha dominance in the state. Rajendra Vora’s enlightening contribu
tion deals with the distribution of
landholdings and administrative
posts in the four villages of the Latur
district of Maharashtra. The author
discusses the economic and political
roles of the one or two dominant lin
eages which control most of the land
and most of offices in each respective
village and convincingly shows that
it is not as much caste but lineage
and affluence that matter. The au
thor seems to have succeeded wholly
in combining a statistical study with
deep theoretical comprehension of
socio-political processes at work in
Maharashtra (and perhaps in some

other parts of India too). The house
as a political metaphor which, in the
Maharashtrian (as well as in the panIndian) context, implies that the re
gion (or the whole country) is per
ceived as a home and its population
as a united family. Such a notion was
an integral part of the nationalist
movement ideology. Eugenia Yurlova’s paper discloses how the Un
touchables’ efforts to establish their
own identity and to fight for their
rights were looked upon as sepa
ratist actions bringing discord into
the national and regional house.
Special emphasis is laid upon the
Gandhi-Ambedkar debate on this
important, very delicate problem.
The purpose of the whole two-vol
ume project was to define the ,ghar
and its various aspects within the
broader framework of regional cul
ture, in other words, the ‘mental pro
gramme’ of the Maharashtrians. This
is disclosed by the very distribution
of papers between the sections which
constitute inter-disciplinary themat
ic blocks, each presenting this or that
side of the problem. Such an arrange
ment reveals the editors’ good com
mand over the data and their desire
to create an all-embracing study cut
ting across the borders of particular
disciplines. To a certain extent they
have succeeded in the implementa
tion of their purpose, and the two
volumes, if read one after another,
leave an impression of a balanced and
logically structured whole (with no
claim to exhaustiveness, of course).
This accords the project a distin
guished position among so many
other collections of essays. But, no
doubt, an ideal can never be fully
reached. The second volume, like its
companion, is rather uneven in the
quality of the research material it fea
tures. Some contributions are indeed
good pieces of scholarship, both
thought-provoking and informative,
with a harmonious blend of the
analysis of a concrete data and its the
oretical generalization; others fail to
rise above a case study level or just
glide over the surface instead of dig
ging into the problem. It would be
however unjustifiable to expect even
ness from a collection of essays which
inevitably reflects either the variety
of the approaches as peculiar to indi
vidual scholars or the levels which
the research into the concrete aspects
of the problem has currently reached.
Despite this, the book is a welcome
specimen of multidisciplinary ap
proach, a good work which throws a
new light upon the most essential
sides of life in an Indian region. ■

- Glushkova, Irina and Rajendra Vora
(eds)
Home, Family, and Kinship in
Maharashtra,

New Delhi: Oxford University Press,
1999, 2 4 0 pp
Dr Elena Karatchkova is associated with
Columbia University.
E-mail: ekaratchkov@earthlink.net
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Insular South Y
West Asia
Seychellois Creole
Developm ent &Evolution
Unlike most other Creole-speaking nations, the Seychelles
have already created a standard form o f their language. In
most instances o f language-engineering the officially recom
mended form may differ from popular forms. The Seychelles
are no exception to this. The Language Committee deals with
many complexities such as relexification, media influence, and
popular culture in the development o f Seychellois Creole.
■ By XE AN- CL AUDE P ASCAL
MAHOUNE

national language institutes in order
to keep up with international acade
mic developments.
In 1978, Mrs Danielle de St. Jorre
and Anagret Bollee put forward some
propositions for a Creole orthogra
phy which was codified and made of
ficial in 1981. Since then the Lan
guage Committee of the Creole Insti
tute has continued to work on this
resulting in a standard form of Cre
ole. The institute promotes the use of
this standard form through the fol
lowing mediums:
1. Primary schools, through the Cre
ole Section of the Department of
Languages in the Ministry of Edu
cation;
2. The media, through the ministry
responsible for information;
3. General administration, through
all the relevant ministries.
Though the Creole Institute with
the collaboration of the Creole Lan
guage committee is working on a
standard form of Creole, the use of
this standard form among the masses
is slow to catch on as most adults have
not been taught Creole at school.
Thus we still face difficulties in get
ting people to use the same orthogra
phy all the time.

- r n his dissertation on
| Language Policy and
J_ National
Develop
ment in Creole societies,
J. Pitts of the University
of East Anglia said about
the Seychelles: ‘In Seychelles, the people
have made of their language, Jormerly an
instrument o f subordination, an instru
ment o f their liberation.’
The socialist government which
took over in 1977 had a people-orient
ed concept of development: it be
lieved that the majority of the popu
lation should participate fully in the
economic, social, political, and cul
tural development of the country.
This could happen only if the govern
ment set up the necessary machinery
to develop the language of communi
cation in which over 94% of the popu
lation was fluent. Seychellois Creole,
which had occupied an inferior posi
tion during colonial administration,
was declared the official language,
alongside English and French
In this paper, I will attempt to de
scribe, briefly, the machinery that the
Seychellois Government set up fol
lowing its decision to make Creole an
official language. The long-term goals
the government set were:
1. The establishment of Creole as a
written language;
2. The standardization of Creole;
3. The development and use of a for
mal Creole in politics, education,
health and social affairs, adminis
tration, academic discourse, etc.;
4. The aesthetic development of Cre
ole in terms of its cultural evolu
tion: Creole literature, theatre,
music, art, etc.
The Creole Institute came into
being in October 1986. Its main ob
jectives were to install a documenta
tion centre which would promote
academic research on the Creole lan
guage and culture. It would be in
volved in ministerial policies on the
use of Seychellois Creole, both spo
ken and written. It would trigger,
promote, and monitor a Seychellois
Creole Literature which would assist
the teaching of Creole in schools and
in the Adult Literacy Program. In ad
aition,
wuuiu wtuL-uaix
dition, tne
the insuiuLc
institute would
establish
significant relationships with inter-
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is taken seriously by many young
writers and is promoted by the Min
istry of Culture and by the Writer s
Association. Some poets are gaining
nationally recognition .for their
work, for example being the Valentin
brothers, Bernard and Justin.

2. Theatre
Theatre in the Seychelles is very
much appreciated and the Ministry
of Culture allocates the necessary
budget to the Culture and Theatre
Department. This Department em
ploys producers, researchers, play
wrights, etc., but also a complete the
atre company. This National Cultural
Troupe is the main producer of local
theatre in Creole. The plays it stages
range from comedies and romances
to tragedies and historical plays.
Originally, most plays staged were
written by Seychellois playwrights,
but now the Ministry of Culture also
encourages the translation of worldfamous plays (of Molière and Shake
speare for example] to Creole.
Another type of theatre now avail
able to the Seychellois public is ab
stract theatre, the first attempt being
the musical, O Seselwa. Musicals are
now much appreciated by the public;
Castor, Sega o f Seychelles, and Sanmdi
Swar Lo Sen Pyer, being favourites. The
Department of Culture’s next project
is to turn successful Creole plays into
films, A first attempt with Bolot Feray
proved a success.
A more recent development in the
atre is that of animated tales per
formed by a single actor. This is being
encouraged among school children
by holding competitions for the Cre
ole Festival which takes place every
year in October. Poet Justin Valentin
is also making progress in the popu
lar theatre form of stand-up comedy.

Cultural development
I would like to focus on three main
areas of the cultural development of
Seychellois Creole: literature, the
atre, and music.

1. Literature
Antoine Abel launched a truly Sey
chellois Creole Literature when his
novels and poetry became available in
Creole in the late 1970s. Much more
Seychellois Creole fiction has made its
appearance since then, boosted by the
encouragement and monitoring of
the Creole Institute which in turn
created a market for popular fiction
and other manuscripts. Today the
Seychellois reader can satisfy his liter
ary needs with historical novels, de
tectives, science fiction, tales of the
paranormal, etc. More functional lit
erature is also available, for example,
research material, reports, govern
ment leaflets, and the like. The local
papers and magazines also print the
majority of their articles in Creole.
Poetry,
though
----- L ^ not as popular as
*1234
the novel among the general public.
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Ministry of Education reaffirmed its
policy towards Seychellois Creole in
the 1994 Language Policy Review,
stating as its fundamental, im
mutable tenets: the use of the moth
er-tongue in the early stages of
learning; the progression to English
as medium of instruction when the
children are ready; the continued de
velopment of Creole in schools.
Though most of the targets set by
the Ministry of Education have been
reached, problems remain to be
solved. Many teachers feared that
pupils would have difficulties making
the transition from Creole to English
and French at a later stage. The Re
view Committee then set new targets
until the year 1998. English was to be
introduced to new pupils, sooner
than had previously been done.
Another problem is that a lack of
necessary resources, both material
and human, has not made the teach
ing of Creole Language and Literature
in secondary education possible yet.
The Creole Section has been working
towards introducing Seychellois Cre
ole Literature in secondary schools as
from 2000. There is also a teacher
training programme at the National
Institute for Education, with instruc
tors possessing post-graduate lan
guage and literature degrees.
The school of Adult and Continu
ing Education has an Adult Literacy
Unit which deals specifically with
Creole instruction. Normally, illiter
ate adults are encouraged to become
literate by starting with Creole as a
language. After that they progress to
basic levels of French and English.

3. Music
Where music is concerned, an ex
tensive catalogue can be made of Sey
chellois original Creole compositions.
Moutia: the earliest recorded Sey
chellois oral compositions. Today
they are performed live and are
available on casettes and CDs. The
Creole language undergoes constant
development in this art-form for the
moutia is often composed on the spot
and embellished along the way;
Popular Creole songs are per
formed in live shows and sold on CDs
and cassettes in large numbers;
Seychellois music has found inter
national success through artists (any
de 1’Etourdie and Patrick Victor,
who, at their zenith, won interna
tional song contests. Other artists
are now penetrating the regional
market and are likely to obtain in
ternational recognition soon.

Education
The Creole Section of the Depart
ment of Languages in the Ministry
of Education oversees the imple
mentation of teaching in Creole. The

of Creole. The highest level of lan
guage evolution is achieved when it
is stretched to accommodate acade
mic needs, and should be constantly
used in situations that require the
use of a formal style of language.
Otherwise, we will continue to fall
back on English and French.
When Creole was in its early mili
tant stage, there was a vogue for using
it in speeches and similar situations.
This was a boost much needed by a
language in its infancy. The setting
up of the Creole Institute followed by
the creation of the Creole Festival
should have been powerful levers by
which the Seychellois could achieve
an advanced stage of standardization
of their language in the 21st century.
Indeed, there can be no denying that
much has been achieved. However,
continued awareness of our mothertongue is necessary. We cannot sit
back and hope that with the Creole
Institute, the Creole Festival, and
with Creole being taught at primary
school, we are already there.
These are the problems faced by
the Seychellois Creole in its develop
ment, which I feel are due to the fact
that we are not completely cured of
the value-systems deeply ingrained
in our parents. The opportunities to
turn Creole into the language of the
21st century are there. We have gov
ernment backing and we have the
necessary machinery. We only need
more of the right attitude.

The sta tu s o f Creole

Attitude problems
Though much has been done, espe
cially in terms of policy-making and
the setting up of language institu
tions for the general development of
Creole, the situation in the Seychelles
is not ideal as we cannot yet claim
that we have overcome the hardest
obstacle. The colonial hangover
makes it hard for Creoles to accept
their own language as one equal to
other languages. Because Seychellois
Creole has been given much political
backing, you will find a very high
percentage of people who acknowl
edge it as their mother-tongue, but
they will subconsciously associate de
velopment with French and English.
For example, there is a growing ten
dency to use the latter languages in
public functions. Creole is ignored
because the person believes he is al
ready fluent in it. This might be true
in the everyday use of the language,
but is often less so in the formal Cre
ole. People who can actually write
and speak standardized Creole are
very few. An explanation may be that
people believe that English and
French will take them, while Creole
will not take them beyond the
boundaries of the Indian Ocean.
I foresee a pattern of a gradual loss
of momentum in the development

The fact remains that as a result of
all the measures that the Seychellois
government has taken through min
isterial policies and through sensi
tizing the masses, Creole now holds
a very commendable position in our
society. While many Creole societies
do not have serious government
backing in their attempts to develop
their mother-tongue, the Seychelles
have. Today Creole is the language of
the most important functions of our
society. It is the language of Parlia
ment, of the SPPF (Seychelles Peo
ple’s Progressive Front) Central
Committee and it is used extensively
in the judicial system. It is the lan
guage of the church, not only in the
vernacular but also in the written
form. It is the language of aesthetic
expression, of communicaton, and it
is slowly becoming the language of
business. From the linguistic angle,
and to a certain extent from the cul
tural angle, Seychellois Creole still
has a long march ahead, but the Sey
chellois can safely say that a strong
foundation has been laid for it. ■

June

Jean-Claude Pascal Mahoune.
Principal Research Officer,
Ministry ofYouth and Culture.
E-mail: Pierre@Seychelles.net
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Towards an ethnificadon o f the nation?

By MI CHAEL JACOBSEN

rom
interna
tional perspective,
does this percep
tion of state sovereignty
still hold? To be a suc
cessful player on the con
temporary global scene there appear
to be certain rules that have to be
followed, especially those stressing
economic transparency and good
governance in a country’s internal
affairs. Furthermore, a serious global
player assumes a willingness to re
linquish aspects of sovereignty to
the international community by, for
example, allowing institutions such
as the IMF, WTO, ILO, and the UN to
intervene in national political and
economic policies.
Furthermore, states must increasingly relinquish part of their sover
eignty to the international human
rights regime, especially in the mon
itoring of states’ dealings with mi
nority groups and human rights
abuses. For example, various inter
national human rights organisa
tions have been scrutinizing how
the Indonesian state deals with dif
ferent types of domestic unrest.
The Minahasa of North Sulawesi
represent one of the internal forces
challenging the contemporary state’s
perception that it is the sole organis
er of the nation. One of the most im
portant developments since May
1988 has been the decentralization
process. President Abdurrahman
Wahid has even hinted at imple
menting federalism but, at present,
the hot topic is the consequences of
decentralization and regional auton
omy for national coherence.

Research
Project

F luid eth n icity
For many Indonesians, the move
ment from an authoritarian society
towards a decentralized democracy is
affecting their self-perception. This
is especially true of outer Indonesia
where many movements based on a
combination of ethnic and religious
affiliation have begun to reconsider
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their cultural backgrounds. This has
unleashed ethnic and religious tur
bulence in many parts of Sumatra,
Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Maluku, Lom
bok, and Papua. These developments
have not yet reached Minahasa, but
people there intensively discuss
events in Maluku and elsewhere in
Indonesia and speculate about the ef
fects on themselves.
The Minahasans are very critical of
the New Order regime, especially in
terms of what they call a Javanization of Indonesia and the suppres
sion of ethnic sentiments. Many feel
that they have been cheated by the
New Order, especially with regard to
identity. Current changes in Indone
sia cause Minahasans to question
their identity, even to reinterpret it
in order to preserve their cultural
specificity.
Informants describe contemporary
Minahasa ethnicity as consisting of
ascribed and locally perceived char
acteristics. It changes in content ac
cording to time and place, and in its
terms of references according to who
is defining what Minahasan identity
is, where and when. Minahasans
might thus refer to different matters
that transcend, for example, lan
guage borders or local perceptions of
culture and traditions when evaluat
ing their identity. Throughout the
Kabupaten, irrespective of different
perspectives on identity, all Mina
hasans are united by the umbrella
concept of Minahasa ethnicity. Mi
nahasa ethnicity is thus not static
and monolithic but fluid, consisting
of several layers of explanation.

D o u b le b lin dfold
This fluidity constitutes a double
blindfold that frustrates Mina
hasans’ efforts to probe into their
identity and prevents clear and criti
cal insight into how a new identity
can be suited to accommodate a re
structuring Indonesia. The first
blindfold is Christianity. During the
last two centuries missionaries have
not only effectively eradicated every
aspect of Minahasa ‘lived’ culture
2000
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Indonesia on the Threshold
Because o f the fluidity and thus the political potential o f eth
nicity many states perceive ethnic groups as a threat to national
unity. D epending on the organization o f the state, the ideolog
ical aspect o f it is generally open to accommodate alternative
identities found w ithin the national hinterland. This is an ac
know ledgem ent o f the state’s lim ited ability to control ethnici
ty and the latter’s resilience towards state elite’s attem pts to
transform or control it. N ot open to discussion, however, is the
state’s perception o f having the exclusive or sovereign right to
m anipulate those ideologies and to enforce its interpretation, i f
need be. In this sense, the claim to sovereignty is o f utm ost im 
portance for the state, because being a ‘true’ sovereign state im 
plies being the sole organizer o f the national com m unity.

BRUNEI

(value systems and material culture),
but have also replaced a Minahasa
perception of cultural specificity
with that of Christian ethical values.
Pre-colonial societies were stigma
tized as being irreconcilable with a
righteous Christian, thus Western
way of life. Under such conditions,
remnants of the pre-colonial soci
eties have gradually been trans
formed into mythological stories,
curious animistic rituals, and
colourful performances for official
occasions.

now reorganizing their culture in
order to formulate a policy of cultur
al rights. Presently in Minahasa, an
illusive identity, dominated as it is
by Christianity and New Order ide
ologies, is gradually changing into a
more culturally sensitive identity.
The question is, will such an in
vigorated identity be used in a local
political context? Will it become rad
icalized in relation to Muslims, mak
ing them wary of a possible forced
exodus thereby creating the poten
tial for inter-ethnic-cum-religious
clashes like those in Maluku?

N G O s and
ethnicgroups can now

G olk ar stron gh old
The second blindfold is the New
Order’s nationalist ideology in
which indigenous cultures exempli
fy the national motto: ‘Diversity in
Unity’. Notably, only the performa
tive aspects of local cultures are al
lowed, not those that could jeopar
dize the indoctrination of the Pancasila ideals. To underpin this ideolo
gy, the complementary concept of
Pemban,gunan allied with a more tan
gible administrative and military
command structure was introduced.
For many ethnic groups throughout
New Order Indonesia, resistance was
difficult. But for the Minahasa, this
did not pose a great problem as the
missionaries had already paved the
way by removing the ‘dangerous’ as
pects of pre-colonial Minahasa culture(s). The Christian ethic and a
Western way of life perfectly suited
both Pancosila and Pembangunan ide
ology. Therefore, it is not difficult to
understand why Minahasa became a
Golkar stronghold.
Arguably, ethnicity can be per
ceived as a dynamic, organizing con
struct that superimposes its frame
work on a social organization, there
by co-ordinating interaction within
that organization. As such, ethnicity
entails a consciousness of difference.
Some authors distinguish between
‘low’ and ‘high’ degrees of such con
sciousness. With a Tow’ degree, cul
tural differences tend to be marked
and inter-ethic relations are relative
ly stable: people accept differences,
hardly take time to reflect on them
and there is no pronounced ethnic
ideology, let alone a movement.
When a ‘high’ degree prevails, how
ever, interaction increases and peo
ple lose, or fear they will lose, their
cultural distinctiveness. They be
come more aware of their culture,
and may start to ‘repair’ or reinvent
it and demand cultural and political
rights of the state.
The Minahasans are currently tra
versing this continuum as a result of
national restructuring. They are

press issues on
an international level,
thus catalyzing change

in people's lives a t
a local level

G lobalization
Taking the distribution of politi
cal power in the province into ac
count, I am convinced that this de
velopment is closely linked to poli
tics. Although they are a majority in
Kabupaten Minahasa, Minahasans
constitute a minority in North Su
lawesi Province. A culturally rein
forced Minahasa identity would be a
perfect new political platform for
Minahasa politicians to advocate in a
decentralizing Indonesia. Cultural
revival thus constitutes an impetus
for invigorating Minahasa as a polit
ical community. Economically, they
are being pressed by Chinese and
Muslim businessmen both from the
inside and outside the Kabupaten. If
Minahasans maintain political sway
in the province, then they also have
control over the use and allocation of
economic assets in North Sulawesi
Province. This becomes more impor
tant when political and economical
decentralization is implemented
throughout Indonesia, resulting in
an economic system designed to
back up the political power in each
rejuvenated province.
On the national level, some as
pects in the relationship between
the state and ethnic groups in outer
Indonesia have a potential influence
on the formation of the new Indone
sia. Arguably, processes of globaliza
tion are leading towards an assertive

resurgence of local identities pro
ducing increasing social and politi
cal awareness. Furthermore, global
ization is promoting a supranational
moral construct in which human
rights play a major role.
Together these effects constitute
the beginning and the end of an in
terrelated movement. NGOs and
ethnic groups can now press issues
on an international level, thus cat
alyzing change in people’s lives at a
local level.
Processes of globalization have also,
however, distressed ethnic groups
into thinking that their identity is
being watered down and creolised be
yond recognition through participa
tion in different cultural practices,
patterns of consumption and life
styles together with international
perceptions of moral values. Recog
nizing this, people cleave to their cul
ture of origin in order to maintain
their understanding of identity, not
in the sense of returning to a dogmat
ic reading of cultural history, but
rather by filtering external cultural
influences into their own domestic
version.
An ironically reinforcing bond be
tween local identities and interna
tional normative patterns is the re
sult, leaving the state on the side
line. The Indonesian state cannot
suppress ethnic groups by military
force without attracting immediate
negative attention of the interna
tional community, which considers
a separate ethnic identity to be legit
imate next to a national one. More
over, as human rights recently con
stitutes part of IMFs humanitarian
platform, the Indonesian govern
ment is forced to initiate policies
that guarantee the right of ethnic
groups to participate in the current
restructuring of the Indonesian
State and nation. Thus, ethnic
groups have secured, at least theo
retically, international support in
their jockeying for cultural recogni
tion and political influence.
What is the role, then, of invigo
rated ethnic groups in post-Soeharto
Indonesia? Will we be witnessing a
shift in power relations between
inner and outer Indonesia with a
federal-like society on the horizon?
Provided with a higher degree of po
litical and economical autonomy,
many ethnic groups who are the
original owners of certain natural
resources of vital importance to the
Indonesian economy suddenly find
themselves as having real possibili
ties for reinforcing a powerful posi
tion against the Indonesian authori
ties. These resources will certainly
represent bargaining chips in nego
tiations with the contemporary
weakened Indonesian State. ■
Dr Michael Jacobsen,
Nordic-Netherlands Research Fellow,
International Institute for Asian Studies.
E-mail: mjacobsen@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
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tween representatives of the Chinese
and Malay communities to give sub
stance to the Malaysian state. This
awareness led to discussions of the
campaigns to create a Malaysian
identity or nationalism (as opposed
to a Malay, Indian, or a Chinese one)
and the interpretation of such an
identity by leaders of these commu
nities like Tan Cheng Lock, Lee Kuan
Yew, and Mahathir bin Mohammad.
Such issues were related to the more
down-to-earth questions about the
political and economic realities gov
erning the relationships between
the Chinese and Malay communi
ties. In Malaysia one of the most con
spicuous of these in Malaysia is the
promotion of the growth of a Malay
entrepreneurial class by enforcing
countries in South-East Asia also re
economic the Chinese community to
ceived their fair share of attention.
make concessions. A related discus
Papers dealt with the position of Is
sion concerned Singapore where a
lamic minorities in South-East Asia,
Singapore identity is also being pro
not only in the Philippines, but also
moted among a mixed Chinese,
in Thailand, Cambodia, and MyanMalay, and Indian population.
mar, and with the Vietnamese miIt is the intention that a selection
nority in Cambodia. In view of the
of the papers discusssed during the
theme of the workshop, a great deal
workshop will be published in a
of attention was paid to Malaysia
workshop volume. ■
and its ‘mirror country’ Singapore.
Malaysia, whether seen as one entity
together with Singapore or not, is
the only country in South-East Asia
where the relationship between eth
nicity and political and economic
Professor Cees van Dijk.
spheres has been one of the main
Leiden University.
topics in the formal negotiations,
E-mail: cvdijk@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
before and after independence, be

Nationalism and Particularism
in Present-day Southeast Asia
From December 13-16 the Fourteenth KITLV International
Workshop on South-East Asian Studies was held at the Royal
Institute o f Linguistics and Anthropology (KITLV) in Leiden.
The meeting was organized jointly by KITLV and the HAS. Ad
ditional grants had been provided by the Nederlandse Organ
isatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek and the Koninklijke
Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen.
By CEES VAN DI J K

he theme of the
workshop, ‘Nation
alism and Particu
larism in present-day
South-East Asia’, opened
the way for lively discus
sions about two inter-related sub
jects. One was the strength of na
tion-wide nationalism - as opposed
to ethnic or regional nationalism and the efforts made by the govern
ments in South-East Asia to promote
such feelings. Attention was paid to
the role assigned to national cere
monies, the campaigns to promote a
national ideology, the expression of
anti-Western sentiments by the po
litical and economic elite, songs in
tended to foster nationalism, and

the redefinition of the past, at times
the very distant past in this process.
One of the papers, for instance, drew
attention to the importance at
tached by the military in Burma to
history and the regime’s embrace of
archaeological finds which could in
dicate that the origin of hominids, if
not of human civilization, was locat
ed in Burma. Another paper com
pared the function and popularity of
patriotic songs in Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Singapore.
The other major theme of discus
sion touched upon factors which di
vide, or are likely to divide, the popu
lation in the individual states in
South-East Asia, creating domestic
tension and sectarian violence. In
view of the theme of the workshop
attention focused on such topics as

regionalism, ethnic tension, interreligious relationships, and the posi
tion accorded the Chinese commu
nity and other minority groups. Re
cent communal violence in Indone
sia provided some of the background
to the discussions. Although it has
already been increasingly manifest
since the middle of the 1990s, riot
ing, inter-religious and inter-ethnic
clashes, and separatist sentiments
reached unprecedented height after
the fall of Soeharto in May 1998.
Since then fear that violence, pro
voked or not, and if the latter is the
case for whatever reason, could well
spread all over the country, plung
ing Indonesia into ever greater
chaos. Besides Indonesia, other

Research on Environmental
History of Indonesia
will form an important part in most
The discipline o f environmental history seeks a (historical) un
derstanding o f the many ways people have understood, of the team members’ research.
Peter Boomgaard, historian and
changed, and been changed by the environments they inhabit.
the
project leader of EDEN, has writThe discipline itself is not new, neither is the material which
j
ten
a book on tigers and people in
has been around for generations, but is now being reorganized
I
the
Malay
world during the the first
in the light o f recent experience on environmental issues.
phase
of
the
project. In the second
Three broad research areas are distinguished by environmen
I
phase,
he
ill
concentrate
on the sub
tal historians: (1) understanding nature, or the natural envi
ject
of
forest
management,
reforesta
ronment itself (ecology); (2) the socio-economic realm mani
tion,
and
nature
conservation
in
fest in human modes o f production, different institutions,
and decision-making; and (3) the conception o f the environ Java. His research will have a strong
historical focus covering a longer pe
ment, which includes perceptions, ethics, laws and myth.
ronmental history of the islands of
By M A N O N OS S E WE I J E R
the Archipelago, the researchers
have written on (parts of) Sumatra,
Research " f n 1993, the Royal Insti- Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and
I tute of Linguistics and
Project
Anthropology (kitlv ) Sumbawa*. The edited volume Paper
landscapes: explorations in the environ
began a research project
mental history of Indonesia is an anthol
on the environmental
ogy of topics investigated in that first
history of Indonesia. The
phase of the project. Most of the re
environmental history of Indonesia
searchers’ books are in an advanced
is a fairly new specialization and phase of preparation, or publication.
like environmental history in gener
In June 1999, EDEN entered its sec
al - has been drawing on a number of
ond
phase: three new researchers
other disciplines such as the natural
were appointed to work together
sciences, geography, and anthropolo
with Peter Boomgaard and David
gy, and their methodologies, a move
Henley on themes in the environ
which is clearly reflected in the mulmental history of Indonesia covering
tidisciplinarity of the EDEN project
the period 1850 to the present. This
as well.
time the project has opted for a more
EDEN is the acronym for Ecology,
thematic approach through which
Demography, and Economy in Nucertain subjects previously paid too
santara. The first phase of the project
little or no attention at all will be in
(1993-1997), which focused on the pe
vestigated, such as malaria, livestock,
riod o f the earliest European con
and fisheries. Since the time frame
tacts w ith Indonesia up to the end of
has shifted to the modern historical
the nineteenth century, was charac
period including the present, data
terized by a geographical approach.
collection by fieldwork in Indonesia
Covering im portant themes in envi-

riod, namely from 1600 to 1950.
David Henley (social geographer) is
adding the final touches on his prod
uct of EDEN I, a book on a number of
environmental history themes of
North Sulawesi, with an emphasis on
demography and economy. Within
the framework of EDEN II, he will un
dertake the task of investigating the
history and effectiveness of malaria
control in the Indonesian Archipel
ago, which will encompas both de
scriptive and analytical research. Both
traditional and more modern forms
of malaria management in the colo
nial and post-colonial period will be
taken into account. In the summer
Henley will conduct an initial survey
in two sets of fieldwork locations in
North Sulawesi (Minahasa and Bolaang Mongondow) and in Central
Sulawesi (Lore and Palu). Beside these
locations, attention will be paid to
Jakarta, where interviews will be con
ducted with people involved in
malaria control efforts in the metro
politan area in the past, including
health service officials.

Martine Barwegen, trained in zoo
technology at Wageningen Agricul
tural University, has previously un
dertaken research on animal hus
bandry in Costa Rica and Kenya. Since
June 1999 she has been a PhD student
focusing on a study of livestock and
landuse in Java in the period 1850 to
the present. Her main research inter
est is to investigate the principal fac
tors which have influenced the uti
lization of livestock in small-holding
systems. Or in other words: she will
shed some light on the mutual influ
ence of livestock and environment.
Next month, Barwegen will start her
first six-month fieldwork period in
East Java, where she intends to get an
impression of the small-holding sys
tems, the different livestock related
activities, and the time spent on
them (with a focus on women), as
well as noting the changes that have
taken place since 1950. Archival re
search in the national archive in The
Hague and the National Archive of
Indonesia (ANRI) in Jakarta, plus vis-

its to governmental departments and |
universities in Java form the other j
part of the research.
Manon Osseweijer joined the
EDEN II team in October 1999. She is
an anthropologist who has undertak
en her PhD research on local fisheries
in the Aru Islands, Eastern Indonesia.
While finishing her thesis, she has
started post-doctoral research under
the aegis of EDEN. This covers the
long-term trends in Eastern Indone
sian fisheries. The fisheries policy of
Indonesia places a heavy emphasis on
the marine potential of Eastern In
donesia, which is why this region has
been chosen for research on fisheries
policy and management. In addition,
Osseweijer would like to emphasize
the way knowledge of fisheries is de
veloped along the different levels of
government administration on the
one hand, and local and non-local
fisheries activities, and the interac
tions between them on the other
hand. Her research covers the more
recent history by comparing ‘histori
cal narratives’ concerning regional
fisheries and adminstrative officers
during the last 80 years. Fieldwork to
support one or two case studies is
likely to take place in Maluku and
Irian Jaya. ■
* The EDEN I members, besides Peter
Boomgaard and David Henley, were:
Freek Colombijn (Sumatra), Bernice de
Jong Boers (Sumbawa), Han Knapen
(Southeast Borneo), and Luc Nagtegaal
(Java).

EDEN
Ecology, Demography and Economy in
Nusantara
Royal Institute o f Linguistics and Anthropology
P.O.Box 9515
2 3 0 0 RA The Netherlands.
E-mail: henley@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
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EUROSEAS Conference London
As a sequel to the most successful conferences in Leiden (1995)
and Hamburg (1998], EUROSEAS is very pleased to announce
that it is preparing the third EUROSEAS Conference which will
be held in London, from Thursday 6 September to Saturday 8
September 2001. The Conference will be hosted by the Associa
tion for South-East Asian Studies United Kingdom (ASEASUK)
in co-operation with the School for Oriental and African Stud
ies (SOAS) and The University o f North London (UNL).
he actual confer
ence will open on
the morning of
Thursday 6 September
with a public opening
session during which
leading scholars and officials will
share their views on current themes
with regard to Southeast Asia. On
Thursday afternoon the actual panel
sessions will start. On Friday and
Saturday plenary panel sessions will
be held in addition to the ‘ordinary’
panels. Themes for these plenary ses
sions will be selected from the ‘ordi
nary’ panels.
All through the conference there
will be ample occasion for social in
teractions with other conference
participants after panel sessions dur

BOOKS

ing specially organized social events
and in the numerous local establish
ments.
We have received the following
panel topics so far, but we are still
looking for more!
- Centre and Periphery in Southeast
Asia
- History of Food-crop Production,
Animal Husbandry, and Fisheries
in Southeast Asia Interaction of Po
litical and Economic Change in
Southeast Asia in the Twentieth
Century
- Leadership and the Culture of Re
form in Southeast Asia
- Management and Business Culture
in Southeast Asia
- Media and Literature

RECEIVED

Buiskool, Dirk
DE REIS VAN KAMERLINGH ONNES

LÜJ

BRIEVEN UIT DE OOST 1922-1923
Hilversum.'Verloren, I99p, 280 pp, ISBN 90-6650-053-7, illustrated, Dutch
Daillie, Fran?ois-René
LA LUNE ET LES ÉTOILES:

LE PANTOUN MALAIS
Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 2000, 420 pp, ISBN 2-251-4901I-6 pb,
French and Malay
Gardner Lloyd C. and Ted Gittinger (eds)
INT ERNA TIO NAL PERSPECTIVES ON V IE T N A M

College Station:Texas A&M University Press, 2000 288 pp,
ISBN 0-89096-898-5 hb
Mossier,A.W.H. (ed.)

INDO NESISCH-NEDERLA NDS JURIDISCH WOORDENBOEK

Leiden: Centre for International Legal Cooperaton, 1999, 177 pp,
ISBN 90-80411-1-4, Dutch
Meijl.Toon van and Franz von Benda-Beckmann (eds)
PROPERTY RIGHTS A N D ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
AND OCEANIA
London and New York: Kegan Paul International, 1999, 295 pp,
ISBN 0-7103-0641-5 hb
Smyth, David
THE CA N O N IN SOUTHEAST ASIAN LITERATURES

LITERATURES OF BURMA, CAMBODIA, INDONESIA, LAOS,
MALAYSIA, THE PHILIPPINES, THAILAND AND VIETNAM
Richmond, Surrey: Curzon, 2000, 273 pp, ISBN 0-7007-1090-6 hb,
illustrated
Steinhauer, Hein
INDONESISCH EN INDONESISCHE STREEKTALEN

Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen, inaugural lecture, 2000,28 pp,
ISBN 90-9013519-7, Dutch
Terwiel, Barend Jan
VAN DENKMODELLEN EN VOOROORDELEN

Thaise geschiedschrijving over de periode van de eerste helft van
de negentiende eeuw
Leiden University, inaugural lecture, 2000,20 pp, Dutch
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- Ritual, Pain, and the Religious
Body in Southeast Asia
- Social Security in Southeast Asia
- South China Sea
- Tourism and Heritage in Southeast
Asia
Because of its great success during
the Hamburg Conference in 1995,
there will be a Young Scholars’ Panel
at our 2001 Conference in London as
well. In this panel, promising young
scholars will have the opportunity to
present a paper on their research pro
ject and have a chance to discuss their
work with other scholars in their
field of interest. We are looking for
enthusiastic scholars who are willing
to chair the Young Scholars’ Panel.

12>
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We are still looking to extend the
list of panels. If you are a scholar spe
cializing in the Southeast Asia re
gion and are interested in organiz
ing a panel at our conference in Lon
don, we invite you to submit a panel
proposal. Please, use no mote than
100-300 words to state clearly what
the content, focus, and objective of
your panel will be. We would like to
receive your proposal before Septem
ber 1,2000. If you have any questions,
please don’t hesitate to contact the
EUROSEAS Secretariat. ■

Panel proposals m ay be sent by email, fax or
regular mail, to:

Ms Hilga Prins, m anagem ent assistant
EUROSEAS Secretariat
d o KITLV, P.O. Box 95 IS, 2 3 0 0 RA, Leiden,
The Netherlands
Tel.: + 31-71-527 2639
Fax:+31-71-527 2638
E-mail: euroseas@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

Organizers:

Professor Anne Booth
SOAS.Thornhaugh Street
Russell Square, London WC I H OXG

Professor Michael Hitchcock
University o f North London
277-281 Holloway Road, London N 7 8H N
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Indonesian Manuscripts
On 12 and 13 October 1999 Manassa (‘Masyarakat Pernaskahan
Nusantara’J held its third international symposium on In
donesian manuscripts at the Cultural Centre Taman Ismail
Marzuki in Jakarta.
By E D W I N W I E R I N G A

n the midst of a heat
ed and tense Jakarta,
eagerly awaiting the
upcoming presidential
election, seventeen speak
ers and more than a hun
dred participants gathered together
in the Cultural Centre Taman Ismail
Marzuki to discuss the more tran
quil world of Indonesian manu
scripts. The speakers came from dif
ferent regions in Indonesia as well as
from abroad, namely from the
Netherlands, United Kingdom, New
Zealand, and Malaysia.
The first session on Tuesday had a
rather Javanese character with
Willem van der Molen discussing
Surpanaka’s rejection in the Old Ja
vanese Ramayana, and I. Kuntara
Wiryamartana talking about Old Ja
vanese Parwa stories in the so-called
Merapi-Merbabu collection, paying
special attention to Jakarta manu
script Lontar 145. Elis Suryani took
us to West Java, discussing magic el
ements in Sundanese literature, and
Amir Rochkyatmo transported us to
the eastern side of Java, examining
the use of three regional languages
in the Babad Besuki. After this, all
other sections represented topics
from various Indonesian regions:
Annabel Teh Gallop drew attention
to the sometimes confusing ways of
dating in Malay seals; Sarwit Sarwono looked at a Rejang text con
tained in the Jakarta manuscript E4
peti 91; Sri Ratnawati analysed the
linguistic
peculiarities
of a
Madurese version of the tale about
the Prophet’s ascension to Heaven;
Undang A. Darsa gave an overview of
the contents of two Old Sundanese
texts as contained in the Jakarta

manuscript Kropak 406, and Ding
Choo Ming reviewed the latest elec
tronic technologies for the preserva
tion of manuscripts. They were fol
lowed by Nurhayati Rahman, and
later that day Sirtjo Koolhof, who
both discussed the Buginese text I La
Galigo.
On the second day I Nyoman Weda
Kusuma dealt with the concepts of
sagara and adri in Balinese religion;
Edwin Wieringa talked about Bata
vian wayang stories, focusing on Van
der Tuuk’s manuscript collection in
the Library of Leiden University;
Abdul Syukur Ghazali looked at the
theme of bull races in Madurese lit
erature; Uli Kozok investigated the
genesis of Sumatran scripts, espe
cially the development of Batak
characters; Sudibyo examined the
psychotherapeutic effects of literary
Malay texts, and, finally, La Niampe
discussed the didactic-moralistic
contents of a text called Ajonga Inda
Malusa, written by Haji Abdul
Ganiu at the court of Buton between
1824- 1851.

The closing session on Wednesday
afternoon was reserved for the pre
sentation of four books, all pub
lished in Jakarta (in 1999], namely:
- Henri Chambert-Loir and Oman
Fathurahman, Khazanah Naskah:
Panduan koleksi naskah-naskah In
donesia seduma (is b n 979- 461- 331- 0),
an overview of all catalogued In
donesian manuscript collections in
the world;
- Edi S. Ekadjati and Undang A.
Darsa, Katalog Induk Naskah-Naskah
Nusantarajilid 5A:Jawa Barat: Kolek
si lima lembaga (isbn 079-461-331-2),
a catalogue of Sundanese manu
scripts in five Indonesian collec
tions;

- Nurhayati Rahman and Sri Sukesi
Adiwimarta (eds), Antologi Sastra
Daerah Nusantara: Cerita rakyat suara
rakyat (isbn 979-461-333-9), an an
thology of regional Indonesian lit
eratures, and
- Uli Kozok, Vdaxisan Leluhur: Sastra
lama dan aksara Batak (isbn 9799023-33-5), a book on Batak script.
During the conference, the Na
tional Library of Indonesia in Jakarta
held a small exhibition, presenting
illuminated manuscripts from all
over the Archipelago. This presenta
tion was accompanied by a bilingual
(Indonesian and English) catalogue
with many colour photos, describing
the items exhibited in more detail.
The catalogue, entitled Koleksi naskah
pilihan Perpustakaan N asional RI: Select
ed manuscript collection of The National
Library of Indonesia, is edited by Sri
Sumekar, Dady P. Rachmananta, and
Nindya Noegraha, and published by
the Perpustakaan Nasional RI (isbn
979-8289-89-7; xvi + 104 pp.; 28 cm.).
The next international sympo
sium on Indonesian manuscripts or
ganized by Manassa is planned to
take place in Riau, Indonesia in July
this year. Most of the papers of the
third symposium will be published
in the near future by Manassa in a
volume with the proceedings. ■

Dr Edwin Wieringa is affiliated to the
Research School CNW S (Leiden), and
m em ber o f the Research Group 'Kulturelle
Diversitat und die Konstruktion von
Gemeinwesen in Südostasien’ o f the
universities o f Miinster, Bonn, Bielefeld, and
Cologne in Germany.
E-mail Manassa: suparta@makara.cso.ui.ac.id
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Competing Interests
at the Freeport mine in IrianJ aya
T he analysis o f th e m in in g sector in Southeast Asia is still in its
infancy and has attracted little o f th e interest sh ow n in oth er resource sectors, such as forestry or agriculture. Yet m in in g offers
an exceptional site for th e analysis o f co m p etitio n for resource
b en efits b etw een states, local co m m u n ities, and resource devel-

degree o f p olitical interest. Policies are d eveloped, p o sitio n s articu lated and relationsh ips develop ed over tim e in ways that are
n o t com m on ly fo u n d in th e oth er resource sectors. In ad d ition ,
th e len g th y d uration o f m o st m in in g projects allow s for a form
o f analysis w h ich can track change over gen erations in th e trian
gular relationsh ip b etw een th e three key categories o f primary
stakeholder: th e state, th e com pany, and th e com m u nity.

By

CHRIS BALLARD

r p
f

he Freeport copResearch
per-gold mine in
Project
Irian Jaya, Indone
sia’s easternmost provin
ce, towers over the re
gion’s mining industry.
Majority-owned by a US company,
Freeport McMoRan, the mine has
been in operation since 1967. With an
estimated reserve value in July 1998 of
approximately US $54 billion it is
probably the world’s single richest
mine. Much of this wealth derives
from a single orebody, the giant Grasberg find, only discovered in t988. The
mine has had a troubled history,
marked from the outset by strong and
persistent opposition to the loss of
their land from the indigenous
Amungme community. These pro
tests have led in turn to severe repres
sion by the army, which is responsible
for the defence of the mine as a strate
gic national asset. Hundreds of
Amungme have been killed during
the past thirty years and many more
have died of hunger and disease while
hiding in the forest from the security
forces. Critics have focused largely on
the role of the company, which has
indeed been grossly negligent in pro
tecting the welfare of the Amungme
and other indigenous communities.
Less clear in these critical accounts are
the parts played by different elements
of the state and the military, and the
details of their interactions with the
different communities of the Freeport
area. Analysis of the conflict at Free
port is thus animated by a particular
sense of urgency and responsibility to
j identify accurately the points at
which pressure might be most useful
ly applied to promote change.
Useful and necessary though the
j three categories ofprimary stakehold
er are as a means of initially distin
guishing among the different interI ests that are brought to bear on minj ing projects, they tend to mask rather
than illuminate the complexity of
processes that are actually at play.
Media reports on the positions adoptI ed by‘the company’o r‘the communi
ty’ in a dispute provide no sense of the
identities of the sources, or their indi
vidual positions or factional alle
giances. Simple stereotypes are gener
ated for each category which, while
often reflecting some generalized
truths about their respective capaci
ties and overall interests, obscure the
role of internal differences in promot
ing changes in position. What are the

processes by which governments
come to accept and formally acknowl
edge community claims to land
rights? Which are the factions in the
military that can be approached to re
duce the incidence of human rights
abuse? Who within a community has
both the stature and the capacity to
negotiate on behalf of others?

Multiple interests
The uniformity of opinion and pur
pose often assumed for corporations
is starkly absent at Freeport. Here, de
cision-making powers are closely
guarded by the head office in New Or
leans and
imu
leans,
and employees
employees orten
often find
themselves in competition, both between the Jakarta branch office and
Irian Jaya job-site’, and amongst
themselves, for the attention of New
Orleans. Major differences of opinion,
strategy and personal ethos ate evident among staff, and these are exacerbated by ethnic distinctions, be-

quently with each other. However,
the increase m military presence
around the mine appears to have
made the situation less, rather than
more safe for many of its residents. A

company or the military. Papuan im
migrants from neighbouring com
munities, such as the Kamoro, Dani,
Moni, and Me, lack the relatively co
hesive internal structure of Amungme society, and have proven more
susceptible to approaches from state
factions. The ‘community’ thus en
compasses many disparate elements,
some of them allied to company and
military interests, while others seek
to maintain a position in opposition
to the claims of the state and the com
pany on their land. Finally, there is a

most acting ostensibly in support of
tional
attention
Freeport
area most
:1 —
— -to theF™
rr area
actme 0SKnslbly m supp° r
one or another of the primary stake
for the first time.
holders, but often with quite distinct
If closer inspection reveals the
concerns of their own. In the Freeport
‘company’ and the ‘state’ to be com
case, these include company share
posed of multiple and often contra
holders, financial institutions, local,
dictory interests, the third major cat
national and international NGOs,
egory of stakeholder, the community,
Christian missions, transmigrants
presents an overwhelming kaleido
and voluntary migrants, to name but
scope of identities and opinions. De
a few.
spite enormous pressure from the
An explanation of the history of
mine and from the military, the
conflict at Freeport that is both neces
Amungme have maintained a re
sary and sufficient in terms of its
markably uniform public position.
scope would have to embrace all of
Inevitably, however, this obscures in
these different parties or stakehold
creasingly divergent opinions, some
ers, while focusing attention on some
of which lend themselves to alliances
of the key turning points and thus on
with particular factions within the

critical decisions that serve to identify
the operation of specific interests. Yet
this would be a massive undertaking,
requiring a team of scholars with dif
ferent specialist skills. My individual
research must take a more narrow ap
proach, and I have chosen to review
the history of the Freeport mine from
within the context of the longer durée
of Amungme history, reversing the
usual pattern whereby accounts of
Freeport encompass the Amungme
experience. In preparing a mono
graph on this topic while based at the
Amsterdam Branch of HAS, my inten
tion has been to provide a model for
the analysis of resource conflicts, in
mining and other sectors, as well as
the documentation of its history for
the Amungme community, albeit
from the perspective from an out
sider. ■
Dr Chris Ballard
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Division o f Pacific and Asian History,
Research School o f Pacific and Asian Studies,
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Like a Rising Phoenix
When eighty percent o f East Tim orese voted for independence
from In d on esia o n 30 A u gu st 1999, m any o u tsid ers th o u g h t
th is cou ld n o t be achieved: 850, 000 p eo p le liv in g on h a lf o f an

island, a th o u s a n d k ilo m e te r s fro m n o w h e r e . T h e h u m ilia te d
In d o n esia n regim e d id its b est to reverse th e facts and directly and th r o u g h o u t su p p o rtin g civilian m ilitia s, k illed , burned,
and lo o ted all th ey cou ld fin d o n th eir way o u t g o u g in g m th e
w alls th at ‘A Free East T im or w ill eat sto n es . B u t w ith at first
th e relu ctan t su p p o rt o f th e in tern a tio n a l co m m u n ity and th e
U n ited States, a Peace Force was sen t to th e lo ca tio n and th e
In d o n esia n Army w ith d rew from a ravaged territory, ta k in g
w ith it several th o u sa n d refugees.

tween foreign and Indonesian em
ployees, and within these groups, be
tween people from different foreign
countries or different provinces of In
donesia. The challenge facing a con
B y ARNALDO GONQALVES
structive analysis is to move beyond
ow East Timor is
both the critics’ stereotypes and the
a territory under
company’s own public statements to
the transitional
identify where decisions are made and
administration of the
how and by whom they are then im
United Nations, through
plemented.
UNTAET, and is taking
The Indonesian state, which grant
its first steps to be a new nation, with
ed the mining concession to Freeport
a very low income: the World Bank
in return for royalties and taxes,
claims the land and the minerals of estimated per capita GDP at $240,
lower than the poorest African na
the mine on behalf of the nation
tions like Mozambique or Ethiopia.
under the Basic Agrarian Law of i960.
Remarkably, Xanana Gusmao, a
In practice, however, the civilian ele
former
guerrilla leader and political
ments of government have been
prisoner
has become the centre of at
largely absent from the mine for
tention,
travelling first within the
much of its operational history. Al
country,
and then to neighbouring
though there has been increasingly
countries,
propagating the vision
intricate politics at the national level
that
after
all
there is a future for East
in Jakarta concerning ownership of
Timor.
Gusmao
is rapidly utilizing
the mine and the granting of further
his
authority
as
chief
of the resistance
concessions, the state is present at the
to
shape
the
new
national
ideal of a
mine largely in the form of its securi
pro-Western
and
liberal
society
and
ty forces. Since the Grasberg discovery
he
preaches
reconciliation
and
toler
in 1988, the level of military interest
ance to heal the wounds of the In
in Freeport has risen significantly. In
donesian occupation and the reign of
response to a series of conflicts with
terror of the militias. His ability to
the community, some of them appar
reach out to the people and bring
ently staged by the military, troop
them together is unmatched. Portu
numbers have been increased dra
gal and other Western observers see
matically, making the Freeport area
his role in the future of East Timor as
one of the most heavily militarized
crucial to maintaining a balance
zones in Indonesia. Different ele
among the different sects of the guer
ments of the security forces, each with
rillas and the resistance, namely the
their own distinct commercial con
cerns, legal and illegal, have widely National Council of Timorese Resis
tance (CNRTJ, a front group of several
differing objectives and clash fre-

parties that campaigned for indepen
dence last year.
Gusmao now works in uneasy al
liance with the UN, which has been
criticized as hopelessly slow in deliv
ering economic aid. Seven months
after the burning of Dili, the capital,
the majority of the buildings are still
without roofs because there are no
construction materials. The prob
lems in starting the new country
from scratch are tremendous: every
thing is up for grabs.
On the western side of the island
refugees were kept on camps and
blocked from returning home by
militia commandos, supported by
the Indonesian Army. The return of
Timorese families to the eastern side
has been slow, with outlaws demanding a payment of several hundred dollars to allow it.
But the single biggest issue will be
the political transition - at the mo
ment the UN is legally the holder of
East Timor's sovereignty. So far no
date has been set for elections to the
presidency, although Sergio de Mello
- chief of UNTAET (United Nations
Transitional Authority to East Timor)
- has said he favours elections by the
end of this year.
Xanana Gusmao does not seem to
want to put himself forward as a
candidate for the job, and does not
seem to be attracted by power. But
he has become an icon of a new free

dom, bitterly won and still fragile
and unsure. The Timorese have Gus
mao in their hearts, in their souls,
and they need him to keep their
pulses beating strongly.
That is why the destiny of East
Timor is deeply linked to the democ
ratic process in Indonesia. President
Abdurraham Wahid dismissed Gen
eral Wiranto - the former Ministry of
Defence of President Habibie - from
the government. He has been accused
by international public opinion and
the East Timor resistance for being
the man behind the militia reign of
terror of late 1999. TheAustralian-UN
forces captured military orders sent
by Jakarta to the local commanders,
instructing them to support militias
and crush actions. The documents
they found lend credence to the idea
that the militia action was an army
operation planned and programmed
some time in advance by Indonesia.
Wiranto is now having to answer to
an Indonesian commission on these
charges, but Human Rights activists
are afraid that no prosecution will be
brought against him because of his
well-known connections with the
Soeharto regime and with the Habi
bie transitional presidency. Corrup
tion is a main concern in Indonesian
politics and a stain on its hard transi
tion to democracy. ■
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Self-Determination and the United Nations

Options for West Papua
On N ovem ber 19, 1969, the U N General Assembly voted by 84
votes to none, w ith 30 abstentions, to ‘take n ote’ o f the reports
about the ‘Act o f Free Choice’ in West Papua (former Dutch
N ew Guinea] which were subm itted by the Secretary-General,
Indonesia, and the U N Special Representative, Ortiz Sanz.
Consequently, the international com m unity accepted that the
territory was ‘de facto’ the 26th province o f the Republic o f In
donesia. However, the Papuans claim that the ‘Act o f Free
Choice’ was a farce; it did n ot m eet the international standard
o f one-person one-vote and had been held in an atm osphere o f
in tim idation and oppression. For 30 years they have been de
m anding a genuine referendum on the status o f the territory.
By EVEL I EN VAN DEN BROEK

T" n November 1999, the
I Centre for Study &
-L Information Papuan
• j j L I Peoples (PaVo) held a
j seminar in Utrecht to ex
amine whether the inte
gration of West Papua into Indonesia
is a dejure fact. John Packer (legal ad
visor to the High Commissioner for
National Minorities of the OSCE]
was invited to speak - in an unoffi
cial capacity - on the right to self-de
termination and international law.
John Saltford (a PhD student at the
Dept, of Politics and Asian Studies,
University of Hull, UK] gave a pre
sentation about his research into the
UN involvement with West Papua in
the years 1962/63 and 1968/69.
The editorial of the Sydney Morn
ing Herald of July 14, 1969 read: ‘The
last stage in the betrayal of the people
of West New Guinea is scheduled to
begin today... No amount of word
twisting can change the ugly fact
that an unsophisticated island people
is being quite deliberately and openly
cheated of its right, guaranteed by an
international agreement reached
under the aegis of the United Na
tions, to decide its own political fu
ture. Amidst a deafening silence from
the outside world the black tribes
men of West New Guinea are being
condemned to be ruled in perpetuity
by an alien brown people who look on
them as an inferior race and whose
standards of brutality and adminis
trative incompetence have already
been thoroughly exposed’.
What in 1969 was a fiercely critical
but lonely voice from an Australian
newspaper is now being confirmed
by the release, after 30 years, of topsecret government files and of com
munications between the UN Secre
tary-General’s representative in
West Papua and the UN headquar
ters in New York. In his contribution
on West Papua and the UN, Saltford
concluded: ‘Even a cursory glance at
the official descriptions of the Act of
Free Choice make it clear that the
whole thing was little more then an
embarrassingly crude piece of In
donesian propaganda. It would be al
most comical if the consequences
were not so tragic’.
The UN had committed itself to an
act of self-determination for the peo
ple of the Dutch colony New Guinea
by taking note of the 1962 New York
Agreement between the Netherlands
and Indonesia, and by acknowledg
ing the role conferred upon the UN
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Secretary-General in it, thereby au
thorizing him to carry out the tasks
entrusted to him in it (UNGA Resolu
tion no. 1752 (XVII]. The SecretaryGeneral appointed a Representative
(the Bolivian diplomat Ortiz Sanz]
who, with the assistance of a staff,
had to carry out the Secretary-Gener
al’s responsibilities to advise, assist
and participate in arrangements
which were the responsibility of In
donesia for the act of free choice. Salt
ford showed how the UN failed in
their duty to the Papuans and that
Ortiz Sanz’s cables to the SecretaryGeneral made clear that the UN never
had any intention of pressing Jakarta
to hold a genuine referendum.
The international community
might have accepted that West Papua
is a province under Indonesian sover
eignty, but the people of West Papua
are still fighting for a genuine refer
endum on the political status of the
territory. FORERI (Forum for Recon
ciliation of Irian Society], a platform
of civic organizations in West Papua,
explains this wish for a new referen
dum as follows:
1. The 1969 Act of Free Choice was
high-level manipulation. The prin
ciple o f‘one-man one-vote’ was re
placed by ro25 people who had been
handpicked by the Indonesian gov
ernment. All Papuans were wit
nesses to the deception, and to the
incomprehensible injustices and
manipulations of the Indonesian
government, although they were
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powerless to do anything about
them. All resistance at the time was
met with the force of arms. Killings
occurred everywhere. No wonder
the desire for independence from
Indonesia was once again firmly
embedded in the hearts of the peo
ple.
2. The fact is that national develop
ment in West Papua during the
past 30 years has proved that the
centralized system of government,
which has been justified on the
grounds of preserving national
unity, has led to many deaths and
to the destruction of property.
Many political and legalistic ma
noeuvres have led to shootings, tor
ture, intimidation, and even the
murder of people in West Papua. All
this has given birth to a sense of in
security and bitterness among the
people, political wounds that have
passed down from generation to
generation.
With its first argument FORERI
calls upon the remedial right to selfdetermination, mainly exercised in
the process of decolonization. The
second argument appeals to the pri

mordial right to self-determination
which is expressed for example in the
International Covenants on Civil and
Political Rights and on Economic, So
cial and Cultural Rights, and also in
the Charter of the United Nations in
general. According to Packer, the spe
cific content of the right to self-de
termination is not clearly defined,
nor is it clearly articulated exactly
who the right-holders are, specifical
ly in terms of remedial entitlement.
Moreover, there are virtually no pro
cedures or legal recourses in interna
tional law through which to deter
mine an appropriate or a just claim.
However, there is an evolving dis
cussion about the notion of self-de
termination. Whereas the UN decolo
nization process (remedial notion]
had been limited to the colonies of
European powers, the International
Court of Justice followed a new av
enue by declaring in the Western Sa
hara Case that there is a need to un
derstand self-determination with the
objective of ending colonialism ‘in all
its forms’. In other words, also to look
at contemporary manifestations, not
just at the old-style colonialism by
white Europeans. In the field of the

primordial right to self-determina
tion, Kofi Annan has suggested a re
conceptualization of the issue of selfdetermination by promoting a dis
cussion on the balancing of sover
eignty and human rights, or as Packer
put it: reconciling the limited notion
of absolute authority of a state or
government with the obligation of
the state to respect human rights.
In the case of West Papua, there
may be no need to establish again
whether the claim for self-determi
nation is appropriate. FORERI has
pointed out that the territory had
been on the international agenda as
a non-self-governing territory and
that the UN should acknowledge
that it did not conclude the process
with due respect to international
law. Packer remarked: ‘I do not know
much about West Papua, but I do
understand that there was what
clearly seems a manipulated vote
with regard to determining the will
of the people in 1969.1could see that
it is valid under the contemporary
regime of the Charter of the United
Nations to raise the issue of univer
sal suffrage, i.e. to question the pro
cedure used in 1969’. Saltford con
cluded his contribution with the
words: ‘The recent referendum in
East Timor, with its significant UN
and media presence, illustrates
clearly the immense difference be
tween a genuine act of self-determi
nation and the performance which
took place 30 years ago in West
Papua. For this reason, the UN and
relevant governments have a clear
obligation to re-examine the whole
issue in the light of the on-going
changes in Indonesia. Whether the
Papuans wish to remain with In
donesia or leave, is matter for them
and no one else to decide’. FORERI
appeals to the international commu
nity to take responsibility and pre
pare for a genuine referendum for
the people of West Papua. ■
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Traditional Medicine among
the Ngaju Dayak in Central Kalimantan
tients ways of coping with disease, it
may not be surprising that the text
pays only secondary attention to
shamanistic curing techniques, the
lasting vitality of which is still at
tested to by recent reports. Out of
the 54 diseases or symptoms listed
with their appropriate medications
in the first chapter (a more systemat
ic inventory than in any monograph
on traditional medicine in Borneo,
Klokke stresses in his introduction),
only a few are explicitly ascribed to
the action of supernatural forces,
The book, covering six different top
and in only one case (convulsions) to
ics, is complemented by a very useful
damage inflicted on the patient’s
list of plant names in the vernacular,
soul by a spirit. One might be tempt
with a tentative botanical identifica
ed to think that Salilah deliberately
tion for some of them. The translator
avoided a delicate subject and chose
has fulfilled a difficult task, given the
to shift the focus to the traditional
abundance of descriptive vocabulary
pharmacopoeia; remedies he pro
in the original text. Older sources on
vides are indeed reminiscent of a
the Ngaju language were of precious
physician’s prescription. But the de
help in this regard, especially in the
tailed description of magic charms
translation of words which have since
(ch. 2) and smoke producers (ch. 3)
become obsolete. In a few instances,
does not really support this hypoth
the extensive reliance on these
esis. The efficacy of such devices is
sources has led to slight inaccuracies
directed more often against specific
(for example, p. 69, the pangolin
agencies - predatory spirits, but also
anteater, Manis javanica, is described
poison, witches, spells, thiefs - than
as a ‘land iguana’).
Intended to familarize the staff of against determined symptoms.
Malevolent spirits are again mena Christian hospital with their pa

The Borneo Research Council deserves credit for welcoming in
its Monograph Series such a piece o f raw ethnography, which
would otherwise have had little chance to reach a general audi
ence. In 1935, the late Johannes Salilah, then an assistant nurse
at the hospital o f the Basler Protestant mission near Kuala Kapuas, was encouraged by a Swiss sister to compile a text on tra
ditional medical practices. Some sixty years later, this manu
script, written in the Ngaju language, was handed over to
Arnoud H. Klokke, him self a former medical doctor in the
same province, now Central Kalimantan and long time con
noisseur o f Ngaju oral and material arts, who now presents us
with an annotated translation.
By PASCAL COUDERC

alilah is no stranger
to students of Ngaju
L x culture: as Anne
Schiller mentions in her
preface to the book, he
began his long career as a
head priest officiating at secondary
death rituals, before serving as a re
spected damang, a regional officer in
charge of customary law. At about
the time when this mansucript was
written, Salilah also began a fruitful
collaboration with the missionarycum-ethnologist Hans Scharer, who
was the first of three generations of
researchers to rely on Salilah’s ency
clopaedic knowledge.
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'Kill a

mouse,

every day;
lace it up on a stick,
and roast it
till the flesh

becomes dry’

tioned as the principal cause of mis
carriages in a section dealing with
pregnancy and childbirth (ch. 4).
Then a chapter is devoted to a
healing practice that, although pre
sumably of Malay or Banjar origin, is
in fact very close to mainstream
shamanism (ch. 6}. The main differ
ence is that the spirits called up to
heal the patient bear Malay names
and speak Malay. Otherwise, the
curing session, which is vividly de
scribed by Salilah, unfolds in a famil
iar way: the scattering of husked rice
to summon the spirits; the posses
sion of the officiant by his main spir
it associates and others (notably
blood-drinkers) who descend into
him in turns, each dancing to a spe
cific drum beat and conversing with
the audience; healing of the patient
by the possessing spirits who suck
the disease out of his body; the
checking of the rice containing the
patient’s soul, reintroduction of the
soul in the patient’s head, etc. We are
in the presence of an interesting case
of ritual syncretism and medical
pluralism.

So, the picture has to be turned
upside-down: what is highlighted
by the virtual absence of soul-related
explanations of diseases in the rest of
the book is instead the variety of
non-shamanistic curing methods in
traditional medicine. It is precisely
these methods, based on the use of
plants and other empirical means
that have suffered most from the
competition with modern pharma
ceutical medicines. In this respect,
one of the book’s great lessons is to
put right the impression one can get
while doing fieldwork these days in
Borneo, namely that (1) traditional
medicine can be more or less equated
to shamanism, and that (2) people
turn to it either in despair when all
else has failed, or if their disease is
classified as ‘village’ or ‘upriver ill
ness’. The Ngaju did know about a
wide range of more pragmatic, in
strumental treatments for various
kinds of illness, such as dysentery,
malaria, and several types of skin
disease. According to Klokke, some
are pure common sense while others
are counterproductive. Some indica
tions sound a little comic (p.37: ‘Kill
a mouse every day; lace it up on a
stick, and roast it till the flesh be
comes dry; eat this once every three
days’); some defy the imagination,
like the one that prescribes killing a
buffalo and spending a day and
night in its belly to cure oneself of
leprosy. Most are based on plants,
often to be taken in decoctions, or
applied or rubbed on the body part
concerned. Ngaju or Arabic incanta
tions are sometimes uttered to en
sure the efficacy of the treatment.
This book contains a wealth of in
formation that will enhance the al
ready considerable body of ethno
graphic knowledge concerning the
Ngaju peoples. It will also be useful
to students of ethnomedicine and
religion in Borneo. One final regret
concerns the poor quality of the edi
torial work. ■

Jealous spirits
Other southern Borneo peoples,
such as the Ot Danum, have also in
corporated Malay (speaking) spirits
into their shamanistic rituals. This
results from a wider process of cul
tural assimilation in which the same
figures of otherness are also inte
grated, say, into oral epics. But here
the tukang badewa (contacting Malay
spirits) and the tukang panyangtang
(contacting ‘autochthonous’ spirits)
are different practitioners; more
over, the two categories of spirits are
jealous of each other and should
thus be kept carefully separate. It
seems that the sphere of competence
of the tukang badewa was in the
process of expanding, as Salilah
mentions as new a number of reli
gious ceremonies that these special
ists were performing for a cheaper
fee than traditional priests. It would
be interesting to know whether this
alternative ritual system still sur
vives today.

Reference
Klokke, A.H. (ed. and transl.)
Traditional Medicine among the Ngaju
Dayak in Central Kalimantan:
The 1935 writings o f a former Ngaju
Dayak priest, Phillips: BRC Inc.,
Borneo Research Council Monograph
Series Volume 3
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T he 150th Anniversary o f the

Indonesian Civil Code
In April 1999 Leiden University and the Indonesian Department
o f Justice organized a conference commemorating the 150**’ an
niversary o f the introduction o f the Civil Code in Indonesia. The
Leiden conference was supported by the International Institutefor Asian Studies, as well as by other funding agents, in
cluding the Department o f Justice o f the Netherlands, the In
ternational Monetary Fund, the Law School o f Leiden Universi
ty, the Centre for Asian and African Studies o f Leiden Universi
ty, and the international law firm LoefFClaeys Verbeke.
By

SEBASTIAN POMPE

he Leiden confer
ence was orga
nized back-to-back
with another conference
under the aegis of Mel
bourne University, sup
ported principally by AUSAID, with
organizers from each conference
joining in and participating as
speakers er moderators in the other.
The reason for organizing confer
ences this way is that they addressed
topics that were closely related. The
Leiden conference principally con
centrated on technical civil law top
ics relevant to bankruptcy law and
procedures, whereas the Australian
conference focused on political and
institutional aspects of the bank
ruptcy law and commercial courts.
There were some differences. Leiden
followed a legal-technical approach
and was principally carried by Dutch
and Indonesian speakers jointly for
each selected topic. The Australian
conference, by way of contrast, was
more political, and most speakers
came from abroad. But both confer
ences addressed the same legal and
institutional development in In
donesia, being the commercial court
and the bankruptcy law programme,
therefore a word about this would
not go amiss here.

The background:
commercial court and
bankruptcy law reform
Of the many important new devel
opments in Indonesian legal and ad
ministrative development under Reform asi, the establishment of the
commercial court has been one of the
most ambitious and interesting.
Technically, the court had a limit
ed function, being part of the private
debt restructuring programme
agreed by Indonesia and the IMF. Its
jurisdiction, at least at first, was lim
ited to the narrow field of bankrupt
cy law (though this would be broad
ened later). For a proper understand
ing of this technical role of the court,
it should be added here that the
bankruptcy law and the court were
not meant to bring defaulting In
donesian companies to bankruptcy
en masse, as was widely believed in
the early months and in fact erro
neously argued by some (foreign)
commentators. Decidedly that would
have been a most inefficient way of
recuperating investments, and in
any case generally conflicted with
long term investment plans of many
2 8
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foreign capital investors. Instead,
the court was part of a broader debt
restructuring package, initiated
long before the court even came into
existence, and directed towards facil
itating private debt restructuring
for Indonesian companies. The mas
sive refusal of Indonesian companies
even to discuss debt restructuring
with creditors on the grounds that
this was a national emergency [force
m ajeure) rather than individual
problem harmed economic recovery
in two ways. First, assets tied up in
companies could not be freed for
other purposes, and second, most
importantly, vital new foreign in
vestment would not be forthcoming
unless the status of existing invest
ments had been determined. In the
debt restructuring programme, the
bankruptcy law and commercial
court therefore were clearly meant to
be instruments of last resort.
Beyond the legal technicalities of
the law, it is important to recognize
in the commercial court an institu
tional and political revolution in a
broader strategic sense. The pro
gramme was emphatically directed
towards creating a strong, indepen
dent, and professional court, before
which governance generally could be
called to account: not just corporate
governance, but political governance
as well. The commercial court with
out doubt represented the most seri
ous attempt since the fatal decline of
the courts in the 15150s to improve
the professional standards, effective
ness, and credibility of the Indone
sian judiciary radically as a whole.
For that purpose, the court was
carved out of the jungle that is the
Indonesian law machine, both legal
ly and physically. With its own pro
cedural law, physically was also an
altogether new court, with its own
distinct offices, judges and court
staff, and office facilities. Every effort
was directed to make this a court a
niche in the morass of the Indone
sian judiciary: properly equipped
and remunerated, free from external
interference, and observing the
highest professional standards. A
separate appeals channel was put in
place, with a distinct chamber of the
Supreme Court handling such ap
peals. It is for this reason that,
notwithstanding its limited role
within the legal edifice as a whole,
the initiative enjoyed strong support
in progressive Indonesian circles,
just as much as it was aggressively
opposed by entrenched interests
which it challenged.
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Looking at the actual performance
of the court, talking here as an insid
er, it is fair to say that the commer
cial court and certainly the Supreme
Court have failed to live up to expec
tations. In fact, the Indonesian judi
ciary as a whole seems to have been
‘absen dari Reformasi’, much as fifty
years earlier it was politically absent
from the Revolution - an act of
fence-sitting for which it subse
quently was served many a political
debt to pay. The new commercial
court by and large simply slipped
back into the old habits soon after it
was established, coaxed along by en
trenched interests and with a gentle
bit of armtwisting here and there by
the judicial hierarchy. Sometimes
the process of decline was even
rather perversely supported by some
foreign commentators, evidently
lacking in an understanding either
of what the programme meant to
achieve or of their own role and re
sponsibilities.

The conference
It is in this context of rise and de
cline if one likes, that the conference
was organized. And even though the
conference had been planned some
time ago, the topic nevertheless
turned out to be wonderfully timely.
Dealing as it did with the Civil Code,
and commemorating the historic
event of its introduction into Indone
sia, for better or worse, 150 years ago,
the topics covered during the confer
ence addressed matters that all were
directly relevant to the commercial
court and bankruptcy law reform.
This was done at the express request
of the Indonesian side, which had
been extensively consulted on the
matter in the run-up to the confer
ence. As a result the conference made
an important contribution towards
both legal studies and legal practice.
This was a gathering of Dutch and
Indonesian legal professions, nearly
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all of the latter being represented in
a basis for commercial law; (2) the
force: academics, judges, lawyers, no
Civil Code security rights by which
taries, and representatives from the
debts are secured (and are key ele
public prosecution and board of ments in bankruptcy procedures)
bankruptcy trustees. The conference
and finally (3) the issue o f force ma
was hosted by the Institute for Legal jeure in the Civil Code (i.e. the ques
Development (BPHN) of the Depart
tion to what extent parties can es
ment of Justice, whose Director, Prof
cape contractual obligations claim
N.A.S. Natabaya, and wonderful staff ing ulterior reasons).
had organized everything with tradi
It may be pointed out here that
tional Indonesian hospitality, great
these are all issues which are key ele
food, and attention for detail. Also
ments in the economic reform which
highly supportive was Cyber Con
is undertaken in Indonesia in this
sult, which arranged such facilities
period of reform. Whilst observers
as a prompt translation of the papers
generally tend to focus on the poli
in the Indonesian and the English, as
tics, it is important to bear in mind
the need arose, thus facilitating dis
that the politics of change is embod
cussion between speakers. More than
ied in legislative instruments, the
150 persons attended, as the confer
success or failure of which is largely
ence was opened in great ceremony
determined by such ‘technical is
by the Minister of Justice, Professor
sues’ as the nature of securitization,
Muladi, in the presence of the Dutch
mortgage, fiduciary transfers etc. In
Ambassador, Baron van Heemstra,
recent months we have witnessed
and the Dutch Director General for
numerous events in Indonesia in
Courts, Professor C.L.M. Cleiren. The
which the use, or abuse, of such
Embassy had been extremely helpful
technical instruments has been the
in the preparation of the conference,
determining factor in economic re
as in fact during an Embassy recep
covery or relapse, or political reform.
tion celebrating the conference, the
Precisely by focusing on legal tech
cultural section (Mrs G. Wolters and
nique, this conference was directed
Mrs M. Winter) had arranged for an
towards making a serious contribu
information kit on Dutch law and re
tion to economic and institutional
lated matters to be provided to all se
reform in Indonesia.
nior legal officers in Indonesia, in
The results of the conference, con
cluding a catalogue of international
sisting of almost 30 papers, will be
courses in the Netherlands in the
edited and published in a book. Pub
field of law, a provisional bibliogra
lication in both English and Indone
phy of Dutch law in translation edit
sian is our aim. A great deal of work
ed by the Meijers Institute of Leiden
remains to be done to complete this,
Law School, an issue of the (Leiden
requiring the commitment of most
edited) Indonesian Law and A dm inistraspeakers. Also, a translation of the
tion Review, and last but not least, the
contract law book of the Indonesian
three Indonesian
Civil Code is in preparation right
Dutch legal dictionaries (on con
now. If all this succeeds, then a major
tract, commercial, and property law)
contribution will have been made to
which had just come off the press
wards the development of civil and
under the auspices of the Centre for
commercial law in Indonesia. ■
International Legal Co-operation in
Leiden.
As regards the substance of the
conference, and inevitably so when
professions meet, they talk trade. It
would bore readers of a journal with
a wider audience such as this to deal
with the technicalities of that trade
in too much detail. Suffice to state
here that the conference addressed
the following major topics: (1) gener
Sebastiaan Pompe
al legislative and jurisprudential
Van Vollenhoven Instituut
principles and the interrelation be
Rapenburg 33, 2311 BC Leiden
tween the commercial law and the
Tel.:+ 31-71-527 7260
civil law (and code) describing the
Fax: + 3 1- 7 1-5 2 7 7670
way in which the civil code serves as
E-mail: jfvviam@ruljur.leidenuniv.nl
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From Fact to Fiction:
A history ofThai-M yanm ar relations
hailand and Myan
mar not only share
a long border but
have also shared a very in
teresting social history set
of and cultural values for
centuries. Nevertheless, limited acad
emic work has been undertaken in
the area of Thai-Myanmar cultural
exchanges. In addition to a long series
of cross regional warfare in which the
two nations had engaged, people on
both sides of the Tenasserim Range,

Short News

particularly the Thais and the Myan
mar have made a great contribution
to each other socially and culturally.
There exists an amount of historical
literature that originated in Myan
mar and was brought to Thailand to
be translated into the local language
before being passed to the public in
the form of school texts, theater plays
and TV series. Rajadhirat, a classical
Mon-Myanmar historical work of lit
erature is a very good example. The
two nations had also shared a long

history of experiences during the
colonial period. Interestingly, there
have been a number of historical
works and novels on the rill of the
Konbaung Dynas ty written and circu
larized in Thailand since the reign of
King Rama V, over a century ago.
Lessons learned in the past should
be taken seriously if we want to
move on to a new millennium with
confidence. Myanmar learned its
own lessons, already during the first
Anglo-Burmese War in 1824 and, at

SOUTH

Land Law
in Indonesia
Changing Approaches
The turbulent econom ic, political and social disturbances and
calam ities in Indonesia during the last few years tend to dis
tract attention from other less sensational, but no less im por
tant, developm ents. One o f these is the process o f change in
thin kin g about Indonesian land law that developed as a result
o f the Indonesian Land A dm inistration Project.
firmed the relevance of traditional
land law in these communities and,
by implication, in other traditional j
he aim of this pro
Research
communities throughout Indonesia, j
ject, which was ini
Project
Although in some communities tra
tiated in 1995, is the
systematic registration of ditional law may have become more
adapted to statutory law than in oth
land throughout Indone
ers, nowhere has it been traded in
sia over the next 25 years.
completely for statutory law. These
Before that time, only about 7% had
findings have led to a recommenda
been registered. The financial means
required for the implementation of tion that the implementation of the
registration project be differentiated.
this immense endeavour are provided
Instead of registering all land, a con
by a World Bank loan and a grant
sideration should be made for the reg
from the Australian government.
istration of individually owned land
However, the involvement of the
only, thus leaving commonly (collec
World Bank goes further than simply
tively] owned land unregistered.
financial support. From the very be
This raises the question about the
ginning the Bank has contributed
substantially to the formulation of legal status - and the legal protection
- of such unregistered communal
the project. It has been at the insis
lands for which statutory law has no
tence of the Bank that explicit atten
equivalent provisions. This, as well as
tion be paid to the protection of tra
other fundamental questions regard
ditional land rights and to the rights
ing Indonesia’s land law, has been
of the economically weak.
subjected to critical analysis by an
The systematic approach in land
other part of the Indonesian Land Ad
registration under the project is
ministration Project, namely the submuch more efficient and, thus, faster
project called ‘Support for Long-Term
and cheaper than the normal proce
Development of Land Management
dure of‘sporadic’ registration on indi
vidual request. It has become afford Policies’, for which the author has
produced an interim report on the
able for almost everyone in the counhistory of Indonesia’s statutory land
I try. As systematic registration implies
law and its relationship with tradi
the issue of individual titles, it is not
tional law. This ‘Long-Term Policy’
I to be implemented in areas where trasub-project is still under way.
| ditional land tenure systems still exist
j until evidence is given about whether
Adat law
j such traditional systems would be
The Basic Agrarian Law of 2960
j suitable for titling and registration
states
that national land law is adat (=
j under statutory law and, if they are
traditional)
law. Although originally
not so, then about what adaptations
meant
to
create
a genuinely Indone
I should be made to that effect. The
sian
land
law,
one
that reflects the
j eight months of research carried out
specific
cultural
characteristics
of In
in three rural areas, to which the audonesian
society,
this
reference
to
I thor was attached as an advisor, con
B y H. SLAATS

T

present, from confrontations with
the West. Thailand, too, has had to
learn lessons from the past in order
to be able to judge and adjust its un
derstanding toward its neighbours
and to formulate its present foreign
policy. For this reason, the Institute
for Asian Studies at Chulalongkorn
University plans to launch a two-day
seminar entitled From Fact to Fiction:
A history of Thai-Myanmar relations in
cultural context in order to give the
floor to academics from both coun
tries and other concerned countries
to share knowledge and opinions on
this theme.

Objectives
x. To review the past history ofMyanmar-Thai Relations through histori
cal writings and novels, theater plays,
and movies with special emphasis on
their cultural value and similarities;
2. To provide an opportunity for acade-

mic people from Myanmar and Thai
land to share knowledge and opin
ions on the subjects;
3. To provide an opportunity for cultural
experts and persons of related fields of
both countries to exchange their
knowledge and experiences in the area
ofliterature and performing arts, such
as classical music, drama, and film.

Participation
Thirty to fifty academics, concerned of
ficers (from embassies, the private sec
tor, and those involved in mass com
munication), and others who are inter
ested, from Myanmar and Thailand. ■
For further information, contact
Institute o f Asian Studies
Supang Chantavanich, D irector
Chulalongkorn University
Phyathai Road, Bangkok 10330, Thailand
E-mail: supang.c@chula.ac.th
http://www.las/chula/ac.th
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adat is problematic. Firstly, the rele
vance of adat is subject to legal quali
fications having the potential to rule
out its validity. Secondly, no clear def
inition of adat is provided. The im
plicit juridical notion of adat, as given
in the law, is an analytical abstraction
of the concept at the empirical level. It
not only tends to obscure concrete
traditional land rights and tenure
patterns but, in fact, defines them out
of juridical existence. Thirdly, land
rights under statutory law are strictly
individual rights whereas, in most
traditional systems, people’s relation
ships to land are embedded in (family
and village) communal relations.
There is ample evidence of distortion
and social conflict resulting from the
enforced re-definition of traditional
rights in terms of statutory rights.
The attempt to project traditional law
onto national law by the re-institu
tionalization at the national level of
institutions and procedures that are
copied from adat has failed because
the ‘organic’ checks and balances in
herent in the systems at the grass
roots level are lacking at the national
level.
Apart from the legal complica
tions involved in these references to
adat, the nationalistic character and
the anti-colonial spirit of the Basic
Agrarian Law have had some unfore
seen economic consequences. For ex
ample, the provision that corpora
tions and foreigners cannot have
property rights in land (hak irtilik) is a
serious drawback to economic ex
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mantled and its functions are now de
centralized at the provincial level.
This is a first step toward diminishing
the burden of bureaucratic interven
tion and of re-allocating the authority
over land to the owners and users.
A ministerial regulation in June of
1999 officially recognises the existence
of traditional, communal rights and
states that such lands are subject to
the rule of traditional law. This im
plies that such lands, in principle, do
not qualify for systematic registration
by individual title under the Indone
sian Land Administration Project. The
government included that, at best,
the outer boundaries of communal
land, indicated as such by the local
population, should be recorded as a
safeguard against infringements by
external third parties.
Finally, the Indonesian Govern
ment is taking another look at the
Indonesian Land Administration
Project. Considerations such as those
presented above, as well as financial
issues, have caused the government
to question the desirability of a rig
orous implementation of the project,
which would imply the systematic
registration of all land. Selective reg
istration of strictly individual land
and the demarcation and recording
of boundaries of communal land
might be a more realistic, and a less
expensive, alternative. ■

pansion. In practice, this legal re
striction leads to widespread eva
sions of the law, for instance,
through the use of figureheads.
Previously, under the repressive po
litical system of the New Order, the
position of the Basic Agrarian Law had
been inviolable. Critical discussion of
the law that departed from the official
interpretation almost invariably led
to a suspicion of an anti-government
attitude or even of subversion.

Decentralized
By virtue of the recent political
changes in Indonesia, the critical
views on Indonesian land law as de
veloped by the Indonesian Land Ad
ministration Project have begun to
find their way to policy makers and
bureaucrats. Awareness is growing
among officials on the highest level
of government that the Basic Agrari
an Law in its present form is a hybrid
I legislative product that may not be
able to give an adequate answer to
j the ideological expectations of com
bining traditional law (adat) with
j the requirements of a national legal
system, namely one that can serve
the needs of both small-scale, tradi
tional peasants and modern national
I and international legal relations and
economic traffic.
In the meantime, some changes re
flecting this new approach have been
put into effect. The centralized bu
reaucracy of the National Land
Agency, which used to play a key role
in land rights matters, has been dis
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Dr H. Slaats, Law Faculty,
University o f Nijmegen.
E-mail: h.slaats@jur.kun.nl
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Southeast Asia
across Borders
The political geography o f Southeast Asia has, through the
centuries, been characterized by weak d efinitions o f territori
ality and a great flexibility o f borders. From the m id -n in e
teenth century onwards, colonial dom inance and m odern
processes o f nation b u ild in g have em phasized the geographic
boundaries o f the (colonial) states. D ecolonization and the
form ation o f independent nation-states in the 1940s- 19 50s in
Southeast Asia have strengthened the crystallization o f ‘bor
ders’. The new states pursued strong centralization policies,
channelled profits from peripheral regions to the state coffers,
and embarked on schem es o f cultural nation building.
m B y J OHN KLEI NEN, PETER

POST, & REMCO RABEN

n the wake of their po
litical ascendancy, na. __tional boundaries have
V ^ I become the dominant
1 frameworks for history
writing. In a sense, histo
rians have come to believe in the suc
cesses of Southeast Asian nation
building, writing their histories
mostly from the perspective of the
national centres. However, the na
tion-state perspective distorts our
views of processes and events that
took and takes place across borders:
transnational commercial contacts,
religious orientations and ethnic ties,
migration, and issues of regionaliza
tion, irredentism, and separatism.
The Netherlands Institute for War
Documentation and the Amsterdam

Short News

I:

branch of the International Institute
for Asian Studies are co-organizing a
seminar series addressing issues of
border transgressions in twentiethcentury Southeast Asia. Instead of
taking the nation or the (colonial)
state borders as a point of departure,
the seminars will focus upon the
structures and mechanisms of eco
nomic and cultural exchange across
borders. By emphasizing patterns of
transnationalism that co-exist with
a continuing pressure from the na
tions’ capitals, the seminars will
comment upon the success, stamina
and scope of the territorial state in
Southeast Asia. Among the themes
to be addressed are: Chinese net
working; the borderless South China
Sea; changing economic geographies
of insular Southeast Asia; separatism
and the legitimacy of the nation
state; and transnational Islam.

Apart from dealing with specific
manifestations of transnationalism
in Southeast Asia, the seminars also
contribute to the discussion on
‘Southeast Asia’ as a useful geograph
ic concept for historical analysis. By
stressing, for once, perspectives of
liminal permeability and flexibility defining characteristics of pre-modem
Southeast Asia which seem to have
been lost over the last century - we
hope to sharpen the debate on the
‘nature’ of Southeast Asia.
The series will start on 21 Septem
ber 2000 with a seminar on ‘Nation
and History in Southeast Asia’.
Speakers will be Ruth McVey (profes
sor emeritus, SOAS), Takashi Shiraishi (Kyoto University), and Robert
Cribb (University of Queensland).
Subsequent seminars will take place
at three week intervals. Among the
speakers are Clive Christie (Universi
ty of Hull), Howard Dick (University
of Melbourne), Robert Hefner
(Boston University), Thomas Menkoff (National University of Singa
pore), and Stein Tennesson (Univer
sity of Oslo).
The series runs from September
2000 until March 2001. Venue:
Netherlands Institute for War Docu
mentation, Amsterdam. For up-todate information on the seminar se
ries, please visit our websites at
http://www.oorlogsdoc.knaw.nl or
http://www.iias.nl. ■

For more information contact:
Dr P eter Post
Netherlands Institute for War Documentation,
Herengracht 380,
1016 Cj Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
Tel.:+31-20-523 3800
Fax:+31-20-523 3888
E-mail: p.post@oorlogsdoc.knaw.nl
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Ghosts and Modernity in East Asia
The conference ‘Ghosts and Modernity in East Asia’ brought
together scholars who presented and discussed findings on
spirit and ghost beliefs in contemporary societies in East and
Southeast Asia. The conference agenda emphasized ghostli
ness, spirit-related commerce, haunted spaces, and modernity.
Nearly twenty people offered a presentation. The sixteen schol
ars who met hailed from China (iJ, France (2), Germany (z], Italy
(l), Japan (4), the USA (1), and the Netherlands (5). The party in
cluded young researchers as well as mature and senior scholars.
They brought new material bearing on beliefs in spirits and
ghosts in societies in Asia in the late twentieth century.
■ By J AN V A N BRE ME N
& JOHN K N I G H T

he workshop was
opened by the con
veners who re, I viewed the research agenI da. Three papers on Japan
followed. Jan van Bremen
(Leiden University) called attention
to new secondary death rites in Japan
focused on posthum ous life-course
rites, taking ghost marriage as an ex
ample. Mary Picone (OMRS) discussed
the visualization of ghosts. Her start
ing point was early modern wood
block prints. Then she moved to
modern spirit photographs and latemodern spirit videos, each m edium a
new means to represent the immate
rial. John Knight (HAS) mapped out
haunted places in a modern commu
nity in rural Japan. The day closed
with two presentations on Korea that
paired money and ghosts. Based on
extensive fieldwork, Antonetta Bru
no (Naples University) presented a
m inute analysis of the monetary
transactions taking place between
humans and spirits in a shamanistic
rite. She made the theoretical point
that in Korea no separation exists be
tween a spiritual and a commercial
realm in ghostly business, as Marcel
Mauss would have it. Boudewijn
Walraven (Leiden University) exam
ined concepts of ghosts and ghostli-

ness in Korean culture. He examined
popular books written by ritualists at
the time o f the severe financial and
economic crisis that hit the country
in the 1990s.
Lisette Gebhardt (Munich Univer
sity) opened the second day with a
well-informed analysis o f the up
surge of images o f Japan as a country
abounding with mysterious places in
the mid-1980s. She identified the dif
ferent stakeholders as spiritualists,
scholars, and writers. They made dis
contented ghosts a notable business
in the prosperous urban society in
the late tw entieth century. Takanori
Tamura (Religious Information Re
search Center, Tokyo) presented a
paper on the religious aspects of
computer-mediated
communica
tions and manifestations of spirit
and ghost beliefs found on the Inter
net in Japan. Believers stay in touch
with the centres of their cults, take
part in rites, visit shrines, and touch
holy objects. Elmer Veldkamp (Lei
den University) traced the trends and
transformations in the memorial
services for the release o f non-hum an
souls. In the last three decades the
souls o f animals and pets, including
digital pets, and objects like tools, in
cluding plastic tools like bank cards,
have been the object o f ritual treat
ment. These two papers explored the
new social space that is developing in
cyberspace. It is noteworthy th at this
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Takanori T am ura presenting his paperp Ju ly ippp
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1
A ntonetta Bruno presenting her paper 8July 1ppp
ultimately scientific domain, finds
ritualists and their clients among the
first users and inhabitants.
Two presentations featured early
modem Japanese representations of
the supernatural. Willem van Gulik
(Leiden University) analysed images
of the supernatural in the graphic arts
of early-modern Japan. Barre Toelken
(Utah State University) and Michiko
Iwasaka (Bremen Hochschule) pre
sented ghost pictures from the collec
tion of a Tokyo temple founded in
1883 to pacify the souls of those who
died in the mid-nineteenth century
political movements that lead to the
establishment of Japan as a modern
nation-state. These pictures illustrat
ed the various classes and forms of
Japanese ghosts and spooks, haunted
places, and motives for ghostly behav
iour.
Noboru Miyata (Kanagawa Uni
versity), the Guest o f Honour, opened
the final day with a paper on the phe
nomenon of the grotesque in mod
ern Japanese cities, calling it the
‘folklore o f fear’. He discussed liminal spaces and themes in urban ghost
lore rife among the young, especially
women. Mass-produced articles like
video tapes are believed to carry oc
cult messages. It is difficult to under
stand modern trends in the culture
o f the weird w ithout studying urban
youth culture, and the atmosphere of
unease which followed on the col
lapse of the soap bubble economy, at
the age o f 63, this great scholar, an
thropologist, folklorist and histori
an, died prematurely and unexpect
edly on 10 February 2000. A m ulticul
tural urban society was analysed by
Gilbert Hamonic (CNRS) in his study
o f new haunted places in the modern
city-state o f Singapore. In Singapore
old places are called dirty and haunt
ed in contrast to clean places which

are new. Ghosts help to negotiate
identities. They are losing their eth
nic names and give rise to trans-eth
nic ghosts such as ‘ugly ghosts’, sym
bols o f Singaporean identity. The in
clusion of Singapore brought into
play the Southeast Asian and Oceanic
influences in insular East Asia. Virgil
Ho (Hong Kong University) closed
the m orning with a highly valuable
and original presentation o f rites at
memorial tombs, erected for revolu
tionary martyrs, heroes, and digni

w

Jeroen Bokhoven (Osaka University)
examined relations between ghosts
and memorialism in Japan based on
his current fieldwork. His paper fo
cused on the treatm ent that the re
cently dead receive from their rela
tives to prevent them from haunting
the living. He argued that there is a
strong tendency towards the memorialization of the recently deceased.
All this provided plenty of meat for
discussion. The nationalization of
ghosts, the links between ghosts and
memory, collective representations of
ghosts, and the merits of folk and sci
entific taxonomies featured on the
agenda. Common points were found
in the vengeful ghosts that appear as
models of (East) Asian ghostliness.
But comparisons also showed con
trasts. In Japan ghostly images are
widespread in the popular press, but
not so in Korea. The suggestion a con
ference volume be prepared and pub
lished found favour. Finally, the occa
sion was welcomed as an opportunity
to celebrate the end of the three-year
term that John Knight spent as a Se
nior Research Fellow in the Interna
tional Centes for Asian Studies (1996
to 1999) where he worked closely with
the Centre for Japanese and Korean
Studies and other institutes in Leiden
University. ■
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Noboru Miyata (1936-2000), Guest o f Honour, presenting his paper 10 Ju ly 1999
taries in Canton in the early twenti
eth century. These practices may be
taken as examples of imperfect
modernity that allowed the spiritual
realm o f spirits and ghosts a place in
an atheistic state.
Two papers concluded the work
shop. Shigekazu Morikuri (Osaka
University of Foreign Studies) re
viewed Japanese concepts of death as
they relate to the other world, abor
tions, brain death, and the annual
festivals for the dead in the context of
urbanization, industrialization, con
sumption, and times o f disaster.

Dr Jan van Bremen, Leiden University
E-mail: vanbremen@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
Dr John Knight, Queen’s University o f
Belfast
E-mail: j.knight@qub.ac.uk
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A Tug-of-War between the Public
and the Private in Traditional Korea
Chosön Korea (1392-1910) was basically a land o f ‘philoso
phers’. Kings and literati, who were chiefly fundamentalist
Neo-Confiicians, tried to steer the kingdom by the principles
o f Neo-Confucian political philosophy. Among others, the
principles o f filial piety and loyalty to the king were the most
fundamental o f the Neo-Confucian political principles. Ac
cording to the Neo-Confucian rule, filial piety came before
fealty when there happened to be a collision between the two.
By K A R P C H O N KI M

king, was helplessly leaning toward
the principle of ‘state affairs. With
reference to this, we can find that
several officers sent up a critical
memorial to the Throne: ‘The Royal
Court deviated from the right path
to calling magistrates to task. It
praises the ones who cold-heartedly
collect taxes for applying themselves
in their duties and criticizes the oth
ers who treat the people with atten
tive consideration for pursuing their
reputation or good name. Owing to
this, [the Confucian teaching of] one
continuum of state affairs and peo
ple’s affairs are separated into two
parts.’

contrast to this
philosophical
rule,
the logic of political
reality continued to exist
in the field of politics.
None of the political ac
tors who were in charge of the conti
nuity of their kingdom could escape
from their political or historical re
sponsibility. This allowed the intro
duction of some exceptions to the
Neo-Confucian political rules, espe
cially to the rule of the priority of fil
ial piety.
When we consult An Authentic
Record of the Chosön Dynasty, the
"Emergency call
tension between the Confucian phi
Secondly, let’s look into the di
losophy and the Chosön Korean po
mension of ‘Confucian system of
litical reality led mainly to three di
rites’. On the one hand, Neo-Confumensions of collisions: (1) public ad
cian philosophy emphasized the
ministration, (2) Confucian system
precedence of filial piety over other
of rites, and (3) historical conscious
values. According to the Neo-Confuness. Throughout these conflicts, we
cian rule, filial piety took priority
can trace a tug-of-war between the
over fealty when there happened to
public and the private in the politi
be a collision between the two.
cal context of Chosön.
On the other hand, kings and
Firstly, let’s begin with the di
mension of ‘public administration’. scholar-bureaucrats of Chosön gov
erned the kingdom by the principle
The collision between the principles
o f‘people’s affairs’ and ‘state affairs’ of filial piety, and not that of fealty.
appeared in the political disputes of In other words, their supreme prin
ciple of politics was ‘the government
the Chosön political figures for the
by the principle of filial piety’. The
first time during King Injo’s reign
political actors considered the prac
(1623-1649). At that time, King Injo
tice of filial piety to be the nursery
and his court tried to reconstruct the
for all the good behaviour of the peo
kingdom in the aftermath of about
ple, particularly with respect to loy
seven years of international war
alty to the king. In consequence, all
(1592-1598) in North East Asia be
the leadership, not to mention the
tween, on one side, Chosön and
king, and the people were supposed
Ming China, and, on the other side,
to observe the three years’ Neo-ConJapan which blitzkrieged Chosön.
fucian system of funeral rites when
Besides that, the king and his men
their parents passed away.
still have to keep an eye on the pow
However, the principle had an ex
erful Japan. What is more, they had
ception.
When there happened to be
to keep the other eye on the strong
a
national
emergency, the king was
and rising Jurchen Manchus because
of their pro-Ming, anti-Manchu pol-
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However, all these projects were
almost impossible to realize. Above
all, Chosön’s annual crop was not
only insufficient for the govern
ment’s expenses, but even for its
population’s food supply. The gov
ernment could barely provide its sol
diers with food. This was because
nearly a half of cultivated acreage of
Chosön was devastated by the inter
national war, and the other half of
the acreage was suffering a series of
natural disasters at that time.
As a result, there was a collision
between the absolute necessity of
collecting tax revenues according to
the regulations, i.e. ‘state affairs,
and the Neo-Confucian imperative
of relieving the starving poor people,
i.e. ‘people’s affairs’. The core group
of political figures, including the

Chosön Korean life-world. From the
beginning of the dynasty and into
the seventeenth century, the king
very often exercised the right to
‘emergency call’ to a wide hierarchi
cal range of the civil and military of
ficers. Therefore, there were frequent
tensions and disputes over the valid
ity of the ‘emergency call’ between
the bureaucrats as well as the king
and his scholar-bureaucrats. For all
that, the officers rarely resisted it
successfully.
The scholar-bureaucrats’ resis
tance against the king’s right to
‘emergency call’ got stronger around
the seventeenth century. In that pe
riod, we can find typical cases of suc
cessful resistance. It seems to have
resulted from the fact that the NeoConfucianization of Chosön Korean
life-world was complete and the
power of the bureaucrats against
that of the king got stronger from
that time onward. Nevertheless,
since then the frequency of the dis
cussions and disputes over the issue
of ‘emergency call’ decreased con
spicuously. This seems to be a result
of the founding of Ching China re
covering the balance of power in the
East Asian ‘world’ system where
Chosön could enjoy relative security
of its life-world.

I f there is no public
sphere, there is no
political life

legally allowed to call the officers
out of their observing the rites. The
officers, in principle, could resist
this ‘emergency call’ because the
Neo-Confucian principle of the pri
ority of filial piety over fealty re
mained in force out there in the

cisive. Most of all, the political actors
As I mentioned above, if there is no
who insisted on ‘the way of the
public sphere, there is no political
Scriptures’
alone were so decisive
life. Political life is accompanied by
that
the
discussions
and disputes
political responsibility and political
very
often
failed
to
lead
to a ‘deci
obligation, which are particularly
sion’.
This
seems
to
be
one
of the
important values of modern politics.
causes
that
made
Chosön
not
only
This makes up the background of
incompetent
for
solving
its
political
the opinions that emphasize fealty,
problems but also vulnerable to for
political reality and history.
eign powers. ■
Nonetheless, the opinions which
lay emphasis on filial piety, philoso
phy or truth, and ‘the Scriptures’ are
also very meaningful. It is because
humanism, which casts light on our
political life, comes from philoso
phy, truth, or ethics. This, before
everything else, was why a large ma
jority of the Chosön political figures
were strongly attached to their phi
losophy and ethics.
After all, it was inevitable for the
Chosön political figures to make
their discussions and disputes over
Dr KarpChon Kim is a Visiting Exchange
political issues inconclusive, espe
Fellow (Korea Research Foundation) at the HAS
cially in critical moments, although
E-mail: kkim@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
many of them were individually de

Trunk and win^s
Finally, we come to the dimension
o f ‘historical consciousness’. In the
Neo-Confucian tradition of Chosön
Korea, Confucian ‘Scriptures’ or
‘Holy Books’ took priority over his
torical books which contained politi
cal reality. Hence a large majority of
Chosön political actors emphasized
the ‘philosophy’ and applied ‘the
way of the Scriptures’ to present and
urgent political problems only. For
instance, they just followed the
principle of priority of filial piety
over loyalty to the king.
In contrast, a handful of political
actors who set importance on politi
cal or historical responsibility were
willing to try ‘the way of expediency’
as well as ‘the way of the Scriptures’
for the continuity of their state.
They, as political practitioners, had a
preference not only for the principle
of fealty, but also for political reality.
In particular, a few of them paid at
tention to the political meaning and
value of history itself The political
actors with this kind of opinion can
be found sporadically in the second
half of the Chosön Dynasty. One
good example is Choi Myöng-gil
(1586-1647).
Though officially he was sure to be
a Neo-Confucian, he had an unusual
viewpoint on ‘taking history as the
trunk and the Scriptures as the
wings’, contrary to the authentic
version of ‘taking the Scriptures as
the trunk and history as the w ings.
He emphasized political responsibil
ity in political actors and in the rele
vance of their theories. Accordingly,
he picked up the viewpoint on ‘tak
ing history as the trunk and the
Scriptures as the wings’.
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Korean
Art History
A three-day international bilingual conference entitled ‘Estab
lishing a Discipline: The past, present and future o f Korean art
history’ will take place in Los Angeles from 16 toi8 March 2001.
rganized by the
Los Angeles Coun
ty Museum of Art
(lacma) in cooperation
with the University of
California, Los Angeles
(ucla), and generously supported by
The Korea Foundation the conference
is intended to celebrate the growth of
the Korean art field worldwide.
The opening segment will feature
invited speakers discussing impor
tant individuals who are associated
with formative periods of the disci
pline. The prime focus of the meet
ing, however, will be current, un
published research on any topic in
Korean archaeology, art, and archi
tecture. Korean art history and ar
chaeology have made great progress
in Korea in the last three decades due
to excavations of major archaeologi
cal sites as well as to thorough re
search in all fields of art history.
However, scarcely any results of
these investigations have been com
municated in Western studies on
East Asian art. The aim of the confer
ence, therefore, is to encourage in
ternational discourse between Asian
and Western art historians and through the publication of all papers
in English and Korean - fill the gap
of Western studies on Korean art his
tory. The conference will end with a
round table discussion on future di

rections for work in the field. Papers
may be presented in English or Kore
an and will be simultaneously trans
lated.
Scholars interested in participat
ing are invited to submit a 300-word
abstract of unpublished research on
topics of Korean archaeology, art,
and architecture. Abstracts may be
written in English or Korean.
Conference presentations will be
limited to twenty minutes. All pa
pers, as well as all relevant scholarly
discussion, will subsequently be
published in a conference volume.
Consequently, speakers are strongly
encouraged to plan to complete for
mal versions of their papers - accom
panied by footnotes and illustrations
- prior to the conference. ■

For further information, please contact

The Far Eastern A rt D epartm en t
Los Angeles County M useum o f Art
5905W ilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90036
Tel.:+ 1-323-857 6 0 2 9
Fax: + 1-323-857 6217
E-mail: Kwilson@lacma.org /
jungmann@ hum net.ucla.edu /
Khwang@lacma.org I Esung@lacma.org
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Qigong Groups and Civil Society
in P.R. China
As I was in China in July 1999 when the political campaign was
launched against the ‘Falun gong’ movement, Qigong o f ‘The
Wheel o f the Law’, I decided to follow the event which was
given wide media coverage and to update my data on Qigong
practices, focusing on their social significance. I began doctor
al research work on Qigong health practices in the early 1990s.
I have done extensive fieldwork and published a number o f ar
ticles on the subject.
■ By E V EL YNE M I C O L L I E R

Tk Towadays, social and
1 ^ 1 political stakes re1 lated to Qigong ap
pear to be of outstanding
importance with the rise
of ongoing persistent po
litical campaign against the Falun
gong group and most recently against
the Zhonggong (Dec. 5,1999). I record
ed the official discourse on TV, radio
broadcast and press, while I main
tained contact with some Qigong
groups with which I worked as a par
ticipant observer a number of years
ago. In this article I shall discuss the
state discourse on Qigong, and the
social organization of Qigong groups
in the context of emerging Chinese
civil society.
Qigong is a ‘neo-traditional’ set of
health practices and beliefs which is
difficult to fit into pre-constructed
categories: ‘Qigong, traditional Chi
nese slow-motion exercises used for
physical fitness and for healing, can
not be classified either as a religion
or superstition, but because of its
current popularity and its religious
origins, it is mentioned here as a re
ligious surrogate’ (Maclnnis 1989:
120-121). The Qigong craze may be
measured by the diversity of forms
of Qigong health practices, by the
various forms of social organization
shaping Qigong groups, the eclec
tism of membership in terms of so
cial class, level of education and mo
tives, and the blossoming of publica
tions, audiotapes, and videotapes
aiming at both academic and popu
lar audiences. As official figures are
not at all reliable, the total number
of Qigong groups is unknown, as is
the number of practitioners making
up one group, not to mention the
total number of all Qigong practi
tioners: for instance, the govern
ment’s own estimates of Falun gong
membership outnumbered the 55
million-strong Communist Party in
April (Asian Wall Street, April 26), and
was revised down to a mere 2 million
in November (Inside China website,
Reuters, Nov.12). These puzzling fig
ures may not be linked only to a po
litically motivated official discourse,
but may also be explained by the na
ture itself of Qigong groups and
their membership, showing flexibil
ity in the methods of working and a
whole range in the levels of mem
bers’ involvement. That could partly
explain why these groups are per
ceived by the government as a big
threat, which feels threatened by
their facility in building up informal
networks and social organizations
which cannot be controlled. Li
Hongzhi, the exiled leader of Falun
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gong currently residing in New York,
has always claimed that his move
ment was not organized and was not
stricto sensu an organization, as the
activities of the group consist only of
informal collective gatherings in
public spaces with the aim of prac
tising meditation to promote health.

State discourse
Since economic reform began in
1979, the revival of superstitious
practices and beliefs (mixin) seems to
be a widespread phenomenon, an
unexpected and hard-to-tackle issue
for the government unprepared for it
after years of socialist education.
Quite a few articles in the Chinese
press, as well as TV and radio broad
casts, discuss the issue. Recently
more than ever, along with the cur
rent political campaign against Falun
gong, superstition is constantly pre
sented as being opposed to science:

Since economic reform
began in 15175», the
revival of.superstitious
practices and beliefs
(mixin) seems to
be a widespread
phenomenon

official discourse is arguing that the
present-day level of Chinese scientif
ic knowledge and achievement could
never have been reached without a
vigorous fight having been waged
against superstition. The aerospace
industry and the launching of satel
lites are often quoted as a model, to
prove the high level and competitive
ness of Chinese science (CCTVi, July
28, 1999 Kexue yu m ixin 'Science and
superstitions’). This campaign shows
once more the actuality and the per
manence of a state discourse focusing
on the irrational aspect of supersti
tions, as opposed to the rationality
and efficacy of science. This aspect
impedes the development and the
modernization of society in the eyes
of the government.
2000

Qigong health practices blos
somed during the eighties under of
ficial institutional care along with
Traditional
Chinese
Medicine,
zhongyi. The first official Qigong or
ganizations which date from the
fifties were an intrinsic part of
Maoist China’s health policies, but
were closed down during the cultur
al revolution, after having been clas
sified as superstitious (Despeux 1997:
269-270). Harrassment of Qigong
practitioners and a crackdown on
their activities are not new as the
communist regime has been embar
rassed by these polymorphic unclassable groups since the early
1990s, and to come to grips with
them adopted an ambiguous strate
gy, alternately praising and stigma
tizing them. But then they were
scattered and localized. What is new
is the scale of the crackdown, of
which the magnitude betrays the ex
tent of worries assailing the govern
ment. This last decade, religious
practices and beliefs have emerged
more obviously and are sometimes
openly proclaimed, and if this is not
the case, present but hiding behind
health practices and beliefs, even in
the case of medical Qigong yixue
([igong (practiced in the medical in
stitutions although not exclusively)
or scientific Qigong kexue qigong
(subject of scientific experimenta
tion) (Micollier 1996). The entangle
ment of health, healing, and reli
gious practices is well documented
by health anthropologists, as the
cultural construction of health and
illness is related to a local world view
embedded in religious belief, inter
acting with an imperialistic modern
science in a globalizing world.
Qigong appeared as an ideal surro
gate to fill up the ideological gap
which has been a thorny problem of
the last two decades in P.R. Chinese
society as religion is still considered
to be an ‘opium for the people’ by of
ficials true to the consensual politi
cal line, although a re-evaluation of
religion is in process in the field of
social sciences. A comparative per
spective with the revival of Qigong
in Taiwan which is occurring partly
under Mainland Chinese influence,
justifies the claim that religion is
the significant core of Qigong: in
Taiwan, where religious practices
and belief are not restrained, Qigong
practices are either integrated into
religious groups (local religious cult
communities, sectarian ‘New reli
gions’ xinxing zongjiao, neo-Buddhist
groups) or in civic groups brought
together by a quest for self develop
ment, for spiritual achievement, or
for environmental re-evaluation.
This awareness may be interpreted
as a response to widespread con
sumerism in a materialistic-oriented
society.

Q igong groups
Qigong groups are known under
the following denominations: Qigong
pai (schools, factions, a traditional
term for martial arts and religious

Chinese sociologists
have explicitly
highlighted
the dualistic
‘semi-officialsemi-civic nature
o f most Chinese civic
associations.

groups), Qigong xiehui (associations),
Qigong xuchui (scholarly association,
among themyanjiuhui ‘research asso
ciation’), hui (society), minjian xiehui
(popular associations). Qigong associ
ations are either official, semi-official/semi-dvic, or informal/popular
(non-registered). They may be in
volved in social issues. For instance,
groups sharing an ecologically-ori
ented ideology, express their concern
for environmental issues: ‘A petition
calling for better environmental pro
tection, launched jointly by some
Qigong groups from Sichuan and
Heilongjiang managed to gather sev
eral hundred thousand signatures
(Zhongguo huanjing bao ‘Chinese Jour
nal of the Environment’, Febr. 18,
1995, cited by Vermander 1999:19).
Qigong groups and social organi
zations share a number of features
such as methods of working and net
working, structural ties with the
State, registration under umbrella
organizations, part of the member
ship holding official and political
functions (PCC members). They are
organizing themselves and their re
lations with the State the same way,
and some Qigong groups may be
considered social organizations. The
diversity of such groups, their activi
ties and ideas appealing to members
from all walks of life, contribute to
wards building up a particular civil
society in China, certainly not drawn
from the Western approach based on
the state-society opposition - civil
society consisting in organizing an
opposition to the State: Chinese soci
ologists have explicitly highlighted
the dualistic ‘semi-official-semicivic’ nature of most Chinese civic
associations. The emergence of an
intermediary level of organization
may be explained by pressures ema
nating from both the state and soci
ety (Sun 1994). An unprecedented
growth in civic associations both in
number and diversity took place in
the Era of Reform and has slowed
following a nation-wide freeze in
1996. A large number of civic associa
tions are registered as scholarly asso
ciations although their activities
might have little scholarly content: a
possible explanation is that they
faced lower bureaucratic hurdles in

obtaining official approval (Pei 1998:
313). Boosted by an official promo
tion during the fifties, Qigong activ
ities were integrated into scientific
and medical research institutions.
The fact that a number of Qigong
groups, at least the most successful
of them, have been registered as
scholarly associations, is relevant to
further analysis. For instance, the
Falun gong school was registered
under the umbrella o f the powerful
and structurally closely tied to the
State ‘China Society for Research on
Qigong Science’ until Nov. 1996
when it was kicked out of the orga
nization following a ban on Li
Hongzhi’s publications issued by
the Propaganda Bureau of the CCP.
A close analysis of the 1989 pro
democracy students’ and workers’
movement, and the 1999 Falun gong
peaceful demonstrations (claiming
official recognition and the lifting of
the ban on Li’s latest publication),
both officially perceived as challeng
ing state authority, have shown that
even official or semi-official organi
zations structurally tied to the gov
ernment, can escape from state con
trol and enjoy operational and ideo
logical autonomy to such an extent
that they can play an independent
political role. ■
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uration of entrepreneurial networks
in Chinese society.
The scholars who present their re
search findings in this volume in
clude Dr Dai Yi-feng from Xiamen
University (‘Southeast Asian Chinese
review of both the organization and
course on Chinese transnational
Over the past century many Chinese transnational enterprises
Investment in Xiamen: A case study of
activities of diaspora Chinese business
enterprises;
have established a strong presence in South China and South
Li family’], Dr Chung Po-yin from
in the early twentieth century, with
east Asia. Many o f their successes have been the subject o f nu 2. illustrate how historically overseas out which an analysis of their recent Hong Kong Baptist University
Chinese entrepreneurs have re
merous academic investigations. Some attribute their success
(‘Doing Business in Southeast Asia
structural transformation and adap
stored and used their business ties
es to the cultural affinity they share with their homeland as
and Southern China: Booms and
tive strategies is impossible. To illus
and networks to organize their cap
well as to the elaborate networks o f ‘qiaoxiang ties they have
busts of the Eu Yan Sang business
trate this, part two begins by an ex
ital and labour to create new busi
set up and operate. Others claim that their operations and
conglomerates, 1876-1941’), Ms Song
amination of the cases of Taiwanese
ness opportunities for growth and
presence are indicative o f the gradual emergence o f a unique
Ping at CASA Amsterdam (‘Southeast
merchants’ trading activities between
to restructure their enterprises to
form o f diaspora Chinese capitalism, network capitalism or
Asian Chinese Transnational Enter
adapt to and overcome grave eco Taiwan and Japan between 1895 and
entrepreneurial capitalism which is characterized by flexibi 1prises in China: Qiaoxiang ties and
1945. Then it moves on to document
nomic and socio-political condi
ty, invisibility, and family orientation. However, such dis
the Tee family'), Dr Henry Yeung of
the Li family’s investment in Xiamen,
tions;
courses are not unambiguous and uncontested.
University of Singapore (‘Managing
the restoration of ties through bro
3. document the recent transforma
Traditional Chinese Family Firms
kers in south Fujian by overseas Chi
tion of Chinese transnational enter
tion in East and Southeast Asia: Qiaoxinese in Southeast Asia, and the expan Across Borders: Four generations of
prises in terms of business struc
■ By D A V I D I P
ang Ties during the Twentieth Century
entrepreneurship in Eu Yang Sang),
tures, modes of operation, style of sion of Eu Yang Seng’s family busi
(hereafter
referred
to
as
Qiaoxiang
and Dr Zhuang Guo-tu of Xiamen
or one thing, trans
ness empire in Guangzhou, Hong
Research
management, and crisis manage
Programme)
held
an
international
University (‘Overseas Chinese Dona
national entrepre
Kong, and Southeast Asia.
Project
ment strategies in the face of in
workshop
in
conjunction
with
the
tions to Xiamen since 1978’). They will
neurship involves
The focus on recent transforma
creasing internationalization and
Centre of Asian Studies at the Hong
contribute to the second part of the
more than the utilization
tions
of
Chinese
transnational
busi
globalization;
Kong University, bringing together a
of cultural and construct
book.
nesses
in
terms
of
their
structures,
4. investigate the relationship be
group of international scholars from
The papers by Dr Peter Li and
ed social ties to the home
forms
and
management
becomes
ap
tween the current Asian crisis and
China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, South
Dr Zong Li at University of Sas
land. It also requires careful manoeu
parent
in
Part
Three.
For
example,
the
Chinese transnational enterprises
Korea, Japan, Singapore, England,
katchewan (‘Transnational Chinese
vring of values, attitudes, and behav
continuous growth of the Eu Yang
and their coping strategies;
Germany, Canada, Australia, and the
Businesses in Tianjin: Rethinking
iour across national boundaries and
Seng’s family business beyond the
5. contribute to the on-going process
cultural affinity and economic per
socio-cultural systems as well as Netherlands who are working in di
fourth generation in East and South
of theorizing of Chinese transna
verse fields of academic disciplines to
formance’), Dr Irmtraud Munder of
strategic responses to sudden and
east Asia, the changing nature of over
tional enterprises.
document and dissect the central dy
the Centre for Technology Assess
unanticipated changing political and
seas Chinese donations to Xiamen in
This publication is divided into five
namics of Chinese transnational en
ment in Baden-Wurtemberg, Ger
economic conditions imposed by na
recent times indicating a shift from
sections. The introductory section
terprises in South China and South
many (‘The Geman Machine Tool Ser- i
tional government policies and inter
welfare provision to fostering busi
will begin by surveying the concepts
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The Aristocratic
Calligrapher Konoe
Nobutada
Japanese art historical texts often refer to a seventeenth-centu
ry revival o f'n a tiv e ’ or ‘classical’ them es in art. Artists sought
inspiration from what is often described as a golden age o f
Japanese art from the ten th to the thirteenth centuries, con
sidered a m onum en t to the taste o f the aristocratic fam ilies.

used this term to designate a new
group of wealthy, culturally astute
citizens whose family backgrounds
were of somewhat humble origins,
although even this type of definition

perpetuating the inappropriate use
of such a term?
Clearly, members of various
groups contributed to the tapestry of
Kyoto cultural life at this time, and
when we turn away from terminolo
gy to focus on individual’s lives,
their roles in history, a fascinating
new picture appears. To take this
step, a critical examination of their
contemporary history is essential:
art is not created in a vacuum. The
years 1600 to 1615, although general
ly overlooked entirely by historians
and art historians alike, are years
when leadership was in flux, thus
you see various groups lobbying for
power. Tokugawa Ieyasu (1542-1616),

B y LEE B R U S C H K E - J O H N S O N
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n the early seven
teenth century, Konoe
Nobutada (1565-1614),
a main line descendent of
the most powerful of
these families, the Fujiwara, and one of the most influential
members of the court, contributed to
Japanese art history by re-evaluating
the art of his ancestors and establish
ing fresh approaches to long-estab
lished themes. Yet, most studies of
the revival of interest in classical
themes begin and end with the artis
tic activity of Hon’ami Köetsu (15581637) and the painter Tawaraya Sötatsu (active c. 1600-1640), who were
members of the machishu, an elite
group of businessmen and artisans.
In analysing Nobutada’s works, it be
comes clear that while the objects
created by Köetsu and Sötatsu are in
novative and undeniably beautiful,
they are part of a much larger pic
ture. The role aristocrats like Nobu
tada played in the art and history of
early modern Japan has been over
looked for far too long.

Research
Project

illustrations takenfrom the book ‘Koetsu no sho: Keicho, G enna, Kan’ei no m eih itsu
(Koetsu’s calligraphy: Famous C alligraphers o f the Keicho, Genna and Kan’ei periods], Osaka 1990.
There are many definitions of the
term machishu, but the most often
used is that of ‘townsman, mer
chant, or artisan.’ Historians have

is simplistic since, for example,
Köetsu had a much more established
pedigree than Sötatsu. When de
scribing the cultural world of Kyoto
and its vicinity, many scholars focus
on machishu contributions. In his re
cent book The Last Tosa: Iwasa Katsumochi Matabei, Bridge to Ukiyo-e
(University of Hawai’i Press, 1999),
Sandy Kita includes an extensive sec
tion about the machishu, beginning
with the statement (page 141):
‘it was possible for an artist such
as Matabei to bridge the court and
commoner traditions of art because
in his time there existed a powerful
social group composed of aristocrats
and commoners intermingled. That
group was called the machishu... one
of their most outstanding features as
a group was their egalitarianism, for
the machishu cut across class lines to
embrace all levels of society.’

(Advertisement)
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Thus, Kita justifies the continuing
focus on the machishu when consid
ering the art of the seventeenth cen
tury, by broadening the definition of
the term to include not only men
like Nobutada, but also priests, war
riors, in essence, just about everyone
involved in the arts in Kyoto. While
applauding Kita’s recognition that
the usual definition of the term does
not adequately describe the cultural
elite of this time, I disagree with his
portrayal of an egalitarian utopia,
and feel that by making the term
machishu all-inclusive there is threat
that it will be stripped of all mean
ing. Rather than define the word to
fit the situation, should we not ques
tion the wisdom of emphasizing and

the warrior who pulled ahead of the
pack, is often seen as having won the
war for supremacy in Japan with the
Battle of Sekigahara in 1600. Al
though Ieyasu was the founder of a
shogunate that lasted longer than
two centuries, his hold over Japan
was not secure until he defeated his
predecessor, Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s
(1536-1598) son, Hideyori (1593-1615),
in 1615. My research suggests Nobu
tada, and likely some other members
of the court and cultural elite of the
Kyoto area, supported the Toyotomi
cause. Much of the art created in
Kyoto during the early years of the
seventeenth century, then, was ar
guably influenced by the push and
pull for power characteristic of a so
ciety suffering from undecided lead
ership. Certainly no one living in
Kyoto could have been oblivious to
Hideyori’s legitimate claim to be
come his father’s successor as ruler
of Japan, and the efforts of emperors
Go-Yözei (1571-1617) and GoMizunoo (1596-1680) to strengthen
the court and restore imperial rule
were equally obvious to all. Nobuta
da, related by marriage to both em
perors, and close friends with a
number of Hideyori supporters, can
not be considered a disinterested by
stander, as evidenced by letters he
wrote, literally on his deathbed, to
inquire about the status of the im
minent conflict between Hideyori
and Ieyasu.

he was an aristocrat. Although the
tide has begun to shift, until recent
ly many modern scholars have dis
counted any role Japanese aristocrats
played in history after the thirteenth
century. Although the transition to
military rule eroded many levels of
power traditionally held by the em
peror and court, the aristocracy was
not the group of impoverished,
spineless aesthetes commonly por
trayed in literature. If we look at the
Konoe family, for instance, although
there were certainly peaks and
nadirs in their level of influence, it
remained culturally and, in many
respects politically, active. In addi
tion, materials concerning members
of the machishu presented scholars
with none of the conundrums in
volved with traditional taboos
against commenting on the aristoc
racy, which have only recently been
relaxed in the scholarly community.
Nobutada, as a high-ranking mem
ber of the aristocracy and ancestor to
members of the still politically ac
tive Konoe family, was not someone
to be treated lightly.
This disregard for the aristocrats
in the realms of arts and politics is
paralleled by an underestimation of
calligraphy as an element of art his
tory. As a result, calligraphy, tradi
tionally considered the ultimate
scholar-gentleman’s means of ex
pression, is often treated as though
it were created in a vacuum. Written
inscriptions are an integral part of
art objects in Japan as in China and
Korea but many modern scholars of
Japan still tend to treat calligraphy
as a separate entity, even when an in
scription is written on a painting.
Since Nobutada was primarily a cal
ligrapher, it is not surprising that
his role in the history of Japanese art
has generally been underestimated.
This shows that we need to shed
global assumptions like ‘the court
was essentially dead after the as
sumption of warrior rule,’ and to cir
cumvent the inappropriate use of
buzzwords like ‘machishu.’ We can
greatly enrich our knowledge of the
history of Japanese art by unburden
ing ourselves of such bias, and in
stead see a world of individuals with
a rich history and colourful present.
Studying Nobutada, one of the most
creative aristocratic talents in the
history of Japanese visual arts, is an
ideal place to begin this journey. ■
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THE GATE FOUNDATION

Keizersgracht 613
10x7 DS Amsterdam
The Netherlands
P.O. Box 814
1000 a v Amsterdam
Tel: +31-20-620 80 57
Fax: +31-20-639 07 62
E-mail: info@gatefoundation.nl
Website: http://www.gatefoundation.nl

I N T E R C U L T U R A L E X C H A N G E OF C O N T E M P O R A R Y ART.
THE GATE F O U N D A T I O N AI MS TO STI MUL AT E
KNO WL E DG E AND U N D E R S T A N D I N G OF
C O N T E M P O R A R Y ART AND A R T I S T S , E MP H A S I Z I N G
N O N - WE S T E R N A ND M I G R A N T CUL TURES.

Ken Lum
Photo-mirrors:
Presenting new reflections
In a television interview the South African author John Coetsee made a wonderful attem pt to give a d efin ition o f beauty.
‘There is a kind o f beauty’ he started, ‘that is hum an. You may
find it in a relationship with a woman. Then there is another
kind o f beauty, a concept that became current during the 19 th
century. It is an abstract, large kind o f beauty in the literature
about aesthetics referred to as the sublim e.’
By S A S K I A M O N S H O U W E R

HA

Ithough Coetsee
wrote his answer
down, I cannot
quote him literally - tele
vision images simply
flash by - but I hope that
I grasped the point. It is the differ
ence between the human, fragile
kind of beauty and this abstract
overwhelming form that steers the
core of contemporary art. The latter
is probably the same urge that
spurred artists and art historians on
to think about how to escape the
power of institutions and political
systems, and consequently forced
them to a critique of the modernist
concept of beauty. The ambivalence
present in Coetsee’s answer, struc

tured only by the carefully chosen
words, is also to be found in the
works of Ken Lum, especially in the
development in his oeuvre over de
last couple of years.
At the Sao Paulo Biennial in 1998,
Ken Lum presented his Photo-mir
rors. These pieces of art diverge
greatly from his earlier works. They
consist of large, hard-edged mirrors
that are strategically hung in the
gallery space. Snapshots which
record holidays, weddings, impor
tant friends, and places are tucked
into the edges of the frame. The rec
tangular frames and the hard flat
surface form a composition that
seems to be a reference to minimalist
sculpture. With his Photo-mirrors
Ken Lum combines three current
themes of the contemporary visual

Ken Lum , Photo-mirror: Boy in blue vest, 1997
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arts: they are about the visitor (sub
ject), about the work of art (object),
and about the gallery space.
On the face of it the Photo-mirrors
seem to have made a break with his
I earlier works, but are in essence a
continuation of the concept. At the
beginning of the nineties, Ken Lum
had an international breakthrough
with his large photographs com
bined with simple texts. Both the
photograph and the texts seemed to
have been drawn from reality, al
though they were in fact carefully
constructed. Referring to the compo| sition of these works, it could be said
[ that they are also not unrelated to
Minimalist Art. Especially if the
graphical effects of the total image,
the photograph in combination
with the colour field next to it, are
taken into account. The way this de
sign is handled has been called ironi
cal, and can be seen as critique of the
sterile severity of the minimalists.
The photographs form a contrast,
they bring a human touch as it were.
‘I’m interested in moments and
what is real - resistances, drives, de
sires, urges, wishes and so on. With
out those things you wouldn’t have
some sort of animation or drama.
I’m not interested in just some ab
stract moment because there are a
million moments in a day’ says Ken
Lum in an interview with Marnie
Flemming.*1
Ken Lum’s quotation can be seen
as a link between his earlier and his
present work, and is equally relevant
to both. The concept of the Photomirrors is a continuation of Barthesian-inspired thoughts about pho
tography. Ken Lum starts from a
(theoretical) kinship between a mir
ror and a camera. ‘The camera is
nothing more than a mechanical
process by which an image is mir
rored onto the black plane of a sur
face that has that has photochemi
cals on it.’, he states in an other in
terview.2 '(...) it isn’t just about the
apparatus, it’s also about the images
that it potentially contains. This po
tential is theoretically limitless. ‘The
idea of a limitless potential has con
sequences for the experience of time
and the role of the viewer, the sub
ject. On the one hand a snapshot is
an arbitrary, instantaneous moment
in time. It is banal. On the other
hand, the moment is confirmed and
particularized by the presence of the
subject. ‘(...) I do try to retain that
and I try to reveal something of the
relationship that people have to
cameras, images and forms, as well
as their relationship to others, by
sticking those pictures in.’
Through his works Ken Lum cre
ates a synthesis between classical
modernist thoughts about space,
I form and object, and the knowledge
j that the meaning of a work will be
I determined by the context. These in

Ken Lum, Photo-mirror: French Maid, 1997
sights are the achievement of con
ceptual art. The dichotomies banal
commodity / high art, public / pri
vate which were ascribed to his
works earlier, are still valid. Ken Lum
emphasizes the experience of the
subject as a viewer, and in doing so
he is pushing these visions in a new
direction.
‘I’m interested in what constitutes
the subject, not only the subject in
the work, but the subject standing
in front of the mirror. And that con
stitution has been a recurrent theme
in all my work. Is always in between,
Hybrid, always in the process of
transformation.’
It is this emphasis on the subject
that may provide a link to the
human kind of beauty to which John
Coetsee refers. The paradoxical effect
in terms of contemporary art is that
he points back to the classical mod
ernist view on art, but in doing so
raises objections. He is not simply
returning to the aesthetics of the
sublime, but he stresses in a way the
right and the potential of the viewer
to create a personal, private relation
ship with an object. Aesthetics are
necessary to this, because they lift
the banal picture/moment out of the
sea of indifference and make it spe
cial.
T realize more and more that ex
cising all the social references in the

gallery space is not simply to en
hance the contemplative relation
ship that people have with a work of
art, but also enhance the privacy of
the viewer. So a gallery space despite
of being ‘public’, is actually extreme
ly private. And that privacy is analo
gous to the privacy of the collector’s
or whomever’s’ home.’
It is fascinating to see how ideas
are shifting and it is good to know
that reflection is still an important
part of contemporary art. I shall take
the liberty of recognizing a
metaphor of this process in the mir
rors by Ken Lum. ■

Notes
1. From an interview with Marnie
Flemming, in Catalogue, published
by Oakville Galleries, 1994
2. All the other quotes are from an
interview with Lisa Gabriella Mark,
in: Catalogue by the Sao Paulo Bienal,
1998

Saskia M onshouwer, publicist, has
been working at Kunstbeeld, a Dutch Art
Magazine, since 1989
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Tsai Chih Chung
A New lease ofLifefor the Chinese Classic.
Since 1997 the Prince Claus Awards have been presented to
people and organizations in recognition o f and to encourage
their exceptional achievements in the field o f culture and de
velopment in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean.
In HAS Newsletter zi Charles Yencks wrote and article on the
architect Kenneth Yeang, one o f the ten laureates in 1999. In
this second article Ku Pi-ling presents award winner Tsai Chih
Chung, a cartoonist from Taiwan.
By KU P I - LI NG

M

l

J g g jl f

ver the Past few

Tsai Chih Chung’s work has met
with acclamation from all levels in
China, including famous Zhuang Zi
scholars such as Professor Luo Longshi (Taiwan Technical University),
who recommends the comic strips to
anyone interested in the Chinese clas
sics. Tsai’s work is generally consid
ered to be an excellent introduction to
the classics for modern Chinese, as it
provides the modern reader with a
pleasant short cut to the heart of Chi
nese philosophy, bypassing the com
plexities of the classical Chinese lan
guage while retaining the essence.
Tsai revitalizes the canonical works
and has given them a new lease of life.
The importance of Tsai Chih
Chung’s comic strip creations goes
beyond their entertainment value
and the popularization of the classics.
They have also proved that Chinese
culture can adapt to modern media
and society and that the values ex
pressed in the works of the philoso
phers are still important to a contem
porary audience. Finding new ways of
expression and redefining the bound
aries for the expression of ancient val
ues and cultural themes is the way to
adapt tradition to a new global cul
ture. After all, even in the digital age,
cultural roots and identity should be
cherished and passed on to the next
generation. ■

If a sovereign regards his ministers
as his hands and feet, his ministers will
regard him as their heart and belly;

Irtteractions

If a sovereign regards his
ministers as his horses and
dogs, his ministers will
regard him as just a
passerby:

J decades, Taiwanese and Chinese
society has gradually en
tered the mainstream of
global culture, and for
most people forming part of this soci
ety the works of the ancient Chinese
philosophers remain nothing more
than a minor element in the school
curriculum. However, the classical
Ha! 1la! Ha'
If a sovereign regards his
V Ha! Ha! Ï
ministers as sod and grass,
Chinese canon (6th to 4th centuries
Ha! >
his ministers will regard
BC), which comprises the works of
%
Ha! I
him as their enemy.
Confucius, Mencius, and others, is
the foundation on which the social
and political organizations of tradi
Tsai Chih Chung
tional Chinese society are built and
f
forms an inherent part of the Chinese
C
phers remained on dusty shelves, un
moral universe and identity. Al
touched by artists and seldom used as
though the value system presented in
rX
a direct source of inspiration. The re
the classics still dominates Chinese
naissance
of
Chinese
canonical
works,
society, albeit mostly at a subcon
their removal from the schoolroom to
scious level, these values are subject
the neon-lit boulevards of modem
to erosion by the forces of moderniza
Excerpt takm /rom Tsia Chih Chung’s The Sayings o f Mencius:
Taipei and Beijing, is the work of one
tion. This means that a specific Chi
Wisdom in a chaotic era, 1991
man: the Taiwanese cartoonist Tsai
nese cultural identity is less obvious
Chih Chung (1948, Taiwan).
than in the past.
At the age of fifteen, Tsai Chih
It is difficult for the younger gener
to be a Dutch ship approaches the
Chung
worked as an assistant in a car
ation in China and Taiwan to relate to
Deshima roads. The joyful atmos
toon company. During these early
a traditional value system that in con
phere dissipates when the ship turns
years, Tsai wrote three comic books
tent and presentation is so much at
out to be a British vessel which want
and became increasingly interested in
variance with the modern, often for
to take Deshima over from the
philosophy and by chance came across
eign value systems supplied by the
Dutch. Thanks to Doeffs outstand
the work of Taoist philosopher
mass media. This has resulted in a
ing diplomatic skills, he saves Deshi
Zhuang Zi. He decided to adapt the
cultural identity crisis and the real
ma for the Dutch.
work (written in classical Chinese) for
ization that Chinese culture needs to
In 1815 Doeff makes his final court
According
to
the
true
story
o
f
Hendrik
Doeff,
chief
agent
o
f
comic strips. He used accessible mod
modernize or redefine itself in the
journey to Edo (Tokio) and presents
the factory in Japan, during the years 1800-1817.
em Chinese and humour to appeal to
face of the onslaught of global cul
the shogun the gifts brought to
a
contemporary
audience,
but
he
re
ture. This process has been going on
Japan for him. We are witnessing the
olland and Japan
tained the essence of the original.
in Taiwanese and Chinese music, lit
Short News
festival of a visitation to the royal
entertain excepAfter
six
months
of
intense
study
of
erature, and film, and many artists
court according to traditions 200
tional relations.
. __
the ancient philosophers, Tsai wrote
have been highly successful in find
years ago, including a samurai ritu
I Not only because of the
interpretations of other Chinese
ing new ways of expressing Chinese
al, a teaceremony and a fan dance.
t o * I fact that these relations
philosophical classics in comic stripcultural themes and making them ac
Back on Deshima, Doeff is forced to
are 400 years old but
form. The comics became an instant
cessible to a modern Chinese and in
wait until 1817 when the Dutch fleet
more because for more than 200
success, not only in Taiwan, but also
ternational audience. Until recently,
sails into Nagasaki Bay. His adju
with overseas Chinese families for years they were exclusive. The VOC
however, the works of the philosodant, Jan Cock Blomhoff, appears in
was the sole Western trading econo
whom Tsai’s comics became a means
the name of the new Netherlands
my allowed to trade in Japan. Trade
by which they could interest their
with the message that the war is
was permitted under very strict con
ASJAPAC COMIC SERIES
children in Chinese culture and the
over. After eighteen years Doeff can
ditions on the artificial island Deshi
wisdom of the ancients. At last cultur
finally return to the Netherlands.
ma. For a couple of centuries Deshi
al identity could be confirmed and
After the success of the ‘Heeren
ma was the one and only ‘window on
strengthened through a modern and
17’, author and director Ab Gietelink
the Western world’. It became the
accessible medium.
again presents a fabulous documen
Japanese
focus for cultural exchange.
So far Tsai’s work has been released
tary theatre play which is nourished
Deshima, situated in the Bay of
in 30 countries. In the United States, it
in the colonial history of Holland.
Nagasaki, is a miraculous creation. It
has been adopted as teaching material
This play is an imaginative, auda
is a fan-shaped artificial island
at Princeton and other universities. In
cious experience. A multidiscipli
which has been given to the Dutch
1989, Tsai’s comics were first pub
nary theatrical event, firmly set in a
lished in the People’s Republic of VOC in 1641. According to the leg
unique setting of Dutch overseas
end, where the shogun was asked
China. During the months after the
history. It will leave you feeling spir
how the island should be built, he
suppression of Tiananmen Square
Deshima, gooyears Holland-Japan
itually cleansed and with a smile on
merely spread his fan. Japanese
demonstrations, Tsai’s comics provid
your face.
ed a new generation of Chinese with a artists have created their own image
The production is running the
English.
Only
on
Deshima
does
the
on Deshima in the fascinating Nastimulus for reflection on their own
whole
summer 2000 in different
Dutch continue to fly. For years on
culture. The books were deemed safe gasaki-prints, which are part of the
places
in
the Netherlands. ■
end Hendrik Doeff has been waiting
theatrical show.
by the authorities, as they were far re
Tsai Chih Chung’s publication
for a ship signaling that the pro
Deshima, 1813. The French have
moved from the Western thinking on
The Sayings o f Mencius:
Ticket reservations, tel.: +31-20-525 1930
tracted European war has ended.
annexed the Netherlands. The Eastsociety that was under official cen
Wisdom in a chaotic era, 1991
Further information: tel.: + 31-20-694 1082
That
particular
day,
what
is
thought
Indies have been conquered by the
sure.
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PLEASE REFER TO
THE HAS NEWSLETTER
WEBSITE
( h tt p : // w w w . n a s . n l/ )

FOR MORE DETAILED

M useum o f C o n te m p o ra ry
A r t Tokyo
4-1-1 Miyoshi Koto-ku
Tokyo 135-0022

INFORMATION ABOUT

Tel.:+ 8 1-3-6245 4111

MUSEUMS WITH ASIAN

Fax:+81-3-6245 1 140/ 1 141

ART COLLECTIONS.

AGENDA
JUNE

2000

►

DECEMBER

P erm an en t collection
Exhibition o f the history of
contem porary a rt in Japan and other
countries after 1945 shown by works
chosen from the museum's collection.

2000
S e ta g a y a A rt M useum
1-2, Kinuta-koen Setagaya-ku

AUS T RAL I A

GREAT BRITAI N

Tokyo 157
Tel.:+ 8 1-3 -3 4 15 6011
Fax:+81-3-3415 6413

N a tio n a l G a lle ry o fV ic to ria

B ritish L ib ra ry

180 St Kilda Road

96 Euston Road

Melbourne, Victoria 3004

London N W I 2DB

Tel.: + 61-3-9208 0222

Tel.: +44-1 7 1 -4 1 2 7 1 11

Fax:+61-3-9208 0245

Fax: +44-1 7 1 -4 127268

Private Room
Permanent display o f the Shioda
Collection o f the w o rk o f Kitaoji
Rosanjin

Permanent display o f items which w ill
range from one of the earliest Japanese
printed books (c. I 170) to examples of
early colour printing from the mid-17th
century onwards.

Q u a d riv iu m

London W C IB 3DG

Lvl 2, Shop 50

Tel.:+44-1 7 1 -4 12 7111

Queen Victoria Bldg

Fax: +44-1 71-323 86141 8480

Sydney, NSW 2000
Tel.:+ 6 1-2-9264 8222

Quadrivium exhibits a range of
traditional Asian A rt from South Asia,
Southeast Asia and East Asia. Fine
religious and traditional sculpture in
stone and bronze including Buddha’s
and Chinese Han Dynasty figures are
featured.

1-9-1 Marunouchi

The Indian a rtist Monali Meher will
show the w o rk o f Surekha on her body
in a performance/fashion show.

Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100
Tel.:+ 8 1-3 -3 2 12 2763

G e m e e n te m u s e u m D en H aag

Fax:+81-3-3212 2058

P e rm a n en t C o llection
Antiques from Egypt, W estern Asia,
Greece and Rome, as well as
prehistoric and British art. Medieval,
Renaissance, Modern and Oriental
collection, prints, drawings, coins and
medals.

The Tokyo Station Gallery opened in
1988 and is located in the corner o f the
form erTokyo Station, which was
constructed in 1913. Aiming to be a
small but authentic a rt gallery, focus is
given to photographs, poster art,
architectural design and Japanese
modern artists.

THE NETHERLANDS
C e n tru m B eeld en d e Kunst

Japanese Clocks, Zodiac and Calendar

The exhibition w ill give an impression
both of Japanese traditional music
making and its role in Japanese society.
The 160 prints and 25 musical
instruments on display are drawn from
the collection in The Hague and from
the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde in
Leiden.

Museumland I, 9700 ME Groningen
Tel.:+ 3 1-50-366 6555

---- ----------------------------------------

China World Trade Center

Percival D avid F o u nd ation o f
C hinese A r t

Fo u nd ation fo r Indian A rtis ts

the a rt o f lacquer

Tel.:+ 86-10-6505 2266

School o f Oriental and African Studies

Fax:+86-10-6532 4804

53 Gordon Square, London W C IH 0PD

I0 I7 T G Amsterdam

Tel.:+44-1 7 1-387 3909

Tel.:+31-20-623 1547

Fax:+44-171-383 5163

Fax:+31-20-623 1547

Fokke Simonszstraat 10

4 June - 10 S e p te m b e r 2000
Japan: Porcelain and Prints

More than 150 masterpieces from
collections o f Japanese e xport
porcelain as well as unique eighteenth
and nineteenth century Japanese prints
w ill be displayed in this exhibition.

N.Z. Voorburgwal I 77-1
1012 RK Amsterdam

The Percival David Foundation houses
a fine collection o f Chinese ceramics
and a library o f East Asian and Western
books relating to Chinese a rt and
culture.The Foundation exists to
prom ote the appreciation, study and
teaching o f the a rt and culture o f China
and the surrounding regions.

I July - 29 July 2000
He Sen: Portrait Series

GERMANY
C h in a G a lle ry
SchwanderstraBe 49
90596 Schwanstetten

INDIA

Tel.:+ 4 9 -9 1-707 454

until 28 June 2000

Tel.:+31-20-62 7 9523

Kanoria Centre for Arts in Ahmedabad

M useum fiir O stasiatische
Kunst
Takustrasse 40D
14195 Berlin (Dahlem)
Tel.:+ 4 9 -3 0 -8 3 0 13 8 3 / 83011
Fax:+49-30-8316 384

P e rm a n en t C o llection
The museum offers a comprehensive
overview o f the fine and decorative arts
o f China, Japan and Korea, emphasizing
the genre o f painting. Its collection of
Asian graphic art, primarily Japanese
woodblock prints, is one o f the finest
and most im portant in Germany.

G a lle ry C h e m o u ld

Contemporary and Traditional Japanese
Ceramics and Textiles

H o rtu s H a re n
Kerklaan 34, Haren (Groningen)
Tel.:+31-50-537 0053
http://www.hortusharen.nl

24 June until 24 S e p te m b e r 2000
A Distant Court Journey: Dutch traders
visit the shogun o f Japan

This exhibition o f a rt and
miscellaneous objects includes some of
the gifts the shoguns presented to the
Dutch and Japanese documentary
prints. It shows how annual expeditions
by the Dutch, since the first one in
1641, helped to shape the way the two
nations perceive one another.

D e O u d e K erk
Ouderkerksplein 23
Tel.:+ 3 1-20-625 8284

July - 19 A ugust 2000
Kimonos Close Up: Kimono designs from

Emi Wada is one o f the most promising
designers in the Japanese theatre and
film worlds. She has built her reputation
on historical costume designs of
traditional kimonos. A selection of her
costumes w ill be shown in the
exhibition.

Paleis H e t Loo
Nationaal Museum
Koninklijk Park I , Apeldoorn
Tel.:+ 3 1-55-577 2400

30 June until 27 A ugust
From the Collection o f the Emperors
ofJapan

On display are ceremonial costumes
and treasures o f the emperors o f Japan.

R ijksm useum
Hobbemastraat 19

Hanna No En, Oasis o f Flowers

PO Box 74888
1070 D N Amsterdam

Jehangir A rt Gallery, First floor

Tel.:+ 3 1-20-673 2121

M. Gandhi Road, Bombay 400023

Fax:+31-20-679 8146

Tel.:+ 9 1-22-283 3640

daily 10am - 5pm

Fax:+91-22-2836058

until 16 July 2000
Japanse paintings from the collection o f

P e rm an en t C o llection
Gallery Chemould devotes itself to
prom oting contem porary art. Among
its highlights fo r the coming season is
its role in co-ordinating an artists’
exchange between India and Australia
entitled Fire and Life.This will
culminate in a series o f two-person
shows in five cities throughout India.

the members o f ‘Vereniging van Vrienden
der Aziatische Kunst’

The Rijksmuseum w ill show a selection
o f th e ir collection in the area o f the
traditional Japanese a rt form o f the
scroll painting.

R ijksm useum v o o r
V o lkenku n de
Steenstraat I, Leiden

INDONESIA

Tel.:+ 3 1- 7 1- 5 16 8800

15 June until I 7 S e p te m b e r 2000

C e m a ra 6
Galeri Kafe Jalan Cemara 6

Holland, Japan and ‘de Liefde'

Jakarta Pusat 10350

On exhibition are Japanese a rt objects
from circa. 1600 before contact w ith
the W est and the influences o f the
Dutch on Deshima. It was in the
Japanese Golden Age that a rt designs
were established that we now tend to
experience as typically Japanese.

Tel.:+ 6 2 -2 1-324505
Fax:+62-21-325890

This is a permanent display o f the
gallery’s collection o f paintings by more
than fo rty Indonesian painters, among
whom are Kartika Affandi and Basoeki
Abdullah. A special room features the
w o rk o f the painter Salim, who lives in
Paris.

38

Tel.:+31-20-624 8698
http://www.channels.nl/amsterdam/paleis.
htm l

fro m 19 april 2000

July until S e p te m b e r 2000
A permanent display o f the w o rk
o f Liu Shao Hui (1940), modern painter
and designer. Liu Shao Hui is one o f the
founders o f the Yunnan School o f
Modern Heavy C olour Painting and of
the Guilin School o f Qigong originated
painting.

Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal 14 7
Amsterdam

http://www.hetloo.nl

Marien Schouten and artists o f the

The famous Dutch artist Marien
Schouten organised in Ahmedabad
(India) an exhibition w ith all the
participating artists o f the Kanoria
Centre fo r A rts. He selected four of
the participating artists to set up a
similar exhibition in Holland at the
Foundation fo r Indian Artists.

Royal Palace A m s te rd a m

Emi Wada

’t Japans C u ltu re e l C e n tru m

Wang Lifeng: New Mixed Media Paintings

W aa^, Leiden, the Netherlands

1012 GX Amsterdam

Tel.:+ 3 1- 7 1- 5 16 5369

Level 3, China World Hotel

until 13 August 2000

17 June - 12 July 2000

Music in Japanese Prints

Fax:+31-50-312 0815

Visions from the Golden Land: Burma and

I Jianguomen Wai, Beijing

28 O c to b e r 2000 to 14 January 2001

Fax: + 3 1 -7 1 -5 16 53 59

16 June until I O c to b e r 2000
Voices from Japan
Garden o f Eden, an installation by
Oscar Satio Oiwa, in co-operation with
the composer Seigen Ono.

Red G a te G a lle ry

Fax:+31-70-338 1112

G ro n in g e r M useum

2312 HS Leiden

until S e p te m b e r 2000

Tel.:+ 3 1-70-338 I I I I

Hooglandsekerkgracht 19 -2 1

Prints

CHINA

wearable works on paper

Stadhouderslaan 41, Den Haag

B ritish M useum and M useum
o f M ankind
Great Russel Street

Fax:+61-2-9264 8700

22 July 2000
Surekha: Fashion show/performance o f

Tokyo S ta tio n G a lle ry
P e rm an en t C o llection
The Asian Gallery w ill feature major
treasures from the National Gallery o f
Victoria’s permanent collection. This
display will focus on Chinese ceramics
and archaic bronzes, plus Hindu and
Buddhist a rt from India, the Himalayan
region, China and Japan.

by M id o ri M ita m u ra , De
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Little Pilgrim by Yosliitomo N a ra ,
Stcdelijk Museum Dc Lakenlial, Leiden, the Netherlands
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F re e r G a lle ry o f A r t

S ted elijk M useum
D e Lakenhal

1400 E. Prospect, Volunteer Park

Washington DC 20560

Seattle,Washington 9 8 122-9700

Oude Singel 28-32

Tel.: + 1 202 3 5 7 2104

2312 KA Leiden

Fax: + 1 202 357 4911

Tel.:+ 31-71-516 5360

>. 4 I

Fax:+31-71-513 4489

until 2 January 2 0 0 1
Brushing the Past: Later Chinese
Calligraphy from the Gift o f Robert

Voices from Japan
Trading Views: tw o established Japanese
artists, Shiro Matsui andYoshimoto
Nara, and tw o younger Japanese artists,
Kenji Yanobe and SaturoTakahashi,

~

^

Hatfield Ellsworth

m

The exhibition illustrates the evolution
o f Chinese calligraphy over 3,500 years.
Objects featured in the exhibition
include twenty examples o f late
eighteenth, nineteenth-, and early
tw entieth-century Chinese calligraphy.

present th e ir work.

Tel.:+ 1-206-654-3100

I July - 8 O c to b e r 2000

i

16 June until I O c to b e r 2000

S e a ttle A sian A r t M useum

1000 Jefferson Drive at 12th street SW

Sheer Realities: Clothing and Power in
Nineteenth-Century Philippines

The exhibition displays the nineteenthand early twentieth-century clothing
and accessories o f the elite Mestizos
juxtaposed w ith those of the people of
the archipelago.

VIETNAM

De W aag
H o n o lu lu A ca d em y o f A rts

Aalmarkt 21, 2 3 11 EC Leiden
Tel.:+ 3 1 -7 1 -5 14 0580

16 June until 27 August
Voices from Japan
M idori Mitamura creates an installation

1st Floor, 44 Dong Khoi Street Distr. I

Honolulu, Hawaii 96814-1495

Ho Chi M inh City

Tel.:+ 1-808-532 8700

Tel.: +84-8-224590

Fax: + 1-808-5328787
Continuing exhibition

entitled Permanent Room.

Taisho chic

Many o f the early twentieth-century art
movements that originated in the West,
such as Impressionism,Art Nouveau
and A r t Deco, also affected the modern

NORWAY
E th n o grap hic M useum
Frederiksgate 2 0 1640 Oslo
Tel.: +47-22-859300

Light Rabbit meets w ith Shadow Cat by Oiwa,
Centrum Beeldende Kunst, Leiden, the Netherlands

Fax:+47-22-859960
daily (September 15th to May 14th)

Japanese artist.
This exhibition highlights Japanese
works of a rt and everyday items, which
show modern design elements o f the
Taisho period (1912-1926).

12 - 3pm, (May 15th to September 14th)
I la m - 3pm, closed on Monday

Permanent collection from East Asia,
Africa, North-Am erica, South-America,
Arctic, sub-Arctic

SINGAPORE
A sian C iv iliza tio n s M useum
39 Armenian Street
Singapore 179941

R ie tb e rg M useum

until 29 O c to b e r 2000

Chinese Paintings from the Yeo Khee Lim
Collection

An exhibition that features landscape,
bird and flow er paintings from the Ming
and Qing dynasties.

S ingapore A r t M useum
7 1 Bras Basah Road

G a lle ry V in h Loi
49 Dhong Khoi Street, Distr. I
Ho Chi M inh City
Tel.: + 84-8-222006

P e rm a n en t collection
Among others, the w ork o f the
Vietnamese artist Bui Xuan Phai
(1921-1988) is on display.

333 East 47th Street

Museum Collection Exhibition Series

CH-8002 Zurich

New York, NY 10017

Tel.:+41-1-202 4528

Tel.:+ 1-212-832 1155

7 1A Nguyen Du Street

Fax:+41-1-202 5201

Fax: + 1-212-715 1262

Hanoi
Tel.: +84-4-229064

The exhibition provides a particular
view o f colonial rule, war, revolution,
independence and social changes in
Southeast Asia as seen in the artists
world. Featuring key pieces from the
Museum’s permanent collection, this
exhibition surveys Southeast Asian
modern and contem porary works
produced since the 1930s.

daily 10am - 5pm, closed on Monday

Red R iver G a lle ry

until 9 July 2000
P e rm a n en t collection
Indian and Tibetan art, a rt from Africa
and the Pacific, Eskimo and N o rth w e s t
American and pre-Columbian art.

THAILAND

93 Stamford Road

G a lle ry o f Fine arts

Singapore 178897

Silpakorn University
KIan Gwan House I I , 19th floor

until 3 I D e c e m b e r 2000
The Dioramas - A Visual History o f

14011 Wireless Rood

Singapore

Bangkok 10330

Twenty dioramas visually trace the
history and development of Singapore
from a fishing village to a modern nation

Tel.: + 6 6 -2 -2 5 5 -9 100 ext. 2 0 1

Japanese Treasures from the Asian A rt

Museum o f San Francisco
Forty-seven masterpieces spanning
3,000 years o f Japanese culture is on
exhibition, including some o f the
museum’s most im portant paintings,
sculptures, ceramics and lacquerware.

P e rm a n en t collection
W o rk by the Vietnamese artists Khuc
Thanh Binh.Thah Chuong, DaoTanh
Dzuy, Pnam Minh Hai, Dang Xuan Hoa,
Tran Luong, Pham Hong Thai, BoaToan,
TruongTan, Do Minh Tam.

There is also a section devoted to
architect Aulenti’s celebrated designs
fo r the AA M ’s new building to open at
San Francisco’s Civic Center.

Fax:+66-2-2 55-9 113-14

state.

Singapore 189555

painter Nguyen Thi Hien.

Gablerstrasse 15

S ingapore H is to ry M useum

until 31 D e c e m b e r 2000

Japan S o ciety G a lle ry

P e rm an en t collection
W o rk of, among others, the Vietnamese

Imagining the Century: Singapore A rt

Tel.:+65-332 3015
Fax: +65-883 0732

A r t G a lle ry H ie n M inh

900 S. Beretania Street

opened I February
Alter-Ego

Tel.:+65-332 3 2 / 5

8 Rue Munier-Romilly

The exhibition aims to develop a closer
relationship between Thailand and
Europe and to enhance cross-cultural
dialogues. European artists w ill be
working in Thailand as artists in

1206 Geneva

residence.

SWITZERLAND

Fax:+65-224 7919

P e rm a n en t Display on Chinese
C u ltu re and Civilizations
This exhibition w ill introduce visitors
to the w orld o f Chinese beliefs,
symbolism, connoisseur-ship, and the
Chinese scholarly tradition.
until 9 July 2000
FEAST! Food in A rt

Contem porary visual artists employ
food o r refer to its consumption and
diverse symbolism in th e ir works.
Among the artists are Tang DaW u,
Matthew Ngui and Vincent Leow.

B au r C o lle ctio n

Tel.:+ 4 1-22-346 1729
Fax:+41-22-789 1845

U N I T E D STATES
OF A M E R I C A

Renewed p e rm a n e n t collection
Four new exhibition rooms display
rarely shown Japanese and Chinese
objects: Satsuma ceramics, stamps, and
Chinese lacquerware.

Asian A r t M useum
San Francisco

,

1

Golden Gate Park

San Francisco
T em p o ra ry exhibition
Japanese Jewellery and Chinese Dresses

California 94118
Tel.:+ 1-415 -3 7 9 -8 8 0 1

I 7 June - I I S e p te m b e r 2000
The Golden Age o f Chinese Archaeology:
Celebrated Discoveries from the People's

Cow,Japanese porcelain, late eighteenth century,
Groninger Museum, the Netherlands

Republic o f China

The extensive exhibition o f ancient
Chinese a rt offers a rare glimpse of
nearly 240 artefacts recently unearthed
throughout China that shed light on the
country’s complex and little-understood
early history. Includes contributions
from more than th irty Chinese
museums that span 6000 years of

T h e M e tro p o lita n
M useum o f A r t
5th Avenue at 82nd Street
New York NY 10028
Tel.:+ 1-212-879 5500
Fax: + 1-212-570 3879

until 25 June 2000

r „*rs
I

aWm,

Masterpieces o f Japanese A rt from

525 Park Avenue (at 5 9 th Street)

the M ary Griggs Burke Collection

New York, NY 10021

This exhibition drawn from the Burke
Collection features some 200
masterpieces in various media, dating
from the second millennium BC to
the early 19th century.W orks include
sculptures, some o f the finest inkmonochrome and elegant
polychromatic paintings, ceramics,
and Negoro, Kodaiji, and Namban
lacquerware.

Tel.:+ 1-212 5 /7 2742

I 2 July - 17 S e p te m b e r 2000
Dancing Demons: Ceremonial Masks o f
Mongolia

produced by The Gate
Foundation in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands. Please send all
information about activities and

history.

T h e A sia S ociety a t M id to w n

The Asian Art section is

events relating to Asian art and
culture to:

T H E GATE F O U N D A T IO N
K E IZ E R S G R A C H T 613
1017 DS

AM STERDAM

THE N E TH E R LA N D S
T E L .: + 3 1 - 2 0 -6 2 0 80 57
F A X : + 3 1 - 2 0 -6 3 9 07 62
E -M A IL : G A T E @ B A S E .N L

Atom Project by Kenji Yanobe,
Stedelijk Museum De Lakenhal, Leiden, the Netherlands
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ALLIANCE

N E WS

N ordic-EuropeanW orkshop

Social Science Research on Contemporary
South and Southeast Asia
From 6 to 9 April zooo, the 7th Nordic-European Workshop in
Advanced Asian Studies (NEWAS) took place at Gilleleje, Den
mark. The NEWAS workshops are joint Nordic-European ven
tures between the Nordic Institute o f Asian Studies (NIAS) and
various European research institutes. Previous NEWAS work
shops have taken place in Copenhagen (1993)» London (1994)»
Aix-en-Provence (1995), Amsterdam (1995)» H ull (1995)» an<^ Ox
ford (1999). The purpose o f these workshops is to provide PhD
students with qualified support from an international team o f
teachers and to give them an opportunity to become acquaint
ed with colleagues from other countries who are carrying out
thesis work on similar topics. Each workshop provides inspira
tional lectures from leading scholars in the field, but most o f
the time is devoted to discussing, in seminar form, each stu
dent’s thesis work based on papers circulated in advance.
theme. During the discussions they
Regional integration and the emergence which three had a strong disciplinary
indicated that these group efforts
focus, five could be called village or
o f extended metropolitan areas. In his
stimulate
them in their work and
neighbourhood studies, while the re
he seventh NEWAS lecture, Örjan Sjöberg brought up
often
provide
them with new ideas.
maining six projects fell in-between,
the difference between a disciplinary
workshop in Gille
They
stressed
that they did not feel
having a focus on a specific category
focus and an area study approach in
leje, Denmark, fo
isolated
when
working on their own
of people.
research projects. He showed how
cused on the study of con
project,
a
problem
at which several of
the disciplinary approach in geogra
temporary South and
the
PhD
candidates
with individual
Strait-jacket
phy has been important in enhanc
Southeast Asia from the
projects
hinted
on
several
occasions.
Another theme that ran through
ing our understanding of the local
perspective of the social sciences. It
While
this
advantage
is
indisputable,
the two-day discussions was the dif
context in urban studies on Asia. At
was the third NEWAS workshop in
those PhD candidates who worked
ference between individual research
the
same
time,
he
showed
how
in
which Nordic and Dutch PhD stu
projects and projects that are part of within a larger research programme
sights from studies on a particular
dents and supervisors met together.
indicated that there is always the
The first two in this series were orga Asian locality - such as the concept of a larger research programme. Among
danger that the overall programme
the eight Dutch PhD projects, there
the desakota region (McGee) - has
nized jointly by NIAS and the Centre
turns into a strait-jacket for their
were five that were part of two larger
made a crucial contribution to the
for Asian Studies Amsterdam (CASA).
project. This exchange of experiences
research programmes: Social Security
discipline of geography.
The aim of this third workshop was
was extremely useful, both for the
in Indonesia and Producer Services in
Örjan Sjöberg therefore asked
to broaden its base by also including
PhD candidates and for the supervi
Provincial Asia. These programmes
those PhD candidates with a discipli
PhD candidates from other Dutch
sors, whether Dutch or Nordic, espe
represent a tendency within the
nary approach in their projects to be
research institutes. For that reason,
cially in view of the fact that, accord
ambitious enough to try and make a Dutch social sciences to work more
the 7th NEWAS workshop was orga
ing to some of the Scandinavian par
contribution to the particular field of on big research themes organized
nized by the ‘Strategic Alliance’ be
ticipants, there are signs of a similar
within large programmes in which
area studies. He urged those partici
tween the International Institute for
tendency towards programme-ori
researchers collaborate closely. This
pants who are conducting their stud
Asian Studies (HAS) and the Nordic
ented
research within the social sci
trend away from individual research
ies within the framework of an area
Institute of Asian Studies (NIAS),
ences
in
the Nordic countries.
studies approach not to shy away projects to larger research pro
which was recently joined by the In
Whether
a PhD candidate is part of
grammes is based on the model of
from the ambition to contribute to
stitute of Asian Affairs in Hamburg.
a
larger
programme
or works on an
academic research within the natural
discussions within the particular
In total, fourteen PhD candidates
individual
basis,
the
issue of change
sciences.
(six Nordic and eight Dutch) and six discipline. This attempt to combine
is at the heart of almost every re
Those PhD candidates who are part
the disciplinary and area studies ap
supervisors (three Nordic and three
search project. It was therefore inter
of
a
larger
research
group
empha
proach
became
an
important
theme
Dutch) participated in this two-day
esting to see how some of the PhD
sized
the
advantages
of
working
to
during the discussions of the papers
workshop. The Nordic participants
projects tried to deal with the conse
gether
with
others
on
a
similar
of the fourteen PhD projects, of
included PhD candidates from Fin
quences of the Asian crisis. Those
land, Norway, Sweden, and Den
participants whose projects focused
mark. The Dutch PhD candidates be
on Indonesia explicitly included the
longed to the three Dutch Research
impact of the crisis in their research.
Schools that focus in part on Asian
At the same time, they refused to
Studies: Centre for Asian Studies Ammake the impact of the crisis into a
sterdam/Amsterdam School for So
central theme of their thesis. While
cial Sciences Research (CASA/ASSR),
social scientists have often been ac
Centre for Resource Studies for De
cused of overemphasizing the occur
velopment (CERES), and the Research
rence of change at the time when
School CNWS of Asian, African, and
they were in the field to collect data,
Amerindian Studies. Together, the
these PhD candidates tried to put
fourteen projects covered eight coun
the effects of the crisis in a longtries in South and Southeast Asia:
term perspective, without down
India, Pakistan, Indonesia, Singa
playing its direct consequences for
pore, Vietnam, Thailand, Burma, and
the people concerned.
the Lao PDR.
The workshop began with an in
Courage
spiring lecture by Professor Örjan
The issue of change over time and
Sjöberg of the Stockholm School of
how
to measure it, was the subject of
NEWAS participants widening their horizon during one o f the breaks
Economics, entitled Singularly Asian?:
By MA R I O R U T T E N

the inspiring lecture with which the
second day of the workshop began.
This lecture by Professor Ben White
of the Institute of Social Studies in
The Hague was entitled Things You
Can Do with an Old Dissertation: AJavanese village re-studied, 1972-2000.
Ben White narrated in detail his own
experiences of doing a re-study of his
earlier PhD thesis. More important
ly, he gave advice about how to
record your findings in such a way
that you yourself or someone else
will be able to replicate the study
after several decades. His efforts to
turn his original notes into a public
source that is available to other re
searchers requires courage, because
it makes one vulnerable as a scholar,
but it is an example that is certainly
worth following.
Ben White's lecture again showed
how researchers who are at different
stages of their projects, working on
different topics in different coun
tries, can benefit from each other’s
experiences. Broadening one’s per
spective is one of the major aims of
the NEWAS workshops. The location
of the 7th NEWAS workshop made
this relatively easy. Overlooking the
famous and beautiful Kattegat from
the Gilbjerghoved Conference Cen
tre in Gilleleje, we had every oppor
tunity to widen our horizon.
The plan is to hold the next
NEWAS workshop on the theme of
the social science study of contempo
rary South and Southeast Asia in
about two to three years’ time. As
was the case with its predecessors,
this meeting will be a combination
of participants from the Gilleleje
workshop who will then be in the
final stage of their project, and new
participants who will have just start
ed with their PhD trajectory. ■

Dr Mario Rutten is co-ordinator o f
the HAS Branch Office in Amsterdam
E-mail: mrutten@ pscw.uva.nl
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STAFF

One o f the most im portant policies o f the
HAS is to share scholarly expertise by offering
universities and other research institutes the
opportunity to benefit from the knowledge o f
resident fellows. HAS fellows can be invited to
lecture, participate in seminars, co-operate
on research projects etc. The HAS is most
willing to mediate in establishing contacts.
Both national and international integration o f
Asian Studies are very im portant objectives.

Prof. W .A .L . S to kh o f (Director)
Drs S .A .M . Kuypers (Deputy Director)
Drs M .T. te Booij (S taff Member)
D rs M .E. Brand (S taff Member)
J. Bruinsm a (Secretary)
D rsT .D . C h u te (Co-Editor)
Drs A.J.M. D o ek (W W W )
E.F.P. Haneveld (Automation Officer)
D rs E.A.T. van d e r H o e k (Editor)
I.
1 Gusti Made Karang - Hoogenboom
In 2000 the HAS wants to stress this co
(Database Assistant)

M .L.W . L uxem bourg (Secretary)
Drs H .M . van d e r M inne
(Secretary Branch Office Amsterdam)

L. Pronk (Trainee)
M. Rozing (Trainee)
D r M.A.F. Rutten
(Co-ordinator Branch Office Amsterdam)

J. S tre m m e la a r (Trainee)

BO ARD
Prof. F.A .M . Hiisken - C h airm an
(Nijmegen University)

Prof. J.L. Blusse van O ud Alblas
(Universiteit Leiden)

Prof. H .W . B odew itz
(Universiteit Leiden)

operation between foreign researchers and
the Dutch field. W ith regard to the affiliated
fellowships, the HAS therefore offers to
mediate in finding external Dutch funding,
should the scholar have not yet found ways
o f financing his/her visit to the Netherlands.
For more information please see the HAS
fellowship application form.
At the moment, HAS fellowship applications
can be sent in for affiliated fellowships only
(no application deadline). I f any other
fellowships will become available, it will be
announced in the HAS Newsletter and on the
Internet. For news about HAS fellowships,
please see our website: http://www.iias.nl

Prof. J.C. Brem an
(University o f Amsterdam)

Prof. A .J.M .W . Hagendoorn
(Utrecht University)

A C A D E M IC C O M M IT T E E
D r E .B .V e rm e e r - C h airm an

The HAS distinguishes between nine
categories o f fellows:

1. RESEARCH FELLOWS
(POST PhD)

5. AFFILIATED FELLOWS
The HAS can offer office facilities to
fellows who have found th e ir own
financial support and who would like to
do research in the Netherlands fo r a
particular period.The HAS also offers to
mediate in finding external Dutch funding,
should the scholar have not yet found
ways o f financing his/her visit to the
Netherlands.

(Universiteit van Amsterdam)

D r G .K . Lieten
(Universiteit o f Amsterdam)

D r P.J.M. Nas (Universiteit Leiden)
Prof. C .l. Risseeuw (Universiteit Leiden)
D r R.A. R utten
(Universiteit o f Amsterdam)

D r E.Touw en-Bouw sm a
(NIOD, Amsterdam)

MAS E X T R A O R D IN A R Y C H A IR S
Prof. H ein S teinh auer (the Netherlands)
Extraordinary Chair at Nijmegen
University,‘Ethnolinguistics w ith a focus
on Southeast Asia’

a. individual
b. attached to a programme, i.e.
- ‘International Social Organization in
East and Southeast Asia: Qiaoxiang Ties
in the Twentieth C entury’
- ‘Performing A rts o f Asia:Tradition and
innovation; the expression o f identity in
a changing w o rld ’ (PAATI)
- ‘Changing Labour Relations in Asia’
(CLARA), in collaboration w ith IISH
Amsterdam
Research fellows are attached to the
International Institute fo r Asian Studies
fo r maximum 3 years, carrying out
independent research and fieldwork,
and organizing an international seminar.

I September 1 9 9 8 - I September 2 0 0 1

Prof. Barend - Jan Terw iel

2. SENIOR V IS IT IN G FELLOWS

(the Netherlands/Germany)

Special chair at the Universiteit Leiden,
'H isto ry and Cultures o f Mainland
Southeast Asia’
I September 1 9 9 9 - I September 2002

The HAS offers senior scholars the
possibility to engage in research w o rk in
the Netherlands.The period can vary
from I to 3 months.

Prof. H e n k Schulte N o rd h o lt
(the Netherlands)

Special chair at the Erasmus University
Rotterdam ,‘Asian H istory’
I October 1999 - 1 October 2003

IN T E R N A T IO N A L
REPRESENTATIVES
Prof. J.G. V re d e n b reg t
(Jakarta, Indonesia);

D r W .G .J. R em m elink,
Japan-Netherlands Institute

- CLARA:‘Changing Labour Relations
in Asia’
The International Institute o f Social
History - Amsterdam acts as the
executing body;
Programme Co-ordinator: D r R. Saptari
-

‘International Social Organisation in
East and Southeast Asia: QiaoxiangTies
in the Twentieth C entury’,
Programme Directors: D r L.M. Douw and
D r F.N. Pieke

-

PAATI:‘Performing A rts o f Asia:Tradition and InnovatiomThe expression
o f identity in a changing world',

Programme Director: D r W. van Zanten
- ABIA-Project: Key to South and South

east Asian A r t and Archaeology Index,
Project Co-ordinator: Prof. K.R. van Kooij;
Editors: D r E.M. Raven and Drs H.l.
Lasschuijt

4
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D r H anne de Bruin (the Netherlands),

D r David Ip (Australia), stationed in Leiden

stationed in Leiden and at the Amsterdam
Branch Office

‘Kattaikkuttu and Natakam: South
Indian theatre traditions in regional
perspective’, research fellow w ithin the
program m e‘Performing A rts o f Asia:
Tradition and Innovation' (PAATI)

and at the Amsterdam Branch Office

‘Diaspora Chinese Capitalism and
the Asian Economic Crisis' within
the research programme ‘International
Social Organization in East and
Southeast Asia:‘Qiaoxiang ties' in
the tw entieth century’, senior visiting
fellow
IS August 2000 - 15 September 2000

6. ESF/ALLIANCE FELLOWS
Selected by the Asia Com m ittee o f the
European Science Foundation (ESF-AC),
ESF/Alliance fellows are attached to the
HAS, partly w ithin the fram ework o f and
financed by the Strategic Alliance (IIASNIAS-IFA).

D r Prabhu M o h a p a tra (India), stationed
in New Delhi

‘Industrialisation and W o rk Culture:
Steel workers in Jamshedpur: 1950 1990s’, research fellow w ithin the
fram ework of the CLARA research
programme

D r C en H uang (Canada)
‘Structure and Social Organization
ofTransnational Enterprises and
Entrepreneurship in East and Southeast
Asia’, senior research fellow
I July 2000 - 3 1 August 2000

I February 1999 - 3 1 January 2002

D r Li N aran go a (People's
7. D U T C H SENIORS
Maximum tw o Dutch seniors per year
can apply fo r this position o f maximum
6 months each at the IIAS.A Dutch senior
should have obtained a PhD degree more
than five years ago, and be academically
very productive.The stay at HAS (not
abroad!) can be used for further research.
Funds are made available to finance the
tem porary replacement fo r teaching
activities o f a senior at his/her home
university.

8. NO R D IC -N ETH ER LA N D S
RESEARCH FELLOWS
Nordic-Netherlands research fellows
are selected by the Strategic Alliance.The
duration o f the fellowship is I o r 2 years
maximum.

Prof. Ralph S ch lom ow itz (Australia)
‘The Anthropom etric H istory o f India
under British Rule’, affiliated fellow
24 June 2000 - 22 July 2000

No HAS research at this moment.

SO UTH EAST ASIA
D r M a tth e w Cohen (USA)
■‘The Shadow PuppetTheater of
Gegesik, N o rth W est Java, Indonesia:
Memory, tradition, and community',
research fellow w ithin the fram ework
o f the programme'Performing A rts of
Asia:Tradition and Innovation’ (PAATI)
1 January 1998 - I January 2001

stationed in Leiden and at the Amsterdam

9. G O N D A FELLOWS
Gonda fellows are selected by the
Stichting J. Gonda Fund and are affiliated
to the HAS.The period may vary from
1-3 months.
Hereunder you w ill find, ordered by
region o f specialty and in alphabetical
order, the names and research topics of
all fellows working at the International
Institute fo r Asian Studies. Mentioned are
further: country o f origin, period of
affiliation, kind of fellowship, and, in case
o f an affiliated fellowship, funding source,
if available.

Republic o f China)

‘Japanese Education Policy in
Manchukuo, Inner Mongolia
and China, 1932-1945’,
NIAS visiting exchange fellow
21 June 20 00 - 2 July 2000

INSULAR SO U THW EST ASIA

D r F reek C o lo m b ijn (the Netherlands),

3. PROFESSORIAL FELLOWS

Branch Office

'The Road to Development: Access to
natural resources along the transport
axes o f Riau Daratan (Indonesia),
1950-2000’, individual research fellow
Until I January 2002

D r M ichael Ewing (Australia/USA)
‘The Clause in Cirebon Javanese
Conversation', affiliated fellow
I February 2000 - 3 0 June 2000

D r K arpchon Kim (Korea)
‘An Authentic Record o fth e Y i
Dynasty', visiting exchange fellow
(Korea Research Foundation)
I August 1999. - I August 2000

Prof. Chen-Kuo Lin (Taiwan, ROC)
‘Chinese Buddhism’, th ird Chair-holder
o f the European Chair fo r Chinese
Studies, professorial fellow
1 September 1 9 9 9 - I September 2000
D r Evelyne M ico llier (France),
stationed at the Amsterdam Branch Office

‘Practices and Representations of
Health and Illness in the C ontext of
Chinese Culture. Interactions with
social facts (illness prevention and
Human reality of AIDS)’,
ESF/Alliance fellow
1 July 1998- I July 2000
D r Yuri Sadoi (Japan)
‘The Problems o f the Japanese
Autom obile Production System in
the D ifferent Cultural Setting: the case
o f the Netherlands’, affiliated fellow
(Mitsubishi M otors C orporation)
I September 19 9 9 - I September 2000

D r M ichael Jacobsen (Denmark)
‘Ethnic Identity, Nation Building and
Human Rights in a Globalizing W o rld ’,
Nordic-Netherlands research fellow
I August 1999 - I August 2000

D r M a rtin S tu art-F o x (Australia)
‘The H istory of Relations between
China and Southeast Asia.’
15 August 2000 - 15 September 2000

GENERAL
The HAS assists in mediating between
universities in the Netherlands and
research institutes in Asia, inviting
established scholars (minimum
requirement: assistant professor level) to
share th e ir expertise w ith Dutch scholars,
by being affiliated to Dutch universities
fo r a period o f one to tw o years.

(Tokyo, Japan).

RESEARCH PRO G R A M M ES
A N D PROJECTS

EAST ASIA

Until 15 July 2001

(Universiteit Leiden)

Prof. B. A rps (Universiteit Leiden)
D r I.S.A . Baud

SO U TH ASIA

D r Rajni Palriw ala (India)
‘The Impact o f a Changing Social
Welfare System on Relations within
Marriage, Family, and Social Networks
in the Netherlands and the Public
Debate on this Process', affiliated
fellow (IDPAD)
I M ay 2000 - I December 2000

4. V IS IT IN G EXCHANG E FELLOWS
CENTRAL ASIA
The HAS has signed several Memoranda
o f Understanding (MoU) w ith foreign
research institutes, thus providing
scholars w ith an opportunity to
participate in international exchanges.
The N ordic Institute fo r Asian Studies
(NIAS) in Copenhagen, the Shanghai
Academy o f Social Sciences (SASS),
the Australian National University (ANU),
and the U niversitatW ien regularly send
scholars to the Netherlands to do
research fo r a period from I to 6 months.
Contacts w ith many oth er institutes
promise to develop into a more regular
exchange in the near future.
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D r H e n k B le ze r (the Netherlands)
‘T h e ‘ Bon’-Origin ofTibetan Buddhist
Speculations Regarding a Post-Mortem
State Called ‘Reality as It Is’, individual
research fellow
Until I August 2000

D r A lex Mckay (New Zealand)
‘The H istory o fT ib e t and the Indian
Himalayas’, affiliated fellow
8 June 20 00 - 8 September 2000
Prof.Yang enhong
(People’s Republic o f China)

‘The study ofTibetology and King
Gesar Epic’, affiliated fellow (CASS)
15 A pril 2 0 0 0 - 15 July 2000

D r R ajindra Puri (USA)
‘Deadly Dances in the Bornean Rain
Forest: learning to hunt w ith
the Penan’, affiliated fellow
I ■February 20 00 - I June 2000

D r M a rtin R am stedt (Germany)
‘Hindu Dharma Indonesia - T h e Hindumovement in present-day Indonesia and
its influence in relation to the
development o f the indigenous culture
of theToraja (AlukTodolo) in South
Sulawesi', ESF/Alliance fellow
I December 1997 — 30 November 2000

D r Rosanne R u tten (The Netherlands),
stationed in Leiden and at the Amsterdam
Branch Office

‘Revolutionaries in the Community:
rise and decline o f the CPP-NPA in
a Philippine province, 1977 - 1995’,
Dutch Senior Fellow
20 August 2000 - 20 February 2001

D r Reed W a d le y (USA)
T h e Ethnohistory o f a Borderland
People:The Iban in W est Kalimantan,
Indonesia’, individual research fellow
I August 1998 - I August 2001

D r H ae-K yung U m (Korea/United
Kingdom)

‘Performing A rts in Korea and the
Korean Communities in China, the
Former Soviet Union and Japan',
research fellow w ithin the fram ework
o f the programme ‘Performing A rts of
Asia:Tradition and Innovation’ (PAATI)
I January 1998 - I January 2 0 0 1

D r Jeroen W ie d e n h o f (the Netherlands)
‘A Grammar o f Mandarin’,
Dutch senior fellow
1 February 20 00 - I August 2000

MAS

NEWS

SEPTEMBER 2 0 0 0

JUNE 2 0 0 0

8 - 9 J u n e 2000

S e p t e m b e r 2000

Leiden, The Netherlands

Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Start o f the IIAS/NIOD lecture series

Yogacara Buddhism in China

Southeast Asia Across Borders

Convenor:
Prof. Chen-kuo Lin (IIAS)
Contact address:
International Institute for Asian
Studies
P.0 . Box 9515
2300 RA Leiden
The Netherlands
Tel.:+31-71-527 2227
Fax: +31-71-2574162
E-mail: iias@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

For more information:
Herengracht 380
1016 CJ Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel.:+31-20-5233800
Fax:+31-20-5233888
E-mail: info@oprlogsdoc.knaw.nl
22 S e p t e m b e r 2000

IIAS sponsored workshop

Department of Art History and
Modern Contemporary Art,
Leiden University
Contact address:
Dr Kitty Zijlmans
Doelensteeg 16
P.0 . Box 9515
2300 RA Leiden
The Netherlands
Tel: +31-71-527 2687
Fax: +31-71-2572798
22 J u n e 2000

Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Een staat vangeweld (A State o f Violence)
Inaugural Lecture IIAS
Extraordinary Chair in the History o f Asia
Pro/ H. Schulte Nordholt

Erasmus University, Rotterdam
Information:
International Institute
for Asian Studies
P.0 . Box 9515
2300 RA Leiden
The Netherlands
Tel.:+31-71-527 2227
Fax: +31-71-2574162
E-mail: iias@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

for

C h a ir
for T erw iel

(provisional)

MAS

Agenda
More information about IIAS
Seminars and Workshops is available
on the Internet:
http://ww.iias.nl/iias/agenda.html.
Also refer to the Agenda Asia,
a database of Asian Studies
conferences, workshops
and seminars:
http://www.iias.nl/gateway/
news/agasialindex.html.
Unless otherwise mentioned,
the contact address
for conferences organized
by the IIAS is:

ILAS/IISG r e se a r c h p r o g r a m m e
CLARA
Programme co-ordinator:
Dr Ratna Saptari
Information:
C/o Cruqiusweg 31
1019 AT Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: +31-20-6685866
Fax:+31-20-6654181
E-mail: Chlia@iisg.nl
http://www.iisg.nl/clara
26 S e p t e m b e r 2000

Leiden, The Netherlands

IIAS
P.O.Box 9515
2300 RA Leiden
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-71-527 2227
Fax: +31-71-527 4162
E-mail: IIAS@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

AUGUST 2 0 0 0

2 4 - 3 0 J u n e 2000

Leiden, The Netherlands

Leiden, The Netherlands
N inth Seminar o f the International
Association fo r T ibetan Studies (1ATS)

IIAS Seminar Environmental Change in
N ative and Colonial Histories o f Borneo:

Lessons from

the past, prospects for

the future

International Institu te for Asian
Studies, P.0 . Box 9515,
2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands
Tel.:+31-71-527 2227
Fax: +31-71-2574162

OCTOBER 2 0 0 0

2 6 - 2 8 O c t o b e r 2000

Trivandrum, India
Mobility: Labour, Livelihoods and Lifestyles’

IIAS/IISG research programme
CLARA
Programme co-ordinator:
Dr Ratna Saptari
Information:
C/o Cruqiusweg 31
1019 AT Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-20-6685866
Fax:+31-20-6654181
E-mail: Chlia@iisg.nl
http://www.isg.nl/clara

Convenor: Dr Reed L. Wadley
Contact Address:
International Institute
for Asian Studies
P.0 . Box 9515
2300 RA Leiden
The Netherlands
Tel.:+31-71-527 2227
Fax: +31-71-2574162
E-mail: iias@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

JULY 2 0 0 0

2 3 - 2 8 A u g u s t 2000

Organized by The Strategic Alliance

6 - 7 J u l y 2000

Leiden, The Netherlands

(IIAS/NIAS/IfA)

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Audiences, Patrons, and Performers in

NOVEMBER 2 0 0 0

14 N o v e m b e r 2000

Berlin, Germany
Asia Update:Emnomic Potentials and
Social Stability in Asia: Prospects
JorEU-Asia Co-operation

Performing Arts o f Asia

Convenors:
Dr Wim van Zanten (IIAS)
Frank Kouwenhoven (CHIME)
PAATI/CHIME Conference
Contact Address:
Dr Wim van Zanten
P.0 . Box 9515
2300 RA Leiden
The Netherlands
Tel.:+31-71-527 2227
Fax: +31-71-2574162
E-mail:
zanten@rulfsw.leidenuniv.nl

On 15 Feb zooo, at 16.15 h Professor Barend-Jan Terwiel read
his inaugural lecture for the IIAS Special Chair at Leiden Uni
versity. The title o f his address was ‘Van denkmodellen en
vooroordelen: Thaise geschiedschrijving over de periode van
de eerste helft van de negentiende eeuw (Of Thinking Models
and Prejudice: Thai historiography o f the first half o f the nine
teenth century/. Baas Terwiel will hold the chair until 1 Sep
tember zooz and will occupy him self with the History and Cul
tures o f Mainland Southeast Asia. ■

CLARA Workshop 'Domestic Servants and

Convenor: Dr Henk Blezer (HAS)
Contact address:
International Institute for Asian
Studies
P.0 . Box 9515
2300 RA Leiden
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-71-527 2227
Fax:+31-71-2574162
E-mail: iias@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

the

ProfessorTerwiel

IIAS Annual Lecture

E-mail: iias@ rullet.leidenuniv.nl

i o - i i A u g u s t 2000

Health. Sexuality, and Civil Society
m East Asia
Convenor:
Dr Evelyne Micollier (IIAS)
Organizer:
Drs Heleen van der Minne
International Institute
for Asian Studies
Oude Hoogstraat 24
1012 ce Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-20-525 3657
Fax: +31-20-525 3658
E-mail: iias@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

stitute

Amsterdam, The Netherlands
One-day CLARA Labour Seminar

16 J u n e 2000

Leiden, The Netherlands
Voices from japan: Contemporary a n
and discourse in .global perspective

IIAS

Dr W erner D raguhn
In s tira t fur Asienkunde
Rothenbaum chaussee 32
D-20148 H am burg
Germany
Tel.: +49-40-4430 0103
Fax: +49-40-410 7945
E-mail: ifahh

IIAS Research Partners
f 1 I he IIAS signs Memi
oranda of Understanding (MoUs)
■ ■ a
with research institutes
a a a
a a a
in the field of Asia Stud
a a a
ies all over the world, in
order to stimulate further coopera
tion in this field, and to improve the
mobility of scholars through the ex
change of research fellows at a postPhD level. The IIAS mediates in estab
lishing contacts with the Institute’s
MoU partners.

JL

The IIAS has signed MoUs with the
following institutions:
1. Nordic Institute for Asian Studies
(NIAS), Copenhagen, Denmark
2. East-West Center in Hawai’i
(EWC), USA
3. Research School of Pacific and
Asian Studies of the Australian
National University (RSPASANU), Canberra, Australia
4. Division of Social Sciences and
Humanities, Indonesian
Institute of Sciences (LIP1),
Jakarta, Indonesia
5. Institut fiir Kultur und
Geistesgeschichte Asiens der
Österreichischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, Vienna, Austria
6. Institute of Oriental Studies (IOS)
of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Moscow, Russia

7. Vietnam National University
Hanoi (VNU), Hanoi, Vietnam
8. University Grants Commission
(UGC)/Ministry of Education of
Pakistan, Islamabad, Pakistan
9. Shanghai Academy of Social
Sciences (SASS), Shanghai,
P.R. China
10.1’École Franchise d’ExtrêmeOrient (EFEO), Paris, France
11. Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan,
ROC
12. Korea Research Foundation
(KRF), Seoul, Korea
13. National Science Coucil, Taipei,
Taiwan, ROC
14. Mongolian Academy of Sciences,
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
15. Institut de Recherche sur le SudEst Asiatique, Aix-en-Provence,
France
16. Bureau of International Cutural
& Educational Relations, MOE,
Taiwan, ROC
17. Centre d’Études et de Recherches
Internationales, Paris, France
18. University of Mauritius, Rcduit,
Mauritius and the Mahatma
Gandhi Institute, Moka,
Mauritius
19. State Minister of Research and
Technology, Government of
Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia
20. University of the Philippines,
Quezon City, the Philippines
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Hein Steinhauer
Professor of Ethnolinguistics via
Slavic and Indonesian Lan^ua^es
In January this year Hein Steinhauer held his inaugural lec
ture ‘Indonesisch en Indonesische streektalen (Indonesian and
Indonesian Vernacular Languages)', by which he officially ac
cepted the position o f professor o f ethnolinguistics at the
University o f Nijmegen. During the past 25 years he has been
active as a researcher, lecturer, and supervisor o f students in
the field o f Austronesian languages, both at the Department
o f Languages and cultures o f Southeast Asia and Oceania at
Leiden University and at various universities in Jakarta. As a
researcher, he also obtained a number o f Fellowships via the
Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement o f Tropical Re
search and the Royal Institute o f Linguistics and Anthropolo
gy. Below is an overview o f Hein Steinhauer’s academic career,
including his ideas on how he aims to interpret his chair as
professor o f ethnolinguistics.
By P H I L O M E N A DOL

ein Steinhauer
studied Slavic
m
I A J . languages at the
I University of Amsterdam
I from 1961-1969. During
this period he attended
summer courses in Russian at the
Lomonosov University in Moscow,
and in Serbo-Croatian at the Univer
sity of Zagreb, Yugoslavia. He also
did research at the latter university
before obtaining his MA degree in
Slavic languages. Hein Steinhauer
continued working on Slavic lan
guages, and completed his PhD the
sis on a comparative study of three
Croatian dialects in 1973.
At this point his career took an in
teresting turn. In the field of Slavic
Studies, there was a tendency to focus
on theoretical issues in language
studies, and other people in the field
of Slavic Studies obtained what jobs

A professor o f
ethnolinguistics
should be a ‘builder
o f bridges in the field
o f language

were available. This left Hein Stein
hauer high and dry without work.
However, it was just at the time that
bilateral relations between Indonesia
and the Netherlands were beginning

to improve (after the colonial period).
Professor Teeuw, professor in In
donesian language and linguistics
and Professor Uhlenbeck, professor
in Javanese and general linguistics,
were looking for descriptive linguists
to help take up field research in the
Dutch tradition in Indonesia, which
had been interrupted since 1940. Togetherwith Wim Stokhof (who wrote
a PhD in Slavic Languages at the
same time as Hein Steinhauer) Hein
Steinhauer travelled to Kupang in
West Timor to do research on the
languages of Alor and Pantar, two is
lands to the north of Timor where
Papuan languages are spoken. Meanwhile, between 1074 and 1076, the In
donesian Linguistics Development
Project (ILDEP) was set up. Within
this programme Indonesian lin
guists received intensive upgrading
courses and fieldwork assignments
and studied in the Netherlands. A
linguistics programme in Indonesia
as well, since linguistic expertise in
Indonesia was lacking. Hein Stein
hauer worked within this ILDEP pro
gramme and ILDEP-related pro
grammes first in the Netherlands,
and later in Indonesia, until 1997,
when he returned to the Netherlands
take up a position at the Department
of Languages and Cultures of South
east Asia and Oceania at Leiden Uni
versity.
According to Hein Steinhauer, the
‘ethno’ component in ‘ethnolinguis
tics’ is often used to refer to ‘exotic’ in
the narrow sense of the word. But it
should not stop here. In a broader

Pro/essor Steinliauer reading his inaugural lecture fo r the IIAS
Special Chair at Nijmegen University,
‘Ethnolinguistics with a focus on Southeast Asia’,Ja nuaiy 14,2000

sense, ethnolinguistics refers to a
field of study in which meaning, and
the way in which the world is ordered
by means of a particular language, are
primary aspects. Ethnolinguists look
for answers to the question of how
people use language as a means of
communication. As such, linguistic
universals a la Chomsky are hardly
relevant to this field of study.
The aim of his work at Nijmegen is
twofold: firstly to introduce the ‘ex
otic’ language component to the uni-

V A C A N C I ES
A consortium of the International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS),The Institute
for the Study of Islam in the Modern World (ISIM) and the Research School of
Asian, African and Amerindian Studies (CNWS) has initiated a project on 'The
Dissemination o f Religious Authority in Twentieth-Century Indonesia’.The project is
part of the programme of the Netherlands - Indonesian Co-operation, funded by
the Netherlands Minister of Education, Culture and Sciences.
The research project will deal with the study of four major themes:
(a) Traditional religious authority: ulama and fatwa; (b) Mystical associations
(tarekat) in urban communities; (c) Dakwa (Muslim propagation) activities in
urban communities: and (d) Education and the dissemination of religious
authority.

Preliminary Announcement
T he Amsterdam School for Social Science Research (ASSR),
Universiteit van Amsterdam and
The International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS),
Leiden/Amsterdam
seek:

2 PhD C a n d i d a t e s
(to start in the second half of 2000)

The project seeks:

4 P a r t - t i m e P o s t - d o c s (eacho.sm
to do research in one of the four themes
(a combination of two themes in 1.0 fte is negotiable).
Requirements:
Applicants should: hold a PhD degree in Islamic studies, the social sciences

or another relevant discipline; have a solid disciplinary background which
guarantees competent research on the subject; be familiar with Islam in
Indonesia; have a good command of Indonesian.
Appointments:

As soon as possible; Salaries will be according to Dutch faculty regulations;
Appointments will be for a maximum of four years
Further information on these positions can be obtained from:
Professor DrW.A.L. Stokhof
phone: +31-71 -527.2227; E-mail: iias@rullet.leidenuniv.nl.

to work on the theme:
The Capacity o f the State to Control Information and Communication:
the G ulf Area and Indonesia

The projects will be part of the recently established joint IIAS/ASSR
research programme: Transnational Society, Media, and Citizenship.
This programme studies the complex nature of contem porary cultural
identities and the role which globalization of information and
communication technologies (ICT's) play in the (re)construction
of identities. W hile the programme will be based in the N etherlands,
the projects will be conducted in multiple sites of fieldwork.The research
programme will broaden our understanding of implications of new media
and communications technologies in transforming political and religious
forms, which transcend the nation-state and the relationship between
consumption practices and identity formation.
Recently two research fellows (post-PhD) have been appointed
to work on the programme as well.

versity. To accomplish this, Hein
Steinhauer lectures in Austronesian
and Papuan languages. This presents
a new horizon for students, since
these languages are typologically
very different from what they have
seen so far: at Nijmegen the most ‘ex
otic’ languages are French, Latin,
Greek, and Hebrew. Hein Steinhauer
also teaches Indonesian. Secondly, he
hopes to establish contacts between
Indonesian universities (among
them the Atma Jaya University in
Jakarta) and the University of Ni
jmegen to facilitate co-operation in
terms of teaching and research. It
would then be possible, for example,
for students of linguistics and busi
ness communication of the Universi
ty of Nijmegen to complete part of
their studies in Indonesia and vice
versa. Both of these plans fit Hein
Steinhauer’s conviction that by be
coming a professor of ethnolinguis
tics, it is his duty to be a ‘builder of
bridges’ in the field of language. A
testimony to his ability to build
these bridges is his Student Course in
Indonesian, which he began to write
in 1988 in collaboration with the late
Jack Prentice. This is now used as the
standard coursebook at Leiden Uni
versity and at the University of Ni
jmegen. The work is generally ac
knowledged to be the best up-to-date
grammar of Indonesian, a quality
which can be attributed to Hein
Steinhauer’s extensive experience
with the Indonesian language, and
his unstoppable enthusiasm for see
ing language not just as a tool for
communication, but also as a medi
um which deserves a description that
does full justice to the language. ■

Those interested to apply may contact:

Applications (including a C.V.) should be sent before I August 2000.
to Professor DrW.A.L. Stokhof, Director IIAS,
P.O. Box 9515, 2300 RA Leiden,The Netherlands.

Ms J. Kom en
E-mail: jkomen@pscw.uva.nl
for further details and a copy of the project document.

Dr Philomena Do/, Universiteit Leiden,
e-mail: phdol@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
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Panels and papers
(preliminary)

2000

NETHERLANDS

Audiences,
Patrons, and
Performers in
the Performing
Arts of Asia

H y b r id -P o p u la r T h e a tr e /
H is to ric iz in g H y b r id ity
Bouvier, Hélène (Laboratoire Asie du
Sud-Est et Monde Austronesien, CNRS),
Brakel, Clara (The Netherlands),
Theatre

Age o f Hollywood’s Titanic

Emigh.John (Brown University), Hybridity
and the Uses o f Adversity: Culture and crisis
in the Parhlada Nataka o f Orissa

Hansen, Kathryn (Rutgers University),
Parsi Theatre and Nurti.A Sinhala dramatic
form
- Hatley, Barbara (University ofTasmania),
Locating the People in Javanese Popular
Performance

- Kagaya Shinko (Williams College),

reparations for the
forthcoming con
ference on ■‘Audi
ences, Patrons, and Per
formers’ are well under
way. Below you w ill find
the prelim inary programme. In ad
ditio n to a richly varied programme
o f papers and panels, we expect to
offer some fme concerts and theatri
cal performances, ranging from In 
dian storytelling to Mongolian
chant, from Chinese qin music to silk
and bamboo pieces, and bouts o f
Peking Opera and Surinamese-Javanese horse trance dancing. Our
video room w ill be open at all times
for ad hoc presentations o f audiovi
sual material. Feel free to bring
sound recordings or images which
you would like to share w ith others.
Apart from official papers, our pro
gramme w ill offer room for b rie f and
inform al poster presentations.

Extras
In the evenings the CHIME library
(close to the conference site) and sev
eral near-by cafés w ill provide suit
able spaces for informal get-togeth
ers, and (more) music-making. De
spite the large number o f expected
participants we hope to retain an in 
formal atmosphere and a ‘smallscale’ feeling at this conference! We
shall host a modest market o f books,
journals, CDs, and videos in the
realm o f Asian performing arts. We
invite participants to bring their
own materials for display and sale.
The opening reception w ill take place
in the beautiful inner square o f the
Leiden Sinological Institute, w ith by special arrangement - a Chinese
teahouse and live traditional music.

Information on Internet
This meeting is jo in tly organized
by HAS (International Institute for
Asian Studies: Dr W im van Zanten,
chair o f the Programme Committee),
CHIME (the European Foundation
for Chinese Music Research: Frank
Kouwenhoven), and the Department
o f C ultural and Social Studies at Lei
den University. For further details
about our conference, such as pre
registration, visa matters, accomo
dation and transport, Leiden and a
map o f Leiden, you may consult one
o f the follow ing Internet sites:
- the IIAS website:
h ttp ://w w w .iias.nl/oideion/
general/ audiences.html

- the CHIME website:
http://home.wxs.nl/~chime
For any further enquiries about
the programme or other practical
matters, you may also w rite to the
HAS office, or contact Drs Helga Lassch uijt at the HAS: Tel.: +31-71-527
2227; Fax: +31-71-527 4162; e-mail:
H.I.Lasschuijt@chello.nl

Japanese Traditional and Modern Theatre
during the Time o f Modernization: Chinese
patterns o f reception
- Kersenboom, Saskia (University of
Amsterdam), Hybrid Love: Shringara
Bhakti or Akarbhakti?:The redefinition o f
the practice o f solo, female dance recitals in
twentieth century Tamilnadu, South India
- Killick, Andrew P. (Florida State
University), Ch'anggutiA hybrid-popular
theatre o f Korea

- Latrell, Craig (University o f Denver),

Themes and panels
In the overall theme o f this meet
ing we emphasize the roles o f con
text and environment: the audi
ences, the patrons who protect the
arts, the people who organize and
support, politically or otherwise, the
arts: the question at the heart o f the
conference is how they influence
performances and performers, and
are in tu rn influenced by them. The
Asian ‘performers’ we have in m ind
range from singers to storytellers
and dancers, from puppeteers to ac
tors and musicians, from entertain
ers to pure ritualists and shamans,
in any part o f Asia.

Medhuri.Avanthi (Northwestern
University), Looking for the Native

-

Devadasi Hybridity and Post-Colonial
Transformation in Indian Dance and
Performance

Middendorf, Ulrike (University of
Heidelberg), The Fate o f the Spring Willow

-

Society and the ‘Enlightened Theatre’
Movement
- Moreh, Shmuel (Jerusalem), Performers
and Audiences in Medieval Arabic Popular
Theatre
- Naregal.Veena (India), ProvincialEelites,
Urban Intellectuals, and a New Marathi
Theatre ( 1840-1875)
- Pauka, Kirsten (University o f Hawai’i),
Randai Theatre in the Minangkabau
- Ramaswamy, M. (Tamil University), The
Dynamism o f Popular Theatre Performance
in India with Special Reference to Tamil
- Sumarsam (Wesleyan University),
Intriguing Creativity in Javanese-lndonesian
Theatre: Kaelokan or spectacle!
- Susanto, Budi Realino (Center of

Frelim inary outline /
Location o f conference
- Wednesday 23 August 2000
Arrival, reception, and Chinese
teahouse (at Sinological Institute),
from 16.00 h.
- Thursday 24 August 2000 Saturday 26 August 2000
Three fu ll conference days, in the
‘Centraal Faciliteitengebouw’ o f
Universiteit Leiden.
Professor James Brandon, Univer
sity o f Hawaii, w ill present a
keynote speech to the conference
on Thursday morning.
- Sunday 27 August 2000
Last panels and closing session
around 12 noon. Departure. On our
Internet site you can find a map o f
the central part o f Leiden w ith the
most important locations marked.
In due course a final update on the
conference w ill be sent to all partic
ipants who have pre-registered.

Studies, Universitas Sanata Dharma),
Riding the Kethoprak.The fate o f modern
(theatrical) representation

- Tan Sooi Beng (Universiti Sains
Malaysia), Domestic Exotica and Spectacle:
Bangsawan in pre-war Malaya
- Virulrak, Surapone (Chulalongkorn
University), Likay
- W illm er, David (University of
Melbourne), Authenticity, Electicism, and
‘Hyrbidity’ in the Early Parsi Theatre

Theatre in Exile

Bos, Paula (Leiden University), Mus/k
Nagi: Malay music in Eastern Indonesia

- Farrell, G erry (Roehampton Institute
London), Mapping South Asian Music in
Britain

- Giuriati, Giovanni (University o f Rome),
Idealization and Changes in the Music o f
Cambodian Diaspora

Gorringe, Magdalen (Roehampton
Institute), Performance or party?

-

Arangetrams, social conventions, and artistic
endeavour

-

Samba: Japanese-Brazilian
presence!absence in Sao Paulo carnaval
-

Conference Fee
A conference fee ofN LG 125 (USD
65) is due at the time o f registration
and can only be paid upon arrival in
cash, in Dutch guilders or in Ameri
can Dollars, i.e. not in other curren
cies. We cannot accept cheques. To
avoid complications, please do not
transfer any money ahead o f the ac
tual registration-hours at the con
ference.

Hosogawa, Shuhei (Tokyo Institute of
Technology), Dancing in the Tomb o f

-

-

Lau, Frederick (California Polytechnic
State University), Morphing Chineseness:
The changing image o f Chinese music clubs
in Singapore
Lee, Gloria (New York University), Han
and Shinmyong:An aesthetic o f affect and
the body in Korean folk music

Mackerras, Colin (Griffith University),
Performing Arts among Diasporas:
Background ideas from the Chinese case

-

Naidu.Vayu (Leicester Haymarket
Theatre), Here to Stay: British Asian
theatre @ Y2K

-

Tran Quang Hai (Musée de l'Homme),
W hat Music do the Vietnamese Diaspora
Perform, Like, and Listen to?

Hauser, Beatrix (Johan Wolfgang GoetheUniversitat Frankfurt), How to Flatter and
Admonish an Audience: Bengali storytellers
and their performance strategies

XueYibing (Chinese University of Hong
Kong), The Source and the Stream: Study
on a narrative singing Houtu Bao-juan

R itu a l
Katyal.Anjum and Naveen Kishore
(Seagull Foundation for the Arts),
Performing the Goddess

Omakaeva, Ellara (Kamlyk Institute for
the Humanities o f RAS), Traditional

- Diamond, Jody (American Gamelan
Institute/Dartmouth College), The

Culture and Environment Kalmyk music
and ritual

Gamelan Diaspora
- Everett,Yayoi Uno, Mirrors ofW est and
Mirrors o f East Elements o f Gagaku in
post-war a rt music
- Mahasarinand, Pawit University o f Illinois
at Champaign-Urbana), Young Traditional
Artists at a Crossroad o f Cultures: A future
for traditional Asian performing arts?

- Schwörer-Kohl, Gretel (Martin-Luther
Universitat), Interactions between
Audiences, Patrons, and Performers in the
Nat Pwe o f BurmalMyanmar

- Fukuoka, Shota (National Museum of
Ethnology, Osaka),Javanese Gamelan in

- Yang Minkang (Chinese University of
Hong Kong), A study o f Dai's Ritual

- Sultanova, Razia (Goldsmiths College,
University o f London), Female Rites o f
Central Asia as a Musical Performance

Performance Wetsundawn ofTheravada
Buddhism in Yunnan, China

Japan

- Sang,Tze-lan D. (Stanford University),
Kunqu Opera for Transnational Audiences

M edia
- Arps, Ben (Leiden University), Verbal

C rea tiv ity
- Cross, Ian (University o f Cambridge),

Performance In and Out o f Context
Speeches for Javanese weddings on audio
cassette

Cognition and Creativity

Dujunco, Mercedes (New York
University), Creativity and Change in the

-

- Benson, Carlton (Pacific Lutheran
University), Onto the AirWaves: Storytelling
for radio fans and commercial sponsors in
1930s Shanghai
- Bogaerts, Els (Leiden University),
Kethoprak on Television

Performance Practice o f the Chaozhhou
Xianshi String Ensemble Music

- Dwyer, Arienne (Johannes GiitenbergUniversitat), Performance and
Regeneration in H ua’er-like Song Texts o f
the Salars and their Neighbours
Gales, Fred (Sound Reporters), Chang
Saw

-

- Nyssen, Liesbet (Leiden University), The
‘Living Past’ on Stage: Music performance
and media in Khakasia, South Siberia
- Tarocco, Francesca (SOAS, University of
London), Re-tuning the Dharma: Issues on
the popularisation o f Buddhist music in
China

Ke Yang (Lanzhou University),The

-

Interplay between Audience and Singers in
Taomin Hua'er Love Song Dialogues
- Kouwenhoven, Frank (CHIME), On the
Creative Process in Music: Mechanistic
versus vitalist views
- Lundstrom, Hakan (Lund University),
Recreation and Creation in Kammu Teem
Singing

R e v ita liz a tio n
- Gopalakrishnan, Sudha (India), Classical
Arts in a Changing Social Order:A study o f
the performing arts o f Kutiyattam,
Krishnattam and Kathakali in transition

- N orton, Barley (School o f Oriental and
African Studies), Individual Creativity and

Heilman, Jörgen (Göteborgs
Universitet), Revitalisation ofTraditional
Longser: Blurring the genres
- Kei Hibino (Seikei University), Hanagumi
Shibai’s Theatricalism and Post<oloniolism
- Li Ruru (University o f Leeds),

-

Musical Taste: Forces o f change in
Vietnamese ritual music
- Paek, Inok (U.K.), Composition to
Performance: Stories o f two kayagum
players
- Tsao PoonYee (Chinese University of
Hong Kong), Fixity and Variability in Daoist
Ritual Music

Interrogating the Chair:An illustration o f

Mao Zedong's instruction ‘Class struggle
should be dealt with every day, every month
and every year’

- Wegner, Irene (Universitat München),
The Structural System o f Painted Faces in
Chinese Opera: Its creation process in
history and its partial transformation
through the influence o f individuals
- Wells, Marnix (SOAS), Awesome Array
(Hyokjeong):A Korean martial tatoo o f the
fifteenth century and Chinese-style ritual
- Zhou Q inru (Journal o f Music in China),
Changing without Varying the Essential
Form:A discussion o f the creative process o f
vocal music in traditional Peking Opera

-

A r t C riticism
Heppner, Maxine (Across Oceans), The
Sum o f the Parts is Not Always Equal to the
Whole: Finding non-analytic ways o f
perceiving dance

T h e Asian Diaspora
- Attisani, Antonio (Italy), Lha-mo as a
-

Uve Performances ofYangzhou Storytelling

Migration to Urban Areas and Emergence
o f a New Performance Genre

Invented Tradition, Minangkabau-ness, and
the creation o f Randai

Bardahl.Vibeke (Nordic Institute of
Asian Studies), The Storyteller’s Manner in

Intercu ltu ralism and
Transnationalism
- Arasu.V. (University of Madras), Local

transformations o f a hybrid theatre in Thai

Diamond, Catherine (Soochow
University), The Burmese Zat Pwe in the

The Role o f the Lower-hand in Performances
o f Suzhou Tanci

Wong, Deborah (University of California,
Riverside), Taiko in Asian America

Chatterjee, Sudipto (Tufts University),

society

(Beijing/Peking ‘Opera’) as International A rt
and as Transnational Root o f Cultural
Identification: Processes o f creation and
reception in Shanghai, Nanjing, and
Honolulu

Musical Taste amongst the Chinese
Youngsters in Sabah, Malaysia

Transformation in the Javanese Kethoprak

Damrhung, Pornat (Chulalongkorn
University), Likay: Formations and

T e llin g S to rie s
Bender, Mark (Ohio State University),

Wong, David (University o f Sheffield)
and D. F. Mao (East Malaysia Yamaha
Music Foundation), The Development o f

Hybridization in Madurese theatre genres

From Colonial Jatra to Native Theatre:
Hybrid aesthetics o f nineteenth<entury
Bengali theatre

Wichmann-Walczak, Elizabeth
(University o f Hawai’i),Jingju

-

Lysloff, René T. A. (University of
Californai at Riverside), A Tale o f Two

Livingston, Hugh (Yale University),

-

Building Audiences for Contemporary Music
in China

Raghuraman, Kalpana (the Netherlands),

-

Bharata Natyam.A living tradition

C o n te m p o ra ry T h e a tre
Goodman, David G. (University of
Illinois), Patronage and Professionalization

-

in Japan’s Post-Modern Theatre

Hashimoto.Yumiko (University of New
South Wales), The Role o f Audiences in

-

Contemporary Japanese Theatre
- Jiang, David (Barnard College, Columbia
University), A Shifting Society and a
Changing Theatre: Modern theatre in
Taiwan
- König, Marianne and Boedi S. Otong

(Switzerland, andTeater SAE),

Artists:Tradition and innovation in the
shadow theatre o f Banyumas (West Central
Java)

Performance: Uve transmission o f the actual
cosmos

Peacock, James (University of N orth
Carolina), Reflecting on the Study o f Folk

-

- McCurley, Dallas (Queens CollegeCUNY), Wen and Wu:Associative thought

Theatre in Sukarno’s Indonesia

in early China and its impact on the
aesthetic development o f musical ritual
- Pringle, Patricia (U.S.), How Patronage by
Intellectuals Transformed Bunraku Puppet
Theatre from a Marginal Genre to a
National Treasure, 19 0 0 -1994

T ra d itio n a l P e rfo rm a n c e
in M o d e rn A sia
- Fritsch, Ingrid (Universitat zu Köln),
A Hundred Years o f Japanese Chindon-ya:
From street advertising to pop

Rees, Helen (University o f California,
Los Angeles), How Great Men are Made

-

in Naxi Music

-

Trasoff, David (California State University
San Marcos), The All-India Music
Conferences o f l9 l6 -l9 2 5 :T h e re-vision o f
the North Indian classical music landscape

Kapisovska,Veronika (Charles University
Prague), East Mongolian Musical Theatre
- Lawrence, Kenneth E. (University of
Hawai’i at Manoa), Ramayana Ballet:
Hybrid theatre as popular history

- Long Guo (Sichuan Conservatory of
Music), The Historical and the Present

Yang Chun Wei (Chinese University of
Hong Kong), An Issue Arising from the
Tenth Symphony o f Zhu Jian-Er

-

Eros, Ecstasy, and W o n d e r
Foreman, Kelly (Rikkyo University),

-

Patronage, Performance Context, and
Meaning for the Japanese Geisha and their
Performing Arts

Status o f the Music o f Sichuan Opera
Nambiar, Balan (India), The Patrons, the
Performers, and the Audience

Salz, Jonah (Ryukoku University),
Japanese Actors in a Homeostatic System:
Towards a theory o f hierarchy in the arts

-

Richmond, Farley (University of
Georgia), Objects o f Desire:Women and
their Depiction in Selected Genres o f
Performance in Rural India

Hughes-Freeland, Felicia (UK), Dance
Patronage in Java: A longitudinal study

Tewari, Badri Narayan (G.B. Pant Social
Science Institute), Performance, Memory
and Violence

-

Zhang Zhentao (Chinese University of
Hong Kong), Patrons o f theYinyuehui
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RESEARCH PROGRAMME

'CHANGING
LABOUR
RELATI ONS
IN ASI A'

The Changing Labour Relations in Asia programme (CLARA)
aims to build up a comparative understanding o f labour rela
tions in different parts o f Asia which are undergoing diverse
historical processes and experiences in terms o f their national
economies, their links with international markets and the na
ture o f state intervention. This understanding will be based
on the promotion o f inter-Asian co-operation and the co-op
eration between Asian and non-Asian institutions. Currently,
this programme is supported by the International Institute o f
Asian Studies (HAS), the main donor, and by the International
Institute o f Social History (IISH), Amsterdam, the executing
institution.

CLARA Programme Co-ordinator:

DR RATNA SAPTARI
c/o International Institute
of Social History (IISH)
Cruquiusweg 3 1
10 19 AT Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel.:+ 31-20-668 5866
Fax:+31-20-665 4181
E-mail: chlia@iisg.nl
http://www.iisg.nl/asia

I - Prof. Jan Lucassen (IISH)
- Dr Ratna Saptari (HAS / IISH)
• Secretary

- Prof.Willem van Schendel
(University o f Amsterdam / IISH)
Prof.Thommy Svensson (NIAS)
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Workshops

CLARA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
I - Prof. Jan Breman (CASA-ASSR)
- Prof. Marcel van der Linden (IISH)
* Chair

-

in the previous
year, this year
CLARA has orga
nized and/or supported
various activities in the
form of workshops, inter
national conferences, fellowships, and
publications. These are as follows:

Research
Project

The annual labour seminar was
held in the first quarter o f 19951
(March). This seminar brought to
gether scholars o f ‘labour in Asia’
from various Dutch institutions. In
this seminar entitled Challenges fo r
Asian labour: Past and Present six
scholars mainly from the Institute of
Social Studies in the Hague and Cen
tre for Asian Studies, Amsterdam
gave presentations which focused on
labour in various sectors covering
primarily the Philippines and In
donesia.

The second workshop held in Sep
tember in Amsterdam was called Doc
umenting Asian Social History, unlike
other CLARA workshops was not
based on research presentations but
was meant to discuss the problems
and challenges of documenting Asian
social history faced by labour research
and/or archival centres in these re
gions.
In collaboration with IISH, CLARA
brought together a small group of
Asian specialists from Asia, Australia,
and the Netherlands. At the end of the
workshop with the results of the dis
cussions and the needs of the partici
pants in mind a number of plans were
formulated for the future. Firstly
there is a great need for training par
ticularly in the field of archive preser
vation and also for conducting oral
history. Another plan is to establish
an electronic network o f labour docu
mentation centres. This electronic

2000

Second International
Conference on Indian
Labour History
On 16, 17, and 18 March the Second International Conference
on Indian Labour History was held in Noida, near New Delhi.
The meeting was hosted by the V.V. Giri National Labour In
stitute and partly subsidised by the International Labour Of
fice. While at the first conference o f this Wind (in March 1998)
some twenty-five papers were presented mainly by scholars
from the Delhi area, this second conference had jz papers and
included contributors from Mumbai (Bombay), Calcutta, and
the southern part o f India as well.
By MARCEL VAN DER LINDEN

his progress re
flects the growth
and consolidation
of the Association of Indi
an Labour Historians
(AILH), an organization
that was founded in December 1996.
The Executive Committee (Drs Prabhu Mohapatra and Rana Behai in par
ticular) organised the event. The con
ference started with a short com
memoration o f two outstanding
labour historians who have recently
passed away, Ranajit Das Gupta and
Partha S. Gupta. The conference was
divided into seven sessions: The Struc
4 6

ture o f Labour and the Control o f Work;
Housing the VJorlcing Poor; Workers and
the Politics o f identity; Informalisation o f
Labour; Gender Issues in Labour History;
Workers on Strike: Politics and representa

national labour networks on the
basis of papers by Jan Elliott and Mar
cel van der Linden. The third special
session, with papers by Shankar Ramaswamy and Shekhar Krishnan, fo
cused mainly on conceptual prob
lems o f labour historiography (and
more specifically the notion of prole
tarian ‘dignity’). During the conclud
ing session, which was chaired by
AILH President Prof S. Bhattacharya,
the Indian Secretary o f Labour,
Dr Lakshimidhar Mishra, expressed
his support for AILH‘s activities. ■

tions; Recovering the Past: Memories and
resources. In addition, three special
sessions were held. The first dis
cussed the book by Jan Breman,
Arvind Das, and photographer Ravi
Agarwal: Down and Out: Labouring
under global capitalism (Oxford and
Amsterdam University Presses, 2000),
a critical documentation of work and
exploitation in South Gujarat. The
discussion was introduced by Sudhasattwa and Jibesh Bagch. The sec
ond special session dealt with inter
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The Association o f In dian Labour
H istorians (A IL H ) is a CLARA counterpart
and can be contacted at:
Archives o f Indian Labour
V.V. Giri National Labour Institute
Noida, Sector 24
U ttar Pradesh, 201301

network is currently in operation
(called Alsnet - Asian Labour Studies
Network) and co-ordinated by Eef
Vermeij from the International Insti
tute o f Social History, Amsterdam.
There was also an idea to set up a web
site on labour issues and labour docu
mentation, however, since running a
website is more time- consuming,
extra funding will be needed to ap
point a person to undertake this pro
ject.
The third workshop of the year was
held in November, in Bangkok, Thai
land, and called Subcontracted Labour in
Asia. This workshop was a collabora
tion between CLARA and two Thai in
stitutions, namely the Chulalongkorn University Social Research Insti
tute and Homenet (is a non-govern
mental organization involved in or
ganizing homeworkers). This work
shop concentrated on labour in pro
duction systems which are organized
in a decentralized manner utilizing a
combination o f family/household
labour and wage labour and often de
ploying ‘traditional’ recruiting insti
tutions covering the industrial, ser
vice and agricultural sectors. Such
labour relations were shown in the
many case studies from India, Philip
pines, Thailand, Korea, Indonesia,
Vietnam, and Malaysia. The various
papers also discussed the different
categories of labour (based on gender,
ethnicity and age-group) and the dif
ferent definitions o f skill which
emerged out of these subcontracting
arrangements. Although most of the
empirical studies did not look into
the consequences o f subcontracting
arrangements on local politics and
community life, community organiz
ers from Thailand involved with
homeworkers in different parts of
Thailand brought up the problems of
organizing homeworkers particularly
in relation to trade unions. Currently
preparations are under way to prepare
a publication on subcontracting
under the editorship of Profjan Lu
cassen and Dr Ratna Saptari.
The fourth workshop held at the
end o f the year and organized by the
Pakistan Institute for Labour Educa
tion and Research and supported by
CLARA concentrated on the general
issue of Labour in Pakistan. Although
CLARA’s emphasis is mainly on work
shops which deal with labour issues
in a comparative framework, the Pak
istan workshop was considered to be
an exception because of the dearth of
studies and researches held on Pak
istan compared for instance with that
of India. This workshop focused on
five key themes namely: labour histo
ry, the construction of class and com
munity, the legal aspects of labour
problems, the history of left parties
and the contemporary changes in
labour relations. Proposals were made
for regional co-operation and sharing
of experiences with researchers from
South Asian and Middle Eastern
countries. Tentatively in this regard a
timetable was proposed to organize a
comparative regional labour work
shop at the end of the next two years.

India
Tel.:+ 9 1-118-532 968
Fax:+91-118-532 974 I 535 I 74
E-mail: shram@ndf.vsnl.net.in

Fellowships
One post-doctoral fellowship was
awarded this year to Dr Prabhu Mo-

P U B L I C A T I O N S
WORKING PAPERS
Two working papers have come out
this year. These are:
A m arjit Kaur

WOMEN'S WORK, GENDER AND
LABOUR RELATIONS
(WORKING PAPER NO. 6)
and
Peter Boomgaard

LABOUR IN JAVA IN THE 1930S
(WORKING PAPER N O .7).
BOOKS
CLARA currently has a contract
with Curzon Press, London to produce
a book series on Labour in Asia.
The general editorship is in the hands
of Prof. Marcel van der Linden and
Dr Ratna Saptari.The first title,
which is edited by Rebecca Elmhirst
and Ratna Saptari will be:
LABOUR IN SOUTHEAST ASIA:
LOCAL PROCESSES IN
A GLOBALIZING WORLD.

hapatra from the W . Giri Institute.
Dr Mohapatra’s research is on: ‘Indus
trialization o f Work Culture Jamshedpur Steel Works 1930-1990s’ and start
ed on March 1999. The project envis
ages research on the broad theme of
the creation, maintenance and de
cline of the Work Culture in the Steel
Town. Four aspects are to be specially
studied, namely: a) The creation and
contestation of Worker Loyalty and
Company Paternalism - best reflected
in the Founders day Parade of the
Company, b) The experience ofindustrialization among a set of fourth and
fifth generation workers, c) Extensive
study of the pattern o f disputes on the
shopfloor level, d) Finally exploration
of the crucial strike of the 1958 in
TISCO - the last recorded collective
action of the steelworkers, which was
led by the communists.

Visiting F ellow ships
CLARA awards one visiting fellow
ship a year and, because for various
reasons the fellowship was not
opened in 1998, the positions for 1998
and 1999 were announced at the same
time and awarded in 1999. Two visit
ing fellows were appointed this year
and stayed for three months based at
the International Institute of Social
History. These fellows were Dr
Shigeru Sato, a historian from the
University of Newcastle, NSW, Aus
tralia, and Dr Adapa Satyanarayana,
also a historian, from Omani Univer
sity, Hyderabad, India. Dr Shigeru
Sato consulted various institutions
including BUZA, NIOD, and KIT. He
also consulted material on economic
and social changes during World War
II, a period that still remains under
researched. Dr Sato will produce a
working paper on labour in the
Japanese period as a result of his study
period.
Dr Adapa Satyanarayana specializes
on Indian labour migration to Burma
and Malaysia in the late 19th century
and has collected various material
from the International Institute ofSocial History and through secondary
material concerning labour migra
tion in general and Indian migration
in particular. He also is preparing a
working paper as a result o f his threemonth stay in Holland. ■
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within a field of limited opportuni
ties for other disadvantaged groups.
Such developments lead us to re
flect on questions regarding the inter
play between the past and present; be
tween macro and micro-level phe
nomena, and between universalities
and specificities. How has history
played a role in defining the situation
of women in the domestic service
today? How have globalized life styles
and work relations generalized the
situation of domestic workers? How
can questions that we pose about the
contemporary period help us to pose
questions that need to be asked about
the history of domestic service and
tingency, which may be cultural and
vice versa?
economic at the same time.
This workshop is geared to take a
These debates are particularly rele
closer
look at transformations in do
vant when discussing general trends
mestic
service w ithin a longer his
occurring in present-day phenomena.
torical
and
transgenerational timeThe last few decades domestic service
span.
The
aim
is to discover the con
has become part of a new internation
nections
between
the past and pre
al division of labour, with women
sent,
between
the
global and local
from some countries and regions (e.g.
expressions
o
f
domestic
service; be
the Philippines, Sri Lanka) working in
tween
the
intergenerational
life sto
other Asian countries, in the Middle
ries
of
individual
servants
and
their
East, and in Europe. This increased in
employers
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ser
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First of all, what sorts of people
in which there is an unprecedented
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in domestic service relations?
mobility of people, goods, and images.
What
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The new middle classes have devel
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what is that of the domes
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the demand for domestic service. The
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generations
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Domestic Service and
Mobility: Labour,
livelihoods and lifestyles
ver the last two
decades our un
derstanding ofdo
mestic service, its changes
throughout history, and
its links to larger political
and economic transformations has
been enriched by feminist and histor
ical scholarship. It has been argued
that one of the root causes of wo men’s
subordination was the separation of
'the domestic’ and ‘the public’ do
mains which were contemporaneous
with the emergence of capitalism.
This separation resulted in a situa
tion in which anything associated
with the domestic became hidden,
undervalued, and was perceived as
unimportant. However, others have
also argued that the boundaries sepa
rating the domestic and public
spheres may shift in content and
form; that it may be associated not
only with conduct within the home,
but also with the type of work (do
mestic) and the type o f people
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(women) considered to belong there.
Although the implications of the
public-private dichotomy at the ideo
logical level are considered to be more
or less clear, namely the devaluation
of women’s work and women’s iden
tity, in practice the boundaries sepa
rating the domestic and public
spheres, it is argued, are less so.
Recent research is also more criti
cal of explanations regarding those
stereotypes and universalities of do
mestic service which essentially look
towards ideological or cultural fac
tors only, perceiving them as mani
festations of or as determining eco
nomic exigencies. These studies
show th at many features which we
take to be central and common, such
as what constitutes the domestic, the
‘feminine’ nature of domestic service
or the sharp division of labour be
tween the tasks of men and those of
women in the household, are prod
ucts o f history and therefore are not
impervious to contestation and con
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AMSTERDAM,

THE

NETHERLANDS

Asian Workshop
on Oral History
Training
•

•

In September 1999, a workshop on ‘Building Social History
Archives in Asia’ was organized at the International Institute
o f Social History in Amsterdam. Participants came from India,
Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Burma/Myanmar, Thailand,
Indonesia, USA, and Europe. The participants agreed that
there is a great need for social historians and political activists
to record, collect, and preserve oral sources on the social histo
ry o f Asian societies, particularly for the post-colonial period.
However, proper training in how to practice oral history is un
available to most Asian researchers and activists. The partici
pants to the Amsterdam workshop stressed the need to begin
providing such training as soon as possible.
0 this end, the Re
search Programme
on Changing Labour
Relations in Asia (CLARA)
is organizing the first
Asian Workshop on Oral
History Training. The workshop will
be held in South Asia, and the Pak
istan Institute of Labour Education
and Research (PILER, Karachi), the
Centre for Studies in Social Sciences
(CSSSC, Calcutta), and the Interna
tional Centre for Ethnic Studies (ICES,
Colombo) are involved in the plan
ning of the workshop, together with
the International Institute of Social

History (IISH, Amsterdam). Dr Ratna
Saptari, co-ordinator of CLARA, is the
contact person.
The aim o f the workshop is to pro
vide an introduction to the state of
the art of oral history, and its possibil
ities and limitations, to researchers
from different Asian countries. The
workshop includes training seminars
in which experienced oral historians
work with beginning practitioners.
Based on the latest literature, oral his
torians from different parts of the
world will present their experiences
and suggestions, focusing on four as
pects:

i. Interview techniques. E.g. how to get
people to talk about the past; how to
elicit particular pipes of information
and emotion; or how to use silences,
questions, photographs, sound record
ings, etc. to direct the course o f the inter
view.

2. Interview situations. E.g. individual
orgroup interviews; single or successive
interviews; power relations between intervieweefs) and interviewees); ques
tions o f gender, class, and language;
place and time o f the interview.
3. Recording, preserving, and using
oral sources. E.g. the use o f various
media (audiocassette, minidisc, video
cassette, written notes); how to dupli
cate and store them; how to index them
and make them available to others; how
they can be usedfor consciousness-rais
ing, informing a larger audience, etc.
4. Analysing oral sources. E.g. ways o f
interpreting; levels o f information in a
spoken text; source critique; links be
tween oral, visual and written sources.

Organization
The workshop will be a three-day
meeting in which experienced oral
historians (‘trainers’) share their expe
riences with beginning oral histori
ans from different parts of Asia. The
workshop starts from the needs of the
beginners as expressed in notes writ
ten by them before the workshop, on
the basis of their work experiences
and on methodological literature pro
vided by the organizers o f the work
shop. The trainers, who come from
different parts of the world, will use
these notes to reflect on the four as
pects mentioned above, and to offer
practical advice. One day will be de
voted to practical interview training
based on both samples of oral history

General Information
Workshop Date:
26 - 28 October 2000

Workshop Venue:
Centre for Development Studies,Trivandrum,
Kerala, India

Num ber o f participants:
Maximum 20

Work schedule:
15 June - Submission o f abstracts
15 September - Submission o f papers

vice is gendered. In linking individu
als to families and households, to
class and ethnic positions, and to re
gional backgrounds, it draws in ques
tions about the nature of the house
holds involved, how they are struc
tured, the relations between the vari
ous strata of society, and regional in
equalities. Domestic service brings
people from very different back
grounds together in an often intimate
and therefore threatening relation
ship.
Secondly, how has the nature of do
mestic service relations evolved? Do
mestic service is a relationship which
is both a wage relationship, and at the
same time a highly personal one, the
content of which is both historically
and culturally specific. It undermines
the notion of a division between the
domestic sphere as private, separate
from the public sphere. The ways in
which domestic service has evolved is
implicated by, and has implications
for, the ways in which a division be
tween ‘the domestic’ and ‘the public’
is perceived.
material (collected by participants)
Thirdly, domestic service implies
and simulated interview situations.
some special sort of mobility. In terms
The trainers are selected for their
of spatial mobility the question is
own work, but also as representatives
how various uses of space are related.
of active groups of oral historians in
At
present, domestic service often im
various parts of the world. A total of
plies
a great distance between place of
six trainers will be invited. Partici
origin
and location of employment,
pants will be selected from Asian soci
and
a
highly circumscribed use of
eties, on the basis of their current and
space
at
the site of employment, with
future involvement in oral history.
implications
for the forms of protec
The number of invitees will be be
tion
available
to domestic workers. At
tween twelve and eighteen. ■
the same time, domestic service raises
questions about social mobility. Does
Provisional programme
domestic service indeed imply some
form of social mobility, even if only
5 January 2001
Morning:
for the next generation? Or is it first
a. Introductions;
and foremost a poverty trap, with the
b. Interview techniques
absence of mothers leading to fewer
Afternoon:
chances for their children? How are
c. Interview situations;
these various forms of access to and
d. Training seminar I
use of space related, and what are the
implications for the forms of protec
6 January 2001
tion available to domestic workers?
Morning:
Fourthly, the relationship of the
e. Recording, oral sources;
state to domestic service tends to be
f. Preserving and using oral sources
very varied. Often one of the least reg
Afternoon:
g. Training seminar 2;
ulated sectors (both because o f the na
h. Analysing oral sources
ture of the labour relation and the
gender of those involved), at times
8 January 2001
state intervention has taken place,
Morning:
and labour unions and other forms of
i. Training seminar 3;
organization by domestic workers,
j. Training seminar 4
have intervened. As in other sectors,
Afternoon:
protective measures have often had
k. Visit to oral history project;
ambiguous effects. ■
l. Concluding session

Contact person: Dr R atna Saptari,

Convenors:

Co-ordinator, Research Programme on

Dr Ratna Saptari (CLARA)

Changing Labour Relations in Asia (CLARA),

E-mail: rsa@iisg.nl

d o International Institute o f Social History,

Dr Annelies AAoors

Cruquiusweg 33, 1019 AT Amsterdam,

(Dept o f Anthropology,

The Netherlands,Tel.: + 31-20-668 5866

University o f Amsterdam)

E-mail: rsa@iisg.nl

E-mail: moors@pscw.uva.nl
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■ By SABINE A.M. KUYPERS
& WIM STOKHOF

The Executive Group o f the
ESF Asia Committee con
vened in Lisbon on n April to
prepare the general meeting
o f the Full Committee, which
is planned to take place in
Madrid on 15-16 June 2000.
Workshops 1999/zooo
Most of the workshops selected in
1999 have already taken place. For re
ports on these workshops, please see
the F ink?a ges in the IIAS Newsletters
21, 22 and 23. For an overview o f
workshops selected in 1999, please
check the ‘ESF Asia Committee
Agenda’ in the same Pink Pages.

THE ESF
IN A NUTSHELL
The European Science Foundation
(ESF) acts as a catalyst for the
development of science by bringing
together leading scientists and
funding agencies to debate, plan and
implement pan-European scientific
and science policy initiatives.
The ESF is an association of more
than sixty major national funding
agencies devoted to basic scientific
research in over twenty countries.
It represents all scientific disciplines:
physical and engineering sciences, life
and environmental sciences, medical
sciences, humanities and social
sciences.The Foundation assists its
Member Organisations in two main
ways: by bringing scientists together
in its scientific programmes, networks
and European research conferences,
to work on topics of common
concern; and through the joint study
of issues of strategic importance in
European science policy.
The ESF maintains close relations
with other scientific institutions
within and outside Europe. By its
activities, the Foundation adds value
by co-operation and co-ordination
across national frontiers and
endeavours, offers expert scientific
advice on strategic issues, and
provides the European forum for
fundamental science.
ESF OFFICE
Mrs Marianne Yagoubi or
Ms Madelise Blumenroeder
I quai Lezay-Marnésia
67080 Strasbourg Cedex, France
Tel :+33 388 767151
Fax: +33 388 370S32
E-mail: mblumenroeder@esf.org
Http://www.esf.org

SECRETARIAT OF
THE ESF ASIA COMMITTEE
International Institute for Asian Studies
att. of: Drs Sabine A.M. Kuypers
or Drs Marieke te Booij
RO.Box 9515,2300 RA Leiden
The Netherlands
Tel.:+31-71-527 22 27
Fax:+31-7 1-527 4 1 62
http://www.iias.nl/esfac
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News from
the ESF Asia Committee
Workshops 2001
In Lisbon, one of the tasks of the Ex
ecutive Group was to make a prelimi
nary assessment of the submitted
workshop proposals, which were re
ceived by the secretariat after a call for
workshops launched in December
1999. The call for workshops was pub
lished in poster format; in the IIAS
Newsletter and on the Asia Commit
tee’s web site. Forty proposals for
workshops have been received by the
secretariat. In 1999, the Asia Commit
tee received a total number of 74 pro
posals for workshops to take place in
1999/2000. Most probably, the reason
for this decrease in number of appli
cations, is the fact that this year’s
round (with a deadline in February)
concerned proposals for workshops to
take place in 2001 only, which meant
that scholars had to have their plans
ready 12-22 months in advance.
O f the forty proposals received, six
were turned down because they did
not meet the formal criteria. The Ex
ecutive Group formulated a prelimi
nary ranking order on the basis of ref
eree reports and their own evaluation.
In June 2000, this proposed ranking
order will be discussed, amended
and/or approved by the Asia Commit
tee.
Probably six to eight grants will be
allotted, depending on the quality of
the proposals, to a maximum of FF
100.000,- per grant.
The workshop proposals were dis
tributed over the eight categories
(mentioned in the Asia Committee’s
‘call for workshops’ poster) in the fol
lowing way:
1. Welfare systems and models of
social security................................ 5
2. Demographic change.................... 3
3. Security and regionalisation ........ 2
4. Value systems and cultural
heritage ........................................11
5. Changing Labour relations in
A sia................................................. 2
6. Knowledge systems, environment,
international business operations
and transmission of technology .. 4
7. Institutional frameworks for
company, industrial development
and for internationalization of
business in A sia ............................2
8. ‘Asianization’ of politics, demo
cracy, and hum an rig h ts.............. 5
It was not surprising that a large
am ount of proposals fell under
category 4, since it is the main
‘Humanities’ category, whereas the
others (1-3 and 5-8) are more close to
‘Social Sciences’.
The table on the opposite page
shows the total am ount o f applica
tions per country, the proposals’ dis
tribution over the ESF member
countries, and their Asian co-orga

N?22 • June 2000

nizers and the co-operative links be
tween the main European and Asian
co-organizers.

New members Asia
Committee
Since the previous issue of this
newsletter, three changes occurred in
the Asia Committee’s membership.
Prof Klaus Antoni had to resign due
to other obligations at his home uni
versity (Eberhard Karls Universitat,
Tübingen). Prof Josef Kreiner, Direc
tor o f the Japanologisches Seminar,
Universitat Bonn has graciously ac
cepted the invitation by the Deutsche
Forschungs Gemeinschaft (DFG) to
succeed him. The British Academy has
decided to raise its contribution for
ESF AC activities and it proposed to
appoint Prof Christopher Howe, De
partm ent o f Economics, SOAS, Lon
don, as a new Asia Committee mem
ber. Prof Jan Breman, Committee
member, agreed to act as an observer
for the Academia Europea as well.

den; and the University o f Hull, re
spectively. For information about
their work, we refer to (previous is
sues) o f the IIAS newsletter.
At present still two Asia Committee
fellows are active:
Dr Martin Ramstedt (Germany),
stationed at the IIAS (Leiden). His
topic is: ‘Hindu Dharma Indonesia the Hindu-movement in present-day
Indonesia and its influence in relation
to the development of the indigenous
culture of the Toraja (Aluk Todolo) in
South Sulawesi (from 1 December
1997 - 30 November 2000).
Dr Evelyne Micollier (France), sta
tioned at the Amsterdam Branch of
the International Institute for Asian
Studies (IIAS). Dr Micollier conducts
research on the topic ‘Practices and
Representations of Health and Illness
in the Context of Chinese Culture. In
teractions with social facts (illness
prevention and human reality of
AIDS)’ (From 1 July 1998 - 1 July 2000).

Programme D evelopm ent

Fellowships
In 1999, Dr Cecilia Milwertz,
Dr Giovanni Vitiello and Dr Cristina
Eghenter concluded their fellowships
at the Institute for Chinese Studies,
the University of Oxford; the Interna
tional Institute for Asian Studies, Lei-

During the 1999 meeting, the ESF
Asia Committee decided to continue
support for programme develop
ment, and it mandated the Executive
Group to take further initiatives.
The Executive Group decided to set
aside a sum o f FF 100.000,- in the

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATIONS
FOR
ASI AN STUDI ES
ASSOCIATION FOR KOREAN
STUDIES IN EUROPE, AKSE
Prof. W erner Sasse (President)
E-mail:

or5a007@rrz.uni-hamburg.de
Secretariat
d o Dr Young-sook Pak
E-mail:

Yp@soas.ac.uk
http://www.dur.ac.uk/~dmuOrcp/
aksepage.htm

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF
CHINESE STUDIES, EACS
Prof. Glen Dudbridge (President)
E-mail:

glen.dudbridge@orinst.ox.ac.uk
Secretariat
d o Prof. Christian Henriot
E-mail:

chenriot@ish-lyon.cnrs.fr
http://www.soas.ac.uk/eacs

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION FOR
JAPANESE STUDIES, EAJS
Dr Peter Kornicki (President)
E-mail:

pk 104@hermes.cam.ac.uk
Secretariat
d o Prof. W erner Pascha
E-mail:

eajs@uni-duisburg.de
http://www.eajs.org/

EUROPEAN SOCIETY FOR
CENTRAL ASIA STUDIES, ESCAS
DrTuraj Atabaki (President)

I quai Lezay-Marnésia
67080 Strasbourg Cedex
France
Tel.:+33-388 76 71 51
Fax:+33-388 37 05 32
http://www.esf.org

budget for the year 2000, to support
publications resulting from the re
search programmes ‘Changing Labour
Relations in Asia’(CLARA) and ‘East
West Environmental Linkages Network’.
The Executive Group also decided
to stim ulate the development o f new
research programmes. For this pur
pose, some of the 1999/2000 work
shop organizers will be approached
medio 2000, when all workshops
have taken place, to present a pro
posal in the framework o f pro
gramme development.
Awarded grants could include
funding for (short-term) fellowships
or meetings, which should result in
a w ritten report and a proposal for a
new research programme.

EUROCORES
The Asia Committee would like to
stim ulate Asia Research in the newly
created ESF innovative scheme for
promoting research collaboration in
Europe; the so-called EUROCORES
(launched in 1999). This ‘ESF co-op
erative research’ scheme is aimed at
‘enhancing the Foundation’s ability
to leverage the collective expertise
and resources o f its 65 member orga
nizations’. Several preliminary pro
posals have reached the Executive
Group. They will be forwarded to the
Full Asia Committee.

Brochure/Research Prospectus
The ESF Asia Committee 1999-2000
Research Prospectus was published
in February 2000. For those who did
not obtain a copy, free copies are
available at the Asia Committee’s
Secretariat. The text can also be
found on www.iias.nl/esfac ■

ESF AS I A
COMMITTEE
MEMBERS
The Asia Com m ittee consists of the
following members nominated by their
respective National Research Councils:

E-mail:

Turaj.Atabaki@let.uu.nl
Secretariat
d o Dr Gabriele Rasuly-Paleczek
E-mail:

gabriele.rasuly@univie.ac.at
http://www.let.uu.nl/~escas/

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION FOR
SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES,
EUROSEAS
Prof.Thommy Svensson (President)
E-mail:

thommy.svensson@smvk.se
Secretariat:
d o Prof. Peter Boomgaard
E-mail:

EUROSEAS@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
http://www.iias.nl/institutes/kitlv/
euroseas.html

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION FOR
SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES, EASAS
Prof. Dr Dieter Rothermund (President)
E-mail:

ag5@vm.urz.uni-heidelberg.de
Secretariat
d o Prof. Dirk Kolff
E-mail:

Kolff@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

- Prof. Klaus Antoni (Germany)
- Prof. Alessandro Avanzini (Italy)
- Prof. Jan Breman (the Netherlands)
- Prof. Jean-Luc Domenach
(France)
- Prof. Jan Fagerberg (Norway)
- Prof. M arc Gaborieau (France)
- Prof. Carl le Grand (Sweden)
- Prof. Terry King (Great Britain)
- Prof. Reijo Luostarinen (Finland)
- Prof. Wolfgang Marschall
(Switzerland)
- Prof. John Martinussen (Denmark)
- Prof. Rosa M aria Perez (Portugal)
- Prof. Nicolas Standaert (Belgium)
- Prof. Ernst Steinkellner (Austria)
- Prof.Wim Stokhof (the Netherlands)
(secretary)
- Prof.Thommy Svensson (Sweden)
(chairman)
- Prof. Rudolf Wagner (Germany)
Observers are:
- Prof. Taciana Fisac (Spain)
- Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for
International Scholarly Exchange
(Taiwan ROC)
- Association for Asian Studies
(USA)
- Academia Europaea,
Prof. Jan Breman (the Netherlands)
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27-29

AUGUST

FEBRUARY

1999

19-20

2 6 -2 7 AUGUST 1999

2000

FEBRUARY

Agenda

2000

Hong Kong, PR China

Coventry, Great Britain

Chinese Transnational Enterprises and

Migration, Urban Development

Entrepreneurship in Prosperity and

and Demographic Change in Punjab

Adversity: South China and Southeast Asia

1 8 9 0 s-19905

2000

Good Government. Eastern and Western

Societies in Transition
Professor Ronald Anderson, IRES,
Univcrsitc catholique de Louvain,
Place Montesquieu 3,
B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

Studies, School o f International Studies

the conference website:
www.iias.nl/iias/research/qiaoxiangor

and Law, Coventry University,

Fax:+32-10-4739 45

Priory Street, CVi 5FB Coventry,

E-mail: andetson@ ires.ud.ac.be

contact Dr Cen Huang or Dr Leo Douw at
E-mail: cenhuang@hotmail.com or

United Kingdom
E-mail: 106432.1724@compuserve.com

Perspectives: 4^ EPCReN Workshop
Dr Geir Helgesen, Nordic Institute of
Asian Studies, Leifsgade 33,
2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark
Fax: +45-32-96 25 30
E-mail: geir@nias.ku.dk

Tel.: +32-10-47 4146
JUNE

2-4
MAY

2000

2000

JUNE

2000

Oslo, Norway

douwl@ letvu.nl.

Human and Regional Security
MARCH

2000

8-10

MAY

2000

Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Brokers of Capital and Knowledge:

199 9
1 5 - 1 7 MA R C H 2 0 0 0

London, Great Britain
Interpreting Asian Cultures in Museums:

producer services and social mobility

displays, activities, strategies

Dr Heidi Dahies, Centre for Asian Studies

Central Asian Collections

Dr Brian Durrans, D epartm ent of

Amsterdam (CASA), Het Spinhuis,

Professor Yu.A. Petrosyan,

Ethnography, British Museum,

Oudezijds Achterburgwal 185,

Head o f the M anuscript Fund o f

6 Burlington Gardens, London W1X 2EX,

1012 DK Amsterdam, The Netherlands

the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute

Great Britain

o f Oriental Study, Russian Academy

Tel.: +44-207-323 8027

o f Sciences

Fax: +44-207-323 8013

or Dr M.I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya,

E-mail:
bdurrans@british-museum.ac.uk

SEPTEMBER 1 9 9 9

St Petersburg, Russia
Preservation of Dtinhuang and

Supervisor o f the M anuscript Fund

in Provincial Asia

A gend A

E-mail: brokers@pscw.uva.nl

23

The Committee selected 15 workshops

Bonn, Germany

which will enjoy its support for
1999/2000. The following proposals

orient@thesa.ru

Demographic Developments and Value

received ESF ACfinancing.

1999

m a r c h

2000

24

MAY

2000

Systems and Cultural Heritage(s) in
South and Southeast Asia
Professor S. Leydesdorff or Dr Frances
Gouda, Belle van Zuylen Instituut,

East Asian and Western societies in

OCTOBER 1 9 9 9

-

Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Gender and the Transmission of Values

Change in Contemporary Modem Societies -

N-0317 Oslo, Norway
Tel. +47-22-85 89 00
Fax: +47-22-85 89 20
E-maihj.h.nossum@sum.uio.no
http://www.sum.uio.no/southchinasea/

21-23

JUNE

2000

Medicine in China. Health techniques
and soaal history
Dt Frederic Obtinget, Centre d’Études
sur la Chine Moderne et Contemporaine,
54, boulevard Raspail, 75006 Paris France
Fax:+33-1-49542078
E-mail: obringer@ehess.fr

Universiteit van Amsterdam, Rokin 84-

comparative perspective

Copenhagen, Denmark

Centre for Development and
the Environment, P.0 . Box 1116 Blindern,

Fax: +31-20-4446722

(from a total of some 75 applications)
16-17

around the South China Sea
Mr Johan Henrik Nossum,

Paris, France

E-mail: orient@ieos.spb.su or

28-30

2000

Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

during the twentieth century.

OCTOBER

2 JUNE

Building the Social Safety Net/or Asian

For more information please visit

7-12

-

Seoul, Korea

Dr Ian Talbot, Centre for South Asian

SEPTEMBER

MAY

APRIL

2000

Mongolians from Country to City:

Dr Axel Klein, Forschungsstelle

90,1012 KX Amsterdam, The Netherlands

jloating boundaries, pastoralism,

Modernes japan, Regina-Pacis-Weg7,

Fax:+31-20-525 22 19

and cit y life in the Mongol lands
during the 20th centuiy

D-53113 Bonn
Tel:+49-228-737023

Convenors: Dr Li Narangoa

Fax:+49-228-735054

7-9

APRIL

2000

E-mail: leydesdorff@pscw.uva.nl or

Uppsala, Sweden

fgouda@aol.com

Indigenous People: the trajectoiy of
a contemporary concept in India

7-8

JULY

2000

SOAS, London, Great Britain
Centre and Periphery in Southeast Asia
Professor Anne Booth, D epartm ent o f
Economics, SOAS, University o f London,

(contact person) and D t Ole Bruun

Dr B. G. Katlsson,The Seminar for

E-mail: nata@nias.ku.dk

Development Studies, Uppsala

2 5 - 2 6 m a y 2000

Budapest, Hungary
The Last Decade ofMigration from
the People’s Republic of China to Europe

University, Övre Slottsgatan 1, S-753 10
Uppsala, Sweden

Russell Square, London WCIHOXG.
Great Britain
Fax: +44-171-323 6277
E-mail: abio@soas.ac.uk

and Asia

Tel: +46-18-4716852
Fax:+46-18-120832

Dr Pal D. Nyfri at both

E-mail: beppe.katlsson@uland.uu.se

nyirip@mail.matav.hu and
nyirip@yahoo.com.
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ESF AS I A
COMMITTEE
FELLOWS
Dr Evelyne Micollier (Aix-en-Provence)
Stationed a t HAS, Leiden, the Netherlands
Topic: ‘Practices and Representations of
Health and Illness in the Context of
Chinese Culture. Interactions with

Austria
Belgium *
Czech Republic

social facts (Illness prevention and
Human reality of AIDS)’
Period: July 1998 - July 2000

Denmark *
Finland *
France *
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland

Dr Martin R am stedt (München)
Stationed a t HAS, Leiden, the Netherlands
Topic: Hindu Dharma Indonesia The Hindu-Movement in Present-Day
Indonesia and its Influence in Relation
to the Development of the Indigenous
Culture of theToraja (AlukTodolo) in
South Sulawesi
Period: December 1997 - December 2000

Italy :
The Netherlands *
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Roemenia

NEW P U B L I C A T I O N
Sponsored by ESF AC:
David Smyth (ed.)

Spain * *
Sweden
Switzerland *

THE CANON IN SOUTHEAST
ASIAN LITERATURES
LITERATURES OF BURMA,
CAMBODIA, INDONESIA, LAOS,

Turkey
United Kingdom *

I

I

MALAYSIA, THE PHILIPPINES,
THAILAND, AND VIETNAM

1

Total
*

4

6

3

1

I

6

has a member on the ESF Asia Committee

**

I

I

1

3

3

has an observer on the ESF Asia Committee

2

Richmond, Surrey: Curzon Press, 2000,
273 pp. ISBN 0-7007-1090-6
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Migration, Urban Development,
and Demographic Change in Punjab
T he Research C entre for S outh Asian S tu dies at Coventry U n i
versity organ ized a conference o n ‘M igration, U rban D evelop 
m en t, and D em ograp h ic C hange in Punjab 1890s- 1990s’ w hich
was h eld at th e H u m b er Lecture Theatre, February 2000, and
was sp onsored by th e ESF Asia C om m ittee. T he first day was
d evoted to p anels exam in in g th e processes o f u rb an ization and
m ig ra tio n in C olon ial Punjab, w h ile day tw o focused o n m igra
tio n and d em ograp h ic change w ith respect to th e ‘three Punjab s' - th e Indian Punjab, th e Pakistan Punjab, and th e Punjabi
diaspora. The o p e n in g day had con clu d ed w ith a special slid e
p resen ta tion and lecture on ‘T he A rchitecture o f O ld Lahore
T hrough T he A ges’ by th e celebrated Pakistani p ain ter and aca
d em ic Dr Ajaz Anwar.
canal colony irrigation develop
ments of the late colonial era, and
the unprecedented massive popula
tion transfers involving eleven mil
lion people which accompanied the
1947 partition. Since independence,
migration has arisen from industri
alization, the impact of the Green
Revolution, and finally from inter
national labour demands. The latter
have resulted in the emergence of a
Punjabi diaspora which has come to
play an important role in the politics
of homeland. Participants drew at
tention to the continuities as well as
the discontinuities existing between

By I A N T A L B O T

ver fifty scholars
from the Nether' lands, France, Swe• I den, England, the Unit1 ed States, India, and Pak
istan were brought to
gether in this forum to discuss the
profound demographic upheaval
within the Punjab region during the
past century which is without paral
lel in Asia. In colonial Punjab, in ad
dition to the more usual rural-urban
migration, this included rural to
rural migration arising from the
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2nd International
Convention of
Asia Scholars
11 Asia Scholars
around the world
are invited to
participate in the Second
International Conven
tion of Asia Scholars
(ICAS 2) to be held in Berlin, Ger
many, between 9 and 12 August, 2001.
In view of the growing internation
al co-operation in the field of Asian
studies, the idea on which ICAS 1, held
in the Netherlands in June 1998, was
based, will be governing ICAS 2 as
well. The conference is aimed at pro
viding a broad and inclusive forum
for all scholars working on issues re
lated to Asian Studies and seeking a
way of establishing or improving
their international networks. Across
continents, disciplines, regional spe
cializations, and conceptual ap
proaches, the main purpose of ICAS 2
will be to present both a formal plat
form and an academic stimulus to
improving the exchange of scholarly
contacts in Asian Studies. After the
success of the first convention, ICAS 2
thus is meant to be another major
5 0

step towards a continuous improve
ment of internationalization and co
operation in all fields of Asian Studies.
ICAS 2 is co-organized by the AAS,
the HAS, and the European Science
Foundation (ESF) Asia Committee, in
co-operation with the following six

ICAS

the British and post-colonial eras.
The current impact of information
technology on the polities of identi
ty was presaged by the late nine
teenth-century explosion of print
capitalism. Globalization was fore
shadowed with respect to the Punjab
u/ the
LUC tying in
m of agLiLunumi
by
agricultural production to global markets following
the canal colony development,
Moreover, Punjabi service in the In
dian Army resulted in an early expe
rience of international migration.
Well before the close of colonial rule,
Punjabi migrant communities - the
forerunners of the contemporary di
aspora - were established in the Asia
Pacific, Canada, and North America.
In addition to temporal and spa
tial comparative dimensions, the
workshop benefited from the multi
disciplinary approaches and insights
which scholars were able to bring.
There were useful inputs from the
disciplines of history, polities, eco
nomics, sociology, and anthropology
in keeping with the tradition of
South Asian Studies.
The papers presented on the Pun
jabi diaspora will be published in a

stage, other associations of Asian
studies are cordially invited to join us
in the endeavour to establish a global
network of scholarly exchange in
Asian Studies.
ICAS organization will be based on
a broad spectrum of panels, round
table discussions, poster presenta
tions, and papers presented from the
field. An informal programme will in
clude cultural activities, book exhibi
tions, and a series of activities which
will be closely connected to activities
of the Third Asia Pacific Weeks in
Berlin.
In co-operation with the German
Association of Asian Studies (Deut
sche Gesellschaft fur Asienkunde,
DGA), ICAS 2 will be organized by an
executive committee (for formal orga
nization) and a programme commit
tee of representatives of the co-sponsoring associations. Local organiza
tion in Berlin lies with the Center for
Chinese and East Asian Studies of the
Freie Universitat Berlin. ■
Suggestions for papers, panels and/or poster
sessions are more than welcome. The deadline
for receipt is I December 2000.

International Convention
of Asia Scholars

Starting on I June 2000, the ICAS 2 website
will be online with further, and continuously
updated, information. Please check the
following web address: www.fu-berlin.de/icas2

European Associations: Association
for Korean Studies in Europe (AKSE),
European Association for Chinese
Studies (EACSJ, European Association
for Japanese Studies (EAJS), European
Association for South Asian Studies
(EASAS), European Society for Central
Asian Studies (ESCAS), and the Euro
pean Association for Southeast Asian
Studies (EUROSEAS). At the present

■ 1IAS n e w s l e t t e r N?2 2 • J u n e 2000

special issue of the Internationaljour
nal of Punjab Studies in December
2000. A selection of papers arising
from the other five panels will be
published in a volume edited by the
conference organizers. The opening
four sessions of the workshop are
available on video-tape (for details
contactI.Talbot@coventry.ac.uk).
Many participants appreciated the
fact that a common meeting ground
had been provided for the dozen
scholars from India and Pakistan.
Such a gathering would not have
been possible in Lahore, Chandigarh,
or New Delhi in the heightened ten
sion of the post-Kargil subcontinent.
A sense of mutual isolation is further
intensified by difficulties in access
ing academic journals and books
from the neighbouring country.
Closing discussions highlighted the
need for an appeal to the respective
states to ease visa restrictions and
encourage a freer flow of ideas.
Four important academic themes
emerged from the conference. The
first was the need for increased com
parative study at the micro-level
with regard to urbanization and mi
gration patterns in the colonial era
and to the uprooting and resettle
ment which accompanied the 1947
partition. There was also discussion
regarding the utility of adopting the
term ethnic cleansing to describe the
acute refugee migration of this peri

od. The second was an acknowledge
ment of the increasing significance
of the Punjabi diaspora in cultural,
socio-economic and political trans
actions with post-colonial Indian
and Pakistan Punjabs. Informal link
ages were regarded as more impor
tant than official channels for the
transmission of remittances, but it
was acknowledged that these are dif
ficult to track. The question was also
raised whether there is a need to talk
of Punjabi diasporas, rather than of a
single diaspora. Thirdly, there was
the suggestion that comparisons
might be drawn between the Pak
istan and Khalistan movements
with respect to the dilemmas sur
rounding the need for an eventual
territorialization of a nationalist
ideal which had emerged to serve
identity purposes. Finally, it was
agreed that the study of migration
and urbanization should be linked
more closely with the issues of sus
tainable development and environ
mental degradation.
Future plans with respect to the
workshop focused around both the
need to continue Indo-Pakistan aca
demic dialogue in a ‘neutral’ setting
and to develop the four research
agendas referred to above. It was also
appreciated that a Work in Progress
session had been included in the
programme thus enabling younger
scholars to present the fruits of their
fieldwork. All participants express
their deep gratitude to The Asia
Committee of the European Science
Foundation without whose sponsor
ship the holding of the, workshop
would have been impossible. ■

Ian Talbot, Professor o f South Asian Studies,
Coventry University, England,
e-mail: i.talbot@coventry.ac.uk
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The Future of ASEM
By David Fouquet

M elancholy
Despite such warnings of succumb
ing to possible ‘forum fatigue’ it was
also emphasized that a fourth such
session was being planned that could
also make a serious effort to gather
momentum for public concerns and
awareness in Denmark in 2002. Fur
thermore, one European based in Asia
failed to understand what he charac
terized as the ‘melancholy’ attitude of
other participants, adding that he was
not pessimistic but confident about
the development of a Euro-Asian pole
on the world stage.
It was noted that the first meeting
had the advantage of being a novelty,
which both compared and contrasted
with the more economically-oriented
APEC trans-Pacific process with the
US and Canada, while the second
gathering had an agenda forced on it
by the economic and financial crisis
that was still gripping Asia at the
time. But some speakers, neverthe
less, emphasized that even these
meetings had neither completely or
concretely dealt with many obvious
issues nor achieved a strong public
visibility. Some underlined that it was
necessary to build on the past achieve
ments that led to the creation of an
Asia-Europe Business Forum and set
in motion a network of universities
and a system of academic scholarship
exchanges, but needed to realize
greater support and accountability.
Among the suggestions were involve
ment of parliamentarians, serious in
volvement of tourism as a galvanising
factor and of other public or con
sumer organisations. People-to-peo-

ple events involving Asians in Europe
or Europeans in Asia could also be
considered.
Other participants also suggested
that themes such as reform of the in
ternational monetary and financial
systems or the experience of the EU in
adopting a new single currency could
lend themselves to serious considera
tion for the ASEM leaders.
Cautioning against building up a
sense of expectation, one official re
marked that the challenge for the
Summit participants might not lie in
‘broadening and deepening' as much
as in ‘focusing’ its interests and activi
ties. He also indicated that the Seoul
session might not be the time to make
a decision on enlarging the process to
include other participants, including
India and Australia, which have ex
pressed interest in participating. It
was even suggested that the next en
largement of ASEM might involve
new EU entries.
Representatives from non-govern
mental organizations, however,
strongly advocated that ASEM III was
an ‘opportunity regained’ for bold
and imaginative initiatives in such
areas as security, the arms trade,
human rights in Burma and else
where, poverty, labour, and spirituali
ty. A Korean NGO leader also said that
some 100 organizations, unions and
others were intensively preparing in
his country, with other Asian and Eu
ropean groups to press for social and
integrative measures. He added that
the ASEM process was facing a ‘critical
phase.’

Reality check
Another European NGO leader cau
tioned that civil society was ‘not the
magic bullet’ that could right all
wrongs in the post-crisis era. He
noted that it was still ill-defined but,

SEALG
23 > 25 S E P T E M B E R
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FRANCE

SEALG R e p o rt
Through the courtesy o f Dr Lieu Cao Thi and the generosity o f
the Centre National de Recherche Scienfique (CRNS], the 1999
SEALG conference was held on the Saint Charles campus o f the
University o f Marseilles from 23-25 September.
■ By R O S E M A R Y R O B S O N MCKILLOP

part from an in
tense discussion of
topics which absorb
^
1 all participants such as
the ever increasing rise in
the price of monographs
and even more of subscriptions to sci
entific journals, not to mention the
task of trying to document the flood
of material reaching us, especially
that in the local languages of SouthEast Asia (it is simply impossible for
any one library to have a staff quali
fied in all the languages of South-East
Asia), we were treated to lectures of
the theme of Recent Library-related re
search in South-East Asia in turmoil.
Dr Cao Thi spoke of her trip to
Myanmar at the end of 1998 as the
guest of the Myanmar government to
advise on collection forming, preser

vation, and documentation. She was
particularly concerned with the dire
state of manuscripts in public collec
tions like the National Library of
Myanmar and various university li
braries. In times of political and eco
nomic crisis what are regarded as
non-essential matters tend to fly out
the window, but the problem is that
quite often material such documents
of any kind will be irretrievably lost.
Such documents are not bread-andbutter matters, but they form an in
eluctable part of the heritage of a na
tion. This is essential to the state be
cause as long as the concept of a na
tion state prevails, nationalism must
have a historical foundation. This has
recently been exemplified by Myan
mar’s claims to be the cradle of
human civilization on the basis of hominid remains found in Upper
Burma. All such material is of equal
importance to the world at large as it

N E WS

nevertheless, was urging substance
against numerous barriers to change.
He warned against the partial official
acceptance of some humanitarian
NGOs as partners that ‘provide a pati
na of legitimization’ as long as they
didn’t threaten the political agenda.
Others noted the inevitability of a
‘two-track process.’
In the face of such demands, one of
ficial appealed for a ‘reality check’ in
view of the fact that at least one Asian
partner in ASEM even objected to the
term ‘civil society’ and favoured only
‘relevant groups in society.’ Another
wondered whether self-appointed
NGOs could claim to represent the
public any more than elected officials
and still another warned that ASEM
could not be expected to resolve all
the world’s problems but neverthe
less pointed to ASEM-related human
rights seminars in China. In the ensu
ing discussion, one suggested that
scheduled ‘potential confrontational
events every two years might not be
the most productive’ way of achieving
goals. A colleague retorted that there
was constant tension but the chal
lenge was to make it a constructive
one.
Subsequent speakers suggested
ASEM also turn more toward a true
security dialogue between Europe
and Asia, or toward trade, investment,
and financial questions.
An academic expert on the issue
said he did not expect ASEM to be
come involved in hard security issues
or co-operation, but rather in dia
logue on softer subjects, although al
ready addressed to some degree by
Foreign Ministers. A respondent
noted that Europe was already in
volved in Asian security through arms
sales and could play a significant role
through this and others means. He
suggested that a number of Asian

governments were still interested in
understanding the implications of
the Kosovo conflict, but that Europe
also had considerable experience to
share in the peaceful settlement of
crises involving a breakdown of soci
ety. Others remarked that an Asian
perspective still had to be integrated
into predominantly Euro-centred EU
common foreign and security policies
still dominated by some specific gov
ernments, and they further under
lined that security issues should not
be peripheral but central and devel
oped.
One official noted the keen interest
shown at a recent meeting of ASEAN
finance ministers in the EU both for
its experience in establishing the new
single currency and as a possible role
model for further Asian integration.
Another speaker said that the Asian
crisis had sparked discussions on fi
nancial architecture which should in
spire the ASEM to regard itself as a
priviledged ‘ginger group’ to consider
such problems. A diplomat in the au
dience volunteered that the monitor
ing of such organisations as powerful
hedge funds could be a priority. One
speaker observed there were a num
ber of varied examples of reactions to
the crisis in Asia that could be in
structive.
Asian and European educators then
stressed the need for collaborative
academic and research links on such
issues as economic history and data,
and scientific and technical training,
and investigation. Both regretted the
fact that both Asian and European re
searchers seemed to favour American
collaborators. ■

a t th e B russels conference
THE FU TU RE OF
T H E A SEM P R O C E S S .
Welcoming address

Willem van der Geest, Director EIAS
Opening statement

Alistair McDonald, Deputy Head, Unit
for ASEM, External Relations, EU, on
behalf of Emiliano Fossati, Director.
External Relations, Asia (except Japan,
Korea), EU

Session I:
Review of th e Public Im p act of
ASEM Initiatives
Chair

- Patrick Van Haute, Belgian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
Presentation

- Paul Lim, Senior Research Fellow, EIAS
Comments
- Shada Islam, Brussels and EU
Correspondent, Far Eastern Economic
Review
- Pierre Barroux, Deputy Executive
Director, ASEF, Singapore

Session 2:
Civil S ociety and th e ASEM P ro cess
Chair

- David Camroux, Fondation Nationale
des Sciences Politiques, Paris
Presentations

Duncan Jackman, Director, Intellectual

-

Exchanges, ASEF, Singapore
- Brid Brennan,Trans-National Institute,
Amsterdam
- Francis Daehoon Lee, University of
Bradford
Comment

David Fouquet

- Gareth Api Richards, Department of

EurAsia Bulletin

Government, University of Manchester

EIAS, Rue des Deux Eglises 35
B- / 000 Brussels, Belgium

Session 3:
Specific Issues fo r F u tu re ASEM
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represents one part of the heritage of
mankind. Priorities are difficult to es
tablish but such considerations
should be borne in the minds of all
governments everywhere.
A more hopeful view was offered by
Louise Pichard-Bèrtheaux who spoke
about the resources of the Siam Soci
ety in Bangkok. This learned society
was founded in 1904, largely through
the efforts of foreign residents, but
backed at every turn by the enthusias
tic support of the Thai intellectual
elite, a support which has never fal
tered for nearly a century. It has pub
lished two journals: The Journal of
the Siam Society and The Natural His
tory Bulletin ever since 1904. It also
publishes a newsletter for members
every two months. The society is now
located in a new building which was
built to commemorate the 50th an
niversary of the King’s accession to
the throne. It has a library of 20,000
books and 642 periodical titles in vari
ous languages. Although it is feeling
the pinch of the economic crisis, the
society is continuing to flourish and
to organize lectures, conferences, and
study trips for members. Dr Pichard’s
task was to discuss the different ways
of cataloguing used in the Society's li
brary and that of IRSEA in France.
Both libraries use the same software
(ISIS), which makes collaboration an
easy matter.
The SEALG meeting for this year
will be held at the Institute of Devel-

T h e following people spoke

C o -o p e ra tio n

opment Studies in Brighton, Great
Britain, on 2-3 June, in conjunction
with ASEASUK. At the suggestion of
Piet Wijn MA ofthe Royal Tropical In
stitute, Amsterdam, the topic this
year will be Internet- disseminated docu
ments on South-East Asia: how to capture,
collect, and disseminate. This is highly
relevant as there is a flood of this socalled grey literature at the moment,
all produced in the idiom of immedia
cy, in all sorts of languages and states
of preparation. Some parts are more
worthwhile than others, but librari
ans are not there to pass judgement
but to preserve and document it. This
is an uphill battle but it is a challenge
which has to be accepted because it is
significant as a statement of what is
important to people and which they
feel they must disseminate as rapidly
as possible without waiting for offi
cial channels or official journals. Li
braries have not just to keep up with
the times, they have to anticipate and
be one step ahead, thinking of ways to
capture and process material for the
academic and general public. One
very good example of such work is the
‘Daily Report’ which is produced
every day by the Royal Institute for
Linguistics and Anthropology in Lei
den, the Netherlands. ■

Chair

- Elke Thiel, Stiftung Wissenschaft und
Politik, Munich
Presentation on Security

- Heiner Hanggi, Geneva Centre for
Security Policy
Comment

Michael Yahuda, London School of

-

Economics, Univeristy of London
Presentation on Trade and Investment
Relations

- Chong-hwa Lee, Research Fellow, KIEP,
Korea
Comment
-

Gianni Fodella, University degli Studi di
Milano

Presentation on International Financial
Architecture

- Peter Bekx, Directorate General for
Economic and Financial Affairs, EC
Comment

- Willem van der Geest, Director EIAS
Presentation on Culture, Education,
and Research

- ShaharilTalib, Director, Asia-Europe
Centre, University of Malaya
- Wim Stokhof, Director HAS

Session 4:
S uggestions fo r Key O u tp u ts fo r
ASEM III
Chair

- Dick Gupweil, Secretary-General, EIAS
Concluding remarks

Rosemary Robson-McKillop, BA hons,

- Percy Westerlund, Director, External

is a member o f SEALG, and editor of

Relations, North America, Australasia,

Excerpta Indonesica. E-mail:

Japan, Korea, EC

robson@rullet.leidenuniv.nl
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Celebrating 75 Years
of the Kern Institute
On Friday, 14 April 2.000, in collaboration with Leiden Univer
sity Department o f South and Central Asian Languages and
Cultures, the Association o f Friends o f the Kern Institute orga
nized a celebration o f the 75th anniversary o f the founding o f
the Kern Institute o f Indology.
■ By ARLO GRIFFITHS

eing aware of the
rapid changes which
J l J are occurring in the
various sub-disciplines of
Indo logical Studies, the
organizing
committee
had approached four specialists to
commence the day with a series o f lec
tures on ‘New Trends in Indology’.
After the dean o f the Faculty of Arts,
Prof Van Oostrom had opened the
celebrations, Prof H.W. Bodewitz
(Leiden University) began the series
with a lecture on ‘New Trends in Clas
sical Indology: L925 and 2000 com
pared’, in which he contrasted the
days o f Vogel (Leiden) and Caland
(Utrecht), and their successors Kuiper
and Gonda, with developments in the
last decade o f the twentieth century,
coming to the conclusion that inter
est in Classical Indology had increased
considerably in the course of the cen

tury. This fact is borne out by the
growing number of PhD theses on
Sanskrit and related topics, which
have appeared from Utrecht and Lei
den in the 1990s. Bodewitz expects
that Classical Indology will remain
the mainstay of Dutch Indological
Studies in the coming decades.
Turning to a specific sub-field of
Classical Indology, Prof A. Hiltebeitel
(George Washington University), dis
cussed ‘New Trends’ in the study of
the Sanskrit epic Mahabharata in his
lecture ‘Listening to Nala and
Damayantl’. He placed particular em
phasis on the synthetic approach to
this text which assumes structural
parallelisms between various levels of
the narrative.
In a very stimulating survey of
‘New Trends in Buddhology: Impor
tance of Central and East Asian Mate
rials’, Dr P. Verhagen (Leiden Univer
sity) discussed some very recent dis
coveries o f Buddhological manuscript

materials, such as the Schoyen collec
tion of second-seventh-century man
uscripts from the Bamiyan Vallei in
Afghanistan, and the substantial col
lections of Sanskrit manuscripts from
Tibet, which fall under the adminis
tration of the China Library of Na
tionalities (Nationalities Cultural
Palace) in Beijing. As these materials
gradually become available to schol
ars, they promise to introduce radical
changes in our perspectives on the
historical development of Buddhist
literature and religion.
The morning series of lectures was
closed by Prof A. Wink (University of
Wisconsin, Madison) with an impres
sive survey of the ‘New Historiogra
phy o f India’, in which he compared
and assessed such approaches as that
of the ‘Cambridge School’; the ‘Subal
tern Studies School’; the ‘Leiden
School’, which Wink likes to call ‘Indological’, as it starts from the typi
cally Indian aspects of historical de
velopments; and finally the ‘German
School’ focusing on regional tradi
tions and little kingdoms.
In the afternoon, several major pro
jects, as well as individual PhD and

EU-China Academie
Network (ECAN}
■ By ROBERT ASH

F I 1 he Third ECAN
I Annual Conference
J L (China in the Region
al and Global Post-Kosovo
Geopolitics) was held in
Copenhagen on 10-11 Feb
ruary 2000 and was co-hosted by the
University of Copenhagen and the
Research Institute o f the Danish For
eign M inistry (DUPI). An opening
session, attended by a large audience
representative o f varied professional
interests in European countries and
further afield, was addressed by Pro
fessor Kjeld Mollgard (Rector o f the
University o f Copenhagen) and, on
behalf of ECAN, Professor Tom Hart.
Thereafter, Mr Angelos Pangratis
(Head, General Directorate for Exter
nal Relations at the European Com
mission) gave a keynote speech, enti
tled The EU and China - Economic Gi
ants: Challenges and Prospects. The oc
casion offered a timely opportunity
to rehearse some o f the implications
o f China’s im pending membership
o f the World Trade Organization
(WTO), as seen through the eyes o f a
senior member o f the European
Commission. Mr Pangratis was opti
mistic that existing problems in
Sino-EU negotiations on WTO
would be resolved and predicted that
a bilateral agreement would be
reached in ‘the very near future’. He
also stressed the likely positive im 
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pact o f Chinese WTO membership
on the economic reform process in
China, as well as in facilitating the
role of China as a global economic
player.
Over the course of two days, acade
mic speakers from China, Japan, and
various European countries (Den
mark, France, Netherlands, Norway,
Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom)
addressed a wide range o f topics.
They embraced questions relating to
the role o f China in world politics
(including geo-strategic and region
al security issues), internal and eth
nic pressures, and domestic and in
ternational economic developments.
The academic contribution was sup
plemented by presentations given by
Dr Stephen Schlaikjer (Director, Of
fice of Chinese and Mongolian Af
fairs, US Departm ent o f State) and Dr
Carsten Boyer Thogersen (Commer
cial and Economic Counsellor, Royal
Danish Embassy, Beijing).
Even though ECAN is a Eurocen
tric organization, its annual confer
ences afford an opportunity to bring
together scholars and others from
beyond Europe. ECAN has always
been fortunate to benefit from the
participation o f senior representa
tives o f the European Commission,
as well as representatives of major
international and m ultilateral insti
tutions (including the World Bank
and the FAO). The meeting in
2000

Copenhagen was no exception to
this pattern and the presence of
speakers from China, Japan, Taiwan,
and the United States contributed
much to the proceedings. Not least,
it was a particular pleasure and hon
our to welcome the Danish Minister
for Foreign Affairs, Mr Niels Helveg
Petersen, who gave a speech at the
conference dinner.
The papers presented at the Third
ECAN Annual Conference will even
tually appear in a volume o f confer
ence proceedings, published by Curzon Press. Meanwhile, any enquiries
about the recent conference should
be addressed to the Co-ordinator of
ECAN (Prof. Robert Ash).

Workshop
As this report goes to press, prepa
rations are well in hand for the Sixth
ECAN Private Policy Workshop
(China’s Information Society - The
telecommunications sector], to be host
ed by the University of Turku and
held in Helsinki on 5-6 May 2000.
ECAN Workshops seek to address
policy-related issues o f timely con
cern affecting China’s domestic de
velopment or foreign relations (in all
their aspects) and are designed to at
tract not only the interest o f acade
mic specialists, but also to con
tribute to policy debates in govern
ment, business, and other profes
sional circles in EU Member States
(including the European Commis

Post-doc researchers were given the
opportunity to present their work. Dr
E.M. Raven gave a whirlwind tour
though the ‘ABIA-South and South
east Asian Art and Achaeology Index’
project, which has recently gone on
line (www.abia.net). This interna
tional project is a revival of the old
‘Annual Bibliography of Indian Ar
chaeology’, and has resumed the in
dexing and annotation o f relevant
publications as of 1996.
Mrs G. Theuns-de Boer gave an
equally inspiring presentation of the
‘Kern Institute Photographic Database on Asian Art and Archaeology’,
which aims to conserve and publish
(in electronic format) the astounding
collection o f 70,000 photographs con
nected with South and Southeast
Asian art and archaeology, collected
over the years by such scholars as
Vogel, Krom, Van Lohuizen-de Leeuw
and many others.
Mrs H. Plaisier then presented the
results of her work on the unique col
lection o f 182 manuscripts of Bud
dhist texts in the Lepcha language
and script, which were collected at the
beginning of the twentieth century
by the Dutch orientalist Johan van
Manen, and which are now kept in
the special collections of the Kern Insititute. Mrs Plaisier expects that her
catalogue of these manuscripts will
be ready for publication in the sum
mer of 2000. It will appear in the series
of Kern Institute Miscellanea. The af
ternoon was closed by the Kern Insti
tute PhD students and post-docs, who

sion). To these ends, speakers in
Helsinki will include senior mem
bers of NOKIA, working in Beijing
and Copenhagen, and policy-advisors from the European Commis
sion, as well as academic specialists.

Workshop and
Conference Plans
Two further ECAN Private Policy
Workshops will be held during 2000.
The first is expected to be hosted by
the Institute of Chinese Studies,
University of Heidelberg, and will
take place during October. The
theme o f this Workshops will be
China’s Relations with Europe. It will
address Sino-EU political relations,
issues relating to trade and invest
m ent (including the implications of
the accession o f China to the WTO)
and questions relating to hum an
rights. The second Private Policy
Workshop will be held in December
and will be hosted by the University
ofAveiro (Portugal). Its title is The So
cial Consequences o f China's Reforms.
It has been decided that the
Fourth ECAN Annual Conference
will be held in Berlin in January or
early February 2001. The title has yet
to be finalized, but the conference
will be driven by themes relating to
the integration of China into the
global community, its accession to
WTO, and its track record in imple
m enting international agreements.
Dr Werner Draguhn (Director, Institu t fiir Asienkunde, Hamburg) has
agreed to take the lead in organizing
the meeting.

Professor A ndré Wink

gave an impression of their projects in
a poster-presentation session.

Anniversary publication
On the occasion o f the Kern Insti
tute’s 75th anniversary, the organiz
ing committee produced a ‘Guide to
the Kern Institute’, edited by Mrs N.
Bonouvrié, which gives specific in
formation about the history of the
Institute, its collections, and the spe
cial projects which are being carried
out at present. It also contains brief
descriptions of all the scholars who
are currently attached to the Kern
Insititute, as well as a complete list
o f all their addresses. A copy o f this
‘Guide’ may be obtained from Dr D.
Heilijgers, Bibliotheek Instituut
Kern, Postbus 9515, 2300 RA Leiden,
the Netherlands. ■

Arlo Griffiths
Email: griffiths@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

EU-China Research
Fellowship Fund (ECRFFj
During the last three years,
awards made under the ECRFF
scheme have been an im portant
source of research funding for PhD
candidates and young post-doctoral
academics in EU Member States. It is
hoped that funds will again be made
available to support up to a maxi
m um o f twelve fieldwork and
archival visits (ten to the PRC, one to
Hong Kong, and one to Taiwan) dur
ing 2001. ECRFF awards are made to
outstanding candidates who are na
tionals o f a EU Member State and
whose research focuses on a social
science-related subject that has spe
cial relevance to contemporary
China. The deadline for the receipt of
applications is expected to be Friday,
8 September 2000.
Enquiries relating to the ECRFF
scheme should be addressed Liselot
Hertel.
ECAN is always pleased to receive
suggestions about future meetings
and topics for discussion (including
offers to present policy-related pa
pers). It also welcomes proposals for
collaborative research projects across
EU Member States, especially those
involving a Sino-EU or Sino-European dimension. ■

Robert Ash (Co-ordinator)
Liselot Hertel (Administrative-Secretary)
ECAN
SOAS, University o f London
Thornhaugh Street
Russell Square

Any comments and/or questions
relating to ECAN’s future workshop
and conference plans should be ad
dressed to Robert Ash or Liselot Her
tel (Administrative Secretary, ECAN).

London, WC IH OXG
Tel.: +44-20-7898 4530
Fax: +44-20-7898 4559 / +44-171-691
3422
£ mail: ecan@soas.ac.uk
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The Trilingual Collection
of the MCJP Library
The Japanese cultural centre ‘La Maison de la culture du Japon
a Paris’ was inaugurated in 1997 and is open to all who are in
terested in Japan and wish to learn more about Japanese cul
ture and society. Its aim is to provide a place for meetings, dis
cussions, and activities that will bring the many currents o f co
operation and exchange in the world today into closer contact.
■ By ETSUKO MORI MURA

H
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- p n keeping with its role
|i||| I as a cultural crossroads, the MCJP Li| H l i brary’s mission is to offer
m \ a wide choice of materials
dealing with traditional
and contemporary aspects ofjapan, to
help users find the documents they
need, and to provide information
which facilitates their research. The
collection of books and periodicals are
in French, English, and Japanese. Fur
ther documentation is available on
compact disks, videocassettes, and
CD-ROMs. The library endeavours to
fulfil a wide spectrum of require
ments ranging from the curiosity of
beginners unfamiliar with Japan and
its language to the scholarly needs of
specialists engaged in advanced re
search. The pivotal points o f its work,
as with all other libraries, are the con
tents of its collection and giving effec
tive access to material.
The collection focuses more on the
social sciences and humanities than
on natural and applied sciences. It is
composed of books and journals deal
ing with Japan and Japanese culture
in general: philosophy, politics and
economics, law and society, language
and literature, history and geography,
and Japanese art. There is less materi
al on other fields in which research
has become m ulti-national and inter
disciplinary, for example, in pure sci
ence and technology such as medi
cine, physics, and engineering.
Since it is one of the few Japanese li
braries in France open to the public,
we try to provide a maximum num 
ber of documents to a maximum
number of users. Flowever, it is not
easy to give an accurate, integral, co
herent picture ofjapan to the general
or non-specific user. To provide factu
al, concrete data about the country is
one thing; it is quite another to pre
sent an evolving, multi-faceted cul
ture, in which one can see ultramod
ern technology and the most tradi
tional concepts projected simultane
ously, as it were, from the same source
of light. We try to helop users find
straightforward, clear documents
and, in doing so, we depend exten
sively on audiovisual material.
There are approximately a thou
sand videocassette but very few have
been provided with French subtitles.
The most time-consuming task our
staff has undertaken is to make sum
maries in French of each tape so that
users will understand the contents. So
far only about one hundred have been
summarized and a hundred and fifty
provided with subtitles. We hope in
the not too distant future to publish
them in printed form and to make
them accessible electronically. For
those engaged in researching back is-
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sues of newspapers or exhaustive bib
liographies, CD-ROMs are useful.
We would also like to mention one
of our innovative ideas for documen
tation. We decided to create our own
‘revue de presse’ and have found it
rather successful. Every morning, our
staff scans four French newspapers
and one in English to learn what
events are taking place in France and
in Europe. Then we determine which
articles m ight fall within the scope of
our library’s guidelines. In the work
of selection it is im portant to avoid
partiality. However, since standards
of taste and values change with time,
the choice of subjects should not be
unduly affected by passing fads. None
the less, we should attempt to record
life as it is, including matters which
may seem trivial, vulgar, or evil. After
selecting articles, we photocopy them
and put their titles on our list. For the
moment, articles are roughly classi
fied according to subjects, and the list
is available for consultation.
In addition to materials described
above, we are continually enlarging
the scope of our primary sources, in
particular documents published by
Japanese government or non-govern
mental organizations: reports on
public policy, legislation, judicial de
cision, statistics, the national census,
white papers, as well as full scale geo
detic maps found in few other li
braries in France.

Web-based OPAC
One of our most trying tasks in cre
ating our OPAC (Online Public Access
Catalogue] was to devise a way to han
dle three languages simultaneously
on the same screen. Our library man
agement system, called DORIS, is a
Latin language document manage

Matson
dc la culture
*

/
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-

rrr

Paris

•• t t
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La Maison de la culture dujapon d Paris

ment package developed and diffused
by a French company, EVER. In its
standard function, it supports any of
the Latin languages, and more specifi
cally, French, which is far more com
plicated than any other Latin lan
guage as far as accents are concerned.
In order to handle both French and
Japanese data, DORIS has been loaded
with TWINBRIDGE. Since TWINBRIDGE is widely known and easilygvailable in the West, it is a handy solu
tion to instal it when you have to deal
with Japanese in the French or Eng
lish version of WINDOWS. However,
to convert Larin characters; into
Japanese and make kanji appear on the
screen is a very complicated undertak
ing because of a two-byte/one-byte
problem. Constant manipulation of
the keyboard is required and as a re
sult, the user generally cannot handle
it without help.
However, because o f TWINBRIDGE’s universality and the fact
that our OPAC is written in html, a
computer equipped with software
that can read letters in pairs, or twobytes, can get access to the MCJP’s
homepage through Internet (http://
www.mcj p.asso.fr/fr/biblo/mcjphom
e.htm] and do a search of our OPAC.
From the beginning it was and is still
considered a challenge to place French
and Japanese on the same screen,

avoiding character code collision.
Through guesswork, users can man
age to decipher French texts in which
accented letters are electronically ren
dered in some weird kanji if the char
acter-decoding mode is not well set.
Fortunately, we were able to solve
most problems of accents, with one
exception. When a word has two ac
cented letters side by side, this still
produces some peculiar sets of kanji.
This is still unavoidable even in
Netscape.

Future
The library has ju st started to pub
lish a newsletter to keep users in
formed about its activities. For the
moment, the letter is issued in print
ed form but we hope it will be circu
lated via electronic means. In the near
future, the Library hopes to make doc
uments available on the Internet,
once the subject o f copyright law
agreement on electronically dissemi
nated data is clarified. When the digi
tized documents become available via
Internet and when machine transla
tion is no longer a dream, societies
will become even more frilly, and we
hope, more fulfillingly, involved in
media technology.
Marshall McLuhan, the Canadian
communications theorist, has made
controversial but thought-provoking

A

comments about the spread of tech
nology and the relationship between
written language and man. He points
out that, historically, the Western lit
erate world has acquired an increas
ing ascendancy over non-literate
tribes. The homogeneity, conformity
and continuity, transcending fron
tiers, which predominate in Western
industrialized countries, are more
conducive to technological develop
ment than are the cultural pluralism,
the uniqueness, and linguistic dis
continuity that hamper tribal communinities and isolated, autonomous
cultures.
Paradoxically, while the interna
tional scene becomes increasingly
media-oriented, and cultural unifor
mity pervades many levels of hum an
attitudes and perceptions, in the case
of marked ideosyncracies, the techni
cal facilities acquired can offer, a wide
range of both personal enrichment
and m utual understanding. Fluidity
and homogeneity of communication
will not necessarily submerge indi
vidual’s inner existence. Cultural plu
ralism may re-assert itself on the basis
of individualism. People’s uniqueness
and creative originality, will not be
less appreciated and encouraged, for
being more accessible. In this, li
braries will be, as they always have
been, reservoirs made to collect, dis
seminate, harness, and distribute the
energy of information and knowl
edge. From earliest times, humanity
has sought to acquire such means to
enlarge its understanding of exis
tence, to support and develop the per
ceptions and faculties that enhance
the value of life. ■

Reference
- M arshall McLuhan
Understanding Media:
the extensions o f m an,
Cambridge, Massachusetts:
The MIT Press, 1994

Etsuko Morimura
Bibliothèque de la Maison de la Culture
du Japon a Paris
101 bis.quoi Branly
75740 Paris Cedex 15
France
Tel.:+ 33-1-4437 9500

Library o /la Maison dc la culture dujapon d Paris

Fax:+33-1-4437 9515
E-mail: e.morimura@ mcjp.asso.fr
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INTERNATIONAL

2000
J un e 2000
8-9 J u n e

2000

Leiden, The Netherlands
Yogacara Buddhism in China
Convenor: Prof! Chen-kuo Lin (HAS)
Contact address: International Institute
for Asian Studies,
P.0 . Box 9515, 2300 RA Leiden,
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-71-527 2227
Fax: +31-71-2574162
E-mail: iias@ rullet.leidenuniv.nl
16 J u n e

2000

Leiden, The Netherlands
Voicesfro m Japan: Contemporary art and
discourse ingloba! perspective
IIAS sponsored workshop
D epartm ent o f Art History and Modern
Contemporary Art,
Leiden University
Contact address: Dr Kitty Zijlmans,
Doelensteeg 16,
P.0 . Box 9515,2300 RA Leiden,
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-71-527 2687
Fax: +31-71-257 2798
16-19 J u n e

2000

29 J u n e

21-23 J u n e

2000

- 2 J u l y 2000

Gottingen, Germany
Creating and Representing Sacred Space
Michael Lackner, Vera Dorofeeva,
Ostasiatisches Seminar der Universitat
G ottingen, Waldweg 26, D-37073
G ottingen, Germany
Tel.:+49-551-39 92 19
Fax: +49-551-39 70 48
E-mail: dmoritz@gwdg.de
http://w ww .gwdg.de/-oas

21-30 J u n e

2000

Honolulu, Hawaii
The 14th Summer Workshopfo r the
Development o/intercultural Courseworkfor
Colleges and University
D.P.S. Bhawuk, Associate Professor o f
M anagem ent and Industrial Relations
College o f Business Administration,
University o f Hawaii at Manoa, 2404
Made Way, H onolulu, HI 96822, Hawaii
Tel.:+1-808-956 8732
Fax: +1-808-956 2774
E-mail: bhawuk@cba.hawaii.edu
22 J u n e

24-30 J u n e

Leiden, The Netherlands
Ninth Sem inar o f the International
Association o f T ibetan Studies (IATS)
Convenor: Dr Henk Blezer,
International Institute
for Asian Studies,
P.O. Box 9515,2300 RA, Leiden,
The N etherlands
Tel.: +31-71-527 2227
Fax: +31-71-527 4162
E-mail: iats@ rullet.leidenuniv.nl
H ttp://w w w .iias.nl/iias/
agenda/iats/
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Leiden, The Netherlands

The International Anthropological

Audiences, Patrons, and Performers in
the Performing Arts o f Asia

Conference on the Existence and Development
o f the H um an Being in the 21st century
Convenor: Deng Xiao Hua,
Anthropology Institute o f Xiamen
University, Xiamen, 361005, Fujian
Province, P.R. China
Tel.: +86-592-218 7473
Fax: +86-592-208 6116
E-mail: anthro@ jingxian.xmu.edu.cn
27- 31 J u l y 2000

Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia

J uly 2 0 0 0

10- 1 4 J u l y 2000

Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia
1- 4 J u l y , 2000

University o f Wollongong, NSW,
Australia
Renegotiating Identities: Canadian Studies
in an Asia Pacific Context
Second Asia-Pacific Conference in Canadian
Studies and the Biennial Conference o f the

A ssoaationfor C anadian Studies in
Australia and New Zealand (ACSANZ)
Dr Gerry Turcotte,
University o f Wollongong
E-mail: Gerry_Turcotte@uow.edu.au
Http://ww w.pow erup.com .au/
-aesanz /
3- 5 J u l y 2000

Berlin, Germany
Conflict and Violence in Indonesia
Georgia Wimhoefer or Elisabeth
Schulze, Institute o f Southeast Asian
Studies, Dept, o f Asian and African
Studies, H um boldt-U niversity
Luisenstr. 54/55,10117 Berlin, Germany
Teh: +49-30-2093 6635 / 6630
Fax: +49-30-2093 6666
E-mail: georgia.wimhoefer@rz.huberlin.de or elisabeth.schulze@rz.huberlin.de
3- 5 J u l y 2000

Sixth Biennial Conference o f the Borneo
Research Council, Borneo 2000
Professor Michael Leigh, Director, IEAS,
UNIMAS, 94300 Kota Samarahan,
Sarawak, Malaysia
Tel.: +60-82-671 000 / 672 191
Fax: +60-82-672 095
E-mail: michael@ieas.unimas.my
Deadline abstracts:
29 February 2000
Deadline full papers: 31 May 2000
10- 14 J u l y 2000

Manila, Philippines
Sixth International Philippine
Studies Conference
‘Turns o f the Centuries:
The Philippines in 1900 and 2000'
Philippine Studies Conference 2000,
Technical Services and Inform ation
Section, Philippine Social Science
Council, P. O. Box 205, UP Post Office,
Diliman,
Quezon City, Philippines
T el: +63-929-2671,
+63-922-9621 local 305
Fax:+63-924-4871
E-mail: tsis.section@skyinet.net,
pssc@skyinet.net, cidslib@cids.org.ph,
cids@cids.upd.edu.ph

Melbourne, Australia
13* Biennial Asian Studies Association o f
Australia Conference: ‘Whose Millennium?’
Melbourne Institute ofAsian Languages
and Societies (MIALS), Fifth Floor, John
Medley Building, East and West Towers,
The University o f Melbourne, Parkville
Victoria 3052, Australia
Tel.: +61-3-9344 5555 / 5554 / 0160
Fax: +61-3-9349 4870
H ttp ://
www.asaa2000.unimelb.edu.au
6-

7 J u l y 2000

12- 14 J u l y 2000

13- 1 6 J u l y 2000

Health, Sexuality, and Civil Society
in East Asia

Prague, Czech Republic

Convenor:
Dr Evelyne Micollier (IIAS)
Organizer:
Drs Heleen van der Minne
International Institute
for Asian Studies
Oude Hoogstraat 24
1012 ce Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-20-525 3657
Fax: +31-20-525 3658
E-mail: iias@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

The Twelfth International Conference on
Korean Linguistics
ICKL 2000, c/o Prof Nam-Kil Kim,
Korean Studies Institute, University o f
Southern California, THH 226G, Los
Angeles, CA 90089-0357,
United States o f America
E-mail: nkim@usc.edu, or:
ICKL 2000, c/o P rof Hee-Don Ahn,
D epartm ent o f English, Konkuk
University, Seoul 143-701, Korea
E-mail: hdahn@kkucc.konkuk.ac.kr

7 - 8 J u l y 2000
(p r o v i s i o n a l )

15- 1 7 J u l y 2000

SOAS, London, United Kingdom

2000 International Academic Conference on
Tibetan Medicine
Yang Su, Dolmacho, China Medical
Association o f M inorities, No. 11 Bei San
H uan Dong Lu, Chaoyang District,
Beijing, 100029, P-R. China
Tel.: +86-10-6422 0890 / 6428 6597
Fax: +86-10-6428 7404
E-mail: cinmbucm@bj.col.com.cn
Deadline papers:
31 December 1999
Deadline registration: 14 July 2000

Centre and Periphery in Southeast Asia
Professor Anne Booth, D epartm ent of
Economics, SOAS, University o f London,
Russell Square, London WCI HOXG,
United Kingdom
Fax: +44-171-323 6277
E-mail: abio@soas.ac.uk
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The Sixteenth Conference o f the International
Association o f Flistonans ofAsia (IAHA)
16th LAHA Conference Secretariat,
Center for the Prom otion o f Knowledge
and Language Learning, Universiti
Malaysia Sabah, Locked Bag 2073, 88999
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia
Tel.: +60-88-438 440 ext. 5294,
+60-88-435706 (DL)
Fax: +60-88-435 708
E-mail: pejppib@ums.edu.my or
ahmatadm@ ums.edu.m y

Convenors: Dr Wim van Zanten (chair),
PAATI (HAS), and Institute o f Cultural
and Social Studies, Leiden University,
P.O. Box 9555,
2300 RB Leiden, The Netherlands
Tel.:+31-71-527 3465/74/69
Fax: +31-71-527 3619
E-mail: zanten@fsw.leidenuniv.nl
and Frank Kouwenhoven, CHIME,
P.O. Box 11092, 2301 EB Leiden,
The N etherlands
Tel.: +31-71-513 3974 / 513 3123
Fax: +31-71-512 3183
E-mail: chime@wxs.nl
H ttp://www. iias. nl/oideion/general/
audiences.html, or:
H ttp://w w w .iias.nl/iias/agenda.
htm l
Deadline paper proposals:
1 March 2000
23-26 Au g u s t

2000

Lahti, Finland
T h e p clt International Conference o f EAJS

A u g u s t 2 00 0
1- 4 A u g u s t , 2000

Calcutta, India
Language, Thought and Reality:
Science, religion and philosophy
Dr Chandana Chakrabarti,
Elon College Campus Box 2336,
Elon College, N.C. 27244,
U nited States o f America
Tel.: +1-336-538 2705
Fax: +1-336-538 2627
E-mail: chakraba@ numen.elon.edu
Http://ww w.elon.edu/chakraba
5 A u g u s t 2000

Durban, South Africa
The History o f Religions:
Origins and visions
i8t(l Q uinquennial Congress
o f the International Association
fo r the History o f Religions
Rosalind I.J. Hackett, Program Chair,
Dept, o f Religious Studies, University o f
Tennessee, Knoxville, U nited States of
America
Tel.: +1-423-974 2466
Fax: +1-423-974 0965
E-mail: rhackett@ utk.edu
H ttp://www.udw.ac.za/iahr

Mysore, India
International seminar on Linguistic and
interdisciplinary approaches as critical
resources to development
Dr O.N. Koul, Director CIIL, Convenor
International Seminar, Centre for
advanced research on indigenous
knowledge systems, P.O. Box 1
Saraswatipuram,
Mysore 570 009, India
Fax: +91-821-542 459
E-mail: cariks@bgl.vsnl.net.in

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

2000

2000

2 3 - 2 8 A u g u s t 2000

Xiamen, P.R. China

Lisbon, Portugal

Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Een staat vangew eld (A State o f Violence)
Inaugural Lecture IIAS Extraordinary
Chair in the History o f Asia
Prof. H. Schulte Nordholt
Erasmus University, Rotterdam,
Information: International Institute for
Asian Studies, P.O. Box 9515,
2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-71-5272227
Fax: +31-71-257 4162
E-mail: iias@ rullet.leidenuniv.nl

18- 22 J u l y 2000

Antonio de Almeida and the Anthropology
of East Timor
Organizer: Portuguese Center for the
Study o f Southeast Asia (CEPESA), Rua
das Portas de Santo Antao, 100,1150-269
Lisboa, Portugal
Tel.: +351-1-347 0301
Fax: +351-1-347 0305
E-mail: cepesa@mail.telepac.pt

Paris, France
Medicine in China:
Health techniques and social histoty
Dr Frederic Obringer, Centre d’Etudes
sur la Chine Moderne et
Contemporaine, 54, boulevard Raspail,
75006 Paris France
Fax: +33-1-4954 2078
E-mail: obringer@ehess.fr

AGENDA

30 J u n e - i J u l y 2 0 0 0

Massachusetts,
United States o f America
The 2000 North American
Taiwan Studies Conference
Tze-Luen Lin, NATSA President,
Harvard University
Stephane Corcuff, NATSA Secretary,
ISUGA, Europe-Asia M anagem ent
Institute, Creac'h gwen, F-29000
Quimper, France
Tel.: +33-2-9810 1616
Fax: +33-2-9810 1600
E-mails: tllin@ udel.edu,
stephane.corcuff@isuga.fr
(information), board@natsc.org
(abstracts)
H ttp://w w w .na tsc.org
Deadline abstracts: 1 December 1999
Deadline papers: 1 March 2000

CONFERENCE

10- 11 A u g u s t 2000

Leiden, The Netherlands
IIAS Seminar Environmental Change in
Native and Colonial Histories o f Borneo:
Lessons fro m the past, prospects/or the fu tu re
Convenor: Dr Reed L. Wadley:
International Institute for Asian
Studies, P.O. Box 9515, 2300 RA, Leiden,
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-71-527 2227
Fax: +31-71-5274162
E-mail: iias@rullet.Ieidenuniv.nl
H ttp ://
www.iias.nl/iias/research/wadley/
19- 20 A u g u s t 2000

- Frank Robaschik, Office o f EAJS,
Gerhard-M ercator-University D uisburg
FB5, Lotharstrasse 65, D47048 Duisburg,
Germany
Tel.: +49-203-379 2002
E-mail: eajs@uni-duisburg.de
2 7 - 3 0 A u g u s t 2000

Beijing, P.R. China
Hpatr’s Ninth annual international
conference ‘Diversity and convergence:
Resolving Asia’s role in theglobal

com munity.
Emily Yang, Susan Tang,
Alex Grove, HPAIR, P.O.Box 380032,
Cambridge, Ma 02238
U nited States o f America
Fax: +1-617-384 1158
http://w w w .hpair.org
Deadline 1 april 2000
28 A u g u s t 1 S e p t e m b e r 2000

Bonn, Germany
First International Conference on ManchuTungus Studies (ICMTS 2000)
Carsten Naeher, Organizer &
Conference Secreteriat,
Regina-Pacis-weg7, D-53113 Bonn,
Germany
Tel.: +49-228-737 465
Fax: +49-228-737 458
E-mail: Carsten@ uni-bonn.de
http://www.cms-gruppe.de/icmts2000
Sep t e m b e r 2000
S e p t e m b e r 2000

Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Start o f the IIAS/NIOD lecture series
Southeast Asia Across Borders
H erengracht 380,
1016 CJ Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-20-523 3800
Fax: +31-20-523 3888
E-mail: info@oorlogsdoc.knaw.nl

Bangkok, Thailand
Conference on Asia-Europe on the Eve
o f the 21st Century

2-

7 Se p t e m b e r

2000

Sheffield, United Kingdom

Dr Suthiphand Chirathivat,
Chulalongkorn University,
Chulalongkorn University,
Vidyabhathna Bldg. 3rd floor, Phya Thai
Road, Bangkok 10330, Thailand
Tel.: +66-2-218 3922 3
Fax: +66-2-215 358 0
E-mail: cuesp@chula.ac.th
Deadline: 16 August 1999

Tourism 2000: T im e fo r celebration
Tourism 2000 Conference, Stoddart
Building, Sheffield Hallam
Univerity .Sheffield, Si 1WB,
United Kingdom
Tel.:+44-114-225 5335/5336
Fax:+44-114-225 5337
E-mail: tourism2000@shu.ac.uk

2 2 - 2 6 A u g u s t 2000

Sheffield, United Kingdom

Lahti, Finland

Britisch associationfor Korean Studies
yea r 2000 biennial meeting
Dr James H. Grayson, Conference
Organizer, The School o f East Asian
Studies, The University o f Sheffield,
Western Bank, Sheffield S10 2UJ, U nited
Kingdom
Tel.: +44-114-222 8418
E-mail: J.H.Grayson@Sheffield.ac.uk

Lhasa, Tibet, China

3-

EAJS Conference 2000
Secretariat EAJS, Prof. Dr Werner Pascha,
Duisberg University, East Asian
Economic Studies, D-47048 Duisburg,
Germany
Tel./Fax: +49-203-379 2002
E-mail: eajs@ uni-duisburg.de
2 3 - 2 6 A u g u s t 2000

Leuven, Belgium
The Eighth Conference on Early Literature
in New Indo-Aryan Languages
(‘Bhakti Conference ’)
E-mail: winand.callewaert@arts.
kuleuven.ac.be

4 Se p t e m b e r

2000

INTERNATIONAL
4-7 Se p t e m b e r

2000

Shilin Country, Yunnan,
Beijing, P.R. China
Third International Conference on Yi Studies
Prof. Bamo Ayi, D epartm ent of
Philosophy, Central Nationalities
University, 27 Baishiqiao Road,
Beijing 100081, P.R. China
Deadline: 1 July 2000
8 Se p t e m b e r

2000

Leiden, The Netherlands
The Sacred City in Buddhism/
De Heilige stad in het Boeddhisme
Drs: M.C. de Jong
Tel.: +31-71-527 2539, or
Drs W.M. Vals tar
E-mail: wmvalstar@yahoo.com (please
cite your address)
3-8 Se p t e m b e r

2000

Lanaken, Belgium
Life and Afterlife and Apocalyptic Concepts
in the Altaic World
Denis Sinor, Secretary-General,
Perm anent International Altaistic
Conference (PIAC), Goodbody Hall 157,
Indiana University,
1011 E. Third St., Bloomington,
Indiana 47405-7005,
U nited States o f America
Fax: +1-812-8557500
E-mail: sinord@indiana.edu
(please m ention your full name
and address)
6-8 Se p t e m b e r

2000

Fife, United Kingdom
History o/Tibet Conference
John Billington (conference organizer),
Brook House, Llandyssil, Montgomery,
Powys, SY15 6LN, U nited Kingdom
Tel.: +44-1686-668 619
5-9 Se p t e m b e r

2000

Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Sixteenth European Conference on Modem
South Asian Studies
Centre for South Asian Studies,
D epartm ent o f Sociology,
The University o f Edinburgh,
18 Buccleuch Place, Edinburgh
EH89LN,
United Kingdom
E-mail: saconf@afbi.ssc.ed.ac.uk
Http://www.ed.ac.uk/sociol/sas/
14-16 Se p t e m b e r

2000

Nishinomiya, Japan
Fourth Conference o f the Asia Pacijtc
Sociological Association
Asia Pacific Sociological Association
(APSA), Prof. Kenji Kosaka, APSA
President, Kwansei Gakuin University,
N ishinomiyashi, Japan 662-8501
E-mail: kkosaka@kwansei.ac.jp
or: D r Pauline Kent, Secretary, Ryukoku
University, Shiga, Otsu, Seta, Oecho,
Yokotani 1-5,
Japan 520-2194
E-mail: pauline@world.ryukoku.ac.jp
Deadline abstracts: 31 March 2000
Deadline full papers (3-4000 words):
15 July 2000
18-21 Se p t e m b e r

2000

Oxford, United Kingdom
Postgraduate Workshop on Fieldwork research
methods in contemporary Chinese society
Dr Frank N. Pieke, Institute for Chinese
Studies, University o f Oxford, Walton
Street, Oxford OXi 2HG, Britain, United
Kingdom
Tel: +44-1865-28037
Fax: +44-1865-280431
E-mail: frank.pieke@chinesestudies.ox.ac.uk
18-19 Se p t e m b e r

2000

Vienna City Hall, Australia
The Role o f the individual in Asia and Europe
D.J. Jackman Director intellectual
exchange, Asia Europe Foundation, noi.
Nassim, Singapore 258466
Tel.:+65-8384 700
Fax: +65-8384 719
E-mail: dhjackman@asef.org
www.asef.org

22 S e p t e m b e r

2000

(provisional)
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
One-day CLARA LabourSeminar

IIAS/IISG research programme
CLARA
Programme co-ordinator:
Dr Ratna Saptari
Information:
C/o Cruqiusweg 31
1019 AT Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-20-6685866
Fax:+31-20-6654181
E-mail: Chlia@iisg.nl
http://www.iisg.nl/clara
25-30 Se p t e m b e r

CONFERENCE

Agenda

2000

12-14 D e c e m b e r
N ov e mbe r 2000

Paris, France
Ifri Conference International

18- 20 O c t o b e r 2000

Seoul, Korea
ASEM 2000 People’s Forum
E-mail: pspdint@ pspd.org
21- 22 O c t o b e r 2000
Conference on the Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation
Dr Jurgen Ruland, D epartm ent of
Political Studies, University o f Political
Studies, University o f Freiburg,
Rempartstrabe 15,79085 Freiburg,
Germany
E-mail: rueland@ uni-freiburg.de
Deadline: 30 september 1999
22 O c t o b e r

2000

Leiden, The Netherlands

London, United Kingdom

HAS Annual Lecture
International Institute for Asian
Studies, P.0 . Box 9515,
2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands
Tel: +31-71-527 2227
Fax: +31-71-2574162
E-mail: iias@ rullet.leidenuniv.nl

Symposium on the past and present
in traditional medical systems
Ms F. Houser, The w elkom e Institute
for the History o f Medicine,
183 Euston Road, London NW i 2BE,
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44-171-611 8619
Fax: +44-171-611 8862
E-mail: d.wujastyk@ucl.ac.uk

Jakarta, Indonesia

Portuguese Center for the Study
o f Southeast Asia (CEPESA),
Rua das Portas de Santo Antao, 100,
1150-269 Lisboa, Portugal
Tel.:+351-1-347 0301
Fax: +351-1-347 0305
E-mail: cepesa@mail.telepac.pt
O ctober 2000
2-6 O c t o b e r

2000

23-26 O c t o b e r

4 October 5 N o v e m b e r 2000

2000

The Second Bi-annual
ATLAS ASIA Conference
[Asian Tourism in the 21st Century)
Karin Bras, ATLAS ASIA, Vrije
U niversiteit Amsterdam, Dept, o f
Culture, O rganisation and
M anagem ent, De Boelelaan 1081,
1081 HV Amsterdam,
The N etherlands
Tel.:+31-20-444 6727
Fax: +31-20-444 6720
E-mail: ch.bras@scw.vu.nl
26-27 O c t o b e r

2000

Den Haag, The Netherlands
Labour relations in Asia and Europe:
exchanging experiences and perspectives
Geraldine Ang Project assistant
Tel.: +65-838 4728
Fax:+65-732 4371
E-mail: geraldine@asef.org
26-28 O c t o b e r

2000

Trivandrum, India

Dakar, Senegal

CLARA Workshop ‘Domestic Servants and

Extended Workshop jbr Young Historians
Madame Ndéye Sokhna Guéye,
Programme Sephis/Codesria,
Extended workshop for young
historians, CODESRIA,
B.P. 3304, Dakar, Senegal
T el: +221-82598 22 / 23
Fax: +221-824 12 89
E-mail: ndeye.gueye@codesria.sn

M obility: Labour, Livelihoods and Lifestyles’

5- 7 O c t o b e r 2000

Goa, India
Nation-Building in Post Colonial Asia:
Retrospective and prospective assessment
Goa University, D epartm ent o f Political
Sciences in collaboration with
Portuguese Center for the Study o f
Southeast Asia (CEPESA), Contacts: Rua
das Portas de Santo Antao, 100,1150-269
Lisboa, Portugal
Tel.:+351-1-347 0301
Fax: +351-1-347 0305
E-mail: cepesa@mail.telepac.pt

3-5 N o v e m b e r

2000

‘Women’s Studies: Asian Connections'
Centre for Research in Women’s Studies
and Gender Relations, UBC, 1896 East
Mall, Vancouver,
B.C. V6T 1Z1 Canada
Tel.: +1-604-8229171
Fax: +1-604-8229169
E-mail: litton@ interchange.ubc.ca
Deadline initial response:
30 November 1999
Deadline papers: 29 February 2000

2001
F e b r u a r y 2001
F e b r u a r y 2001

London, United Kingdom

8-11 N o v e m b e r 2000

Kansas City,
United States o f America
On the C uspof an Era:
Art in the Pre-Kushan World
Nelson-Atkins M useum o f Art, 4525 Oak
St., Kansas City,
MO 64111-1873,
U nited States o f America
Tel.: +1-816-751 1396
Fax: +1-816-9317204
E-mail:
prekushan@ nelson-atkins.org.

Hainan, China

Sarteno, Tuscany, Italy
Eighth International Conference o/European
Association o f Southeast Asian Archaeologists
Patrizia Zolese, Fondazione Ing. C.M.
Lerici, Via V. Veneto 108,00187 Roma,
Italy
Tel.: +39-06-488 0083
Fax: +39-06-482 7085
E-mail: folerici@tin.it

Ifri Conference Inernationale,
27, rue de la Procession,
75740 Paris cedex 15, France
Deadline: 13 October 2000

Vancouver, BC, Canada

Stockholm, Sweden

Indonesia-Portugal:
fiv e centuries o/historical relationship

International Conference Chao Phraya Delta:
Historical development, dynamics and
challenges o f Thailand’s rice bowl
The conference is jointly organised by
Kasetsart University, Chulalongkorn
University, 1’In stitu t de Recherche pour
le Dcveloppement, France, and Kyoto
University, Japan
E-mail:
odoras@ku.ac.th or cusri@chula.ac.th
H ttp://std.cpc.ku.ac.th/delta/deltacp/
events/Conference_CP.htm
Deadline abstracts: 15 June 2000

3 -4 N o v e m b e r 2000

The Democracy Movement in Burma
since 1962
Center for Pacific Asia Studies,
Stockholm University, 10691
Stockholm, Sweden
Tel.: +46-8-162897
Fax: +46-8-168810
E-mail: cpas@orient.su.se
Deadline: 15 september 2000

27, 28 & 29 S e p t e m b e r 2 0 0 0

2000

Bangkok, Thailand

Hamburg, Germany

26 S e p t e m b e r 2 0 0 0

Leiden, The Netherlands
Women and Crises in Indonesia:
Opportunities and threats, past and present
Dr Brigitte Holzner or Dr Ratna Saptari,
Werkgroep Indonesische Vrouwen
Studies (WIVS), Projects Division
TCZOAO, N onnensteeg 1-3,
2311 VJ Leiden, The N etherlands
E-mail:
brigaard@wxs.nl or rs-bw@wxs.nl
Deadline for abstracts:
15 May 2000
Deadline for papers/exhibition
material: 31 October 2000

z p ,h Annual Mid-Atlantic Region
Associationfo r Asian Studies Conference
David C. Prejsnar, Program Chair
MAR/AAS, Dept, o f History/Philosophy,
C om m unity College o f Philadelphia,
1700 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19130,
United States o f America
Tel.: +1-215-751 8644
Fax: +1-215-972 6304
E-mail: dprejsnar@ccp.cc.pa.us
H ttp://
www.dickinson.edu/prorg/ maraas

2000

25-26 Se p t e m b e r

9 - 1 2 D e c e m b e r 2000

27 O c t o b e r 2 0 0 0

Lehigh University, Pennsylvania,
United States o f America

Vienna, Austria
Seventh European Conference
on Central Asian Studies
Prof. Mag. Dr Gabriele Rasuly-Paleczek,
Institute o f Social and Cultural
Anthropology (ESCAS), University o f
Vienna, A-1010 Vienna,
U niversitatsstr. 7/IV, Austria
Tel.: +43-1-4277 485 06
Fax:+43-1-42779485
E-mail: gabriele.rasuly@univie.ac.at

AGENDA

IIAS/IISG research program m e CLARA,
Programme co-ordinator:
Dr Ratna Saptari,
Information: c/0 Cruqiusweg 31,
1019 AT Amsterdam,
The N etherlands
Tel.: +31-20-668 5866
Fax: +31-20-6654181
E-mail: Chlia@iisg.nl
http://w ww .isg.nl/clara

14 N o v e m b e r

2000

Berlin, Germany
Asia Update.-Economic Potentials and
Social Stability in Asia: Prospects/or
EU-Asia Co-operation
Organized by The Strategic Alliance
(IIAS/NIAS/Ift)
Dr Werner Draguhn
In stitu t fiir Asienkunde
Rothenbaum chaussee 32
D-20148 H am burg
Germany
Tel.: +49-40-4430 0103
Fax: +49-40-410 7945
E-mail: ifahh
16-18 N o v e m b e r

The Politics and Practice o f Asceticism in
Asian Religions (preliminaiy workshop,
fu ll conference in 2001)
Dr Rupert Cox, Research Fellow, Royal
Asiatic Society, 60 Queen’s Gardens,
London W2 3AF,
U nited Kingdom
Tel.:+44-171-724 4741
Fax: +44-171-706 4008
E-mail: 106207.2000@compuserve.c0m,
or
Dr G ustaaf H outm an, Editorial
Consultant, Anthropology Today, Royal
Anthropological Institute, United
Kingdom
Tel.: +44-171-394 6927
E-mail: ghoutman@ tesco.net
H ttp://hom epages.tesco.net/
-g h o u tm an/index.htm
Deadline for abstracts: 1 June 2000
M a r c h 2001
16-18 M a r c h

2001

Los Angeles,
United States o f America

2000

Taiwan
Chinese Business and Culture in Global
and Local contexts
Dr Edm und Terence Gomez,
Faculty o f Economics, University o f
Malaya, Kuala Lum pur 50603, Malaysia
Tel.: +60-3-759 3633 / 45
Fax: +60-3-756 7252
E-mail:
edmund@malaya.freeserve.co.uk
D ecember 2000
4 - 6 D e c e m b e r 2000

Establishing a Discipline: The past,
present and fu tu re o f Korean art histoty
Organizers: Los Angeles County M useum
o f Art (LACMA) and University o f
California Los Angeles (UCLA)
Support: The Korea Foundation
Contact address: The Far Eastern Art
D epartm ent, Los Angeles County
M useum o f Art, 5905 Wilshire
Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90036,
U nited States o f America
Tel.: +1-323-8576029
Fax: +1-323-857 6217
E-mail: Kwilson@lacma.org,
Jungm ann@ hum net.ucla.edu,
Khwang@lacma.org, or
Esung@lacma.org
Deadline for abstracts: June 1,2000
A p r i l 2001

Australia
Conference on Social Transformations
in the Asia Pacific Region
Rachel Hennessy, Conference Organiser,
Capstrans, University o f Wollongong,
Australia
Tel.: +61-2-4221 3780
Fax: +61-2-4228 6313
h ttp :// www.uow.edu.au/research/
groups/capstrans/conference.htm i

4-8 A p r i l 2001

London, United Kingdom
2001AKSE Conference
Dr Youngsook Pak,
School o f O riental & African Studies
University o f London, Thornhaugh
Street, London, WCiH OXG,
U nited Kingdom
Tel.: +44-20-789 84 224
Fax: +44-20-789 84 229
E-mail: yp@SOAS.ac.uk
Deadline: 1 September 2000
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C ambridge
Approaching
Ottoman History

A History of Inner
Asia

textbook

An Introduction to the Sources

Suraiya Faroqhi
In a state-of-the-art introduction to
Ottoman history, Suraiya Faroqhi
explores the sources and interprets
them for students in the field and in
related disciplines. In so doing, she
demonstrates how documents were
prepared and encourages her readers to
adopt a critical approach to their
findings.
£35.00
£14.95

HB
PB

0 521 661684
0 521 666481

TEXTBOOK

Svat Soucek
The author charts the history o f Inner
Asia from the arrival o f Islam. The
contemporary focus rests on the seven
countries which comprise Eurasia.
Since 1991, a divergent literature has
evolved responding to renewed
interest in the region.
£42.50 HB 0521 651697
384pp
£15.95 PB 0 521 657040
'b ta n fo n
fro m

Media, Politics, and 'Thought

Religion and Culture in
Medieval Islam

W ork'in Reformed China

£30.00

HB

0521 623502

Argues that the post-Mao Chinese state
has lost control over ‘thought work’, or
propagandistic communications
£27.50 HB 08047 34615
344pp

One Industry,
Two Chinas

'b t a n f o
fro m

Relations during the Reform Era

£13.95

PB

0 521 66573 6

INFORMATION
CARRIERS

'b ta n fo n
fro m

Peasant-Family Production in Wuxi

128pp

County, 1865-1937

Stanford University Press books are
distributed by Cambridge University Press

the modern Chinese economy.
£30.00 HB 0804729980
31 Ipp

University ofWisconsin-Madison

Http://www.erols.com/arbs/

Room 207, I 155 Observatory
D r Madison
Wisconsin 53706 USA
Tel.:+ 1-608-263 1755

from

£37.50
£13.95

HB
PB

C A M B R ID G E

I he Edinburgh Building, Cambridge, C B 2

UNIVERSI TY PRESS

www.cup.cam.ac.uk

08047 3456 9
0804737886

C h a rb o ’s A n tiq u a ria a t

Fax: + 1-608-263 3735

Koninginneweg 79

E-mail: mjstuden@facstaff.wisc.edu

1075 CJ Amsterdam

H ttp://w w w .wisc.edu/seasst

The Netherlands
Tel.:+ 3 1-20-676 1229

Reopening the debate on the nature o f
j ean C. Oi and Andrew G. Walder
economic development in China before This volume concludes that
the Communist revolution. This book
contrasting property rights regimes
combines quantitative analysis with a
exist in different areas, demonstrating
detailed study o f local politics, culture, a more finely differentiated set o f
and gender to explain the shaping o f
gradations from ‘public’ to ‘private’,

Cambridge books are available from
good bookshops. Alternatively you may
order direct using your credit card.
Phone UK+44 (0)1223 326050,
fax UK +44 (0)1223 326111, or e-mail
directcustserve@cup.cam.ac.uk

Fax: + 1- 2 12 -3 16 3408

Tel.: + 1- 2 12 -3 16 5334

238pp

Property Rights and
Economic Reform
'
in China

Fax:+31-252-418 658

E-mail: arbs@erols.com

United States o f America

08047 35263

Tel.:+31-252-432 121

S o u th ea st A sian Studies
S u m m e r in s titu te
(in ten sive s u m m e r
language p ro g ra m )
C e n te r fo r S o u th ea st
A sian Studies

New York, NY 10025-9344

previously static picture o f property
inheritance in Chinese history by
focusing on womens property rights.
HB

The Netherlands

A sian R are Books

396pp

Kathryn Bernhardt
Drawing on newly available archival
case reCords, this book revises the

£27.50

P.O. Box 287

E-mail; m icroformat@ compuserve.com

Suite I6-D

Women and
Property in China,

M M F Publications
2 160 AG Lisse

Yasheng Huang
Focusing on central-local relations,
Yasheng Huang explains why local
Chinese officials comply, even against
their own economic interests, with the
inflation-control policies o f the central
government.

Silk Filatures and

Lynda S. Bell

rir

^eAuiceA.

The Political Economy o f Central-Local

960-1949

Daniel C. Lynch

Richard G. Hovannisian
and Georges Sabagh
The editors bring together six o f the
most distinguished scholars in the field
to explore the religion and culture o f
medieval Islam. The book w ill appeal
to Islamicists, historians o f science and
philosophy, and students o f literary
history and religious studies.

Inflation and Investment
Controls in China

175 W. 93rd Street

After the
Propaganda State

272pp

6c

Fax:+ 3 1-20-676-1726
E-mail: mail@charbo.nl

T a m a rin d Books

Http://www.charbo.nl

Books about Southeast Asia
P.O. Box 4 9 2 17
Greensboro

372pp

NC 27419

C h in a In fo rm a tio n :
A Journal
on C o n te m p o r a ry
C h in a Studies

E-mail: tamarind@greensboro.com

Please visit o u r website:

Http.V/www.abebooks.com/

http://www.let.leidenuniv.nl/tcc/journal

home/tamarind/

2RU, U K

United States o f America
Tel.:+33-6-852 1905
Fax: +33-6-852 0750

o r contact the Chief Editor:
D r W oei Lien Chong
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O u t o f p rint and antiquarian books

P.O. Box 9515

on Asia

2300 RA Leiden

U nit 1,54/60 Weedon Close

The Netherlands

Belconnen

Tel.:+ 3 1- 7 1-527 2516

ACT 2617

Fax:+31-71-527 2526

Australia

E-mail: docchin@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

Tel.:+ 6 1-2-6251 5191 (24 hours)
Fax:+61-2-6251 5536
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ADVERTISEMENT GUIDELINES

• Standard A:

• Material: Positive film (emulsion down)
or positive on paper.

full page: w. 270 x h. 375 mm: US$ 1,250
• Standard B:
half page: w. 270 x h. 180 mm: US$ 675
• Standard C:
3 columns: w. 160 x h. 180 mm: US$ 400
• Standard D:
2 columns: w. 105 x h. 180 mm: US$ 270
• Standard £■
2 columns: w. 105 x h. 100 mm: US$

• Photographs and shaded areas must
be pre-screened.
• Not-camera ready:Text on disc, clear
logo’s o r digital, including print-out.
• Screen number 40 l/cm (=100 l/inch)
Minimum point 10%
Maximum point 85%

ISO

CIRCULATION
The HAS Newsletter has a circulation
of 22,000 copies world-wide and
is published 3 times a year.

For advertising jobs and fellowships in
the MAS N ew sletter we offer special
rates. Inform ation on request.

T ri JayaT o u r & Travel
Medan-lndonesia

Fax: +44-171-242 5344

For individual tours all over Indonesia,

H ttp :// www.finebooks.demon.co.uk

adventure travel, cultural holidays,
architectural/historical tours, beach
holidays, jungle trekking.

ADVERTORIALS
Article of maximum 1,200 words in
combination with an advertisement of
minimum St. D size. Reservation: 8 weeks
prior to release date. Note: Copy subject to
approval, advertorial texts will be edited.

INSERTS
VACANCIES

United Kingdom
Tel.:+44-171-242 5288

All addresses, incl. institutes, specialists,
and non-specialists, world-wide, o r
selected countries. Price (including
postage): Up to 45 grams: US$ 3000, every
25 grams over 45 grams: US$ 500.

Fax: +62-61-786 3324

H o te l W ilh e lm in a

E-mail: trijaya@ ibm.net

Koninginneweg 167-169

Http.7/www.trijaya-travel.com

107S C N Amsterdam
The Netherlands
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A d v e rtis e now in th e
Products and Services!
3 placements (I year) fo r only US$ 100
Please contact the Editor
Elzeline van der Hoek

MAILING LABEL RENTAL
It is possible to order addresses from the
HAS Database of Asia specialists for direct
mail use. US$ 250 per search; US$ 0.50
per address, on self-adhesive labels.

INFORMATION
For further information contact
Mr S. Sand o r the Managing Editor
at the HAS.

$6
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K ing H o te l

P.O. Box 9 5 15

Leidsekade 86-86

2300 RA Leiden

10 17 PN Amsterdam

The Netherlands

The Netherlands

Tel.:+ 3 1 71 527 2227

Tel.: + 3 1-20-624 9603 / 627 6 10 1

Fax:+31-71 527 4162

Fax:+31-20-620 7277

E-mail: iiasnews@rullet.leidenuniv.nl

